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Aztec Ruins National Monument was established so that preservation 
of· the ruins would be ensured. Preservation requires effective manage
ment which can only be realized when the area staff, particularly main
tenance personnel, is thoroughly familiar with the resources. This 
guide should function to help personnel become more knowledgeable about 
specific details of the ruins. However, this guide should not be mis
construed as a substitute for first-hand knowledge. Rather, it should 
be used as a "map" to direct the reader toward a more intimate cognizance 
of the cultural resources. 

Secondarily, but just as importantly, this guide should serve as a 
repository for information pertinent to preservation or management of 
the ruins. Examples of such information are: building materials sources 
(stone, dirt, etc.); sources for rare or exotic equipment or supplies; 
special pegservation techniques you have used; outstanding workers; etc. 
Such information is always valuable and is sometimes critical to successive 
managers and maintenance personnel. Therefore, to be effective, this 
guide must be continually added-to-, updated, and used. 

To facilitate proper upkeep, this manual should be maintained in a 
looseleaf binder. This allows simple introduction or deletion of material 
and permits removal of specific informational items for short-term field 
use. 

Much of the information is a compendium of portions of management 
or other documents. This serves as background material to assist the 
reader in understanding and appreciating related information presented 
in narrative or list style. 

To simplify the search for specific data, this text is divided into 
a number of subject categories (see "Contents"). A short introduction is 
provided for each subject section to.guide the reader in its use. 

For convenience, a list of contents is furnished for each section. 



II. STATEMENT FOR MANAGEMENT 

A.. 'PTTPP()SE OF THE PARK 

The presence near the town of Aztec, in northwestern New Mexico, 
of a massive pueblo and other significant archeological features, 
and a unique blending of prehistoric architectural styles repre
senting the great Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde cultures of the 
American Southwest, prompted President Warren G. Harding to 
establish Aztec Ruins National Monument by Presidential Proclamation 
No. 1650 of January 24, 1923 (42 Stat. 2295), " ••• with a view to 
the preservation of said ruin for the enlightenment and culture 
of the Nation ••• " 

B. SIGNIFICANCE OF RESOURCES 

Of primary significance at Aztec are the remains of a massive, 
unified-design, terraced pueblo, covering 2 acres (0.8 hectares) 
standing three stories high, extending seven rooms wide at the 
base and four and five rooms wide across the wings, and containing 
500 rooms averaging 10 feet (3 m) by 12 feet (4 m) in dimensions. 
A partially-restored "great kiva" dominates the pueblo's enclosed 
patio. 

The nearby Hubbard Ruin, acquired in 1948, has been excavated, and 
adds to the archeological significance of Aztec Ruins National 
Monument, as do numerous unexcavated archeological sites in other 
parts of the monument. 

Also of significance, the ruins are a unique blending of archi
tectural styles, representing, in initial construction, Chaco 
Canyon-related peoples (northwestern New Mexico) between A.D. 1111 
and 1115: and representing, in later remodeling and enlargement, 
Mesa Verde-related peoples (southwestern Colorado), who abandoned 
the pueblo in the late 13th century. This architectural blending 
offers significant insights i~to social relationships between Chaco 
Canyon and Mesa Verde, and into the cultural history of, and 
eventual abandonment of, the Four Corners region. 

Because of its unique historical significance in the prehistory 
of our Nation, the monument is listed on the National Register 
of Historic Places. 

C. LAND CLASSIFICATION 

All 27.14 acres (11 hectares) of monument lands are listed in 
the National Register of Historic Places, and will be classified 
and man~ged as a historic zone, in accordance with National Park 
Service Management Policies (1975), which stipulate that" ••• 
physical development ••• shall be the minimum needed to preserve, 
protect, and interpret historical ••• values." 
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D. MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

1. To protect, stabilize where appropriate, and maintain the 
historical integrity of the major ruin and its Great Ki~=. 
and other archeological features s_ignificant to the monu
ment story. 

2. To provide visitors with opportunities for interesting, 
enjoyable, and enlightening monument experiences, and to 
enable them to gain insights into the archeological values, 
through well-researched, varied, balanced, and well equipped 
interpretive programs, emphasizing the Aztec ruins as a 
reflection of cultural change resulting from cultural 
diffusion into the region from the Chaco Canyon and Mesa 
Verde locales. 

3. To maintain liaison and close cooperation with, and offer 
assistance to, other Federal, state, county, city, and 
other entities that ·have an interest in the monument and 
its surroundings, in order to achieve the monument's 
purpose, and to in general promote the most harmonious 
integration possible of activities inside and outside 
the monument boundaries. 
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Addendum to Statement for Management 
B. Significance of resources 

The tenn "significance", in the archeological context, is a 
measure of the importance of a particular artifact, site, complex, 
or region as a link in understanding relationships between such 
archeological resources. The understanding of relationships is what 
generates data material for interpreting particular resources to 
the visiting public. 

To reiterate, Aztec Ruins is important in that it has provided 
infonnation which has been of value in detennining relationships 
between early cultures of the larger Four Corner's region. 

The Park Service has the responsibility of preserving its 
archeological resources and much legislation has been passed to 
ensure that preservation: Antiquities Act of 1906; Historic Sites 
Act of 1935, Historic Preservation Act of 1966; National Enyironmental 
Policy Act of 1969. 

The primary reason for the area, therefore, is the preservation 
of the archeological resources for the public enjoyment and use. 



III. ANNOTATED MANAGEMENT CONSTRAINTS 

All management, planning, and development decisions and actions 
relating to Aztec Ruins National Monument must comply with current 
National Park Service Management Policies (1975) and Activity 
Standards (1972); with the park •.s establishing legislation (Pres
idential Proclamation No. 1650, January 24, 1923. 42 Stat. 2295, 
appended); and with subsequent boundary-expansion legislation 
(Presidential Proclamation No. 1840, July 2, 1928, 45 Stat. 2954, 
appended; Presidential Proclamation No. 1928, December 19, 1930, 
46 Sts. 3040, appended; and Presidential Proclamation No. 2787, 
62 Sts. 1513, May 27, 1948, appended). All decisions and actions 
must also comply with the provisions of the Antiquities Act of 1906; 
the National Park Service Organic Act of 1916; the Historic Sites 
Act of 1935; the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966; the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969; Executive Order 11593 of 
May 13, 1971; and the Archeological and Historic Data Preservation 
Act of 1974. 

An easement dated March 1948 allows 20 feet (6 m) adjacent and 
parallel to the park's western boundary for public-road use only. 
The road is not liable to upkeep and maintenance by the National Park 
Service, and the easement becomes null and void if travel across it 
becomes hazardous, or if the road use-is abandoned. 

With the acquisition of 1.8 acres (0.7 hectares) of land from the 
American Museum of Natural History in 1930 (see appended Presidential 
Proclamation of 1930) came "one sixteenth (1/).6) of one share in 
running space in the Farmers' Ditch, a community ditch existing 
under the laws of the State of New Mexico." This ·amounts to approx
imately 4.8 acre-feet (5,900 cubic meters) of water per year, and 
together with the domestic water furnished by the City of Aztec, 
is deemed sufficient for present and future park use. 

In 1958, Lloyd A. Hubbard donated to the United States an easement 
for approximately 357 feet (109 m) of underground transite cement 
asbestos pipe across his land from the Farmers' Union Ditch to the 
northwestern corner of the monument, which includes rights of ingress 
and egress to install, maintain, ~d repair the pipe. 

A 20-year special-use permit was issued on March 1, 1971, to San Juan 
County, New Mexico, for the construction (it has been constructed) 
and maintenance of a county road across 0.15 acres (0.06 ha) of 
land in the southeastern corner of the monument. 

The National Park Service exercises proprietary law-enforcement 
jurisdiction over th~ monument, which means that monument staff are 
limited to enforcing only Federal codes within the boundaries. Local, 
city, state, and county law-enforcement agencies also exercise juris
dictional enforcement authority within the monument. 



The indenture of March 28, 1928 involves the right to drains and 
drainage across land described. And, indenture of May 15,_1947 contains 
an easement for a public road along the west boundary. 

These constraint documents are available at Aztec, ·New Mexico, 87401, 
the Navajo Lands Group, Farmington, New Mexico, and the Southwest 
Regional Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 



IV. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

For the purpose of clarity, all the actions included in the project 
discussions will be divictect ~nto five Natural Types and two Historic 
(Cultural) Types. 

The five Natural Types are: 

1. Those actions whose implementation will have a significant and 
measurable effect on the natural environment. (Significant 
Action) 

2. Those actions whose implementation will continue existing 
maintenance of the natural environment. (Continuing Maintenance) 

3. Those actions which will initiate new maintenance of the natural 
environment. (New Maintenance) 

4. Those actions which entail research into the natural environment. 
(Research) 

5. Those actions which do not have an effect on the natural environ
ment. (No Effect-Natural) 

The two Historic (Cultural) Types are: 

A. Those actions whose implementation will have an effect on the 
historic resources. (Effect) 

B. Those actions which will not have an effect on the historic re
sources. (No Effect-Historical) 



AZRU 
EARU· 

RUINS MAINTENANCE DESCRIPTION 

NAME: East Ruin 

DESCRIPTION: A partly excavated, 16 feet high, 400 X 180 feet 
mound, with 24 excavated and partly excavated, roofed rooms. 

USE: Not open to the public. 

MAINTENANCE STANDARD: 

PROTECTION STANDARD: 

PRESENT 

B 

C 

ACCEPTABLE 

B 

C 

SIZE: 24 excavated and partly excavated roofed rooms. 

Linear feet of Stabilized Wall: 720 (220m) 

Square feet of Stabilized Wall: 5,040 (469m2) 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Roofed rooms. 

LAST CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 1965 

PERIOD FOR•CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 10 years 

MAN-DAYS FOR CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 30 man-days 

MAN-DAYS FOR ANNUAL MAINTENANCE: 5 man-days 

Revised 7/75 



RUINS MAINTENANCE DESCRIPTION 

NAME: Hubbard Ruin 

AZRU 
HURU. 

DESCRIPTION: A specialized tri-wall structure, moderately well 
constructed of varying masonry types. 

USE: Moderately heavy. A secondary interpretive feature. Entered 
on a self-guided trail. 

MAINTENANCE STANDARD: 

PROTECTION STANDARD: 

PRESENT 

B 

B 

ACCEPTABLE 

B 

B 

SIZE: 22 rooms, 2 kivas and several fragmentary rooms. 

Linear feet of stabilized wall: 1,100 (334m) 

Square feet of stabilized wall: 7,700 (716m2; 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Drainage and water seepage. 

LAST CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 1965 

PERIOD FOR CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 5 years 

MAN-DAYS FOR CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 30 man-days 

MAN-DAYS FOR ANNUAL MAINTENANCE:: 10 man-days 

Revised 7/75 



RUINS MAINTENANCE DESCRIPTION 

NAME: West Ruin 

~7.Rn 

WERU 

DESCRIPTION: A very large ruin with cored walls standing to three 
stories. Twenty-one rooms exist with intact ceilings. It is largely 
excavated. 

USE: The major interpreted site. Entered by the visitor on a self
guiding trail. 

MAINTENANCE STANDARD: 

PROTECTION STANDARD: 

PRESENT 

B 

B 

ACCEPTABLE 

B 

B 

- SIZE: 185 ground-floor rooms, 14 kivas, and a restored great kiva. 

Linear feet of stabilized wall: 6,790 (2,071m) 

Square feet of stabilized wall: 72,800 (6,770m2) 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Twenty-one rooms with-intact ceilings covered by 
modern, protective roofs. Long: internal drainage lines. High water 
table and rotting of basal masonry. 

LAST CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 1976 

PERIOD FOR CYCLIC MAINTENANCE: 10 years 

MAN-DAYS FOR CYCLIC MAINTENANCE:' 120 man-days 

MAN-DAYS FOR ANNUAL MAINTENANCE: 50 man-days 

Revised 7/75 



United States Dcpartrnent of the lnterior 
NATIONAL PARK SER \'JC£ 

SOUTHWEST REGION 
P.O. Box 728 

·---. 

IN REPLY REFER TO: Sc1nta Fe, New Mexico 87501 

N22(SWR)CR 
APR 2 71977 

Memorandum 

To: General Superintendent, Navajo Lands Group 

Fro~g~~- Regional Director, Southwest Region 

. REC~:VED 
N.'\V!UO L~.ros GRCUP 

• : i::,:·.uC:u.~.RTERS 

APR2 81977 

Subject: Aztec Ruins Resource Management Plan Revision 

I approve of the revised cultural resources project number 

3, Preservation of Ruins, of the Aztec Ruins Resources Management 

Plan. 

cc: 
Supt., AZRU 

. 



United States Dep;!~:~nent of the Interior 
NATIONAi. PARK SER \'ICE 

Navajo T.~n ·1s Group 
Box 53'3 

Farmington, N. M. 87401 
IN Rt.:PLY REFER TO: 

N22 
April 11, 1977 

Memorandum 

To: Regional Director, Southwest Region 

From: General Superintendent, Nav~jo· Lands Group 

Subject: Aztec Ruins Resource Management Plan Revision 

I approve of the enclosed revision of cultural resources project 

number 3, Preservation -of Ruins, of the Aztec Ruins Resources 

Management Plan, and request your approval • 
. r-·. ~~ 

(~,;~~ \\}_,-;ti_~, 
";;fh~- H. White 

Enclosure 

cc: Supt., AZRU 
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United States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAi. PARK SER \'ICE 

Aztec Ruins National Monument 
P. O. Box U 

IN REPLY Rt::FER TO: 
Aztec, New Mexico 87410 

N22 
April 11, 1977 

Memorandum 

To: General Superintendent, Navajo Lands Group 

From: Superintendent, Aztec Ruins National Monument 

Subject: Aztec Ruins Resource Management Plan Revision 

The enclosed revision of cultural resources project number 3, 
Preservation of Ruins, of the Aztec Ruins Resources Management 
Plan has been prepared with the assistance of the Navajo Lands 
Group Ruins Stabilization Specia~ist and has been reviewed by 
cultural resources personnel at the Southwest CUlt~ral Resources 
Center and Western Archeological Center. Their comments have 
been included in this revision. 

I approve this revision and request your approval and that of 
the Regional Director. 

Enclosures 



3. Project: Preservation of Ruins 

There are three (3) excavated or partly excavated ruins, one (1) excavated 
and reconstructed prehistoric great kiva, and ten (10) unexcavated ruins 
at Aztec Ruins Hational Monument. 

a. The West (or Main or Aztec) Ruin, LA45b, is a very large, massive, 
largely excavated, stabilized, prehistoric, masonry Pueblo Ruin consisting 
of 185 ground floor rooms including 21 rooms with intact, original ceilings, 
14 kivas, and rubble core masonry walls standinq up to the third story. 

The West Ruin suffers extensive moisture damage to its sandstone masonry 
and adobe mortar walls from accumulations .of surface moisture from summer 
rains and winter snow and ice, and from subsurface moisture which percolates 
through walls or rises by capillary action into wall bases. This damage is 
aggravated by an inefficient and inadequate drainage system; by long, wide, 
flat·. wall caps_; and by the use of incompatible and unesthetic, tinted 
Portland Cement mortar. In addition, the 21 original ceilings are covered 
by old (1938), deteriorating, leaking, inadequately designed protective 
roofs; exposed wooden construction members suffer damage by being exposed 
to alternating cycles of wetness and dryness, insect infestation and rot, 
and only sporadic application of preservatives: and ruins maintenance is 
carried out largely by means of large and small rehabilitation and cyclic 
stabiliza'tion projects rather than by an-adequately funded, staffed, 
trained, and directed annual ruins maintenance program~ Also, most pre
servation treatment is symptom oriented and not aimed at attacking the 
causes of deterioration. 

b. The Hubbard Ruin, LA45c, is an excavated, stabilized, prehistoric, 
masonry Pueblo ceremonial structure consisting of 22 rooms, two (2) kivas, 
and moderately-well to poorly constructed walls standing up to eight (8) 
feet (2.4m). 

The Hubbard Ruin has most of the same preservation problems as the West 
Ruin plus the fact it has been stabilized so extensively that its struc
tural integrity is in question to the point that its main value lies in 
its worth as an interpretive display rather than as an archeological 
resource. The extensive cement plaste~ on this ruin provides an ideal 
medium for capillary action which causes very heavy stone deterioration, 
gives little protection to wall cores and veneers, masks interior defects, 
and has an unaesthetic color and texture. 

c. The East Ruin, LA45a, is a largely unecavated, 16 feet (Sm) high, 400 
(91m) by 180 feet (55m), prehistoric masonry Pueblo mound containing 24 
excavated or partly excavated, stabilized rooms, some with intact, 
original ceilings~ 



Relatively little wall is exposed, but what is exposed is subject to the 
same problems as the West Ruin, although not as severely. Vegetation is 
helping to check erosion of the mound. The protective roofs covering the 
intact, original ceilings are of a different design than those of the 
West Ruin and are providing good protection. 

d. The Great Kiva is a large, excavated, prehistoric, reconstructed, 
masonry Pueblo, ceremonial structure in the plaza of the West Ruin. 

The Great Kiva has an inadequate and incomplete drainage system. Parts 
of the structure have settled more than others and wall cracks have 
developed along mortar joints. The adobe mortar has eroded to the point 
where there are deep voids in the joints. Exterior wood roof members 
are well exposed and severely decayed. The interior, plaster simulation 
paint is of an inaccurate color and texture. 

e. The ten (10) unexcavated ruins at the monument are, with one exception, 
static and require no preservative treatment. The one exception is Mound F 
that has one exposed room and an intrusive modern storage cellar. 

These unexcavated ruins are densely covered with vegetation that checks 
erosion and should, except for trees, be retained. There is a potential 
wildfire threat. In the event of a burn, it is to be controlled from 
peripheral areas without any equipment allowed on the ruins. 

ACTION: Research and Maintenance 

a. Rehabilitate West Ruin: (5. No Effect - Natural. A. Effect -
Historical). 

Complete the ruins stabilization rehabilitation of the West Ruin. 
(Package 110 - FY77 and Package 111 - FY78 and FY79). Use these funds 
to begin an annual ruins maintenance program. (106 statement has been 
completed) . 

b. Design and Install Comprehensive Surface Drai~age System for West 
Ruin including Great Kiva. (3. New Maintenace. A. Effect - Historical). 
A consultation in compliance with Se.ction 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act will be required. {Draft 10-238 enclosed). 

c. Design and Install Protective Roofs - West Ruin. (5. No Effect -
Natural. A. Effect - Historical).- A consultat±Oir--i.n-compliance with 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act will be required •. 
(Draft 10-238 en<:=losed).' 

d. Complete Hi?toric Structures Report for West Ruin. (5. No Effect -
Natural. B. No Effect - Historical). Report to be written by NALA 
Ruins Stabil"ization Specialist. No additional funds required. 
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e. Complete Ruins Preservation Guide for West Ruin (5. No Effect -
!'-,atural. B. No Effect - Historical) • Guide to be written by NALA 
~-~uins Stabilization Specialist. No addi tiorial funds . required. 

£. Rehabilitate Hubbard Ruin: (5. No Effect - Natural. A. Effect 
Historical). 

Package 115, Rehabilitate Hubbard Ruin, includes complete restabilization 
of ruin (along with removal of the cement plaster), design and installa-. 
tion of an adequate drainage system, and completion of an Historic Struc
tures Report and Ruins Preservation Guide. The project will be supervised 
by the NALA Ruins Stabilization Specialist. A consultation in compliance 
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act will be required. 

g. Revise Cyclic Maintenance Paint Job Specifications for Great Kiva 
interior to include proper paint color and plaster texture. (5. No 
Effect - Natural. B. No Effect - Historical). 

h. Mound F. Backfill one exposed room and remove modern storage cellar 
and backfill resulting cavity. (5. No Effect -.Natural. B. Effect -
Historical). Funds for this work are available. A consultation in 
compliance-with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
will be required. 

i. Complete Historic Structures Report for East Ruin {5. No Effect -
Natural. B. No Effect - Historical). Report to be written by NALA 
Ruins Stabilization Specialist. No additional funds are required. 

j. Complete Ruins Preservation Guide for East Ruin (5. No Effect -
Natural. B. No Effect-· Historical). Guide to be written by NALA 
Ruins Stabilization Specialist. No additional funds are required. 

k. Request Southwest Cultural Resources Center and Western Archeological 
Center to initiate research into the development o·f new preservation 
techniques and materials designed to attack, where possible, the causes 
of deterioration. Of particular importance to Aztec Ruins i's research 
leading to the development of a better mortar, to the prevention of 
sandstone deterioration, to the preseryation of original wall plaster, 
and·the preservation of in-place wood •. (5. No Effect - Natural. B. 
No effect - Historical). 

NOTE: All new materials are to be laboratory and field tested on non
original fabric before application to original' fabric. Prior to appli
cation to original fabric, a National Historic Preservation Act 106 
Statement may be required. 

1. Ruins Maintenance: (5. No Effect - Natural) (B. Effect - Historical). 

3 



It is estimated that 520 man days per year will b~ required to main
tain the Aztec Ruins at .standard. This is an jnitial estimate only 
and will be revised on the basis of data generated by the monument 
Ruins Preservation Guides. A third estimate is possible upon com
pletion of the first full year of the program at standard. At pre
sent 15 man days per year are allotted to ruins maintenance. An 
additional 83 man days is to be allotted in FY1979. A 10-237 re
questing 1.5 man years in FY1980 is to be submitted. 

Details of housekeeping procedures, maintenance practices, and ruins 
maintenance program review and appraisal will be 9utlined in the West 
Ruin Preservation Guide. 

See enclosed Resource Requirements Data and draft 10-237. 
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DE'v"ELOPr.·lENT/STUDY PACl(AGE 'PROPOSAL 

PARK PRIORITY DATE REG 'N PRIORITY DATE 
CRITERIA 
CINSERTX.s) 

1 , ,o ,, ,1 ,:; ,., ,s '6 ,1 ,e ,, 20 21 21 n 2.a 2!i 2£~~:.::.:..:...:..:..:.~..:..:..:-1-_..::..:....:..:..~-t-------i----
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w1LL AOUiTIOhlAL OPERATll-~G F1 JNDS AND POSITIONS BE NEEDED UPON COMPLETION OF THIS P~CKAGE? YES O 

(If 'YES' EXPLA!N NEEDS IN SECTION XI OUTLINE OF Pl ANNING ANO MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS) NO .:i£)-
sc::;.,,,,.,m=-=-:L~~-----a:.ac.w-~ r-::::a:---.~Gt,.Eln:ra:..ir:::zm-=ii:.lP.l'•wwwnac:~:.:..:s,oa::r.--lNE"E;KLZ--..!!!uW>-=--=---=-... -~~_,..m~ 

FULL PACKAGE DESCRIPTION 

Modify and .improve the drainage systems- in the. West Ruin ana the G:r::eat Kiva. 
Current systems will be redesignea· and expanaed. 

PACKAGE JUSTIFICATION/CONSEQUENCES: 

.Existing drainage systems.in these two cultural resources· are inadequqte 
and inefficient. They are failing to control ·-:moisture .from $nO'ti, · i.ce, · and 
rain and are thus contributing to wall stone ana EC>rt:ar erosion-~ Increased 
deterioration demands increased maintenance. A-modified drainage system will 
effectively control.:moisture ana will result in a substantial decrease in 
ruins .maintenance requirements. 

Failure to inprove the drainage system ~ill lila.intain the currently high cost 
vs. benefits ratio, will result in furt~er ruin deterioration, and will cause 
a decrease in the archeol~ical and interpretive value of the sites. 

PLANNING J\.NO MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS: (Follow instructions and outline pro.trided in Program f~rmulation Guideline) 

l 

System 111ust be eff~ctive in each i.mi.t Being. drained and-must Be easily 
maintainable. System should be designed and installed by a professional 
engineer. Design must be approved by the So~thwest Region and installation 
must be monitored by a professional archeologist. 

DATE CO~·:CUFiR~NC[ (S1gna!urc ol 5upermtlmccnt 
or Eq111va1cnt Ofhc1al ) 

(JATE 

APPROVAL iS•')r.:ttur<: of Req,c;nal Director or E.qwv,UP.n: Ott,c1~11J 
I 

E ,.. 'l • 
9 

-
11

1
40

1 
~ L.S. ~C:'.lRt.M[NT PRll'<ITlr-.G OFF C 1 1976-.,. • o 

Uf,lE 
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FOR THiS PAChAG~ UNHLD STATES DEPA!~T:,,.!f1'-i;·, · TP!: !NTERlOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE . 

PACKAGE t:..STIMATING DETAIL 

PARK NAME 
Aztec Ruins Natiooal Mon. 

OEVF.LOPED AREA NAME 
• -.-~i;.. st Ruin & Great Ki'lTa 

PACKAGE NO 

REVISION NO. 

D.A. 
CODE WR 

REGION 
S~·,' 

PACKAGE 
TITLE M o d i r y Dr a n a g e S y 5 t e m 5 

NET CONSTRUCTION - DETAIL OF ESTIMATES 
CLASS OF ESTIMATE THIS ESTIMATE VALID TO: 

WORKING PRELIMINARY SIMILAR 
(DATE) 

FY78 D A- DRAWINGS D 8- DRAWINGS IKJ C- FACILITIES 

COST (NET AMOUNT-THOUSAN0Sl 

ITEM OUAN11TY PLANNING ANO ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION 

Labor 200 wd 7800 
Support costs, supplies and materials 2b2UU 

1\ 
I 

-

-

(It additional space Js required-use plain P8PfK and attach} TOTALS s 34,000 s 

NET CONSTRUCTION - COST BY PROJECT TYPE AND FUND SOURCE 
PROJ · PROJECT TITLE 

• COST BY FUND SOURCE (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 
TYPE PWE PLAN./CONST PWE ROAD CONST. 

52 MUSEUM EXHIBIT PRODUCTION 
55 WAYSIDE EXHIBIT PRODUCTION 
57 ACQUISITION OF ARTIFACTS AND GRAPHICS 

62 AUDIOVISUAL ARTS PRODUCTION 

89 · RUINS STABILIZATION 300 3L,ooo 
91 CONSTRUCTION 

91 CONSTRUCTION 
92 UTILITY CONTRACTS 

-
I 

I TOTALS $ ~,. nnn · $ 
.5TIMATE PREPARED BY: (Signature, TITLE - DATE 

ESTIMATE APPROVED BY: (Signature) TITLE: DATE 
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Aztec Ruins National Mon. 
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I I I I I I J I I I I I LI I I I I I I I I I I I "I I I I I 
WILL ADDITIONAL OPERATING FUNDS AND POSITIONS BE NEEDED UPON COMPLETION OF THIS PACKAGE? 

(IF ·ves· EXPLA!N NEEDS IN SECTION XI OUTqNE OF PLANNING ANO MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS) -FULL PACKAGE DESCRIPTION. 

YES 0 
NO :il 

Remove old protective roofs and replace with new ana Better designed ones. 
New roofs will apply curren~ ltlethodology· and bnprovedltlaterials. 

PACKAGE JUSTIFICATION/CONSEQUENCES: 

. The old protective roofs are supported by the or~ginal roofs~ additional weight 
which these 800 year old roofs were not designed to bear. Also, the old pro~ 
tective roofs were poorly designed. They do not ccmpensate~for expansion and 
contraction of materials and are exerting mechanical strain on the original 
wall and roof fabrics. Furthermore, they do not effectively control 'JD.oisture 
and so original roofs and room interiors suffer damage from which they are· 
supposed to be protected. 

Failure to replace the old roofs will lead to continued deterioration or original 
roofs and room interiors. 

PLANNING ANO MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS: (Follow instructions and outline provided in Program Formulation Guideline} 

New protective roofs must bear their own weight and be separate from original 
roofs. Materials must be effective in all weather conditions. New roofs must 
allqw for access to protected rooms when no other access is available. System 
to be designed and installed by professional engineer after approval of design 
by Southwest Region. Insallation to be monit red by professional archeologist. 

~INl<l<.lR tS,gnalu"' and T,11e1 IDAlE CONCURHE NCE 1S1gnature of Supcrin!enden: 
or Equivalent Olhc1al.) 

APPROVAL CS1gna:wc: of Re91011c31 Oirec!or or Equ111alen1 Oll1c1a11 
~u:s. GO\C?~~r~1 rRtNTlhG orr1ct, t976-63•·96Bt•o• 

DAI( 

DAlE 
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NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

PACKAGE ESTlfJIATING DETAIL 

r·· ;·-.-~. ~ ___ c11. ____ ----·-
FOR THI~ PACt<AGt 

PACKAGE NO 

REVISION NO 

D.A. 
CODE \• .... ,, .. 

PACKAGE 
TITLE 

R e o l a c e P r o t e c ti v · e· R 0 0 f 5 

NET CONSTRUCTION - DETAIL OF ESTIMATES 
CLASS OF ESTIMATE THIS ESTIMATE VALID TO: 

WORKING PRELIMINARY SIMILAR 
(DATE) 

0 A- DRAWINGS 0 8- DRAWINGS !J C- FACILITIES FY 78 

COST fNET AMOUNT-THOUSANDSl 
ITEM QUANTITY PLANNING AND ROAD 

CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION 

Labor 150 wd 6750 
Support costs SUO":.'lies and materials ~250 • 

-I 
I 

-

-

(If additional space Js required-use plain paper and attach) TOTALS s 15,000 s 
... . 

NET CONSTRUCTION - COST BY PROJECT TYPE AND FUND SOURCE 
PROJ PROJECT TITLE 

COST BY FUND SOURCE (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 
TYPE PWE PLAN./CONST PWE ROAD CONST 

52 MUSEUM EXHIBl'J PRODUCTION 
55 WAYSIDE EXHIBIT PRODUCTION. 
51 ACQUISITION OF ARTIFACTS AND GRAPHICS 

62 AUDIOVISUAL ARTS PRODUCTION 

89 RUINS STABILIZATION 300 15,000 
91 CONSTRUCTION 

91 CONSTRUCTION 
92 UTILITY CONTRACTS 

-
I 

I TOTALS $ , ~ "'"') s 
. 

ESTIMATE PREPARED BY: (Signature, TITLE DATE 

Fe~. 77 

ESTIMATE APPROVED BY: (Signature) TITLE: DATE 
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CONCISE DESCRIPTION & JUSTIFICATION 

NET. 
AMOUNT 

' I 
I 

.. ! 

3o DETAIL OF ANNUAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 

LINE 1 

INE5 

45 4 

CONCISE DESCRIPTION &JUSTIFICATION 

~id 

POSITIO_N TITLE/C9ST COM PON ENT INC. 
REF. 

e.l', 

~ 

LINE 21 

LINE 4 

LINt: tli 
-'-'-'i 

1 10 11'12,13 15 16 21122123 2s :2e 2e·29 3031 32 33 70 71 73 

I 

FULL DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION (Typewritten) 

Aztec Ruins N~tional Monument is responsible for administration, interpretation, arrl preservation of fourt9en 
excavated and uncxcavated, prehistoric, masonry Pueblo ruins, 

The above a,~ditional operating requirements would allow the establishment of an adequate ruins maintenance 
procr~m ~nd would improvo cost vs. benefit by allowin~ a continuity·or employment for qualified personnel 
roth~r than a conti~ual turnover caused by an ins~fficiently long work season. 

Fnilurc to provide these positions will drastically restrict the preservation of' unrP.n~wable resources and 
will rc5ult in their firbher dP.terioration with a concomitant reduction in archeml~gical integrity and 
interpretive imn~e. 

i!rAAiiaKK]o~uJoiiElEil1c~@[:;=========P.~~~~~ujji::liii1iffirel:ID~L=~rnoREimcoo..;m'c;::'Tn;;-:~='!":"!",-----. · JSUPl;RJNUNDANI OR OFFICE; CHIEF o (S1gn11tur1 & titl~J ATE f!!.~-~~?.~A.~.~,~~ECTOR APPROVAL P.LT;.: 

t';I" 0 ". ' • ' 
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CULTURAL RESOURCES 
MAINTENANCE Pag1! ...l ,F L - -

ACTIVITIES ANDS-YEAR PROGRAMMING SHEET 

RMP Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 . Year 4 Year S 
Pkg. Area Ref. NPS ·Cost/ NPS Cost/ NPS Cost/ NPS Cost/ NPS Cost/ Date Subm.1. ,. 

~ Priority ~ Project Title M.Y. $1000 M. Y. $1000 M.Y. $1000 M.Y. $1000 M.Y. $1000 10-237 10·· 

1 CJl Ruins Maintenance .• 05 .75 .05 • 75 .• 4 . 4.o 2.0 20.8 2.0 20.8 

2 C2 Museum Collection .2 3.0 .1 1.0 .1 1.0 .l 1.0 .1 1.0 

110/111 3 CJa . Rehabilitate West .5 JO.O .5 30.0 .5 30.0 · 
Ruin 

115 u CJf Rehabilitate 
Hubbard Ruin .1 50.0 

5 CJb Design and Install 
Drains-West Ruin .8 3u.O 

6 C3.c Design and Install 
New Protective 

"' Roofs-West Ruin .6 15.0 

\. 



) 
.----. 

RMP 
?kg. Area Ref. 
~o. Priority ~ -

l Cl 

2 C3d 

3 CJe 

115 u CJf 

115 5 CJ! 

6 . CJi 

'" 
7. CJj 

8. C3k 

) 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 
RESEARCH 

ACTIVITIES ANDS-YEAR PROGRAMMING SHEET 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
NPS ·Cost/ NPS Cost/ NPS Cost/ 

Project Title M.Y. $1000 M.Y. $1000 M.Y, $1000 
Archeological 
Assessment 0.1 2 .• 0 

Historic Structure 
Report-West Ruin. 0.1 2.0 

Ruins Preservation 
Guide-West Ruin 0.1 2.0 

Historic Structure 
Report-~u~~ard Ruin 0.1 2.0 

Ruins Preservation 
Guide-Hubbard Ruin 0.1 

1

2.0 

Historic Structures 
Report-East Ruin 0.1 2.0 

Ruins Preservation 
Guide-East Ruin 0.1 2.0 

New Preservation 
Techniques and 
Methods 

" 

) 

Page _l_ of __ L .. 

Year 4 Year 5 
NPS Cost/ NPS Cost/ Date Submittr. 
M,Y, $1000 M.Y, $1000 10-237 10-238 



) 
--( Form I) 

AREA: A~tcc Ruins tJational Monument 

DATE: 1:-cbruary, 1.li77 

) ) 

COST ACCOJNT: 

ACTIVITY: Ruins Maintenance 

ACTtVITY STANDARDS -RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS DATA Page _____ cf_____Pages 

PWE ELEMENlS OF PERIOD Of REQUIREMENTS TO MEE. 
NO. ACTIVITY OPERATION WORK LOAD FACTORS STANDARDS OF OPERATIC 

JOO 1. West Ruin April to October 250,000 sq ft wall surface h20 wd 
9,000 11n ft wa.11 top 

20,700 sq ft wall cap 

5,ooo sq ft wood members 5 wd 
: 

1,000 lin· ft drainages 15 wd 

107,828 sq ft ground surface 15 wd .. 
(vegetation control) 

/ 

5,120 sq ft ruin trail 10 wd 
surface 

I h65 wd 

2. Hubl°'arn Site April to October 1,100 lin ft wall 
11,000 sq ft wall 

6,900 sq ft ground surface 25 wd 
30 lin ft trail 

draihage negligible 
wood. members negliBiple . 

J. EAst Ruin April to October 720 lin ft stab. wall 
5,0ltO sq ft stah, wall 15 wd 

900 sq ft wood. members 

1,. Grent Klv::i Ar,ril to October 2h0 lin ft wall 15 wd 
2,080 sq ft wall 
3, 88A sq ft wood mcrnher:i 

5~0 wd totnl r"'l1l~r•, .. r 

-, 
N 

·1' 
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Maintenance Management 

Introduction 

Form 10-577, example 

Resource Requirements Data, example forms 

Activity Standards: 

Maintenance of Physical Facilities 
Historic Structure Preservation Guide 

Navajo Lands Group Ruins Stabilization Program 

10-237, example 

10-238, examples 

Cyclic Maintenance Proposal, exanples 



Maintenance Management 

Preservation of prehistoric cultural resources is an expensive 
and ubiquitous process. Under the Park Service adopted policies and 
philosophies of Zero Base Budget and Management by Objective, the need 
for and ·the costs of preservation must be justified. Once monies have 
been justified and appropriated they should be efficiently expended. 

To justify and spend funds properly, a manager must know every 
facet and physical aspect of the resources being managed. For main
tenance, of which preservation is a part, this knowledge includes such 
things as: what is the resource constructed of; how many square and 
lineal feet are represented; what materials are needed for repair of 
the defects and what is the current cost of these materials; how much 
manpower is required to effect repairs; what other costs are involved; 
what are the defects and what Activity Standard are they covered under; 
and what repair work is to be done and who is to do it. Maintenance 
divisions in the National Park Service have utilized the 10-577 Job 
Order Request to organize their basic resources data successfully for 
a number of years. Instructions for the use of this form are included 
on the back side and an example is included in this section. Man day 
estimates should reflect manpower needs to correct all structural 
defects. This will quantify the discrepancy beyweeii"'"'actual needs and 
what is currently available, limited by operating funds. The 10-577 
also serves as a data base to justify operating funds you are currently 
receiving - a very important bargaining tool under zero base budgeting. 

A separate 10-577 should be prepared for each zero base Primary 
Work Element. Some of these elements will require annually updated 
io-577's. Aztec Ruins maintenance preservation will utilize the following 
PWE's: 

145 Exhibits - maintenance of existin~ facilities 

252 Cultural Resources Maintenance and Operations 

276 Trails 

286 Water Systems - drainage 

292 Electric Systems 

298 Turf, Tree, Shrub and Ground Care 

Primary Work Element 252 will require several different 10-577's: 
one for repair of masonry walls and features; one for repainting of 
eroded mortar joints; one for wall top capping; one for repair and/or 
preservative treatment of roofs, roof members, o• other structural wood; 
and one for control of insect and/or animal pests. 



Data for all 10-577's must be compiled during physical inspection 
of the resources. Two in-Group forms - Resource Requirements Data and 
Resource Requirements Data Tally Sheet - were developed to aid in the 
compilation of 10-577 data. Example specimens of these two forms are 
provided in this section. For task time requirements, see "Inspection 
Schedules•• section. 

Some of the ruins maintenance will have to be accomplished on a 
cyclic basis. Under ZBB all cyclic maintenance (such as resurfacing 
protective roofs) will be handled by SWRO personnel. For your inform
ation, however, examples of Cyclic Maintenance Proposals are included 
in this section. For further information on cyclic main~enance involv
ing archeological resources contact the NALA Ruins Preservation Special
ist. For information on other cyclic maintenance, contact the NALA 
Facilities Manager or the Regional Civil Engineer (who currently manages 
cyclic maintenance funds). 

Presently, these positions are filled by: 

NALA Ruins Preservation Specialist 
Stephen E. Adams (Steve) 

NALA Facilities Manager 
Sheldon L. Smith ("Smitty") 

Regional Civil .Engineer 
Dustin Aughenbaugh ( "Du~ty") 

For assistance on ruins maintenance or any other preservation 
activity, especially emergency conditions, contact the NALA Ruins Preserva
tion Specialist. For your information, some 10-238 Development Package 
Proposals have been included in this section as examples of those types 
of projects which are initiated by the Preservation Specialist for the 
Group areas. 

Also included in this section are pertinent portions of the National 
Park Service Activity Standards, th~ Navajo Lands Group Ruins Preservation 
Program, and the Outline for Historic Structures Preservation Guides 
(SWCRC). 



Form 10-577 
(More'- ~ 970) 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ·;11·t . INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

JOB ORDER REQUEST ·£xa~e 
(See Ins'tructions on Reverse) 

JOB ORDER NO. 

rrv 

.JOB Oc~CRIPTION 

Re a..c~ .])c:..hen'oY.tC-lf!!t! 
LOCATION DISTRIC.T 

~ROPOSED ST.ART DATE TARGET COMP, DATE 

<;( /S 

STATEMENT OF WORK PROPOSED 

l,Vorl 'la b~ 

. d 41 to..k,r. 

POSITION, TITLE, GRADE .Ai!f.D SURNAM~ . -
J11 LSon n..t ~,Jo, <£.~t!r-uJ/.· - 7 

-'• MA~.-! u.>11 -fer Wt:- -Jr c., 
}114_:5~..,L t.J_/,,,_;- . Zu LA)&:. - 5 o-•> 
yY)A..- J ~'J~ -1 v<J,-s 
YUh ,i_ ,,d 4.rk,.fo u J~1--'.S .. +.n 

../ J .., ...... ,..,,cl~ ! .. ., . ..,rr--~,...., 

" . -, •. ' .. .,. ~ ""'I ...,,, "=' ... " .. 1'"\ ~ ·-

TYPE 01=' EQUIPMENT '">0~~--1' ~ .. ~ .. Vz ~ ~'ciu& rhf-.Re,J 7c. d6 ·") Z.I 
IIIC I '-

h""lH .,,,.: hfnnrf.,.. ( .,,,J.,: ~ .. •' 
IL Z 

. 5111 
aa: "' 
1111 

ITEM 

l'YI, ·a".",., Ila,, ,..""ct.S' s~r,/,'~s ~ n?~als 
0 , . I z• 
ct-• •o 
~u 
- a: a:.., 
1111 :t .... ;o 

. . 

A ZRll. - We..fR~,' 

l:ST. 
M/D.AYS DAILY RATE 

.ll~- ~o.37 . 
/t)~ . £°7. 32 
/(}.O . c/1.37 
//M .. c./9. 37 
/IJO-· · .. <./'t.37 · 
- ~ · ... '· .., t<' 

........ ..__ r 

-~ .... ~-~ .,.. ~,.. .1-,,.. r-.· 
EST. 

i~:,r.AT~ rlt HRS,.tMIS 

/ZLJ(j . tJ. /tJ 
... rl~· 1,,,., .._,...,.< ... ~ .. 
... -~f" ?" ,.,,.....,,:-, .. ,.. ,; .. "f 

- -

(F! ef. (J() / ,H. J. 
/ 

: 

• _,t 

.. -. 
" ,. 

? ... , . . .. 

...., ~ST. cos,;s · 

~"37.0() 
S78Z.~1J 
</9 3 .7. "tJ 
t/t::t 37. 0() 

t./'737. 00 

- ..,, 

.16' .J_ 

-:,<'/ES)',, -COSTS 

_ #:{c/b. "° .. 
-"'· ..... 

--' ..Jt-i .. , 

EST. COSTS 

Zl>OO. 00 

. PERSONAL 
COST ACCOUNT 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES , AND 
SERVl~ES IIIENTAL MATERIALS. 

36D 26, C. -~ . O'<' 5</a. otJ ,.:} l'M I') • l) C, 
,. 

;; 
4 

I' . 

.. 

·" 

ACT,M/DAYS: ACTUAL COSTS 

,. 

. 

ACT.HRS/MIS ACTUAL. COSTS 

. . 

ACTUAL COSTS 

t 
f 

OTHER J• TOTAL • 
2?.170. Qt) . 

-
-

, fESTED BY (Title • s,,,..tur•) CONCURRED BY (Titl• • s,,,,.ture > APPROVED BY (TJtle 6 SJ,nature) 
' s~;.g /Y'/4.,·~~~4A. :Joe , . 
'COMPLETED BY DATE COMP. tNSPECTED BY DATE INSPECTED 

•. , 

~ 

' 

I 



Site: West Ruin 

Ceiling area: 

North wal1 or quadrant: 

(l ) int • : Wood sqM 
(1) ext.: sqtJ: 
(2) int.: sqM 
(2) ext.: sqM 

Other: 

South wall or quadrant: 

( 1 ) int • : Wood sqM 
(1) ext~: sqM 
(2 ) int.: sqM 
(2) ext.: sqM 

Othe1': 

Resource Requirements D.ata 

Area: AZRU Room: Kiva: Other: 

(2) is used only on rooms that 'have complete roofs. (1) is used as a . to~al on 
unroofcd rooms. 

(l) int.: length M Height M Width M Drainage I· M 
(l) ext.: M M M 
(2) i.nt.: M M M 
(2) ext.: M M M 

Rebuild sqM Grout sqM Cap sqM Void fill sqM 
sq M {!ePoid) sqM sqM 
sqM sqM sqM 
sqM sqM sqM 

(i) int.: Length M Height M Width M Drainage M 
(1) ext.: M M M 
(2) int.: M M M 
(2) ext.: M M M 

Rebuild sqM Grout sqM Cap sqM Void fill sqM 
sqM sqM sq}1 
sqM sqM - sqt1 
sqM sqM -· sq!~ 

__,__. •.. - · ' ........ ~ ·-



~ ~ 

East wall or quadrant: (1) int.: length M Height M Width 
(1) e.xt.: M M 

M Drainage M 
---- M 

(2) int.: M M M 
(2) ext.: M M M 

(1) int. : Wood sqM Rebuild sqM Groµt sqM Cap 
(1) ext.: sqM ,sqM sqM 
(2) int.: sqM sqM sqM 
(2) ext.: sqM sqM sqM 

sqM Void fill sqM ---- sqM 
sqM 
sgM 

Other: 
: 

West wall o~ quadrant: (1) int.: Length M Height M Width 
(1) ext.: M M 

M Drainage M 
---- M 

(2) int.: M M M 
(2) ext.: M M M 

(1) int.: Wood sqM )lebuild sqM Grout sqM Cap 
(1) ext.: sqM sqM sqM 

sqM Void fill sqM ---- sqM 
(2) int.: sqM sqM sqM sqM 

.(2) ext.: sqM sqM sqM sqM 

Other:· 

Special history: 

Special instructions: 

Research: 
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ACTIVITY STANDARDS: Excerpts 

MAINTENANCE OF PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

Physical facilities maintenance will be considered to be 
satisfactory when: 

Buildings, Utilities, and Other Facilities 

General 

1. All buildings ••• are neat, clean, and free of debris, exposed 
surfaces are sound and properly finished, •••••••••••.••••••••••• 

4. Adequate operating and maintenance logs and records are 
current and available. 

7. Maintenance procedures assure detection and correction of 
nonoperational or hazardous conditions. 

9. All roofing and flashing prevent water or moisture from 
entering building. 

10. Structures are free of differential se~tlement, cracking, 
spalling, loose joints, leaks, and encr~aching vegetative growth. 

Buildings 

2 • Drainage ................................................... . 
a. Are free of obstructions and all openings clear. 

3. Electrical (Wiring, Lighting, etc.) 

c. Lamps and appliances are operating properly 

5. Foundation and Exterior Walls 

a. Are structurally sound and support the superimposed 
loading. 

b. Are free of differential settelement or lateral, vertical 
or longitudinal displacement. 

8. Interior Surfaces 

a. Are free of damage attributal to accumulated moisture. 

c. Are ••• free of •••• excessive wear 

10. Roofs 



a. Are free of deterioration that would affect structural qualities. 

c. Are free of displacement or warping. 

d. Have ~n~'!:.'.' load removed before the critical depth is reached. 

e. Structures or parts of roof structures are not jeopardized by 
adjacent v--egetation. 

Grounds 

2. Grounds Cover 

b. Cover is attractive, of sufficient length and density to 
protect the soil and free of erosion and debris. In areas where 
poisonous or dangerous animals or insects are not compatible 
with use, ground cover shall be controlled to minimize hazards. 

3. Trees and Shrubs 

b. Areas of use are free of defective and/or potentially 
hazardous trees. 

10. Graded Drainage Areas 

a. Are free of trash, debris, erosion and standing water. 

Historic Structures 

(A historic structure is a work of man, either prehistoric or historic, 
consciously created to serve some form of human activity. Besides 
buildings of various kinds,· the term includes engineering works such 
as dams, canals, bridges, stockades, forts and associated earthworks, 
nautical vessels, Indian mounds, gardens, historic roads, millraces, 
and ponds.) 

1. Housekeeping and maintenance.do not change or adversely affect 
the fabric or historic appearance of the structure and are done in 
accordance with the area's Historic Resource Management Plan or a 
specifically applicable Historic Structure Preservation Guide. 

2. All projects involving specialized housekeeping, repair, rehab
ilitation, or replacement of structural components and projects 
involving techniques for arresting or slowing deterioration of the 
historic fabric and its historic environment are conducted under the 
direction of a Historical Architect or Archeologist as appropriate. 

3. Routine housekeeping which will not affect the historic fabric 
and maintenance of equipment and facilities located within the 
structure but~ themselves of historical significance are main
tained in accordance with the applicable maintenance standards for 
that type of equipment or facility. 



Historic Structure Preservation Guide 

The Historic Structure Preservation Guide is a reference document, 
tailored to the individual needs of a restored or reconstructed 
structure, from which park management may obtain guidance for 
continuing normal maintenance and minor repairs. It is ordinarily· 
prepared at the conclusion of a development project as part of the 
construction supervision (identified as such on Form 10-238), but 
for completed projects lacking such a guide may also be programmed 
in the annual professional services program. 

A Historic Structures Preservation Guide will be considered satis
factory when it: 

1. Documents new historical, archeological, and architectural 
data learned in the process of construction and not.included 
in a Historic Resourqe Study or Historic Structure Reports. 

2. Includes all drawings, technical specifications, and change 
orders used to carry out the project. Drawings may be reduced 
to letter size. 

3. Provides detailed specifications for expendable items such 
as roof coverings so they may be replaced in material, design 
and texture as in the original. 

4. Contains a schedule of paint colors related to a color 
standard such as the Munsell Color Syste~ and a suggested 
program for paint maintenance and repainting, giving formulas 
where special materials and textures are required. 

5. Provides formulas and specifications for mortars, water
proofing, floor finishes, glazing, and any item not found in 
the normal market. · 

6. Provides manufacturers recommendations for maintenance where 
available. 

7. Provides~ schedule of periodic inspection to assure proper 
preservation. 



NAVAJO LANDS GROUP 

RUINS STABILIZATION PROGRAM 

Revised July 1975 



INTRODUCTION 

Nl\J..7\ 

IN'rR 

Ruins maintenance is an area responsibility and a~ ~~~sently designed 
annual and cyclic maintenance is funded from the area's operating funds. 
Supervisory, Technical and Professional assistance in ruins maintenance 
can be received upon request from the Navajo Lands Group Ruins Stabiliza-
tion Unit and Southwest Region. · 

Annual ruins maintenance is perfonned by the area maintenance staff and 
includes an inspection of each ruin at least one a year, maintenance of 
drains and drainage systems, removal of weeds, trash and winC:·blown or 
water-borne sand, and minor structural repairs. 

Ayclic ruins maintenance is performed by the area maintenance staff and 
is usually performed under the supervision of a ruins stabilizatio1. 
specialist. Besides involving all the activities performed during 
annual ruins maintenance major structural repairs are made. 

For both annual and cyclic ruins maintenance, records of the work 
accomplished, number of man-days expended, and costs incurred are kept 
£or each ruin. 

Only man-day estimates are listed. Dollar estimates : .. ay be made by 
computing the labor costs plus 10% for fringe benefits plus 20% to 40~ 
for supplies, materials and equipment, etc. 

Revised 7/75 



JUSTITICATIOI~ 

liALA 
JUST. 

•, .. 

Ruins maintenance is the.key to Ruins preservation,as is tllc 
maintenance of nny structure the key to its preservation. Sc.r,e 
believe that Ruins require little or no maintenance ~nee they o.re 
initially sto.bilized. It is granted that a Ruin requires less 
work thnn modern ntructures, for the Ruins usually have :iJO roof~, 
no floors, no heating or cooling syste~n, no utilities, etc., but 
they do require maintenance and frequently more maintenance, unit 
for unit, than modern structures. Ruins are usually open to the 
weather, they were constructed with ilTipcrnanent materials and 
contain many structurnl faults. Also, their stabilization nnd 
maintenonce involve conflicting objectives - authenticity {tnc 
presenration of irreBUlor nnd relatively primitive construction), 
permanence (the requirements of sound building practice), nnd 
safety. Ruins are usually entered by people little acquainted 
with their nature, who :frequently nssume that they o.re as safe or 
safer than modern structures· when, in ~act, the_Ruins a.re dangerous 
and when, in feet, the visitor's very actions ac·'..ually increo.!:;e 
their danger. 

Dra:i.nage 

In· most Pueblo sites, surface water within rooms is absorbed into 
the soil and presents little difficulty. Problems o.re encountered 
where adjacent rooms or small areas nr·e ·at widely Vt'1'¥1ng levels, 
and the problem is either surface wanhing from ·one level to another 
or moisture penetration through a wall. 

To maintain a drainage system, the drains must be kept free n.."'ld 
open. Obstructions must not be plnced, or e.llowed to accumul~te, 
at the entrnnce to drains, ueeds which nccumulate in the Ruin.:i, 
especially Russinn T"nistle, must be removed annunl~v, and the 
drainoge gradient must be maintained. Settling basins nnd dry 
barrels must be cl.caned periodically. Wind borne sand can accunm
late against wal.ls, and alter the drainage surface. 

Housekeeping 

In addition, the accumulation of ,-reeds, water o.nd wind borne soil 
and trash covers Ruins f'eatures, and creates nn unsightly mess. 

12/70 



Structural Rcnairs 

JlALA 
JUST· 

During initial Ruino stabilization, major structurnl faults ore 
repaired or ctrcngthened.,wt).~l tops arc rc-net·in tinted cement 
morto.r Md loose unll faces are respalled n.nd grouted l·li th tinted 
cement. U::;ually, repairs to ini tinl ctn.bilizntion, ru1d later 
occurring mo.jor \-:ork nnd deficiencies, ere perforir.cd only during 
cyclic or :periodic major lruins rnaintcnc.nce when o. tr::i.ined stn."oi-
·+ization foreman or nrcheolo~i~t is present to supervise ontl record 
the worl~. However, minor prc~ler.i~ will arise fro:n tine to time. 
Small sections of wall caps raoy come loose, wall surfaces, especiully 
about doorweys and drnins, loo:;en, ond erosion may ce.une soil t~ 
bleed from beneath walls. Th~se minor deficiencies, if left un
tended, will enl&.rge. They ~hould be repaired o.nnuo.lly ·with materials 
that match the materials used during initial stabilization or 
construction. Adobe mortm .. , mo.de f'rcm local matching soil, is t11e 
mortor of first cnoice. Tinted cement, never untitted, is the 
mortar of second choice or is to be used where streng~b is required. 

Safetv 

Ruins were not built to be national monuments, to survive fo~ever. 
Safety engineering was unknown at the time of their conntruction. 
The visitor seldom recognizes these facts. Yet, tbe National Park 
Service must make sure tba.t the Ruins are safe for and from the 
visitor. 

Unsafe conditions must be corrected, immediately. Where this connot 
be done -without seriously ccr.npromising the-authenticity of the Ruin, 
tha.t section mu3t be closed. Where it can be done without c~;p:ro
mising the authenticity of the Ruin, it must be done. 

Remember, one loose rock that f:o.lls on one visitor's bend mcy result 
in a tort clo.im cettlement, equal to or greater than the buciget for 
Ruins r.1nintenance • 

Keep the Ruins safe for the visitor, but also keep-the Ruin safe 
from the visitor. We have to preserve both. 

12/70 



PROGRAM STANDARDS 

l1ALA 
PRST 

The stnndo.rd of mnintenancie for a ruin is set at the time of its 
initin.1 stabilizn.tion nnd is detailed in the initial stnbilization 
report. In addition, two (2) sets of proc;ram standr...rds have a 
bearing on the preservation of :ruins. They are (1) ::;tandnrd.s for 
ruins wc.inteno.nce stabilization, and (2) sta.noards for ru::.ns pro
tection. These stundards are defined as: 

Standards for Ruins J.~n.intenance Stabilization 

Standard A: Maintenance which is required to protect ·the 
ruins frcm natural and huca.i--i erosion. 

Standard B: Maintenance which is required to :protect the 
ruins from natural erosion and h~a.n vandalism. 

Stcnd3.:rd C: Ruins which are naturally protec·~ed. Mainten~ce, 
if required, is limited to maintaining the nD-tural 
protection. 

Stondards -for Ruins Protection 

Standard A: Ruins of such a fragile nature that it is 
necessary to assure protecticn tl1.rough 
immediate visual and verbal contact. 

Standard B: Ruins of such a nature that adequate protection 
can be provi~d by self-guide interpretation 
end ranger patrols. 

Standard C: Ruins closed to all visitation because they 
are either unsafe for the visitor or the 
visitor will irreparably damage the ruin by 
entering it. 

12/70 
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Modify and improve the drainage ·systems· in the West Ruin ana the G~eat K.iva . . 
Current systems will be redesignea and expanaed. 

,._ 

i 
.... :. 

PACKAGE JUSTIFICATION/CONSEQUENCES: 

.Existing drainage systems .in these two cultural resources· are inadequqte 
and inefficient. They are failing to control·-:moisture £ram $DOW-~ · ice, · and 
rain and are thus contri:Outing to wall stone a.na "JDOrtar erosion~ Increased 
deterioration demands increase.a maintenance. A -modified drainage system will 
effectively control_:rnoisture ana will result in a substantial decrease in 
ruins .maintenance requirements. 

Failure to ilqprove the ~ainage system ~ill 1na.intain the currently high cost 
vs. benefits ratio, will ~esult in further ruin deterioration, and will cause 
a decrease in the archeol~gical and interpretive value of the sites. 

PLANt-.:ING /I.ND MP.NAGEMENT REOL:IREMENTS: {Follow instruct!ons and outline provided in Program f~rmul~tion Guideline) 

( 

system -must be effective in each unit Being drained ana -most :Ce easily 
maintainable. System should be designed and installed by a professional 
engineer. Design must be approved by the Southwest Region and installation 
must be monitored by a professional archeologist. 
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REVISION NO 

0 .A. 
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PACKAGE 
TITLE D r a i n a g e 

I 
Systems 

NET CONSTRUCTION - DETAIL OF ESTIMATES 

CLASS OF ESTIMATE THIS ESTIMATE VALID TO: 

WORKING PRELIMINARY SIMILAR · 
(DATE) FY78 

D A- DRAWINGS D 8- DRAWINGS ~ C- FACILITIES 

COST (NET AMOUNT-THOU~.:. •;)Sl 

ITEM OUAN11TY PLANNING AND R: .\:, 
' CONSTRUCTION CONSF _ :110N 

Labor 200 wd 7800 
Support costs, suprlies and rn2teri al~ 262UU 

I 

-

-
--
I ( -

. 

(If additional apace Js required-use plain paper and attach) TOTALS s 34,000 s 

NET CONSTRUCTION - COST BY PROJECT TYPE AND FUND SOURCE 
>RQJ 

· PROJECT TITLE 
COST BY FUND SOURCE (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 

rYPE PWE PLAN./CONST PWE ROAC CONST. 

~2 MUSEUM EXHIBIT PRODUCTION 

55 WAYSIDE EXHIBIT PRODUCTION 

57 ACQUISITION OF ARTIFACTS AND GRAPHICS 

62 AUDIOVISUAL ARTS PRODUCTION 

89 · RUINS STABILIZATION 300 JL,ooo 
91 CONSTRUCTION 

91 CONSTRUCTION 
92 UTILITY CONTRACTS 

- ( t 

I TOTALS $ "l), nnn $ 

,'IMATE PREPARED BY: (Signature, TITLE . 
. 

DATE 

iTIMATE APPROVED BY: (Signature) TITLE: DATE 
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ruu PACKAGE Dt.SCRIPTION 

( 

Remove old protective roofs and replace with new ana Better designed ones. 
New roofs will apply current methodology· and improved -materials. 

·~. 

PACKAGE JUSTIFICA TION!CONSEOUENCES: 

The old protective roofs are supported by the or~ginal roofs~ additional weight 
which these 800 year old roofs were not designed to bear. Also, the old pro~ 
tective roofs were poorly designed. They a·o not compensate:.:for expansion and 
contraction of materials and are exerting mechanical strain on the original 
wall and roof fabrics. Furthermore, they do not effectively control moisture 
and so original roofs and room inter~ors suffer damage from which they are · 
supposed to be protected. 

Failure to replace the old roofs will lead to continued deterioration or origir~al 
roofs and room interiors. 

PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS: (Follow insltuctions and outline provided in Program Formulation Guideline) 

New protective roofs must bear their own w~ight and be separate from original 
roofs. Materials must be effective in all weather conditions. New roofs must 
allow -for access to protected rooms when no other access is available. System 
to be designed and installed by professional engineer after ·approval of design 
by Southwest Region. Insallation to be monit red by professional archeologist. 

~t, JNA 1 (1R 1S,gnaturt, .inc:1 l 1tlel 
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NET CONSTRUCTION - DETAIL OF ESTIMATES 
·-

CLASS OF ESTIMATE THIS ESTIMATE VALID TO: 

WORKING PRELIMINARY SIMILAR 
(DATE) 

D A- DRAWINGS D 8- DRAWINGS r!J C- FACILITIES FY 78 

I COST (NET AMOUNT-THOL; :.rJDS l 

llEM OUANTln' PLANNING AND F : . .o 
CONSTRUCTION CON S• J CTIOh 

Labor 150 wo 6750 
Support costs, SU!Y'lies and mat.~ri21 s ~250 

-
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(It additional space is required-use plain paper end attach) TOTALS s 15,000 s 
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CYCLIC MA IN T EN AN C·E 

__ / 
• ',r Pul or Oahu Ora11n•lor) fu,.,on•I O:ft<d 
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lJrYclopl'd .\ru 
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·ojcc: THlc 
. .Clean 

FY . 
77 I Prforlr~ l 

j ::~v l'ronoszl 

A~d1tion to .1n 

~ c::d!.ting Pro:,o:;al 

Revision· to an 

e:w;;J!;tfng Pro:,osd · 

years 

DalP Duflt Date-Previous R~nair 

19L5 1957 

Project D~scriDtion Clean out 811 perforated Orangeburg intercP-ptor drainage system, luhO feet 
long with 9 manholes. Will require approximately 60 man days day labor. 

Pro1 - , 
\ 

·u~tificatio:i Th. t d . d t b f t d d is sys em, esigne o carry exce~s su -sur ace wa er aroun an away 
.£..com the ruins·, has bec·ome completely plugged with leaves, trash, and soil. Consequemtl 
water is not adequately drained and is accumulating·around, under, ind i~ ruins 
structures, thereby adversely affecting· structural fabric by eroding mortar and sand
stone building materi.al~ arid acc~lerating ruins deterioration -and adding an increa~ing 
burde·n on the ruin~ maintenance program. If not cleaned out, the' ·drainage system will 
continue its indirect adverse effect on -·these non-renewable re·sources. 

Managcr.cnt Reauire~cnts . 
Cost estimate based on Drawing Number NM-AZT 2303, May, 1966 by 
W.P. Jensen: 

60 man days labor at $43.00 each= 
Supplies and m~tertals· = 

__;;:_t,ephe r:1 t:' Ad a rns Bui cs St ab Spec 
~ .,1.\ rd for ••""'•'"'' ~• l'rolca .. on•I efl,cr(el 

.. l\n•rr, .. ,.,. le,, ... , ..... . •'•••••• tr•wi•"'"'•' "'r- ...,, 
J .......... ., .... , ......... , I 

-----------------1 .... 

2580 
120 

2700 
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,I u,. ,onal O:f ace) Park or Other Or111na1or) 

rojcc-: Tft!e 
. Repair Protective Ro nf~ 

I Cycle·--rT 77 IPriorlt~ 2 10 years 

d ::ev )• ron os zl 
DatP Duflt Date-Previous Repair 

Ald1tion to .1n 

D c:<i,!;ting Pro:>o!:al 1918 (Est.) 1937 
1953 

Revision· to an 

D e~l~~in& Pro~os~l 

P~ojcct D~seriotioo Modify present protective roofs to conform to . current technology and 
improved materials in a design t hat will increase protection and 
reduce structural strain on the prehi9toric roofs •. 

~ 
I 

lu!':tificatio:l As designed, · the prote.ctive roofs ~re subject to leaking because of 
expansion. a·nd contra·ction of materials. This leaking is causing substantial · 
moisture damage to interior wall cores and veneers. Furthermore, the current 
roofs are heavy and ·this weight·is being born by 900-year-old timbers that 
were never des~gneq to ~ear:that weight. These -two factors . contribute to 
increased maint~nance .requirements and also threaten the safety of visitors 
touring the roofed room93. If the .Protective roofs ·are not repaired,wall fabric 
damage and original roof damage will continue, ·resulting in increased maintenance 
costs, a worsening visitor safety situation, and an irretrievable commitment 
of resources·. · 

Man~s~r.cnt Reouiremcnts Cost estimates determined from similar facilities are: 

Labor 7 .5 md/unit ·@$45.00 = 337 .50, 20 units. = 6750 
Supplies &-Materials 412.50/unit, 20 units . = 8250 . 

$1~.oo 

--\ ..... 
_s_t,epbeo E, l'idams Bui os Stab. Spec 
~ .\1·\ ,fl for r•1una11111 ~Y l'rolr••1oftal eff1crhl 
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CYCLIC ~A A i N T E N A N C -E PROP03AL 

. ,r lc•l'ional O:f,cd Pull or Oahu Ora11na1or) lh,clopcd .\ru 

PA LA AzLec Roi@ Nal«iooal r,1d111@eols 

·ojc~: Tft!c 
. Erner clical Maintenance Hubba 

77 I J'rforit'.: 3 
Cycle · ·-- 5 years 

Datr Duflt 
· ::o?v )'ronos2l 

Date-Pr~vious Repair 

Al~ition to .3n 

~ c:'fi!l>ting l'ro;,osal 

Revision· to an 

e:-:i !'i~ing Pro:>oscl · · 

A.D. 1675 
Stapilized 195L 1965 

P:--o1cct D~scriDtioo Strip off cement plaster from ruin walls, replace rotted stone, regrout 
mortar joints, ~eplaster walls with soil plaster. 

· ·uir.tificatio:i The ruin was · plastered with cement in order to .protect the walls f~om 
moisture. However, cerrent is porous ·to water and therefore does not keep moisture 
off walls. Furthermore, it provides an optimum medium for capillary action. 
Therefore, walls and wall cores· are ·continually exposed to moisture. When the 
plaster peels off .it. also ~~ls off wall fabric. In addition,. _white Portland 
cement turns _purple when· fully .cured, as ~t Hubbard. If th~ cement, which is 
accelerating ruin deterio~ation, is not removed ruin maintenance -costs will 
i~crease, severe damage. to the fabric will recur, · and the ruin will continue 
to be an ·eyesore to the interpre~ive ~rogram. 

Manascccnt Reauiremcnts 
Cost estimate based on 10-802, Package #115 are: 

Labo~: 156 md @ $h8.00 = 7h8B" 
Supplies & Materials: = 2512. ·_ 

Total $1"oc5oo.oo 

Dale ' P•r~ 1 ~ . ,, 
D11/0l/71.t__;:::::...:::;...::..:~~~.y:....~~~~~~------...;..-;--........., 0t~phen E. Adams/Ruins stab Spec 

=- _, 1.\ ,J lor r .. ,"'.""' 1,, 1'rolraa1o~al efl,crhl l)a1r 
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ojcc: 7H!e 

77 I Priorit~ 

::c!v )' ronos zl 

Ald1tion to .'.In 

~ cxi~cing Pro~osal 

Revision· to .an 

J e,:h~ins; Pro:,os~l · 

Interior Of Great Kiva 

6 I Cycle·-- 5 years 

Datr Duflt Date-Previous Renair 

193.3-34 1974 

P:-o1cct D~scrb>tion Sand-blast interior wall surfaces, repaint with historically accurate 
coiors. Match p~int textures with texture of prehistoric plaster. 

I Pro\ ~~tific.atio:\ · f The Great Kiva, as a major interp~et1ve ocus, was recmnstructed to 
\ provide the visitor· ·a more meaningful . historic experience in this large and 

archeologically important.group of resources. The Service is ·committed to 
providing the most accurate r~presentations possible of the lifeways and 
architecture of tpe Anasaz± ~ho dwelt here. The. current pain~ schem~ is 
hi.storically ittaccur.a.te ·and. has a gl_ossy, cement-l~e texture--. As long as 
thi.s erroneous p~int :job is displayed, · ·the park visitor will cd>ntinue to be 
puztled by this incongruous, intrusive, modern artifact· ·wnich tarnish~s his 
ephemeral journey through the fa~cinating halls of prehistory. 

Managcr.cnt Reauiremcnts 
Cost estimate based on previous co..~tract bids: 

.$2·,000.00 Dn contract .• 

I __ , 
- "·· ~··· ... tephen E. Adams Ruins Stab. Spec. 

~( ,ttl for ••11111e1111c ~ .. 1'rolra .. 011al eff,cr(•I I>••• 
,_ l""•rr• ..... •a 10, , .......... · •1•••• •• tr•ft•Mlll'el "'~ . ._. 

'''"'" .. " ............. . 1 ~~--~~~~~------~~~------~-··· - ·_I -



- SWR-OM-6(10/78) CYCLIC Mf\INIDWUI P~RtV1 Page 1 of _l.:_. 

SOUTHWF,ST REGION 

t .A.zt ~u itui ] 6 Nat.tonal Monumen 

Approved ~ hit,,.,_ -~~ /), Jl. · ~ 7 Date 11L29L78 - ·- ·- ··~TPaitl 
Originator 

4,.~,.._,.1 fuperintendent1 / -;,r · 
V 

DAY ~tboE 
- · 

FACILITY D11:.~r·w1 P'I' tr IN DATE OF .. --\UE OFFICE &~TD-IATED ACTIQl; 
PRIOliIT.i CYCLE FISCAL IN OR · PROJECT TITLE - AREA lJNITS I TYPE PREVIOUS COST TAEfm 

(Surface-Material) WORK(FY) 
FREQUENCY YEAR CHARGE CONTRACT 

I 

DL 6.; 
------=::: = : :=:·--::: 

Perforated 
1978 5 Years 1984 SWR l: CLEAN INTERCEPI' OR DilAIN 1,400 LF Tile Contract $ 5,000 -· ... 

I 2 . RUINS MALNTENANCE - EAST RUIN 720 LF Masonry 1965 5 Years 1979 SWR DL 2,000 . 
EAST 

DL 6,500 ' RESURFACE PdOIECTlVE ROOFS .. RUIN .1,500· s~ Paper 1957 I 10 Years 1979 S\ffi 

aEPAINT rNT~R..lOrt V1SITOa CEmER 4,146 SF Plaster 1974 5 Years 1979 SWR Contract 1,500 
~ I 

l ' 

4 CHIP ~ SEAL ·PA.~KING A!IBAS & TRAILS 70,000 SF Asnhalt 
.. 

1976 3 Years 1979 SWR Contract 2,550 . 
5 RECARPET MUSEUM LOBBY 925 SF Cement 

I 

1969 10 Years 1979 · SWR Contract 1,100 
' _, 

I 

6 REHABlLIT ATE MUSEUM E}JilBl'I S 23 Each Various 1964 5 Years 1978 SWR Cpntract 2,300 
WEST 

10,000 7 RESURFACE PROIECTLVE ROOFS - RUIN 3.000 SF Enoxv 1979 20 Years 1999 SWR Contract 

8 REPAINT VISITOR CENTEa EXTERIOR WAL ~s 20,845 SF Stucco 1974 10 Yea.rs lQRl SWR Contract 2,000 
... 

I 
I .. 

9 REPAINT GREAT KIVA. 3,014 SF Plaster 1g7g ' 5 YeArs 1983 SWR Contract 4,000 
. . 

10 REP.A.INT SHOP BUILDING 13,901 SF Stucco 1g75 10. Years 1g8s . SlJR Contract 7,700 
.LJ.L ().. 

12 REHABILITATE SEWER LIFT STATlON 
. 

1QR~. Contract 4,500 50 LF Various . 1g76 10 YAAT"S ~WR .. 

11 HUBBARD RUIN MAINI'ENANCE 1,100 LF Masonry 1978 10 Years 1988 SWR DL 2,000 
/ " 

13 REROOF SHOP BUILDING COMPLEX 2,000 -2,000 ~F Asphalt 1978 10 Years 1988 SWR Contract 

REROOF ~!SITOR CENTER 
--' .14 4,694 SF Asphalt 1977 10 Years 1978 S\.{R· Contract 5,663 I 

I 2 '? (.-- 1q $ ~ 
.... 

15 RECARPE'I' VISITOR CENTER LOBBY/OFFiCC 1,2"~ SF Cement 1978 ! 1 10 Years1 
1Q88 SWR Contract 1,430 .._ 

(_ - ..; ---6 RU . r ENAN - WEST RUIN A 7qn T.H' MasnnMT 5 Ye s , nr ('l('I 
-~ - - - - - -~ - ·--!·-
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I 
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Inspection Schedules 

Inspection schedules are one of the most important resource 
management tools. They are simple to set up and provide exact guide
lines on what to inspect, how, how often, and, preferably, when. Any 
thing that can be damaged, broken, or deteriorated should be inspected 
according to a regular schedule. For ruins resources, this includes 
everything - walls, roofs, protective roofs, surface and sub-surface 
drainages, doorways, ventilators, lintels, electrical systems for lighting~ 
trails ~hemselves, stairs, transparent doorway sealers, interpretive 
displays, and trail markers. This also applies to the Great Kiva which 
is an historic structure. 

Included in this section is an inspection schedule for the AZRU 
cultural resources. Inspection rates should naver be made more infrequent. 
However, if you believe a particular rate should be made more frequent,. 
make this change in the schedule. In any case, adhere to this schedule 
as you have it set up. 

Bear in mind that any alterations to prehistoric or historic 
structures (for instance, moving trail lighting from one part of a wall 
to another) requires prior clearance by Regional and NALA Cultural Resources 
Management personnel. 
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Task Time Requirements 
(based on an average, trained crew familiar with'resourc~s; time 

~ includes support activities) 

Task 

Replace eroded stone 
Reset loose stone 
Repoint fine to medium mortar joints 
Wood treatment 
Clean 8 11 interceptor drain (1425') 
Other drains (approx 251') 
Replace wood sign 
Replace wood trailer marker 
Replace bulb in trail light 
Sweep visitor trail 
Snow removal 
Replace wood stair step 
Clean doorway sealer· 
Remove intrusive vegetation 
Trim over grown vegetation 
Clear roof drainage, West Ruin (20 roofs) 
Clear Kiva N drainage (7 f~ush caps, 

approx. 220 ft. of pipe) s 
Clear Great Kiva roof drain~ge(spouts) 
Clear East Ruin roof drainage (1 pipe 

currently exposed) 

Time Required 

1 sq. ft./hr.; 8 sq. _ft./day 
1 sq. ft.jhr.; 8 sq. ft./day 
1~ sq. ft./hr.; 10 sq. ft./day 
1 sq. ft./min.; approx. 3 rod/year 
5 mandays/year 
1 lineal ft./minute 
3 man hours 
1.5 man hours 
15 minutes 
2 man hours 
5 man days/year 
30 minutes 
10 minutes 
4 man days/year 
1 man day /year 
15 minutes/roof 
15 minutes/flush cap 

10 minutes/spout 

15 minutes 

Task time requirements are based on the experiences of a few project 
supervisors. Once you begin performing these tasks, you may find that 
requirements vary from those listed. When this pappens, document the 
actual time you expend. If your figures recur consistently, substitute 
them for the figures listed in the task time requirements. On your seasonal 
crews you will have .individuals who exceed the rates and others that 
perform below the rates. It is the average rate of the crew as a whole 
that you must be concerned with. 

When reviewing time requirements', take into consideration support 
activities: collection and transport to the work site of materials and 
tools; making of replacement items such as new trail signs; difficulty 
of access to the work site (i.e. is a ladder needed); temperature and 
precipitation conditions; etc. 

It should be emphasized that unless tasks are scheduled and the 
schedule adhered to as closely as possible, it will be virtually impossible 
to either keep track of time requirements or to acco1rg;>lish the tasks •. 
Organization is the key to timely execution. Organization also allows 
you to_ shift task schedules in· order to circumscribe unforeseen circmnstances 
that would otherwise delay and confuse your maintenance program. 



The more information you compile, the broader the base for your 
organization will be. Therefore, it is imperative that you keep accurate 
records. Not only will this help you, it will also prove invaluable to 
your successor. The more information he/she has, the more quickly and 
better the job will be performed. 
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Weather and Biologics 

Introduction 

Weather Summary, 1976 

Common Fauna 

Common Flora 

Resources Management Plan, Project 4: Noxious Plants and Animals 

Insects and Diseases of Evergreens in New.Mexico 
Pub. of U.S.D.A. 



Aztec Ruins, at 560D+ feet, lies within the Pinyon-Juniper Belt, or 
Upper Sonoran Zone. Pinyons and J~nipers are virtually non-existent 
on the monument, however, other characteristics of this belt are 
applicable: 

"The terrain is usually dry and rocky or gravelly, and characterized 
by limited moisture. The annual average precipitation is between 
10 and 20 inches. Summer days are often hot (but not so hot as 
in the drier desert immediately below). Winters are relatively 
long and see some snowfall. Rainfall throughout this belt is 
scanty, thereby restricting the plants mostly to drought-resist
ing species." (Elmore, 1976:13) 

The weather does somewhat limit preservation activities. Most repair 
work is accomplished from about mid-April to mid-October. From July to 
September, thundershowers will occasionally interrupt the work schedule. 

It is during winter that perhaps the greatest structural and fabric 
damage occurs (see Ituins Management ~lan) from moisture. Snow_and ice 
clog drains, provide soaking moisture over a relatively long period of 
time, and cause added structural stress to roofs through increased weight. 
A mild winter can cause a great deal of d~ge and a moderate winter can 
cause severe, ex·tensi ve damage. In other words-, winter can be a critical 
factor in ruins preservation. Facts on winter precipitation are avail
able in the ar~a weather file. Unusually mild or severe winters should 
be recorded in this se~tion along with ~ny other weather facts_you believe 
pertinent. The temperature/precipitation chart in this section will give 
you general indications of what to expect and when and will enable you 
to better plan work activities. 

For your information, lists of comnon fauna (see also ".Safety") and 
common flora ( see "Grounds") have been included here. Project: Noxious 
Plants and Animals from the Resources Management Plan outlines action 
to be taken to eradicate some of the more prevalent plant and animal 
pests. You may find the USDA pamphl~t on evergreen insects and diseases 
helpful in the control of insects and diseases affecting wood structural 
members in the ruins. 
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. ...-.... 

Striped Skunk 

Porcupine (occasional) 

Mule Deer (small herd) 

Blue Jay 

Magpie Jay 

Woodpecker 

Sparrows 

Bats 

Rabbit tcottontail} 

Jackrabbit 

Squirrel 

Field Mice 
(Need fauna! inventory} 

Insects 

Arachanids 

Tarantulas 

Black Widow 

Brown Recluse? 

Fauna 



Common Shrubs and Trees · 

Aztec Ruins National Monument 

Woods Rose--------------------Rosa woodsi 

Black Sagebrush---------------Artemisia tridentata Nova 

Fremont Cottonwood------------Populus fremontii 

Rubber Rabbit Brush-----------Chrysothanunu- nauseosus 

Pinyon Pine-------------------Pinus edulis 

Fourwing Saltbrush------------Atriplex canescens 

Prickleypear cactus------------Opuntia polycantha 

Narrow Leaf Yucca-------------Yucca augustissima 

Velvet Ash--------------------Fraxinus velutina Torr. 

Arroyo Willow-----------------Salix lasiolepis 

Russian Olive-----------------Elaeagnus angustifoluis 

Chinese Elm-----------~--~----Ulmus parvifolia 

Black Greasewood or Chico Bush--------Sarcobatus vermiculatus 

Less Common 

Mormon tea (Green Ephedra)-----------Ephedra viridis 

Bee plant----------------------------Cleome serrulata 

Cholla-------------------------------Opuntia imbricata 



4. Project: Noxious Plants and Animals 

Vegetative cover within the monument was originally and typically 
that of the Upper Sonoran Zone but has been drastically altered by 
several hundred years of occupation. Many exotic trees have become 
part of the scene and are presently affording ~hade for visitors and 
food and cover for animals. However, they are exotic in nature and, 
upon their death, will be replaced with vegetation more compatible to 
the historic nature of the resource. Plants such as Russian thistle 
and wild morning glory pose a serious threat to the ruins, walkways 
and other man-made objects by expediting deterioration of walks, black-
top, etc. Puncture-vine presents a hazard to visitors with thin-soled shoes 
or bare feet. 

Ground squirrels burrow in and under the walk of the ruins causing 
structural damage and erosive potential. 

Action: Maintenance (2. Continue Maintenance-Natural B. No 
Effect-Historical) 

Control of Russian thistle, morning glory and puncture-vine will 
continue where needed to prevent deterioration of.historic ruins 
and other man-made objects and to prevent injury to visitors. 
Russian thistle and punture-vine can be controlled through physical 
removal but an herbicide is needed for the eradication of the morning 
glory. The herbicide "Bromacil" (5-bromo-3-sec-butyl-6-methyluracil) 
is currently reconmended ~nd has been approved for this purpose. 

Ground squirrels should be controlled within the ruins areas by methods 
which are selective to the pest controlled. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cities grow, suburbs expand, and the demand for greenbelts, parks, ornamenta'. 
and shade trees increases greatly each year. People have learned that trees an d 
other green plants are a vital part of their life-support system. Green, healtr..y 
vegetation supplies oxygen, filters dust from city air, reduces noise pollution , 
lowers the temperature along urban streets by 10 or more degrees, serves as : 1 

windbreak, and increases the quality of life in many other ways. Planting nativ t~ 
evergreen trees and shrubs can create a more natural landscape, save money, or 
reducethe costs of maintenance and water use. 

Evergreens in New Mexico are not easily transplanted. Their root systems ar,J 
extensive and spread out several feet from the tree. Generally, few of these roo t~ 
·remain intact when the tree is dug up; consequently, a high percentage of tre1.:~ 
fail to survive · transplanting. Survival rate can be more than doubled by 
root-pruning 12 months or more before digging. Root-pruning is accomplished b ,· 
cutting-the roots with a narrow-pointed shovel from 1 to 3 feet out from the tn •,. 
to a depth of 12 to 18 inches. Root-pruning should be clone in November , 
December, or January, and is most easily done immediately following a rain 01 

snowmelt. Evergreens must be moved with a ball of soil held firmly intact around 
their roots. The ball of soil should be wrapped with burlap ~nd tied tightly to 
prevent the soil from crumbling away from the roots during transporation and 
handling. It is not necessary to remove the burlap wrapping when resetting the 
plant in the ground because it will rot away within a few weeks. 

Whenever:a tree is transplanted, it must adjust to a new set of living conditions, 
some of which are subtle, while some are abrupt. Without man's help, most tr~es 
will have a rough time adjusting to the new conditions, many of which are tpo 
harsh1 for its normal development or too extreme for its survival. In urban areas, 
throughout New Mexico, evergreen trees will need supplemental watering in. the 
windy spring months and at other dry times of the year. At these times, norma i 
rainfall will be inadequate to maintain tree health and vigorous growth. The 
failure of the tree to adjust brings about distress symptoms. Symptoms are 
produced from two general sources: the living agents (biotic), and the physical 
environment (abiotic). The biotic agents are insects, animal pests, plant 

· _pathogens, and plant parasites. Abiotic agents are soil, climate, weather 
conditions, and man-modified atmospheric and soil conditions. All of these factors 
must-be. taken into account to diagnose tree problems. In this publication we will 
deal exclusively with insects and diseases. 

This publication has been prepared to help homeowners and forest landowner~ 
identify insect and disease pests of New Mexico evergreen trees. The insects and 
diseases included are the most common ones attacking ornamental and forest 
trees. Prompt identification and treatment of these pests are essential t i 
minimize the loss of valuable shade and forest trees. This is particularly important 
in the Southwest where the extreme <lry and windy seasonal condition :-- plac·,, 
extra stress on the trees an<l make them highly susceptible to attack . Th,.~ 
prevention of attack is greatly enhanced by keeping the trees in a healthy .. 
__ .! -- - - ' 1 '.1 • 



The following pages include descriptions of pests, pictures of damage, and 
pictures of the damage-causing organism where possible. Recommended chemical 
control methods are not included because changes frequently take place in 
chemical registration and chemical-use regulations. Pest control is a growing field 
and changes in its technology develop rapidly. New pesticides are being made 
available constantly which q_uickly replace older materials. For recommended 
chemical controls, contact your county Agriculture Extension Agent or the 
Cooperative Extension Service at New Mexico State University.· Other advice 
may be obtained by contacting the New Mexico Department of Agriculture; New 
Mexico Department of State Forestry; or U.S. Forest Service, Region 3, Forest 
Insect and Disease Management, Albuquerque, New Mexicq. 

For their assistance in the preparation of this publication, we wish to credit 
personnel of the New Mexico Department of Agriculture, New Mexico 
Department of State Forestry, U.S. Forest Service, and Cooperative Extension 
Service. We hope that you will find this publication useful in maintaining your 
evergreen trees. · 

State law prohibits the removal of any plant within 300 feet of a public 
thoroughfare. The law also requires that a written permit be obtained from the 
landowner or land manager for any plants removed. Additionally, persons digging 
an<l selling plants on a commercial basis must apply for a Collected Plant 
Inspection Certificate and/or a Dealers License from the New Mexico 
Department of Agriculture. You are advised to observe these laws and 
regulations. 
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ITCH NUUlJL~ ll'IUTH 

Petrt 1sp. 

e pitch nodule moth attacks primarily 
nyon, but may also attack other pines 

New Mexico. The most conspicuous 
idence of attack by this insect is fad
g branch tips associated . with the 
aracteristic "pitch nodule." The pitch 
dules are hollow balls of pitch, about 1h 
ch in diameter, formed at the points of 

ttack on branch tips. The tips soon die 
nd turn light brown. Dead needles may 
1ersist for several months, but eventual
V fall off. The barren twigs, with the 

ying pitch nodules, remain for a year 
r more, after which they fall off, leaving 
he tree deformed and unsightly. 

~he larvae do not attack buds, · but 
sually bore into new twigs just below 
lie tips and kill the tips by tunneling 
lown the twigs. Old growth branches 
md stems are occasionally attacked, but 
1ot often in New Mexico. The larvae 
1sually bore into the bark at nodes or 
whorls of branches and the point of 
Lttack is always characterized by a pitch 
1odule. Mature larvae are dirty-white to 
~rown and about % inch long. Pupation 
:akes place inside the pitch nodule from 
~arly to mid-summer. The pupae move 
to the surface just before adult emer
~ence and the moths escape through 
small holes in the pitch nodules. 

There are no registered insecticides to 
control this insect. In the forest 
environment, tip-killing is rarely 
imporhmt. On ornamentals of high 
value, the insect may be controlled by 
pruning the infested tips as they fade 
anrl <lisposing of them in May or June 
before the adult moths emerge. On 
branches and stems, the larvae may be 
destroyed by crushing them within the 
pitch nodule. 

Dead tlpt1 and old "pitch nodule" with 
adult exit hole. 
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Characteristic reddish-brown "pitch 
nodule" on green twig indicates new 
attack. 

Rhyacion ia spp. 

These insects primarily attack very young ponderosa from 6 inche~ ti) ti f, ., 
Although mortality is rare, heavily infested trees may be seYere1y ~t \111 ' ,, d 
deformed. Generally, ponderosa pines grow out of the susceptible $l agP " . 1 hi· 
few years, but the branch tips of pinyon are susceptible to attack for many .,·<· ,! • 
Repeated attacks over several years can weaken trees and predi$po~r tl':t:1 "r 
attack by other insects. The adult insect develops in May and June, and da rn w 

I 

':t 

evident in early summer. Tip$. :. \\ i~ 
laterals, and terminals tu rn a :,tr 
color, and needles fall off in lr.te fali.. 

Eggs are laid on new shoot~ nr nn •r / I 
near terminal buds in l\lay or early .i ._,. 
The newly-hatched larvae bore ; · 
buds, laterals, and terminal$, and n 11 

out the pith from the tip down tn · · 
base of the shoot. The point of attaelc 
marked by a small flow of re~in. bu 
"pitch nodule" is formed. The larrn,p ; 
yellow to orange to brown and are 1 

34 inches long when full g-rown . ·1 
moths over-winter as pupae in t he t ir,.· 
shoots of infested trees, in bark crev ir·, 
or in the litter below the tree. ThE"!r.· 
one generation each year in ;.;· r 
Mexico. 

In the forest environment. che rn; 1 

control measures are rare]~· nece~:-; , 
except in young plantation~. Hea'" 
attacked ornamentals may requirP 
insecticide for control. For a few ~n· 
trees, the best home met hod to con ' 
this damaging insect is to prune.infe ·-· 
tips and shoots in Ma~· or June when ' 
needles begin to yellow and des t · 
them by b~rning or burying. 

Ponderosa pine terminal and pin~on tip, 
killed hy tip moth larva•?. These tips a ri .' 
shoots can he pruned for su<'<'f' '-~ f, · I 
control. · 

5 
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lps spp. 

f p.~ beetles attack both ponderosa and pinyon pines. Usually they attack trees 
weakened by drought, lightning strikes, root disturbances, soil compaction, and 
changes in soil depth around the tree. These insects will also attack fresh slash 
left on the ground from such activities as road and home construction, logging 
operations, and land-clearing projects. · · 

Trees that are attacked are rapidly · girdled by the adults as they construct their 
egg galleries in the inner bark. Girdling is also done by the young larvae as they 
feed outward from the egg gallery. Adult beetles introduce a blue stain fungus 
into the tree during attack and .tunnel construction. Growth of the fungus blocks 
the flow of water and nutrients in the tree. This blockage, combined with the 
girdling by the adult and young beetles, causes death of the tree. 

Small reddish-white pitch masses and reddish boring dust are the first signs of 
beetle attack. Removal of the bark from an infested tree will reveal typical "Y" 
tuning fork or H-shaped tunnels with short larval feeding galleries extending 
perpendicularly from either side of the egg galleries. The Y- or H-shaped galleries 
are always clear of boring dust and other 
debris. Fading of the needles in the top 
third of the crown is also an early sign of 
fps beetle attack. In ponderosa pine, the 
needles first turn to a light straw color 
and then to a dark reddish brown. In 
pinyon, the needles on the entire tree 
turn to a deep reddish brown. 

fps beetles are easily recognized by their 
"scooped out" posterior which is 
surrounded by varying number~ of 
spine-like projections. It takes only 3 to 
5 weeks to complete their life cycle from 
egg to adult beetles. The short life cycle 
allows beetle populations to increase 
rapidly from spring through fall seasons. 

The best method of control is the 
immediate removal and use of infested 
trees. Clear plastic sheeting may be used 
to cover infested firewood and slash 
piles. The sun creates high, lethal 
temperatures under the covering and 
kills the. beetles and larvae in the 
infested material in 2 or 3 weeks. 

When digging native evergreens in the 
wild near land-clearing projects or in 
other areas of ground or tree distur
bance, extreme care must be used in 
examining and selecting trees for dig
ging and removal to be sure that they 
are not infested with/ p8 beetl,es. 
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Typical clean "tuning fork" gallery of 
/pp.It. 
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Adult Jpps bark beetle. ~oh• th,• in, 1 

rear end and spines at the cd1n~ n ... 111• j 
tion. 

Fading ponderosa pine, char:w 1i·ri 
lpps bark beetle attack~ at 11, p 1,,. 
stem. 
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Dendroctonus spp. 

This group of bark beetles attacks medium to large ponderosa pine, blue spruce, 
Engelmann spruce, and Douglas-fir trees in New Mexico. In contrast to the lps 
engraver, these insects are usually not a problem in new ornamental plantings, 
but occasionally cause extensive damage and tree mortality in natural forested 
areas and in heavily forested urban communities. Drought, lightning strikes, 
overstocked stands, and other factors that cause low tree vigor contribute to 
buildup and help maintain damaging beetle populations. Man-made disturbances 
in natural stands, such as tract development, road construction, and logging, 
where trees and slash are supplied on a continuing basis, contribute to rapid 
increases in beetle populations.· Also, windthrow is an especially serious problem 
in spruce stands. 

Adult beetles in this group are about the size of the head of a wooden match. They 
bore directly through the bark, mate, and the female excavates egg galleries. 
Removal of the bark from an infested tree will reveal straight, slightly curved, or 
S-shaped galleries. The galleries are filled with boring dust, frass, and other 
debris, while lps galleries are clean and clear. 

First outward signs of beetle attack are pitch tubes and boring dust. Pitch tubes 
are a mixture of pitch or resin and boring dust exuded through the attack hole. 
The tubes may be clear to cream colored or dark red. Fading of all needles 
throughout the crown is a sign of beetle attack by species of this group. Needle
fade may occur from 2 months to a year after successful attack in pondero~a pine. 
The usual color change is from yellow-green to straw to brown. Dead needles 
mmally drop soon after browning, depending on weather conditions. In Douglas- . 
fir, needle-color change is from yellow to reddish brown •. Fading of spruce needles 
usually begins 10 to 15 months after attack. Needle-color change is to light 
yellow-green, to light brown, to red
dish-orange. Dead needles may · re
main on spruce for a year after color 
change begins or about 2 years after suc
cessful attack. 

Bark beetles of this group have a 
rounded posterior and spines are not 
present. Most species in this group, ex
cept the spruce beetle, take 1 year to 
romplete their life cycle from egg to 
adult beetle. The spruce beetle takes 2 
years, but has a flight and brood pro
duced each year. The beetles of this 
g-roup carry the blue stain fungus and 
introduce the fungus into the trees ·upon 
attack. Growth of the fungus blocks the 
flow of water and nutrients. The block
age, combined with the girdling by the 
aclult and young beetles, causes death of 
the tree. 
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Groups of ponderosa pine killed by 
. Dendroctonu11 hark beetles. Beetle 
attack in lower trunk cauAes entire 
tree to fade and die. 

f 

1"00·0 -··- --· ·····o - - ----- - · - · · - ··· 

methods. Homeowners 
should remove any infested 
trees at once to prevent 
emerging adults from attack
ing adjacent trees. Infested 
trees are hazard trees and the 
emerging adult beetles will 
attack trees nearby and pos
sibly kill a group of trees or a 
whole stand of trees. 

Adult Df'ndrodonu11 
bark beetle. Note 
rounded rt-ar end. 

Larvae and pupae, two of the four 
life-stages of Dendroctonus bark beetles, 
in bark. 

Clear plastic-covered piles of beetle
infested wood. The 1mn generates tempern· 
tures lethal to the heetles infes1in~ the 
wood . 

9 

Small flows of pit,·h or r' 
trunk indic~te aft :1 r k I , 

bark heetles. 



uwrycr:na spp. ana v espa_mima spp. 

rhese two insecL ) listed together because their habits and effects on trees are 
rery similar. The nfoths attack the larger branches, limbs, and trunks of young 
>onderosa and pinyon. Occasionally, Douglas-fir and the true firs are also 
lttacked. The most severe damage is to trees under 20 feet, especially in urban 
lreas. The insects are rarely a problem on larger trees or in the forest 
~nvironment. The main difference between the two insects is in the length of their 
life cycle. The pitch moths (Vespamima spp.) require 2 years for one gep.eration 
imd overwinter as larvae each winter, while the bark moths (Dioryctria spp.) 
require only 1 year for a generation and overwinter as eggs or larvae. 

Eggs are laid in bark crevices or near mechanical wounds on the bark. The 
newly-hatched larvae tunnel under the 
bark, . forming irregular tunnels . and 
tunneled-out areas, or they simply 
extend the bark wounds near where the 
eggs are laid. Larvae feed on pitch which · 
flows from the tree in response to their 
tunneling. Great masses of pitch, 1 to 3 
inches in diameter, form around the 
entry holes and conceal the larvae and 
their destructive tunneling from view. 
Generally, there is only one larva under 
each pitch mass. Full grown larvae are 
from % to 1 inch long and are dirty 
white, yellow, reddish yellow, light 
green, or light brown. 

There are no insecticides registered for 
use on these insects. The only effective 
control is the simple removal of the 
larvae from the pitch masses with a knife 
or similar tool. 
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--Typical pitch masses on pinyon trunks 
and branches formed in response to larval 
tunneling. · · 

l 
\ 

1 
) 

rnenacaspzs punJot.we 

The pine needle scale is a common pest of most species of 1 Js ancl n<·t· a~iu :, 
~pruce and Douglas-fir. The scale insects feed on evergreens hy pit> r <" 1,c· 
needles with their mouthparts and sucking the sap from th~ needle~:. E arl:< ;-;i .. 
of feeding injury are spotting an<l ~·ellowing of the needle:~. lhfe:~t 1 ·d h ra1 ·r. 
suffer needle loss and slowly wither as the scales con~inue to Jeed fn r :2 nr :~ Y'' 
Heavy infestations cause the trees to appear yellowi ,h or gr.uyish ::n I trnlwa !· 
Continued feeding gradually kills the branchE! S and t he tree may di , ·i f it r pm :• 
untreated. 

Generally, there are two generations each year and both dead ancl lh·iJ,Ji , 
can be seen on the needles all year. The mature female scale is wh itP . :- ,,:1 
flattened, and about Vs inch long. Mature males are about half a8 large a:-- f, i:·,. 
Eggs ·are laid in the fall and remain under the dead female scale-co Ye rim' 1 :· 

the winter. The eggs hatch when new needles appear in the spri ng- . ; 
nymphs crawl to green needles and begin feeding. By mid-July, the ~l'al l' :
and new clusters of eggs are laid. Scale8 of this new generation mat un• L 
fall and lay the eggs which overwinter. 

Damage is most troublesome on ornamental trees and is often noticed alor ,! 
roads where people are likely to dig small trees to transplant in the hnrnt• :

Anyone who plans to d ig or · 
. eYergreens to transplant shou lrl i11:- · 
the needles carefully for the pre~Pnc 
scales or signs of their feeding-. Cut ' 
and burning infested tree~ i~ t 1w , 
effective cultural control alte r mtt iY< 
chemical pesticides. Lady heeti ,-·~ 
certain wasps are the important r-a' · 
controls of this insect. 

Ponderosa pine needles in, 
fested with scales. I'\ote the 
yellowing and spotting in
jury . 

Enlarged 
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here are more t' ) 35 species of conifer aphids found in the western States. 
[any of these sp, s occur in New Mexico and attack the pines, true firs, 
iouglas-fir, and spruces. Conifer aphids are rarely a problem in the forest, but 
te often annoying pests on ornamentals and shade trees around homes. 
'req uently, trees are so weakened that they die in a few seasons or become 
t1bject to attack by other insects! 

lost of the conifer aphids are quite large, up to 1/.i inch, and are generally dark 
:>lored. They are long-legged and have naked bodies or are lightly covered with a 
owdery wax. There are a number of generations produced each year with both 
ringed and wingless forms. 

tamage is J!aused primarily· by aphids feeding on the branches and twigs. They 
ierce the bark of the branch and suck out great quantities of sap. Needle growth 
, reduced, twigs dry, and heavy defoliation occurs with excessive feeding. Since 
he aphids cannot utilize all of the liquid portion of the sap, they expell the excess 
;Om their bodies. The expelled liquid is called "honeydew" and contains sugars 
nd other compounds which are sweet and very sticky. The honeydew rains down 
n lower branches, the ground, and other objects directly below the feeding 
phids and turns the objects into a sticky mess. A black "sooty-mold fungus" often 
rows on the honeydew and thus the · 
bjects become covered with a black 
lime. Sometimes it appears as though 
he tree and adjacent area were sprayed 
,ith crude oil. 

'here are several chemical pesticides 
rhich are effective in the control of 
onifer aphids. The timing of spray 
,pplication or other chemical control 
neasure is not critical to the success of 
ontrol efforts. 

12 

Wingless aphids feeding 
on spruce branch. 

Winged ·aphids feeding 
and reproducing on 
spruce branch. 

i \.delr,cs conlryi 

There are several kinds of spruce gall aphids which form c0u~-shaped g-all s un 1 

terminal twigs of various species of ~pruce. The most common one in .(\ l' W ) h• :x 
is the Cooley spruce gall aphid which is not usually considered an important n 
in the forest. However, it is often troublesome on ornamental spruee ~I' I 
Christmas tree plantations where the young trees may be aesthetical ly <l am:q 
by large numbers of unsightly galls. The life history of this in~ect is qui t<' conq 
and involves two different host trees· and at least five different " ·ingr d : 
wingless forms. 

Generally, winged females migrate from Douglas-fir to spruce where they la :-· ,. 
at the bases ofnewly forming buds in early spring. Nymphs hatch from t he :-P, ·: 
and begin to feed at the bases of the very young needles. The nymphs smm bP c• , 
enclosed in the rapidly developing galls. The galls are an abnormal growth resry,. 
to the feeding by the nymphs. Young galls vary from green to purple, while 01 ' 
galls are purplish or reddish brown. By mid-July, the galls are from 1 to 3 incl 
long and contain from 50 to 350 maturing nymphs. At this time, the galls her. ii· 
dry and open, allowing the mature nymphs to crawl out to the needles. The nym1 
transform to winged adults and fly back to Douglas-fir. The adults on Dougla-
lay eggs which hatch and produce a generation of"woolly aphids.'' The in~ectt: I 
like little fluffy balls of cotton clinging to the needles. Occasionally, Douglas-fi r 
be so heavily attacked that it looks as though snow had fallen on the t rre. Fer ,. 
by the insect produces yellow spots on the needles and occasionally procluce~ : · 
and distorted needles. Eventually another winged form is produced on Douj!la 
and it migrates to spruce again completing the life cycle. 

Mature gall on spruce 
twig. Note openings 
from which winged 
adults emerge. 

Alternate life-stage or 
"woolly aphid" on 
Douglas-fir. 

,, ... 
''' '. ~I 

!,,Ht 

There are insecticides to ~11 ppre·:: ~. 
aphid; however, the timi nj! nf !- ' 

application is difficult to determinr 
effective control. On small ornam i: n' 
the galls may be pruned off and di!·, J ·' 
of before the release of t hf> ·11 , ,n · 
which become winged and migT,.1 l1 
Douglas-fir. It may also lielp t•J Jd 
spruce or Douglas-fir •? xcru ~i n, 

instead of planting both tree ~pee 
together. · 
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M atsucoccus acalyptus 

he pinyon needle o<!'ale is a tiny sap-sucking insect which can cause extensive 
dury to pinyon pines in the forest condition or when used as ornamentals. The 
:ales infest 1-year-old needles and greatly weaken the trees by their feeding. 
ee<ling causes reduced needle growth or needle loss. Heavy infestations often 
ave the branches with only a few stunted needles clustered at the tips. Small 
·ees frequently die, while weakened larger trees become susceptible to attack by 
;her insects, especially bark beetles, which can kill trees. 

arly signs of attack are easily seen with the naked eye. During mid to late April, 
~wly-emerged females lay clusters of yellow eggs held together in loose, white, 
,ttony webbing. The egg masses and webbing are found on the undersides of 
.rge limbs, in crotches of large branches, in rough bark cracks, and around the 
>ot collar at the base of the tree. From these eggs develops a tiny crawler stage. 
he crawfers move to the ends of branches and settle on the needles in early June. 
1 a day or so, the settled scales cover themselves with a waxy substance and turn 
'.ack. At this point, they are about 1/16 inch in length, bean-shaped, and 
.otionlesR. They feed through most of the growing season. 

1Recticides are available to control this insect on ornamental trees, but timing 
1e spray application is critical for effective control. An inexpensive and effective 
1ltural control alternative has been developed. The procedure is to wash down 
1e tree with a garden hose to dislodge the eggs and webbing. Next, the dislodged 
~gs, webbing, litter, and debris on the ground under the tree are raked up and 
1gged. Finally, the bagged materials are disposed of by burning or burying. This 
ethod of control should be accomplished before eggs hatch. In New Mexico, 
~pending on weather, the time to wash down trees will be between the first of 
pril and mid-May. 

~ . ~ 

\ ........ 

icaleH infe"tin,r one-year-old needles. 14 · 

Cottony webbing and eggs laid at base of 
tree trunk. 
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Hea,·ily infested nnd damaiz , r! , 
yon. Only the ne~,· I!"'"' th t · .• , , , 

~een. 

Cottony wehhinK and f' 

laid on roult'h trunk 11::i ;rk 



Orgyia pseudotsugata 

: Douglas-fir tusL ..) moth is one of the most destructive forest insects on 
amentals in the Southwest. In New Mexico, it has been a persistent pest of 
uce, white fir, and Douglas-fir planted as ornamentals or shade trees. 

·vae h~tch in the spring and feed on the new foliage, causing it to turn brown 
shrivel. As they continue to grow, they feed on both new and older foliage 

·er in the crown and farther back on the branches. Heavy feeding causes 
ere defoliation and the tree begins to turn a reddish brown starting at the top 
l advancing down to progressively lower lim}:js during the year or in successive 
lrs. Repeated defoliation may cause top-kill or tree mortality. Fully grown 
vae are grayish to light brown and are from I l to l14 inches long. The body is 
·ered with a variety of short to long hairs arranged in a distinctive pattern. The 
st conspicuous hairs occur in two forms: four dense, buff-colored tussocks or 
mps of hairs are located forward along the middle of the back; and three long, 
tsh-like tufts form hornlike structures, two of which are located just behind the 
td, with the third brush on the tail end. Except for the head and legs, the rest 
the body is covered with short hairs growing out from reddish button-like 
1tR. Many people are sensitive or allergic to ttje hairs which can irritate the skin 
J may produce an itchy rash or blisters. i 

I I 

e tuss9ck moth produces one generation each year. Adult moths emerge from 
e July to early September. Their cocoons ~re attached to the underside of 
1bs, branches, and foliated twigs. After mating, the wingless female clings .to 
,. cocoon and lays white eggs in a mass about the size of a dime on its surface. 
1ile laying the eggs, she glues her body hairs to the egg mass and they 
~rwinter in a brownish woolly mass. 

e rembval and destruction of the egg masses, cocoons, and larvae will control 
s insect on very small home-planted orqamentals. Larger infested trees will 
1uire the use of an insecticide for control. A microbial insecticide, Bacillus 
,,ringiensis, is a bacterium that produces a toxin, lethal to many ki~ds of moth 
·vae. B. thuringiensis has ·been tested in New Mexico on the Douglas-fir 
ssock moth and waR found to give satisfactory control. Because this insecticide 
specific to insects, it is safe to use, is biodegradable, and is a logical alternative 
chemical insecticides in use. 
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Win1deRs fem ale laying eggs 
in a mass on twig. 
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Severe defoliation causes 
browning and top kill. 

Hal isidota i nge n s 

The natural parasites of this moth prevent it from becoming l riou~ fon,~t pt·.-' 
although it may be damaging to young ponderosa or pinyon pines in cnmnwn" 
plantations. The webbing and defoliation of branches by the larYae are wr. 
un~ightly on ornamentals. · 

The tiger moth produces one generation each year. Adult moths enwrge fr ,11 
mid-July to late August, and light green eggs are laid in clusters on twig.-, a· 1 
needles of the host trees. The eggs hatch in 3 to 6 weeks, producing ~m.ll 
gregarious larvae which are dark brown to black and quite hairy. Group~ nf you11 
larvae feed on the current needles and form webs or tents enclosing a p()l1. ion ,. 
the branch. Feeding continues through the fall and the larvae oYerwintPr wit hi· 
the tents. The tents are usually located in the topmost branches or nn t lw :-:n•i' 

and west sides of the trees. When temperatures are warm, the lan:1(· n1 · 

continue to feed outside the webbing and return to the tent be,fore niµ-ht fal l. f: 
early spring, the tents are large, con~picuous, and filled with ma~~c :-: nf ,lt 
needles. 

The caterpillars no longer feed in grnups 
as they approach their full growth, but 
feed alone away from the tent, often 
migrating to another tree. Full-grown 
caterpillars are about 1112 inches in 
length and are covered with light 
yellow-brown to dark brown poisonous 
hairs which can produce rashes and blis
ters on the skin of people who are sensi
tive to them. Pupation ocGurs in June 
and the mature caterpillars spin brow
nish cocoons made of silk and body hairs. 
Cocoons are attached to branches, limbs, 
and trunks of the host trees, and occa
sionally to debris on the ground. 

Insecticides are available for control, but 
are not generally necessary. An inex
pensive cultural control method consists 
of pruning the branches with tents and 
burning them while the small larvae are 
inside. 

Typical tent as it appears in early 
spring along with defoliated tips. 
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Some we'bb ing and 11 ~arty fu l \.g-ro11.-n ca t· 
er11illan1. 



Arceufhobiurn spp. and Phoradendron spp. 

mistletoes are p .. , J itic plants that cause injury to their woody hosts. The 
types of mistletoe found in New Mexico are dwarf mistletoes and true 
letoes. Dwarf mistletoes live on conifers only, while true mistletoes occur on 
fer and hardwood trees and shrubs. The parasitic mistletoes withdraw 
ntial nutrients and water from their host, resulting in injury and sometimes . 
mortality. 

1 ew Mexico, dwarf mistletoes attack ponderosa pine, southwestern white 
, pinyon, Douglas-fir, Engelmann spruce, and blue spruce, while true 
letoes are found on several species of juniper, numerous species of oak, and 
r hardwoods. The mistletoe plant varies in color from green to red-green. 
lrf mistletoe plants vary in size from an inconspicuous bud-like structure 
ruding through the tree bark to shoots nearly a foot long. True mistletoe 
tR vary in size from several inches to several feet in length. Symptoms of 
letoe infection include swelling at infection sites and the formation of witches' 
1ms. 

11derosa pine branches heavily in
ted with dwarf mistletoe. Note 
inch swellinJ and diAfiguration. 

Dwarf mistletoes are spread by 
explosive fruits which shoot seeds 20 to 
30 feet into the surrounding area. True 
mistletoes are spread by birds that feed 
on the mistletoe berries. The seeds from 
the berries pass through the bird 
unharmed and are thus spread in the 
bird feces. 

Branches on mistletoe-infected· trees 
may be pruned to- reduce damage to the 
trees and to reduce further spread of the 
parasite. No chemical or biological 
controls are available for mistletoe 
control. 

,1~~'R .... TJI~~ ~-. \. ; 
True mistletoe infecting juniper, a common 

18 sight in New Mexico. 

---., Two of the most important broom rusts in New Mexico are S' ~ e broom rn:,;t 
· fir broom rust. The host trees for spruce broom rust are Et ~ arm ~pruce ", 
blue spruce, while the hosts for fir broom rust are alpine fir anfl~~·hite fir. 81· »n 
rust fungi require an alternate host to 
complete their _life cycle, and the 
alternate host plants must be present in 
the area for successful spread of broom 
rust. Kinnikinnick is the alternate host 
for spruce broom rust, and chickweed is 
the alternate host for fir broom rust. 

Trees infected by broom rust are easily 
recognized by the witches' brooms that 
form from infected branches. Witches' 
brooms are dense masses of branches 
that are conspicuous in infected trees. 
Generally, they are large and yellow. 
Needles of the brooms are often stunted 
and drop off in the fall each year. Other 
fungi and disease agents may cause the 
formation of witches' brooms, but only 
broom rusts cause yellowing of broom 
foliage and annual needle drop. 

Broom rusts cause reduction in tree 
growth, top-kill, and some mortality. 
Rusts may create entry points for decay 
fungi. Witches' brooms may be pruned 
from trees with only a few branch 
infections if the infections are not too 
close to the tree trunk. Trunk infections 
arp recognized by swelling of the trunk 
and cracks in the bark at infection sites. 

There are no chemical or biological 
controls available for the control of 
broom rusts. 

Close-up of broom showing 
stunted, yellow needles. 
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Large, dense witches broom in .,rhilr 
fir. 



ENVr~ONMENTAL AND MAN-CAUSED 

1erous non-infectious diseases cause injury to trees or death of trees. Two 
.d categories of. non-infectious diseases are "environmental" and . 
1-caused." Any factor that causes a change in the tree's "normal" living and 
ring processes may cause injury. Injuries to trees can result from too much as 
as· too little of any basic requirement for tree growth. 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

ln.iury 

y or late frosts often cause damage to tree buds, foliage, or flowers. Sudden 
s in temperature during the dormant season can cause cracking of the bark. 
-injured trees often have reddened or rust-colored foliage and may suffer 
1ature leaf drop. 

'. ln}ury 

! tissues may be injured when they are exposed to temperatures above the 
imum to which they are acclimated. Sunscald is one kind of heat injury which 
Its from overheating and drying of the bark, and is characterized by 
lening of the bark followed by canker formation. Premature leaf drop also 
rs on heat-injured trees. 

~r lnjnry 

1.age of available water may result in drying of foliage and twigs, with 
1tual mortality. Drought injury may cause foliage to turn yellow or brown and 
e prematurely cast. Flooding of trees also causes injury by cutting off the 
~en available to the root system. Trees injured by excess water often have 
olored leaves and spongy bark. · 

,·ie11f Injury 

10rt supply of essential nutrients may cause injury or death of trees and an 
~ss of nutrients may be toxic to the tree. Nutrient abnormalities are 
·acterized by foliage discoloration and frequently by distortion of twigs and 
es. 

fher lnjury ... 
h winds often cause branch, limb, or trunk breakage and the uprooting of 
s. Heavy snows cause limb breakage from excessive weight. Hail may cause 
nding or death of buds, leaves, twigs, and branches. Lightning strikes on 
s frequently cause breakage or formation of large cracks and burns in the 
{. 

111 a I lnj II ry 

l!-, or ro<ients feeding on or under tree bark can injure trees. Small trees and 
h~ around the home are often injure<l by dog urine, and the injury is 
rt<'l•·l'izPd hy locali1,ed dii:-coloration of the foliage. Trees are ah:;o wounded by 
".: haqwning'' their claws on the thin bark of small trees. 
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. .--.... Soil Compaction 

Trampling of soil around trees by animals or compactiot, }y machin<· 1 ra l' 
reduces soil aeration and percolation, resulting in yellowing of foliage. pn•mat rn 
leaf drop, and death of the tree. 

Mechanical Wounds 

Wounding often results from use of machinery such as lawn mower :,; or fr 
individual attacks on trees by children banging into them with bike~. \\·agon:- , 
other toys. Excavation around trees may cause injury.to the root 8p,tems. 

Air Pollution 

Toxic substances in the air surrounding trees may result in injury or rleat. ~ , 
certain trees and shrubs. Air pollution injury is characterized by discolorati,,n , 
foliage and formation of spots or blotches on leaves. The most rnmmo r, ~1 i 

pollutants causing plant injury are sulfur dioxide, PAN, and ozone. Air polJ ut :( 
problems result most often from industrial emissions and vehiclie exhau~t. . 
Salt Injury 

When roots take in water contaminated with sodium or chloride from highwa:· 
treated with deicing salt, the result is often injury or tree m<)rtality Salt spn 
from passing vehicles also may cause injury to tt·ee s near :reate, highway 
Salt-injured trees may have yellow, red, or brown needies. 1n the ca~e of ~
spray, injury occurs on one side of the tree only. 

As indicated by the previous descriptions, many non-infectious disea~e~ ha 
similar symptoms. Thus, the diagnosis of disease problems is very often ad·, fir· 
task even for trained personnel. 
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Masonry Structures 

Approximately 95% of all ruins maintenance involves the repair 
of masonry ~-.ralls. One of the most important things to remember in 
ruins maintenance is that there are different masonry styles and 
types from room to room and one room may represent several distinctive 
styles. This is certainly true of the Aztec Ruins where styles range 
from fine, banded Chacoan to coarse laid Mesa Verdean. There are 
also different wall bond types and some unbonded wall corners. When 
repairing walls you must first be aware of the masonry style of the 
particular wall you are working on and then you must be sure that 
your repaired portion matches the original. One common fault is the 
alteration of features through repair. A typical example is the 
elimination of doorway jamb lines in a doorway which was filled-in 
by,the original occupants. The filled-in portion will often be of 
a different masonry style and workers will sometimes forget the 
different style and even obliterate jamb lines when repairing eroded 
stone. To guide repair work and to help eliminate sloppy replication 
of masonry styles, "before" photos must be taken and working prints 
made. Such photos are required to document walls and features as they 
were before the repair work was undertaken. 

There are also different colors of mortar in the ruins. These 
too should be matched as closely as possible. A Munsell soil color 
chart (see "Supply Sources") is a valuable matching tool. In fact, 
a Munsell or similar instrument is required by Activity Standards, 
Part IV Professional Se~ices, Section 2, Historic Structure Preserva
tion Guide: 4. The Munsell is also of considerable help in the field 
search for stone and soil sources. 

Moisture is the foremost damaging agent in the Aztec Ruins. The 
most common defect is eroded stone, particularly at wall bases where 
capillary processes are most active. Such erosion should be repaired 
when it begins to detract from the mood of the interpretive scene. 
It must be repaired when it has advanced to the point of adversely 
affecting structural integrity. 

The second most prevalent defect is mortar joint erosion. It, too, 
is caused mostly by moisture. Mortar is critical to bonding and 
supporting building stones. It also helps protect wall interiors by 
providing a moisture barrier at joints. In rubble core walls, such 
as those at Aztec, it provides the matrix for the rubble core. When 
this interior matrix is eroded, voids result and, if large enough, 
will seriously weaken wall sections in which they occur. Therefore, 
mortar must be replaced when it has eroded to the point that it is 
not providing proper protection. 



Loose veneer and capstones are the third most common defect at 
Aztec. Loose capstones are more prevalent because there· is no weight 
bearing on them and because wall tops receive more soaking moisture 
than veneer surfaces (except for wall bases). Loose stones, parti~
ularly capstones, are a major safety hazard for maintenance. crewmen 
and unauthorized visitor traffic. They can also affect support of 
other wall stones and break the moisture barrier created by bonds 
between mortar and stone. 

Another serious defect, fortunately not conunon at Aztec, is 
unsupported or undercut wall sections. Small such areas with little 
or no over~burden (wall above) do not significantly affect structural 
integrity. The critical defect of this type, and probably the most 
common, is a collapsed doorway jamb with a large or heavy overburden 
of wall section. This particular defect usually isn't long lasting 
because tremendous pressures from the overburden cause early collapse. 
When such a section falls, it usually causes collapse of a large 
area of wall. This, in turn, often makes other inunediate wall sections 
unstable. 

To reiterate an earlier point, there are "artificial" defects 
that are very connnon and involve the alteration, obliteration, or 
removal of architectural features or building materials (wall or 
roof fabric). Examples are: removal of rotted wood memberswithout 
replacement by a new members, sometimes subsequent filling of the 
seats or sockets with stone and mortar; and removal of wood or stone 
to provide easier access to a room. Once you become intimately 
familiar with the ruins you will begin to notice these and other such 
defects. Once you find an apparent defect of this kind and you have 
architectural, photographic, or written proof of its existence and 
cause, it should be programmed for restoration to its proper condition. 
However, since this type of defect does not usually adversely affect 
structural integrity, it will remain a fairly low priority for repair. 

A minor defect very prevalent in the Aztec ruins is the accumula
tion of a whitish, powder deposit on wall surfaces. This occurs in 
capillary action as dissolved salts are carried up into and through 
walls and changed from a crystal~ine state to a powdery state on 
exterior wall surfaces where the·water medium evaporates. This deposit 
can sometimes be removed, in light or moderate cases, with a stiff wire 
brush. If a brush is used, care must be taken to avoid deep scoring 
of the soft sandstone. Heavy deposits can be removed but this usually 
results in damage to the underlying wall stones. It is best to 
practice preventive maintenance on situations that facilitate efflo
rescence. This _process can be controlled for _the most _partl>y keeping 
snow away from walls, picking up leaves and other debris around walls, 
and keeping drainage systems clear and functioning. If you have severe 
efflorescence problems that cannot be effectively controlled through 
maintenance, contact the group Ruins Preservation Specialist for 
assistance. 

Proceduresfor repair of other defects discussed above are found in 
this section. If you are not familiar with the basic techniques 



involved in these reconunendations, do not attempt repair - contact NALA: 
the reconunendarions are submitted as guidelines and not as _substitution 
for experience in or knowledge of basic stabilization techniques. 

Several different mortars have been used in the Aztec Ruins 
during its history of preservation: regular cement mortars, both tinted 
and untinted; soil-bitumen mortars; fortified soil mortars; and unmodified 
soil mortars. The use of these mortars reflects changes in the philosophy 
of stabilization over the years. Each different mortar has its advantages 
and disadvantages, its good points and its bad. Cement mortars are very 
strong and long lasting but they are porous to moisture and are usually 
unaesthetic (witness the infamous "purple" cement of the RSU years). Soil
bitumen mortars are aesthetic and provide some moisture barrier but are 
weak. Soil-cement. mortars can be made virtually as strong or weak as 
desired but color control is difficult and capillary potential is increased 
with its use. Fortified soil mortar·s can be made quite strong but are 
expensive and relatively difficult to work with. Unmodified soil mortars 
usually provide the best color match but are often very weak and easily 
weathered unless there is a sufficient clay content. 

The NALA Ruins Preservation Specialist recommends the following: 
for all basic mortar, use an unmodified soil, leaving a one-inch deep 
mortar joint which you will point with a fortified soil mortar; for wall 
sections or caps that receive heavy pressure or heavy foot traffic, your 
basic mortar should.be a soil-cement·overpointed one inch with a fortified 
soil mortar. 

The unmodified soil mortar and the fortified pointing mortar should 
be color matched to the original. To obtain a color match, you inay have 
to mix soils pf different colors, so plan to do tests well in advance of 
the start of the work season. For testing, simply make small test mixes, 
add water to the mixture to form a workable mud, make flat patties, and 
leave these to completely dry in the sun (remember to record what each 
mix is and ma,rk each patty for ready identification). Obtain a dry sample 
of mortar you are matching and compare it to your test patties. Select 
the closest match. ~f there is no close match, make more test patties 
until you obtain a match. To fortify the mortar for overpointing, add 13 oz.. 
cup of latex modifier (concrete adhesive) to each gallon, by volmne, of 
soil. The unmodified basic mortar is mixed in the plaster mixer in large 
volmnes. The overpointing mortar is. mixed in two gallon quantities by 
hand. The latex modifier should be added to the water and the water then 
mixed with the dry soil. The amount of water used will vary from different 
soils. The point to remember is that the mix should be dry as possible 
with only enough water to make the mixture workable. The fortified soil 
will set fairly rapidly and must be used quickly {within about 25 minutes), 
thus it is mixed by the bucket. 

You will be using very little soil-cement at Aztec. It should 
oniy be used on wall tops which are immediately accessible to the public. 
For this limited application, use at least a 5:1 mix, that is, 5 parts 
soil to l part cement. The cement should be Phoenix Type I or the equiva
lent. The use of white Portland cement in ruins resources is forbidden by 
WASO directive. The local sandy soils you will be using usually preclude 
the addition of sand in the mortar mix. Again the mix should be wet enough 



to be workable and no more. A one-inch deep line ~~ould be maintained 
in the mortar joints for pointing with fortified soil. 

A list of concrete-hydropel foundations nf the West Ruin has 
been included for information and as an inventory. Also, it would be 
a good idea to observe walls with these foundations and compare them with 
those walls without such foundations, over a period of several years, to 
determine the effectiveness of the artificial foundations. 



Defect: Eroded Stone 

Tools required for repair: Rock hammer; cold chisels; pointing 
trowel,caulking trowels (1/8", 1/4", 1/2"); 
whisk brooms (2); steel buckets (2). 

Safety gear: Hard hat; steel toe boots; chipper's goggles; gloves. 

Materials: Dry, uneroded stone; mortar; water. 

Procedure: Remove eroded stone and attendant .mortar; brush dirt off 
exposed rock surfaces; dress fresh stone to size (custom 
fit), one course at a time; wet in-situ rocks surfaces; 
lay-in mortar; wet and lay-in stone; repeat process until 
all stone replaces; dress mortar joints to remove trowel 
marks. 

Clean up: Brush or pick mortar off exterior rock surfaces; remove 
and dispose of old stone and mortar. 

Remarks: Work in sections small enough to avoid structural stress; 
brace large areas if you must use this method (see RSU 
Handbook); be sure to match masonry type and soil and 
stone color. 



Defect: Eroded Mortar 

Tools required: Pointing trowel; caulking trowels (1/8", 1/4", 1/2"); 
whisk brooms (2); steel buckets (2). 

Sf dh 1 b f. I 1 a ety gear: Har at; stee toe oots; chippers gogg es; dust 
mask, gloves. 

Materials: Mortar; water; additives (if any). 

Procedure: Remove old mortar; brush out dirt and dust; wet 
mortar joint; caulk joint with mortar; dress joint 
to remove trowel marks. 

Clean up: Brush or pick excess mortar off exterior rock surfaces 
remove and dispose of old mortar. 

Remarks: Mortar should be dry as possible yet still workable; 
mortar should be packed in joints as tightly as possible. 



.,,,-....._ 

Defect: Loose Stone 

Tools required: Rock hammer, cold chisels; pointing trowel; caulking 
trowels (1/8", 1/4", 1/2"); whisk brooms (2); steel 
buckets (2). 

Safety gear: Hard hat; steel toe boots; chipper's goggles; gloves. 

Materials: Mortar; water. 

Procedure: Remove loose stone(s) and attendant mortar; brush off 
rock surfaces; wet rock surfaces; lay-in mortar; wet 
and lay-in stone(s); dress mortar joints to remove 
trowel marks. 

Clean up: Remove excess mortar from exterior rock surfaces; remove 
and dispose of old_mortar. 

Remarks: Capstones should be laid in a fairly strong mortar such 
as a soil cement (see Materials Data section) so that 
traffic will be safer. On major recapping, avoid flat 
wall tops which catch and retain rain and snow moisture -
a slant to one or both sides is preferred. 



Defect: ~m~11 Voids 

Tools required: Rock harraner; cold chisels; pointing trowel; 
caulking trowels; whisk brooms (2); steel 
buckets (2); heavy duty caulking gun. 

Safety gear: Hard hat; steel toe boots; gloves 

Materials: Mortar; water 

Procedure: Clean out loose stone and loose or deteriorated 
mortar; brush area clean as possible; wet all 
surfaces involved; trowel - in mortar or use 
caulking gun; dress surface of mortar. 

Clean up: Remove excess mortar off surfaces; remove and 
dispose of old mortar and rock (if any). 

Remarks: Mortar should be workable but dry as possible. 



Defect: Large Voids 

Tools required: Rock hammer; cold chisels, pointing trowel; caulking 
trowels; whisk brooms (2); steel buckets (2); rope 
oak.mn; knife or heavy duty scissors; slurry pump; 
large hand scoop (example - sugar scoop). 

Safety gear: Hard hat; steel toe boots; goggles; gloves 

Materials: Mortar or mortar slurry; water; small stones (fist
sized) 

Jeef' • 11e" 
I Ill 

Procedure 1 (no bulge J;.e"~exterior to void): Remove several stones 
from veneer at top of void, enough to be able to fit small 
stones into void; pump in small amount of slurry; plug 
flowing holes with oak.um as they appear; begin filling void 
with small amounts of _slurry with small stones thrown in to 
add strength and binding, the end result when the void is 
filled should be a mortar slurry matrix with interspersed 
small- stones - this replicates the rubble core o_f the wall; 
when slurry has hardened, remove oakum and caulk and dress 
mortar joints. 

":~ 
' Procedure 2 (veneer b~lges,or~you are, for some reason, unable to 

Clean up: 

Remarks: 

form a slurry-rock core): Remove bulged section of 
veneer; clean out bottom of void; rebuild venee;; form 
rubble core behind veneer as you work upward; dress mortar 
joints. 

Remove excess mortar or dried slurry from exterior 
surfaces; remove and dispose of any trash rock or 
mortar. 

If you can form a rubble core in the void, Procedure 1 
is preferred; if not, use Procedure 2; ProcedureAis 2.. 
also more applicable to void areas creating severe 
structural stress; be sure to work with areas small 
enough to handle when you have to remove and rebuild 
veneer. 



Defect: Unsupported Sections 

Repair techniques, tools, etc. are the same as repair for 
eroded stone. For suggestions on reinforcement and bracing, 
see RSU Handbook. 



Defect: Effluorescing Salts 

Tools required: Pointing trowel, caulking trowels, whisk brooms (2), 
paint brush (2" - 3"), ·steel brush (fine), spray 
applicator (trigger pump type is the most conven
ient), steel bucket. 

Safety gear: Hard hat; steel toe boots; chipper's goggles; 
gloves. 

Materials: Water; distilled vinegar. 

Procedure: Remove as much salt as possible. by brushi_ng and 
scrapi~g (take care not to sc0re the stones); 
dilute vinegar 50% with water·, mix and pour in 
spray applicator; spray small section of wall 
(one square - foot) with diluted vinegar; wash 

Clean up: 

Remarks: 

off section with clear water_ (splashed on with 
whisk broom) immediately after the diluted 
vinegar ceases- -reacting; work ±n :small sections 
until finished. Several applications may be 
required - -let area·- dry completely between _ 
applications. 

Sweep e~cess salts (that have been brushed or 
scraped off) away from walls. If there is a 
substantial amount, collect it-and dispose of 
it where it will do no damage to ruin walls. 

Mortar soil sources at.Wupatki are high in salt 
content. These sources should be avoided. 
Locate and establish a borrow (must receive 
clearance from NAIA and SWR) with low salt 
content. For assistance, contact NALA Archeo
logist. 



Rooms with 

Concrete - Hydropel Foundation~ (WERU) 

artificial foundations, N, s, E, W walls: 16, 17, 
10, 20, 26, 21, 20. 29, 30, 33, 35, 37, 38; 39, 40, 
41, 42, 43, 44 (probably), 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, SO, 
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 64, 65, 66, 70, 71, 
72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 90, 
91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 99, 100, 101, 111, 112, 115. 

Rooms with artificial foundations, N, E, W walls: 67, 69, 96, 120 

Room with artificial foundations, N, S, E walls: 113 

Room with artificial foundations., E, W walls: 114 

-Room 120: North exterior wall treated with hydropel and backfilled 
(see Shiner, 1959: 3-6) 

Original cobblestone foundations - West Ruin 

Room 16: east wall 
18: east wall 
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Drainage Systems 

There are several different types of drainage systems at 
AZRU: one major underground system to intercept water from the 
aquafer running north-south beneath the monument (see excerpts from 
Richert, 1953, this section); a series of room surface drains; a 
custom fitted kiva drainage system (see "Kiva N Drainage", this 
section); a few room dry-barrels; and roof drains. 

To function properly, these systems must be kept clean and 
unobstructed. Therefore, you must know where they are and how to 
clean them. Locations of these systems and procedures for cleaning 
them are discussed by system in the latter part of this section. 
First, however, it is important that you know the background informa
tion - why these drains are needed and how they can become obstructed. 

Moisture, whether from direct processes such as rain or snow, or 
from indirect processes such as capillary action, weakens soil mortar 
and the soft sandstone building material of the ruins. Weakening of 
mortars and stones occurs through physical processes such as rainfall 
erosion and chemical processes such as efflorescence of minerals 
through capillary action. Mortar performs the function of bonding 
and supporting stone. Stone constitutes the main wall fabric and acts 
to support other stone within the wall, giving the structure stability. 
Therefore, mortar and stone, particularly in an exposed ruin structure, 
must be kept sound enough to remain functional. 

Since it is neither practical nor aesthetic to build a shelter 
over the ruins, we seek to control moisture through other means -
various drainage systems. 

Drainage systems can and do become fouled or obstructed, thus 
limiting or eliminating their function. For instance, the 8" Orangeburg 
underground along the north part of the monument, designed to intercept 
and channel water from the aquafer away from the ruins, is easily 
fouled from roots growing into the pipe through the perforations. 
Control of the roots should be an annual task. Roof drains at AZRU 
become obstructed during the wint~r with snow and ice. This results 
in leaks into the rooms below. Surface drains catch leaves in the fall, 
snow in the winter (insulated by the leaves), and dirt year round (blown 
and washed in). They become blocked and so are unable to carry away 
surface moisture. 

When most of the leaves have fallen in the fall, they should be 
collected and disposed of. Large garbage bags are very handy for 
collecting. At the same time, clean dirt and other obstructions out 
of the drains. A long piece of garden hose plugged at one end makes a 
good, flexible closed-drain (pipe) cleaner. This cleaning should be 
done before the first snowfall because snow and ice complicate and 
impede the cleaning procedures. 



When winter arrives roof drains will become plugged and they 
should be cleared. The chisel end of a rock hammer makes a good 
ice tool. However, use such a tool with caution to avoid damage 
to the drain and the roof. More than likely, you will need to 
clear the drains several times during the winter. It does not 
take long and, considering the damage that results when drains 
aren't cleaned, the effort is well worthwhile. When checking 
roof drains for snow and ice, also check roof surface drains and 
clear them when needed. A little bit of preventative maintenance 
will go a long way in preserving the ruins • 

• 
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The following excerpts from Richert's 1953 West Ruin Stabiliza
tion report explains the importance of the 8 11 Orangt:burg aquafer 
interceptor. Since it was built, the system has no~ been well main
tained. Time between cleaning has ranged from 5 to 10 years. The 
system must be cleaned annually to be effective. It should be cleaned 
in the fall when most root growth has slowed or stopped - about 
October 7. You may wish to schedule this slightly earlier, before the 
end of the fiscal year, so that your seasonal employees can help clean 
the drain. 

The system is to be cleaned during the FY 1978 stabilization 
season with a power auger and mild root acid. 

The system is approximately 1425 feet long and has nine man.holes 
for inspection and facility of cleaning. Vegetation around the man 
holes should be kept low to ease access. 

Addendum 

An attempt was made to clear and clean the 8" interceptor using 
the methods described above. However, several sections of pipe 
were discovered to have been, in effect, crushed. These were 
replaced with new materials. 

Towards the middle of the system, Cottonwood root: growth has 
severely clogged and damaged the .pipe. Many of these trees 
were cut down. However, this section of pipe requires major 
rehabilitation (expe~ted completion .FY1979) to repair root 
damage. 



" ••• the 1933-34 project accomplished mainly the resotra

tion of the Great Kiva but sub-projects included drainage of the 

ruins court, patching, capping and repair of walls, and protection 

of original ceilings. Of the latter two items - that of actual 

repair and capping of walls, and protection of ceilings - much 

of the planned work had to be dropped due to insufficient funds. 

The all-important drainage work involved laying of tile 

drains in trenches, some as much as 17 feet deep, with connecting 

drains from the Great Kiva roof and the edges of Kivas E and I, 

and possibly one or two others. Interestingly enough, deeply 

buried archeological features were frequent!~ encountered in 

the court during trenching, testifying to deeply buried structures 

and hence, earlier occupations. As we shall see later this 

elaborate drainage system never functioned properly and the deep 

kivas remained damp." ·(Richert, 1953: 8 & 9) 



"In 1944 many studies and inv~~~-gations by various National 

Park Service officials were made to determine the ex~ct nature and source 

of a relatively high water table and to recommend economically feasible means 

of relieving the problem. A drainage and soils expert of the Soil Conser

vation Service, Albuquerque, New Mexico, was asked to conduct a study and 

make a report of his findings. This very excellent report by the Soil 

Conservation Service, based on thorough technical investigations involving 

test holes and soil analyses, confirmed earlier beliefs that the source of 

sub-surface water was from the north and northeast of the ruin. It also 

showed that the ruin was apparently located near the termination of an 

alluvial fan formed by a small drainage from the north. Soils north of the 

project are very stratified and contain numerous lenses of sand, gravel 

and cobble. These continue northward to the foot of the mesa a quarter of 

a mile away which is traversed by a large, modern irrigation ditch, in

tensively used. Hence, the result of these studies showed that watertable 

slope, topography, and soil conditions were chiefly responsible for sub

surface water seepage from the- irrigation ditch. 

Of several means proposed to releive the watertable problem, one 

seemed most practicable and was eventually adopted and carried out in 1945. 

It consists of a deep drain along the north side of the ruin, tapping the 

ground water reservoir accumulating in that section and which formerly kept 

the.adjoining area waterlogged. 

To the best of my knowledge, this is a 14-inch tile drain in

stalled at a depth of 20 ft., placing the bottom of the drain some 2 - 3 

ft. below the bottom level of the deepest kiva in the ruin and therefore 

intercepts sufficient sub-flow to completely relieve the former waterlogged 

condition. The drain extends from west to east some 1000 ft. along the 

north side of west Ruin and has several suitable manholes.for periodic 



inspection and provision for flushing the line.· During the 1953 

stabilization project, I inspected on of these manholes and, since the 

system is quite deep, by use of artificial light I could see a rather 

sizeable stream of water being conducted along the drain tile - this 

despite the fact that the Aztec vicinity had received no appreciable 

precipitation for months, bearing ample testimony to the presence of a 

high watertable. Without checking the system further in detail, I 

believe the water is conveyed by drain tile to the east side of the ruin, 
I 

thence southeastward down the natural drainageway perhaps to a waste 

ditch south of the Monument where it eventually empties into the Animas River. 

Built in 1945 - 46 at a cost of approximately $LO,OOO, this drain-

age system has, in my opinion, proved effective in maintaining a lowered 

watertable under the ruins and will provide a permanent solution of the 

problem so long as the line is periodically inspected and maintained. 

The implications of this fact are tremendous. For 9 years now the plaza 

with its deep kivas has remained free of water with the exception of 

normal surface runoff during periods of precipitation. Capillary action 

to surface structures with its usual, rapid erosion of soft sandstone 

building blocks is greatly diminished, and has, in fact, been brought 

to a complete halt in a majority of rqoms in the north arid east wings 

where waterproof cement foundations were installed in 1950-51 by 

Mr. Raymond Rixey, then Archeologist Aide." (Richert, 1953: 13, 14, & 15) 



Farm Drainage Ditch 

The owner of the land north of the monument has leg~l easement 
to drain hi~ property across the monument. This drainage consists 
of a simple, shallow ditch running onto the monument just NNE of 
Mound F, east toward the East Ruin, south along the west wall of the 
East Ruin, south to the west of Mound G, curving southeast, south of 
Mound G toward the southeast part of the monument. The ditch stops 
in the stand of trees and bushes just northeast of Residence Building 
9 (Superintendent's Residence). 

It is reconunended that this ditch be converted to pipe drainage 
within the foreseeable future. A 10-238 will be required (will be 
initiated at NALA). 

The land owner does not maintain his ditch on NPS property. 
Therefore, it is up to you to inspect it at least twice yearly and 
ensure that water flow will not be obstructed. 
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East Ruins Roof Drainage 

Currently, there is only one ~oof drain pipe exposed - from 
Room 11 to the partial roof over Room 24. The other pipes are buried 
(see roof drainage list). 

The buried pipes should be located, exposed, and left exposed 
so that they can be cleaned periodically. There is no access to the 
upper ends of the drains so they will have to be cleaned from the lower 
ends. 

There is no cleaning tool available on the monument for this job. 
The following is suggested: take a section of the hand rotated pipe 
cleaner (located in the stabilization tool shed) and weld onto the male 
end a steel cup about 2" in width, the cup opening should face the female 
end of the section; attach several other sections of rod and insert 
the cup end (cup on top) into the drain, push it in as far as it will 
readily go; rotate the rods so that the cup is directly centered on 
the bottom half of the pipe and proceed to scrape the pipe outwardly; 
repeat until you have removed built-up sediments. Since the system 
is enclosed on the upper end, you will not have to worry about leaves. 



Roof Drainage - East Rnin 

Room 1: drains off surface toward southeast. 

/ i. 1 

2: roof sloped to west toward low area (une~cavated kiva). 

2: drains off surface to east 

4: same as Room 2. 

6: drains off surface to north, east, and west. 

7: same as Room 6. 

8: drains through east wall to Rm 12. (bituminized fiber pipe) 

9: bituminized fiber pipe through south wall onto roof of Rm 11. 

11: b. f. pipe through south wall onto.partial roof of Rm 24. 

12: b. f. pipe through east wall to exterior. (below surface) 

13: same as Rm 12. 

14: same as Rm 12. 



Room Surface Drainage 

There are three types of artificial room surface drainage in 
the West Ruin: ceramic, petroleum product, on synthetic pipe; rock 
lined trough; whole and split ceramic pipe trough. 

For cleaning the troughs, you will need only a small scoop 
(the split ceramic pipe troughs are about 6" I .D~ ,. )gloves, and 
plastic trash bats. Simply clear the troughs of debris and put this 
debris in the garbage ba$s for easy disposal. 

For the various kinds of pipe, different cleaning methods will 
have to be used. For the larger, straight pipes, use the scoop you 
made out of a steel cup and pipe cleaner rod (see East Ruin Roof 
Drainage-narrat~ve). For small or angled pipes use a length of garden 
hose (about 10' long) plugged at one end. In all the pipes, leaves 
will accumuiEtte_ •... ·, 

,l- , 

The troughs and pipes should be cleaned after all the leaves 
have fallen in the fall but before the winter rains and snows begin. 
In other words, around November 30. They should be cleaned again 
about March 15 to remove sediments accumulated over the winter. 



Room Surface Drainage - West Ruin 

Room NN2: longitudinally-split ceramic tile, 2' long, in south end of west 
wall, through wall into Rm 175. 

NN3: ceramic tile, 2' long, in south end of east wall, through wall 
into Rm 187. 

NN5: ceramic tile drain, 4~' long, in center of south wall, down and 
into and through wall into the west center of the north wall, at 
mid~height, of Rm 118. 

119: west half of room drains through al' long hole in the south part 
of the center wall dividing the two room halves, into the east 
half and out the south doorway. 

138: ceramic tile, 4' long, in the center of the north half of the 
west wall, through the wall into the drain system of Rm 229. 

154: rock-lined, surface trough, 10' long, oriented south to north 
in the east center of the room, connects to 2~' long ceramic tile 
in east center of north wall, through wall to exterior. 

182: ceramic tile, 3~' long, in west center of north wall, through 
wall to exterior. 

184: ceramic tile, 3' long, in west center of north wall, through 
wall downward to Rm 183. 

191: rock-llned trough, 10' long, oriented south to north, in the 
east center of the room, connects to 2~' long ceramic tile in 
east center of north wall, through wall to trough in Rm 154. 

194: rock-lined hole connected to 6~' of ceramic tile, in the center 
of the south wall, downward and then through wall into Rm 218. 

195: ceramic tile, 3~' long, in south part of west wall, through the 
wall into Rm 242 underground, connects underground to PVC pipe 

196: 

197: 
(East) 

(up to 12' long) and surfaces along the south wall line of Rm 242, 
approximately in the center of that line. 

ceramic tile, 4~' long, in west center of south wall, down and 
then through wall into·.the northwest part of Rm 119. 

ceramic tile, 2~· long, in center of south wall into northwest 
part of Rm 69. 

197: ceramic tile with top screen and concrete apron, 6' long, in top 
(West) west part of south wall, down to 2' long ceramic tile through wall 

into center of north wall of Rm 96. 



Rooms 203, 213, 220 & 238: drain north on visitor trail to ceramic 
tile, 2~' long in center of north wall of Rm 213, through 
wall into large, wood lined drain box on exterior. 

Rooms 211 & 233: longitudinally split ceramic tiles laid along west 
wall north to south, 18' long, through west end of south 
wall in 1~' ceramic tile into drain system of Rm 235. 

Room 214: ceramic tile, 3' long, in east center of north wall, through 
wall into drain system of Rm 191. 

216 & 218: ceramic tile, 4' long, in south center of east wall, down 
and through wall into rock-lined trough oriented west to 
east across Rm 186, to under center of east wall and out 
onto plaza. 

225: metal drain through west wall under west doorway into Rm 202, 
spout of drain about l' long. 

226: ceramic tile, 3' long, in center of south wall, downward 
through wall to Rm 227. 

2 2 7: ceramic tile, 4' long, in center of s·outh wall, downward 
through wal.l to Rm 130. 

228: ceramic tile, 5' long, in center of south wall, downward 
through wall to Rm 138. 

229: rock-lined trough, 15' long, from north center of east wall 
downward and across to the middle of the west wall, south 
along west wall, through wall in south corner of west_wall, 
in ceramic tile, 4' long, to exterior. 

230: longitudinally split ceramic tile,. 17' long, from south to 
north along west wall, through west end of north wall in 3' 
long ceramic tile, into drain system of Rm 229. 

234: longitudinally split ceramic tile, 17' long, along west 
wall collects water and drains it through a 4' long ceramic 
tile through the west wall in the south end, and downward 
to Rm 233. 

235: split ceramic tile, 14' long, south to north along west 
wall, downward through wall to exterior. 

236-: ceramic tile, 4' long, through center of west wall down
ward to Rm 235. 

237: rock-lined hole, 1~' long, through bottom part of the south 
center of the west wall into Rm 236. 

239: ceramic tile, 2' long, in west center of the south wall, 
onto plaza. 



Room 242· ceramic tile, 2' long, in center of west wall, through wall to 
exterior and southward to plaza. 

Kiva F · area around kiva drains toward southwest corner to cement-lined 
trough on top of wall running east-west just south of F, down 
to northwest corner of area around kiva G. 

Kiva G area around kiva drains toward southwest corner onto cement-lined 
trough on top of :·north · half of west wall of Rm 58, south to 
doorway then through wall to exterior and onto plaza. 

Kiva N see kiva N details, this section. 

Kiva V ceramic tile, 3' long, in center of west wall, downward through 
wall to Rm 174. 

Kiva W ceramic tile, 2' long, in south wall of "keyhole", downward 
through walls to Rm 184. 

Additional Drainage Notes 

"A drain was constructed across the floor from an outlet on the north 
wall to one on,the south wall. Used tinted cement and made drain 
overall width of about seven inches with an internal gutter about 
4 (inches)." 

(Shiner, 1959-60:42) 

"Constructed a double drain of colored cement across the floor from 
two outlets at base of north wall to single outlet on the south wall". 

(Shiner, 1959-60:62) 



Drainage Systems 

West Ruin plaza drainage 

NM - AR - 3112 - A, June 1967 

Great kiva floor drainage 

NM - AZT - 4958, December 1935 

(Maps on file at AZRU) 
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Drainage Installation 

Introduction: Periodic project work in the West Ruin at Aztec had been 

done on Kivas N, 0, V, and W. According to prior stabilization records 

(Voll and Mayer, 1965; Laudeman, 1973), these kivas had been subjected to 

extensive masonry repairs in 1964 and 1973. Generally these repairs 

consisted of relaying decayed masonry in tinted portland cement mortar, 

using fresh stone as replacement, or repainting wall faces with portland 

cement grout. Rebar keying was also used behind the wall. The area was 

also a focal point along the interpretive trail~ with stops providing an 

overview of the pueblo's plan, and an explanation of Mesa Verde style 

kiva architecture. For this reason, the area had been covered with an 

emulsified asphalt trail. 

The Problem: Consultations between the project supervisor and Southwest 

Cultural Resources Center personnel recognized that in spite of the 

previous preservation work on the kivas, deterioration was continuing. 

This deterioration resulted from lateral movement of ground water to the 

kiva walls as shown in Figure 1. Evaporation of this moisture was 

concentrating soluble salts on the stone of the kiva wall surfaces, and 

the combination of mechanical and chemical impacts was deleterious to the 

stabilized fabric. Augmenting the stone breakdown was the use of less 

permeable portland cement mortar, which forced water transmission through 

the.stone. Periodic reworking of the masqnry was treating the symptom 

of the problem, but not attacking it at its source: presence of ground

water and soluble salts. 

Two additional factors tended to aggravate the deterioration. The first 

of these consists of the slope east of the wall separating the kiva 
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Figure 1:. Schematic cross section of area between Kiva N and Aztec Ruins main plaza, 
showing ground water movement and area of salt deposition in Kiva N. Key:SR:Sun's rays; 
p-b, KivaNpilaster-banquete; U: Unexcavated fill; W: wall encountered during drainage . 
excavation; a.t.: emulsified asphalt trail;• : water percolation route;~: salt 
deposition zone. P 
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N/0/V/W enclosure from f"l-te main Aztec Ruins plaza. This slope is protected 

from the winter afternoon sun by the aforementioned wall, and also enjoys 

a low angle of incidence to the winter sun's rays (Fig. 1). Consequently, 

snow sits on this area, and upon melting thoroughly saturates the ground.· 

Because of the change in level between this slope and the kiva floor, 

much of this moisture is drawn toward the heated kiva wall where it 

evaporates, leaving salt concentrations on the surface. 

Secondly, the emulsified asphalt trail permits no evaporation of this 

moisture before it reaches the kiva walls. Upon removal of _the asphalt 

during drainage installation, the soil within ca. ten centimeters below 

it was saturated. 

The Solution: The proposed solution consisted of installing a method of 

gro~nd-water control. The system selected has two basic components: a 

method of moisture collection and a method of moisture transport, Another 

selection factor was that the system not be visible, since the area was 

crossed by the interpretive trail. 

As shown in Figure 2, system components are completely buried~· A water

proof membrane functions as a moisture collection agent for recently 

fallen precipitation as well as for percolating ground water entering the 

system from below it. Moisture collected on either side of the membrane 

then enters one of two perforated plastic sewer and drain pipes via the 

perforations adjacent to it.- The pipes are both four inches in diameter. 

The water .is then transported away from the area through the pipes, 

which are laid at a consistent grade wherever possible. 
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Figure 2: Schematic cross-section of drainage components. 
Key: 

1 •••• unexcavated fill 
2 •• ~.stake 
3 ••.• lower pipeline 
4 •• ~.mixed gravels 

s .... polyethylene sheeting· 
6 •••. upper pipeline 
7 •••• rnixed gravels 
8 •••• refilled soil 
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V2.'.!"~ -~bly-sized gravels are used to keep the drain system from silting, 

and c:leanouts are installed at each upstream end of individual upper 

drain lines. Construction of these cleanouts is shown in ~igure 3. 

Implementing the Solution~ Once the problem had been identified and a 

theoretical solution had.been devised, the remaining aspect of the work 

lay in.simply-doing-it.- The first step was to make certain that the 

superintendent did not mind having the interpretive trail disrupted for a 

long enough period to do the work,as well as assuring Section 106 

compliance. Only after explanation of the plan_to the Superintendent 

and legal compliance was the work begun. 

Crewmen consisted of Steve Adams of NALA, and Larry Nordby, Dave Battle~ 

Doug Hicks, and Bruce Panowski of SWCRC. Mary Thul also assisted in the 

excavation. They began by stripping off the old asphalt trail covering 

the area to be drained using pick, sho~el, doublejack sledge hammer, and 

·pitchfork. Slabs and fragments of asphalt were removed, exposing a 

muddy soil; these pieces were then transported to the Aztec City Dump. 

Excavation of the area was done under direction of Supe~isory 

Archeologist Nordby and this phase of:the work is described as Appendix A. 

As the work was done, materials were collected and recorded in 

congruence .with archeological practices. Most noteworthy are architec

tural deviations from Morris' site ma1>,which caused alterations in the 

original pipe layout necessitating additional drainage components. 

Digging was done in order to permit laying the pipe at the desired grade 

of 1/8 of .an inch per foot wherever possible. Sometimes external 

constraints, such as the slope of the ground surface or the presence of 



archeological features required vertical drops in layout, T order to 

install all components of the system, a minimum of 18 inches {45 cm) in 

depth below ground surface is required.· Since the ground s~rface slope 

exceeded 1/8 of an inch per foot, excavation of the upslope ends of the 

pipelines had to be deeper than 18 inches (see Fig.~-' Appendix A). 

When an adequate depth was obtained, stakes were driven into the trench 

bottom to mark the line and help establish the desired grade. 

Then the pipe for the lower line was cut and fitted. Cutting was done 

with a hacksaw, and pieces 'were joined with couplings as· needed. After 

preliminary fitti_ng, pieces were marked with an indelible marker for 

correct alignment, and disassembled. A polyvinyl chloride solvent/ 

cleaner was applied to clean each joint which required gluing; when the 

solvent/cleaner had dried (ca. 30 seconds), polyvinyl chloride cement 

_ was applied. Durin.g fitting of the bottom line, it is important to 

remember that the perforations face upwards towar~ the membrane. Once 

glued, the pipe cannot be.separated. The upstream end of the lower 

pipeline was _capped. 

After installation of the lower line, the top line was cut and the 

preliminary ·fitting and alignment marking of sections was done. Sections 

were also numbered to keep them in order when they were stacked out of 

the way pending final fitting and gluing. 

The next step in the installation process consisted of filling the area 
-

around the lower pipeline with gravels, as shown in Figure 2 .. Both 

pea and 1~ inch-average-diameter sized gravels were used. Care was 

taken to cover the pipeline holes, while still permitting the top part 

of the pipe to lie tangent to the underside of the plastic sheeting. 
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Since the pipe perforations are larger than the pea gravel, obviously the 

coarser gravel was used close to the pipe. Grading of this lower gravel 

bed was designed to cause the plastic membrane which would be installed 

later to be at its lowest elevation above the pipe. 

Next, the waterproof membrane was installed. Six-mil polyethylene 

sheeting was cut from a roll in widths sufficient to cover the desired 

area. Installation of these sheets was done from the bottom end of the 

line, so that each piece would receive runoff.·from the one upstream. 

Approxi~ately one f9ot (~O cm) of_ oyerlap_was lef~ between adjacent 

sheets, and seams were not sealed~ 

After this had been done, the top pipeline was laid into position and the 

joints were glued. Installation was with perforations·facing downward. 

Care was taken while walking on the polyethylene to keep from puncturing 

it, but some small holes undoubtedly occurred. At the upstream end of 

each top line, _cleanouts of the type shown in Figure 3 were installed 

(for exact locations, refer to Fig. 5). 

The upper and lowe~ pipes were joined where shown in Figure 5. A "y"-type 

fitting was cut with a hacksaw to the ~onfiguration ~howri in Figure 4, and 

the pipes were necked together. The bottom line was established to 

complete transport of water away from the area into the old flagstone-lined 

drain box east of Room 208. At the downstream end of the pipeline, 

galvanized steel window screen was attached with wire to prevent rodents 

from entering the pipe and building a nest. 

A second layer of variably sized gravels was then placed atop the 
,,,-....._ 

polyethylene sheeting and around the pipe. A minimum of four inches was 
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Figure 3: Cleanout types installed at upstream pipeline ends. 
7 .••• S1ip1n cleanout adaptor 
8 •••• Screw in cleanout plug 
9 .••• ''Y" fitting 

Key: l •••• lower pipeline 
2 •••• slip-on cap · 
3 •.•• polyethylene sheeting 
4 •••• upper pipeline -
5 •••• 450 "L" fitting 

10 •••• slip in cap made from section of 
pipe 

6 •••• Section of pipe with belled end 
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Figure 4: Method of joining upper and lower pipes. Inset shows parts of pipe 
and fitting to be cut off~ glued and taped over with duct tape. 

,,,,..,....._ Key: 1. lower pipeline 4. pipe carrying joined flow from both upper 
2. polyethylene sheeting and lower lines 
3. upper pipeline 5. cut Y fitting. 



installed, and the immediate vicinity of the top pipeline received 

approximately two additional inches. Atop the gravel, the original fill 

soil was then replaced until it approxi~ated the original ground surface 

level. Interpretive si~ns were reinstalled at this time. This soil was 

manually tamped as it was being replaced, and eventually the pipeline, 

gravels, and cleanouts became totally buried. 

Later, the step along the interpretive trail between Kivas N and O was 

reset using semi-ashlar stone set in a Lumnite brand calcium aluminate 

cement •.. This mixture used only the--cement; -no soil was added. During _______ _ 

the remainder of the project work, the masonry kiva walls were again 
Willto/d 

reset and repainted with adobe mortar fortified with -DHraweld brand 

concrete adhesive. This fact should supply us with an assessment of how 

well this drainage system will work at Aztec, since the wall condition 

can be-monitored during the next few years, and compared with pre~drainage 

stone replacement cycles. 

Manpower and Materials Expenditures. The following breakdown of the man 

days was spent during various phases of the drainage installation: 

Task 

Removing asphalt: 
Transport of asphalt to city dump 
Excavating to grade, including archeological 

recording 
Acquiring needed job materials 
Pipe fitting, glui~g,_ installing 
Refilling, installing gravel 

Drainage report preparation 
Archeological Analysis 

Total Field Time 

Archeological report preparation (Appendix A) 
Total Documentation Time 

Total Man Hours 

Man Hours 

12 
.. :1\ 
122!z 

, .. 
12 

1 16 
128 
292 

24 
32 
16 
72 

364 



Tools and equipment ,.!,,re provided by the Aztec stabilization project. 

Materials consisted chiefly of drainage components.· Polyethylene 

sheeting was purchased from the -G .. S.A. schedule .. Other materials, 

including the gravel~, were purchased locally: 

Item 

*Polyethylene sheeting 

Ten-foot joints of sewer 
and drain. pipe 

Cleanout adaptors 
Cleanout plugs 
"Y" ·Fittings 

**45° "L" Fittings 
22~0 "L" Fittings 
End caps 
Pea gravel 
l~" gravel 
PVC solvent 
PVC cement 
Lumnite cement 

Used 

2 100-foot rools 
(10 feet wide) 

25 

5 
5 

10 
29 

6 
3 

.5 cu. yds. 
10 cu. yds. 
1 pint 
1 quart 
1 bag 

Unit Cost. -Total Cost 

4.50 

2.'11 
1.57 
3.54 
1.31 
2.60 
1.25 

l'f. 5o 
. $. 8'" 
3.00 
7.00 

10.80 

112. so 

10.55 
7.85 

35.40 
37.99 
15.60 
3.75 
7z.Si:J 

... ~i. 6o 
~ 3. 00 

7.00 
10.80 

Total cost of components c./os.54 

*Actual usage approximated 1.5 rolls, but two rolls were purchased. 

**Several of these fittings were manufactured in the shop, using a hacksaw 

and two-inch wide duct tape. 

Future Maintenance: Maintenance of the drainage system consists of 

inspecting the downstream mouth of the pipeline, located in the old drain 

box east of Room 208, to determine if any siltation is occurring. Silt 

will be caught on the inside of the window screen. This screen should 

also be kept in position. Periodic examination of the masonry will 
j 

assist in detennining the efficiency of the system; any breakdown should 

be noted. In addition, the level of the trail should be kept well above 

the gravel layer.. Soil should be added . as needed• to prevent system 

----: 
-:·.· -~-- -· 
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components ~rom becoming exposed. 

The pipeline should also be cleaned out periodically, at least annually. 

This is accomplished by reference to·Figure 5 in order to locate the 

cleanouts. Maintenance· personnel must then re-excavate around the 

cleanouts and unscrew the cleanout cap. Aboutfifty gallons of water 

should then be dumped by bucket or hose into each cleanout, and the 

exposed downstream end examined to see that the water is tra.nsmi tted. 

Running water through the pipe should continue until it has no sediment 

load (is not "muddy"). Then the cap is replaced and the cleanout hole 

refilled. A schedule for these activities is: 

Activity 

Siltation inspection 
Masonry inspection 
Trail inspection 
Trail maintenance 
Flushing pipeline 

Frequency or Date 

April, August, December 
April, August, December 
Bi-monthly 
As needed 
April, August, and December, 

if possible 

Time required 

5 minutes 
10 minutes 

5 minutes 
1 hour maximum 

2 hours. 

As will be noted, only about ten man hours per year are required to maintain 

this system. If this schedule is implemented, this drainage system will 

remain functional for at least 15 years. 



Addendum 

Because of an unusually wet winter, the trail surface 
around kiva N became very muddy. This created a visitor safety 
hazard and increased.housekeeping needs in the visitors' center 
and on the trail. Pea gravel was spread over the exposed trail 

. to provide a cleaner, safer walking surface. This surface should 
be periodically checked to ensure that enough gravel is present. 
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Roof nr~inage - West Ruin. 

Roof drain spouts and pipes become clogged with leaves in the 
fall. This is a minor problem, however, because the roofed rooms 
aren't very close to trees and not many leaves accumulate. Those 
leaves that do accumulate should be removed. Leaves in pipes can be 
pushed out with a garden hose section. 

The major problem withroof drainage is ice. Ice accumulates 
in the drain pipes and spouts and prevents melted ice and snows from 
exiting. This moisture then often times leaks through the protective 
roof to the original roof and room below, causing structural damage. 

During icy and snowy weather, keep the pipes and spouts clear. 
You will probably have to clear pipes with a steel rod ( something 
you can batter the ice with). For spouts, chip the ice out with the 
chisel end of a rock hammer. Be careful not to damage the spout with 
the hanuner.· When snow plugs spouts, scoop or sweep it out. 

When you are~on icy or snowy roofs, be extremely careful. Do 
not approach roofs on wall tops, use a ladder. 



Roof Drainage - West Ruin. 

Room 59: metal drain through center of east wall to exterior 

61: ceramic tile through bottom center of east wall to roof of Rm 59. 

112: metal drain through center of north wall to exterior. 

113: same as Rm 112. 

121: surface tile to buried metal pipe, east to plaza. 

132: ceramic tile through north part of east wall, east to plaza. 

134: ceramic tile through west wall to roof of Rm 179. 

140: metal drain through north wall to roof of Rm 191. 

143: metal drain through north wall down to dry barrel of Rm 126. 

146: ceramic tile through southeast corner to roof of Rm 132. 

156: surface metal drain in west wall to exterior, rock lined drain 
box below exterior spout. 

178: surface metal drain in west wall to exterior. 

179: ceramic tile through west wall to roof of Rm. 156. 

191: metal drain through north wall to exterior. 

195: same as Rm 191. 

196: II II II II 

197: metal drain through north wall, east corner, to exterior 

198: metal drain through noz+.Jiwest corner to metal drain in Rm 

199: metal drain through north wall to exterior. 

201: surface metal drain in north wall to exterior. 

117 (partial roof): roof slanted down to south into Rm 120. 

Kiva B: surface drain to north, S"outh, east, and west. 

197. 

Great kiva: Metal lined wood surface drains in exterior walls of rooms - 160 
{spout over steel grated, concrete drain box) north wall; 162 
east wall; 164 north part of east wall; 165 south wall; 169 west 

,,,-..... wall. 





Protective Roofs 
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Roofed Rooms, East and West Ruins 

East Ruin Roofed Rooms Accesses 
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East Ruin Miscellaneous Roof Details 

West Ruin Roof and/or Wall Braces 

West Ruin Miscellaneous Roof Details 

Detail - Custom Braces for East Ruin Roof Beams 

Details (2) - East Ruin Protective Roofs 

Description of Protective Roofs, West Ruin 



Protective Roofs 

There are thirty-three rooms at AZRU with whole or partial 
protective roofs built over the originals (see list, this section). 
It is important that you know where these are and what they look 
like so that you may properly assess whether or not they are 
providing adequate protection. 

Within this section you will find other basic information such 
as where and how to get into these rooms, where they are vented, etc. 
This data will help make your inspections quicker and more efficient. 

There is also a list herein of roof and wall braces in the 
ruins. This list will help you in your inspections of the braces. 
By inspecting the braces you will also be exposed to various methods 
of supporting weakened or broken wall or roof fabric. 

*Present protective roofs will be replaced during FY 1978 because 
they are poorly designed and do not provide adequate protection. 
Details on the new roofs will be included in this section upon 
completion of the roofing project. 

Note that there are no accesses to Rooms 178 and 179. When 
the new roofs are installed, accesses will be established through 
the roofs, if practicable. 

*Ten roofs were replaced in 1978. Ten more are to be 
replaced during the 1979 field season. 



Roofed Rooms 

East Ruin 

Ruin with protective roofs: 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
24 {roof is partial) 

Rooms with undisturbed original roofs: 3, 6, 7 

West Ruin 

Rooms with protective roofs: 59, 61, 112, 113, 121, 132, 134, 

East Ruin 

140, 143, 146, 156, 178, 179, 191, 
195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 201, Kiva B, 
Great Kiva, and 117 (partial) 

Rooms vented through ceiling and roof: 1, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 

Rooms vented through doorway(s) and/or ventilators: 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 24 

West Ruin 

Rooms vented through ceiling and roof: 132 (1 in roof, 1 surfacing 
along east wall of Room 237), 
146 (2), 191. 

Rooms vented-through doorway(s) and/or ventilators: 59, 61, 112, 
113, 121, 134, 140, 143, 156, 178 (ventilators only), 195, 196, 
197, 198, 199, 201, Great Kiva. 

Room with no apparent ventilation: 179 

Room vented through fire ventilator: Kiva B 



Access to Roofed Rooms 

East Ruin 

Room 1: doorway in north half of west wall.· 

2: doorway in north wall. 

3: through east wall of Room 2. Must enter Room 2. 

4: through south wall of Room 2. Must enter Room 2. 

6: down into Room 24 from east wall, through locked doorway in 
south exterior wall of Rm. 14, through north doorway of 14 

7: 

8: 

9: 

11: 

12: 

13: 

14: 

24: 

into 13, through west doorway of 13 into 9, through north 
doorway of 9 into 8, through north doorway of 8 into 7, through 
west doorway of 7 into 6. 

E 24 ... s 14 ..... N 14 -t w 13 .... N 9 -+.N 8 

E 24 .... s 14 _. N 14 -lit w 13 4N 9 ...... 

E 24 -t s 14 _.N 14 _. w 13 

E 24 -t s 14 .... N 14 ..... w 13 -t, S 9 

E 24 _,, s 14 .... N 14 -t N 13 

E 24 _. s 14 .... N 14 

E 24 .... s 14 

E 24. Partial roof over this room-has a built-in ladder 
on southeast corner. 



Acc~~a to Roofed Rooms 

West Ruin 

Room 59: 8 foot ladder required. E 54-+ N54 

61: 12 foot ladder required. N 77~ S 77-+ S 75 -J> S 72-+ S 71 

112: 14 foot ladder required. Slll-+ N 111--:,. N 110 

113: 8 foot ladder required. S115 ~ N 115 ~ N 114 

121: 14 foot ladder required. E 145-+ W 145 ~ N 146 

132: through ventilator shaf:t. Remove ventilator shaft cover 
on protective roof. Room has its own wood ladder. 

134: S 135 ~ N 135 

140: S 135 ~ N 135 ~ N 134 ~ N 224-#' N 181 

143: 14 foot ladder required. S 139--+ N 139 

146: 14 foot ladder required. E 145-+ W 145 

156: Walk north on top of west wall of pueblo, down wood stair
steps on west wall of Rm 202 to doorway in S wall. Doorway 
is locked. 

178: no current access. Access to be made when protective roof 
replaced (tentative FY 1978). 

179: same as above 

191: reach through visitor trail 

195: " " " 

.JI n II II 

II " 

-l-98-:---·U-U ----------. -n -

-.11-------n------ ---yr--- ----i,.----

. 
-n------,-,---~------U._ . 

.J<.iva B;.__ requi~es 14 foot ladder. Access through covered, square 
-noTEf.Tn center- of roof.. Cover is nailed . down--.=---requires 

claw hammer. Hasp and padlock should be installed. 

Great Kiva • -enterea-·tliro~i-s-itor trail. 



Access to Roofed Rooms 

West Ruin page 2 

Room 196: reach through visitor trail 

197: II " " " 

198: " " " " 

199: " " " " 

201: " " " " 

Kiva B: requires 14 foot ladder. Access through covered, square 
hole in center of roof. Cover is nailed down - requires 
claw hammer. Hasp and padlock should be installed. 

Great Kiva: entered through visitor trail 

Room 117: not entered. Open across south end (wire covers opening). 

Additional notes 

Rooms 112 and 113: there is a large pot-hole between the two 
rooms which allows mutual access. 

Room 143: can also be entered through the north wall by going 
through the pot-hole in the east wall of Rm 140 into 
Rm 126 and through south doorway of 126. 

Room 59: can also be entered by walking on east wall of pueblo 
to Rm 54 and down the east wall of Rm 54 and into 59. 
East wall of 54 is about 6~' high. 



Roofs and Roof Work 

Shiner 1qa:;q - 1960 West Ruin 

Riche:i:-t 1957 Cw/drawings) East Ruin (See Graphics section) 

Richert 1956 West Ruin 

Richert 1953 West Ruin 

Richert 1953 East Ruin 

Vivian 1949 East Ruin 

Vivian 1939-1941 West Ruin 

S..X,'f"- 1€f7S l,,l)ed-R U;lh. (s~ fa.cf- ,C//e) 

Artificial Foundations 

Shiner 1959-1960 West Ruin 

Concrete-hydropel shield poured around wall base, three to four 
inches thick, extending eighteen inches to two feet below and four to 
six inches above the floor. 

Rooms with this type artificial foundation: 

51 120 
52 (also has dry barrel) 
53 ( " " " " ) 

56 
58 (dry barrel, too) 
66 
67 
69 
96 (drainage) 



Roofs and/or Wall Braces 

East Ruin 

Room 1: custom made supports for middle 7 bea;:riS. Steel braces 
cup-shaped, held to bottom of beams by bolts from pro
tective roof above original roof (see drawing, this section). 

2: integral wood members in west wall supported by 311 X 6" 
on top of 6 11 X 6 11 on top of vertical 8 11 X 8 11

• 

3: viga supported by short 3" X 6" on top of adjustable 
"perma-jack". 

4: roof and beams held up by 2" X 8" on top of two 8" 
vertical posts (juniper?). 

9: north viga supported by two single-cup braces with bolts 
from protective roof. 

12: north viga badly cracked. It is supported by two single
cup braces with bolts from protective roof. 

14: west end of south viga supported by single-cup brace with 
bolts from protective roof 



Miscellaneous Roof Details (EARU) 

Room 24: wood roof members stored under partial protective roof in 
this room. 



Roof and/or Wall Braces (WERU) 

Room 59: center viga cracked, held up by adjustable "penna-jack" 
on sandwiched (one each)· 2" X l2!! ~nd 2" X 8" short, 
horizontal, wood pieces. East-center part of room. 

61: two cracked vigas, held up by two short, sandwiched pieces 
of 2" X 12" on top of vertical, 6" log pole. Center of room; 

121: three north vigas supported from protective roof with bolts 
from roof, through vigas and attached to steel grader blade 
pieces underneath. 

132: three north vigas supported from protective roof with bolts 
to channel iron braces (forms cradle for vigas); east and 
west walls braced by mid-height, horizontal 4" X 4" abutting 
a 3" X 12" vertical board at each of the east and west walls; 
ventilator shaft from exterior of filled-in west doorway to 
ground surface at the interior east wall of Room 237 is lined 
with wood boards. 

134: horizontal 611 X 611 supported by vertical 6" X 6" braces east 
against west wall, abuts horizontal 2" X 12" on east wall. 

140: central viga cracked, supported directly by one 8 11 log pole 
and one 5" log pole, also supported by short section of 2" X 8" 
atop adjustable "perma-jack" between the two log poles.' 

146: three north vigas badly cracked, supported by bolts through 
vigas and attached to steel plates (pieces of grader blade) 
on the underside of the vigas, also supported by 3" X 12" 
board on top on two juniper logs, one 7" diameter, the other 
5"; three south vigas supported by sandwiched, short 2" X 12" 
boards on top of single, 5" diameter juniper post. 



Miscellaneous Roof Details (WERU) 

Great kiva: skylight in south center part of roof, glass with 
integral wire in metal frame. 

Room 117: protective roof made from 4" X 4" members frame, with 
l" X 14" boards covered by asphalt felt. 

Room 124: west viga badly cracked. Propped up at center by a 
wood vertical. 
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Room or UMUNo. ---------
RUINS STABILIZATION R~ORD (Second Sheet) 

Condition on date when work started . 
Ancient masonry: Fair. Co11Siderahle cl~ mortar eroded from facing 

of E wall. South jab of door in E vall extremel.7 loo!!~- ! st floor rooa 
has been damaged by water leaking through roo£ a.ud haring. :ireaked the 
original plaster. Roofing placed in 1953 is generally" good, except that 
leaks occur at clogged drains tor lack ot mahteouce. 

Re_pair or reconstruction previous to this work: All wal1a capped vi. th· 
bitumuls. Concrete ,dab roof constructed by liorria in the 19201 a; this 
had cracked by 1938, was plated with tar or bitwzmls in 1939-40, replatod 
ld th thick adobe in 1945. Yi treous tile drain installed in vest wall 
1938, draina Jlooms 156, 178, 179 and 134. In 1953 ti.chert reaovecl the 
several fractured layers or bi tumuls and tar, repairecl the concrete alab, 
and resurfaced the roor vi th 3 18¥ers or 30# asphalt telt• mopped vi.th J.9()0 
tar, aides fl.ashed with asphalt impregnated clo1h, final coat of tar rolled 
Materials, construction, and teclmique in .making repairs or 1d. th chat. 

accomplishing job: -
Upper nll areaa were tightenecl by grout:mc and pointing. 
ill or the old tar an4 asphalt f'el.t l.a,era were remond. The non

functional vertical tile drain in the west wall was plugged and replaced 
with a gal vanisecl metal outlet box a• wide. Since the concrete slab 
installed by" Morris was hadl.7 cracked• a half' inch layer of' llydropel 
treated cement vas trovellecl oyer the old surface and damp cured. Three 
18¥en of 30# asphalt felt were tben zopped on w.i.th 1900 tar. A final 
tar application ns covered with rolled clat. Asplalt impregnated cotton 
fabric, stri?s 9• vi.de were flashed to the sidos and corners. 

Reference to drawing: Work authoriztd by R. Richert 
Archeologist 

Date work s tartai : May 20, 1960 

Date work finishei:June 1, 1960 

- (Note• Place 1'bef ore" and "after" pictures on blank bord. sheets, 
• ltd, • II caption, ani keep with th!se rec~rd sheets. ~cluie ur~g 

pictures to show interesting or important details or teclmique. 
Use additional sheets for any heading if necessary). 
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Room or lir:ia. No. 178 - 1922 

RUINS STABILIZATION RFX!ORD (Second Sheet) 

Conii tion on .date when work started · 2 Ancient masonry: The roof ,or Jlooa 178 (and former tl.oor or 192 ) 
vaa general.ll' in good condition. However, water s1anda at the northwest 
co~er where a drain pipe extend.a between th• co'2lon va11 or Upper Rooma 
192" and 1572• · Apparently tbia area lea.ta badly; the drainage seeps down 
into the south wall or i.oom 156 and ia damaging the unique dado. 

Repair or re cons true tion previous to this work: Concrete al.ab roof built in 
the 1920 • a by Horris. At that time drainage vaa thru veat val.l. Slope of 
roof was chlllged in 1938 by building up a plating or bitumula and drain 
thra north nll, then into a co1111oa drain in vest va.11 0£ looa 157. AU 
walls capped with bitumula. In 1953 the fractured bitumals plating waa 
remoYecl and replaced with TeDeer or cement, resurfaced. 11lth I 1a,ara or 
30# asphalt felt aoppe4 with 190° tar, and clat rolled onto top, tar,e4 
layer. 
Materials, construction, and technique in making repairs or 

accomplishing job: Upper wall areu nre tighteaecl bT p-outin1 and 
pointing. All of 1he old tar and a spbal.t tel t lqen nre reaoftd. A 
galvanised metal outlet box a• wide 11&8 installed in the nst vall. 
Since the roof slo·ped sharply to the old drain in the northwest corner, 
the drainage was changed to slope fro• a leyel line along all tour valls 
both to center of room and to the vest, at 1" to the root. This •• 
accm;zplished by building up a ~dropel treated l~er or concrete (sand 
and ii' graYel, or chat) acreedecl to slope. After damp curing, three 
layers of 30# asphalt felt vere mopped on rith 1900 HP tar. .l final 
layer or tar vaa COYered rith rolled chat. Asphalt iapregnated. cotton 
fabric 'atripa 9• wide were na.he4 to the aidea &D4 corners. 

Reference to drawing: Work ·authorized by L Richert 
Archeologist 

Date work sta.rtoo.: Hay 20, 1960 

Date work finishai: May 31, 1960 

(Note: Place "before" and "after" pictures on blank boni sheets,· 
caption, and keep with these recoro. sheets. Include "during" 
pictures to show interesting or important details or technique. 
Use additional sheets for any heading if necessary). 

~ • l 
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...LU..:... 

Room,ai, -~ No. 

RUINS STABILIZATION RF.£0RD (Second Sheet) 

Condition on date when work started 
Ancient masonry: 

·191 --------

O.IC. but water is seeping down to rooa 142 below on north 
interior wall. Ei. ther t.'ie root' lea.ks or water is getting inAo the 
wall.. 

Repair or reconstruction previous to this work: 

Materials, construction, am technique in making repairs or 
accomplishing job: 

· lfall tops in iz:zmediate area cappecl and new mortar (cement) 
pointed in between stones on wall faces. 

Old roofing tar and tel t pulled- off down to boards. Chopped 
hole through val.1 on north side and ins1alled galvanised drain 8• 
square, cemented wall all around drain and nailed fianges to noor 
~ wall. Laid 3 layers of 30# felt over 190° melt tar, ins1alling 
asphalt impregnated cloth all around as flashing, over another layer 
of" hot tar, scattered a l~er o~ pea gravel. 

Reference to drawing: Work au thorizei by R. Richert 
Archeologis t 

Date work startei: 5/16/60 

l Date work finishei : 6/7 /so 

(Note: Place "before" am. "after" pictures on blank boni sheets, 
caption, ani keep with these record sheets. Include "during" 
pictures to show interesting or important details or technique. 
Use additional sheets for any heading if necessary). 



PURCHASE ORDER 

1u:ou1e1TIOM 110. .• THIS NOl\&!it, MUS1'. APPEAR ON 
L.aa,;ALL PACKA!;ES ANO PAPERS 
I......,.. Rlil...11.TINC. TO TH.LS OROER 

DATlt OP' OROUI ORDltR NO, 

UNITED STATES · 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

lia:w.jo Land::. Group 
Ol•/02/76 Pl7:;8060022 

·P. o. Box S39 
i-nminzt,on. liew kexlco 87401 
-------------------

(ISSUINC. OFFICEJ 

/EN DOR• S N~E AND ADDRESS 

eoodrtch aoonng eo •• IDe. 
it) 65 B 
Fa:cd.Jlgton., Ji it 87401 

CONTRACT NO,· 

•£LIVERY: ... o.e. 

oflPPING POINT destina.Ucn 

I 

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION 

SHIP TO:(Conslgnee and Address;) · 
..... 

/~A~ lbllns !1.!;.T,~- - •• 
(. "P n ~- n ----"' 

- Dt 

htec, Ii M 87410 
SNIP VIA · - I GOVT,.:: NO. 

ITEM .NO. ARTICLES PR SERVICES 
'QUAtfTI TY UNIT 
!ORDERED UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 

( 

Eeroof' ·atJproxbat.ely 8)9 sq. ft. ot xeof~ng on 
Sf?Yerl (7) prebiatorlc %001la &t .htec Bu1JS8 Jia.t4 h11'1• 1 

McDUJaOnt in ~ce wl th the attacbd Qee1f'1ca• • -

Bequest. for Quotes sent toa 

C:Uwer s. J • Supp].yOD. 

D. J. w,11, ... Boot co. 

Cortez Doof1ng 

,. ' 

" 

• • • 

• • • 

SISNATUIIE 

NAME ANO TITLE 

1 

• 

:tACl 

~~-
I 1 

,- -
• i 

I' 
,I 

,/ 
\:I" 

.._. 

A~· R -l 

APR 6 \g~ 
nif 

SUPr. ~ 
'D~ tN. ·I -.. Ri ,~ ~R 

· ·-P:'J? < TECH. 

I 

MAI ~T. 

fHI 

TOTAL 

99S 

DATE 
ti 

,-

-

00 

-

6. MEMORANDUM COPY . 
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f .GOODRICH ROOFING CO·. · 

iJY{aintenance · 9uarantee 

Job No. F-76-59 
Date Apri•l 1 5, 1976 

United States Dept. of Interio~ 7 Prehistoric Rooms 
Name Aztac· Rui DS Roof Applied At -~Aztec Ruins National Mon 

· I 
Address p I a I Box II, Town Az¥.~c. State N1 Mex1 

T 
Aztec, · St t N. Mex. 

own a e ------ Type of Roof Built-up Gravel Roof 

for Value Received We Guarant~e to repofr any ·leaks on above roof against any defects of workmanship or material for a period · 
of two years from date of completion thereof, barring leaks caused by sheathing nails installed by others, acts of God or accidents 
over which we have ·no control. In the event of leaks caused by ·workmanship or material we shall be promptly notified at once 
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, and after such notice if repairs be . needed because of fault of wdrkmanship or materials, such repairs 
will be made during the life of this guarantee without charge 'but should such repairs be needed through no fault of material or 
workmanship reasonalile charges will be made for repairs. The permitting of any repairs by any other concern than ourselves during 
the life of this gua·ranty for 'any reason whatsoever · shall void this .agreement. This guaranty is limited to workmanship and ma
terial and shall not apply .to defects caused by improper construction of the building or base upon which the roof is laid. Nothing 
in this guaranty shall be construed to cover any damages· to building or (;ontents thereof. Guaranty not valid until work covered is 
paid in full. · ' 

GOODRICH ROOF~NG CO., ALBUQUERQUE., N. M. 

By . c, 
.Farmington Phone 

• 







The Great Ki\"a 

Introduction 

Miscellaneous Data, Ancillary Rooms 

Plan of Original Roof 

Plan Map, House of the Great Kiva 



,.,.-....._ 

The Great Kiva 

The Great Kiva ~as reconstructed in 1934, and so, is fairly 
new. However, it is an historic structure and a primary theme 
resource for the area. Therefore, it must be properly maintained. 
Fortunately, this structure, being a modern reconstruction, has 
few of the problems associated with the original rooms of the Aztec 
Ruins. Most of the maintenance of this building is concerned with 
the roof surface and the visitor trail and its appurtenances. 

The roof must be resurfaced every few years to keep it sound 
and leak-proof. Your area maintenance files should give the history 
of roof resurfacing for the Great Kiva. This data should be compiled 
and entered in this manual for convenience and because of the value of 
the information. Sometime in the near future, the roof will be re
surfaced with a soil-tinted covering to make the roof appear more 
original. There are also plans to lower the sky light to make it less 
obtrusive to the interpretive scene. 

The electrical system for the trail lights and the lights them
selves must be periodically checked to ensure they are functioning 
properly. 

There are both wood stairs and rock stairs in the Great Kiva and 
both have wood railings. These must be maintained and kept clean and 
sound so that a visitor does not trip, fall, or otherwise injure him/ -
herself. The chains across the south end of Room 160 must be checked 
to see that they are secured and in good condition. 

The floor of the kiva and its ancillary rooms should be kept 
clear of debris and trash as this detracts from the interpretive scene. 

Occasionally, bats and bir~s and bird nests must be removed from 
the interior, especially the kiva room itself. If you encounter a non
poisonous snake in the ceiling beams, leave it. They.are harmless'and 
they help keep birds and mice out of the ceiling. Under no,circ:wnstances 
should you kill any animal on the monument (even poisonous snakes) unless 
you have direct permission from the superintendent. Otherwise, contact 
the Regional Biologist (currently Dr. Milford Fletcher). Remember, this 
area is an unofficial government wildlife refuge. 

For further architectural details on the Great Kiva, see the 
Earl Morris book Aztee Ruins, Part II, "The House of the Great Kiva". 

For details on where trail lights are located and information on 
stairs, see Utilities and Trail Appurtenances, this manual. 
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Th<' found a tions of dismantled walls, bouncl<,d hy <lo1 t ed li1H·~ iu tlie 
plan, lie uencat.h Room~ 163, 164, 167, IGR, 170. When these lrcrc funt
t.ional they divided the area of the twclYe secondary chambers into 
fifteen rooms of more nearly uniform fize, whose dimensions were :is 
follows:-

Room Number 
I 
II 
III 

- IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
Xlll 
XIV 
xv 

Length at Center 
8 ft. 6 in. 
8"3" 
7"9" 
8 " 3 " 
8"9" 
8"3" 
9"6" 
9"0" 
8"9" 
8"6" 

11 " 
11 ,, 8 " 
12" 
11 " 3 " 
'8 " 4 " 

Width at Center 
5 ft. 9 in. 
6 " 
6"6" 
6"6" 
6"6" 
G"6" 
6"6" 
6 " 6 "-
6 "9" 
6"3" 
6 " 2 " 
6"4" 
6"6" 
6 " 3 ,. 
6 " · 

In the outer wall of each of the primary series there was a doorway 
(Y to Y13) which gave access to or from t.he court:1 In width, they varied 
less than one inch from 1 foot 10,~ inches. The sills were about 10 inches 
from the floors. In no place do the wails stand to a sufficient height to 
reveal their vertical dimension. 

tTbie et11.tement is made on t.he &S.'\umption that during the proc-t>.ss of reruodPling, the groundplan 
of the building was not materially altered. However, when the d~brii, beyond -what i!'! here considered 
the outer wall i, removed, the foundAtione of other chRmbcn, J>f'rhaps of a <'ompJete 2;econd ring, may 
be found. 
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

HATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Navajo lands Group 
P,. o. Box 539 

Fanni ,:.gto~,, ·New Mex f co 8740 I 

(ISSUING OFFICE) 

PURt:HASE ORDER . 

DA TC Of OROCII 

~ V --- / ·7, • . . 
)\'~~ ·" .t !(' f. <. "·' 

• • • •• • _, . # ·, t. ,', - l • • 

ORDU NUMBER 

. .. f-\ ' - .. · ... _,;, ·; ~ 

Juno 14, t 0"7,1 t .,. ,-, PX7380~0042 
ACCOUNTING CLASSI FICA TIO :-J 

7380 260 N 2500 $585.00 

VEH00R 0S NAME ANO ADDRESS SHIP TO, (Conais,n•• ond Ad-'r•n;) 

CONTRACT HO. 

Guy ·Lanham 
Rt ·1·, Bo~ 301 
fa~lngton, NM 87401 

DISCOUNT TERMI 

Suparintendont 
Aztec Ruins Natlonal ~numant 
P.O. Box U 
Aztoc, HM 87410 

SHII' VIA 

Quote 6/9/74 
DCLIVERY; f .0.8 . 

SV.IPPINC: POINT 

ITEM NO. 

TIME FOR DELIVERY 

destination June 30~ 1974 -

ARTICLES OR SERVICES 

Paint Interior of Great ·Klva at Aztec Ruins 
National Monument (approximately 4~400 sq. ft.) 
with a high quality paint. Color and type of 
p_13fnt to .be .decided ~pon by Superlntendant or his 
representative. 

Time of painting to be lrry mutual ~greement between 
contractor and Suporlntendent 

Industrial Coating loc. 
Fanni ngton, N M 

$1,163.00 

1,263.00 

GOVT. 8/L HO. 

none 
OUAHTITY 
ORDERED UNIT 

.Job 

UNIT 
PRICE 

TOTAL 

Sl&NATUAE,.,-, • ,;- ~ ~-

. / ·. , ~ · /./1· // i {-. ,./ //-. ~-, ...:.. C .· ,.. , I_,,.- •· • \ . 

AMOUNT 

585.00 

585.00 

NAME AND tnLc Donald M. Kitts 
-Administrative Officer 

PUIICHAS '"'' orr ·..J. 



~ -:;....~-

,o"'"'o FOl'!M ,:• -Ui.T l!tOCI ,· 
EAAL SERVICC!:. ADMINISTRATION 

PROC. ("I CFR) l•ICl.~01 

RE(W~~r fOR QUOTATIONS ; 
(THIS IS NOT AN ORDER).' 

r- i - : .... 

EQUEST NO. REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQUEST NO. 

I 
,. CERTIFIED FOR NATIONAL DEFENS'E UNDER 

IIDSA REG. 2 AND/Of DMS REG. I 
RATINO: ..... , I . 

I.JED a 

Navajo Lands Group 
P.O. Box 539 
Farmington, New Mexico 87401 

D Kitts 
INFORMATION CALL (Name and tel. no.) (No co1lect caJJs) -:a;?c;_ c;(') ~h 

e. DELIVER IIY (Date) 

October 15, 1974 
7. DELIVERY 

>tJ( FOB DESTINATION 

D OTHER (See Schedule) 

·o NAME AND ADDRESS a. DESTINATION (Consignee and address including ZIP code) 

r j ·· s·uoer f ntendent 
eet, CJty. 
fe and 

Aztec · Rulns Nat f ona I Monumen1 
P-.0. Bo'x, U 

· Code} Aztec, ··NM 87410 

L _J 

• PLEA.SE FURNISH QUOTATIONS TO THE ISSUING OFFICE ON OR BEFORE CLOSE OF BUSINESS 9 '2§ ~ff r~e SUPPLIES ARE OF DOMESTIC ORIGIN 

ILESS OTHERWISE INDICATED BY QUOTER. THIS IS A REQUEST FOR INFORMATION. AND QUOTATIONS FURNISHED ARE NOT OFFERS. IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO 
JOTE, PLEASE SO INDICATE ON THIS FORM AND RETURN. IT. THIS REQUEST DOES ·NOT COMMIT THE GOVERNMENT TO PAY ANY COSTS INCURRED IN THE PR.EP. 
ATION OR THE SUBMISSION OF THIS QUOTATION, OR TO PROCURE OR CONTRACT FOR SUPPLIES OR SERVICES. 

11. 
EM NO. 

1 

SCHEDULE 

12. 
SUPPLIES/SERVICES 

Furnish ail l·abor, suoolles, mate-rfa.ls, 
tools, eaufoment, and Jncfdentals to 
reroof the ·Geeat Kfva at Aztec Ruins 
Natfonat Monument, Aztec, NM~ 

Refer to .attached drawings for -special 
.dimensions .and deta,1s. . . 

. . . . . ' 

13, 

QUANTITY 

·:1 · . 

Work to be d~~e I ... 8e·~~-~-~ -~ f._l . ex f st f ng 
.roof f ng to __ wood sheath f ng. ·. ~. Reo I ace ~. 

'• she~ th. f n 9. : "that ' f r O t _t e ri <i ( ' d a ma· g e d fr On -. . -
-- .~mo ~ stur:~ __ -a_s directed ~Y . ·con·tra~~.f_ng .. 

officer. ...... · · · · :· · ~ ... - · 0 
-· - - • 

_Rep I ace rooff.ng us Ing .manufactures .. .. 
soecfffcatfons to aonly 4 layers of 15 lb. 
felt and cover - with clean crushed stone as 
ffaal coatf·ng. Us~ 20 lb. felt - for 3 
layers -0n the uo-slope to too of o~raoet 
wa I I as shown on drawf·ng. 
Area around Kfva wlll be keot clean and 
all waste ·and exfstfn~ ·mate~fal w1 ·11 be 
removed ·t-rom Park by ·contractor·. 
I nsta rl ·2 · new dra f."ns·. as· 'shown : on· o I ans~
Tf_m~ for· como I et f on ·~ 15 · days . ..... 
Barrfcjdes~ - ~fgns ·and warnfng ·devfcei ··. 
wf 11 be placed for vfsftor orotectfon 
as directed. 

• PJUCS-6 QUOTED INCLUDE APPLICABLE FEDERAL. STATE. AND LOCAL TAXES. 

"· us. 
UNIT _: UNIT PRICE 

Jot - . 

-

.)l '· . ;... . . 

\ .. . .. ·: 

.. ~-. . ~ 

IC!I. 

AMOUNT 

tl. O" PROMPT PAYMENT __ ._. % 10 CALENDAR DAYS.--% 20 CALENDAR DAYS. ___ ,0 SO CALENDAR DAYS ___ 9'_. --CALENDAR DAYS. 

NOTE: Reverse must also be completed by the quoter. 
,. riAME AND ADDRESS OF QUOTER (Street, city, county, State, 

Including ZIP Code) 
18. SIGNATURE OF PERSON AUTHORIZED TO SIGN 20. DATE OF QUOTATION 

QUOTATION 

21. &IGNER'& NAME AND TITLE (Type or print) 22. TELEPHONE NO. (Include mea code) 



' t . 

-: 
,.-~ • t-

REPRESENTATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS 

• • • • • '\ : l 

~ . Quoter rep~nts and certifies as part of his quotcrtk; .... that: ( Check or complete all applicable boxes or blockaJ 
. l - ·~ • 

1. SMAU. Busmcis· .. -• ~: 
~ , : > . . .. ! · t : ·.:1 L ., ~- ; ; : -· ~-- . J 7. ·. ,, ~:: .r 1 1 ;: . 

- f -: • .. r • • • • • • I ~ · • • f • • • 

He· 0 1s; cJ :is'· not·: a small business · concern. it· small busbiess'· cionceni for th& purpose of Government procurement ls a concern. 

!ncluding! its affiliat~. · ~hic:h is: lncfepeildently o'..wned· .:wd :.~rate4 la not domhlant in the field of operation In which lt is quoting 

on Government · ~b.tracts. and can =tuither :qualify under: th~ crlt~ria ·c:Jnceniin~ number of employees, average annual receipts, oc 

other criteria;' cis-·prescribed by '. the--&nafi~ iush'l~iss; A.dnibiish'c:iUo;, (See Code of Federal Regulations. ntle 13~ Part 121, as amended. 

which contains. 'def~ed indwi.try· ·d;;:flhlti~ d:na relc:rted pr6cedures.>! If the qu6ter Is a small business concern and is not the manu. 

facturer of the su~pllei offered: h~' also repre!senfs that all ' silppli~s \Ci b~ furnished hereunder o· will O will not, be manufactured 

or produced by a smali :buiine,s co~cem in the :United States. 1ts possessions, or Puerto Rico. 
I . . , · .. ;_ .. ;, . . : \... . : .. . . ;_~ - ~· ~· ·-· ._:. . . 

2. RfG:~ J?EALER-~FA'CTUREK . (Applicable-<>nly to 11upply. contracts exceeding $10.000~ 

. He ~ ~ D' regular deale~ ~ 0 jnanu!acturet...iof. :the supplies offered. ' .. : .. 

. _ ,-:: ~ . ~ :.. : : . . . : . :." _: . _; . j : ··, . . ; ,\ ~ i_ . . ' - ~ : I: ; • . . . . 
3. CERTIFICATION OF IND~ENpENT_P:Jt!CE ·D~ATION (4pplicable cmly: to quotations ·k>. ezcess of $2.SOOJ 

- , . • • . •• - ,._ • · :. : • - • -· ~ · - .... .... - - ' • -;.. -'w ;- •. - - - I . I • • 

;<~>:'.,~t !~.-~i~~n o.; .~ :q_u?.tatic:>n,}~~ ~o!er ~rtifies~;:~ :t~~e:f<XS.~ of a ;i<>int quotation.
1
each 4 .Ahei:eto ~rtifies as to Us 

I • .. - - ~-:,:. • h. . • · · · ··-..:...= <:...::::.,,fl. .&'Li_ • • • • _. ·-
1 _j <. - ..J c ... .- i.f ·.. · ,· · •. I •. < ' : '- . , own ,orgaruzu.uun, uiat m connecuon wuu 1DiUJ procure~ent: . · . . , .. ,:s.:t· •. .,. 1 .- . · ••. • : • , · 

; :.L:~ :~Cl~ ~-;~~ jp~~ bi~~:: ~ot~o~ ~~ ~~ _;~;ed CJl~e~~~~~;: ~~- ~~(~~tatbl.~ co~~~ or ~gr~ment. foe 
. - · · - , · ·' · -- .J • · ~ · · · ,J O · ·· "-' • • ~ \ b ,.,, I -· - c • · . · ' · · · I · 

~ PW'J)09e oJ restri~g.competiti01\,· as ta. any'. matter r~ to.auch~prices."wtth ;cm~ther"qUl;)ter· ox. with any competitor: 
J :_ . . . ..: · • .- • ..• .;; . .• v - • · . · · -. ·'.:J -- ·...; i\ ,-:, :i O 

l 1 o.A l ·· · 1" i -.- l..i . j · · • ' · . • _. : .. ·!: . • 
(2) unl~ otherwbe required by law, the prkes which have ~en ~oted in;.~ ·:~il ;have not been knowingly dis-

• . • ·} • I . ·c1osf ~~ fl.:l~ ~?tf~ :O:.D.~ will. -~t ~O:,ring'f .~ -disclosed by the qu~ter prior 1o··:openlng In the · case :of an advertised procurement 

M prior t.~ !l~~d fl the. cCll'.'e · e>~ _a ~~oti~~ pr~eme~ ~~y:.;o; ,~~ 
1
to any other quoter or to any competitO'!; and 

) · · j (3) no attempt has b~n made or . will be made by the quoter to induce ~Y other person or fiim to submit or not to submit .. ,,,,.- . . . . . .. . . . . 
. a ~tcrti~n-.- f~( ~e; p~se 0~ restrl~g ~~petition. . . . . . · . ·. . . · 

; L ..... ;.,_ ·-! ._,, . - .. . . .. ._ ... -. -,...:.. - J '' 0# - ,, .. _: - -~. ' J -...: ~ 
1Cbr ... . ~ ~ison ai~g this .quQtation certifies that:.' · " 'i . . . i\ · ... 

·, __ i__ __ J.~;h~;~,.;;i;_~~~,;~~;~~L~~~'.~~~d~;~~ tbe_prl~-be~-
, .. .. :., - CJIIOI~ h~rein. and . that he' has' not. p~~~~~: :,rill-:-not partictP,ate, ~ · anr. ~~. ~ to (a)(l) through. (a)(3) above; or 
. . .. ,. ·. . . . ·. ._ .. .. £;;: ·::::- -·-; : ·'-· . . ,> . ··: . :··'\.:,;r, .:: : ... ~~3· - .·· , : ·< .r l · ,. ,. .. . ·. . 

· · .. . · ·- -(2)(tt- He· 1n1ot. the- perso:rr.hi tlte· quoter's or.gamzation. raspons1ble. withbHhat ·organization for _jhe-decision · aa to the prices 

. ))eli:ig-: quot~d ·tiereln but' that .he··ias · ~~ .. cnrth~rized · in. wrl~~ · to : ~ as · age1:1t for the pe1'BODS' ~ODSible for such decision la 

·--~r:: -~~g.·lli~s~clr pers·ons· -~ave Jio(parti~ .and ·wm n~ participate* In any acti~n con~ to (a){l) through (a)(3) aboTe. and 

.. ~~ their ·~~~~t ·d~· hereby.~ certify; ~d 
0

{iil.be has not particl~e4 and~ not participate. in any action contrary to {a)(l) througl:t, 
.(a)(3).<Jbove. · · , ' · · .- · · ·: -: ·· · - . ·. · 

Cc> This c~rtification is not applicable to a foreign quoter submitting a quotation for a contract which requires performance or 

delivery outside the United States, its possessions. and Puerto Rico. 
i .lo 

r , (d) A cpi~tation will not b·e considered for award where (a)(l), (a)(3), ex (b) above, has :been deleted oc modified. Where (a)(!) 

above, has been deleted or modified. th.e quotation will not be considered for award ~~ the· quoter furnishes with his quotation 

a signed statement· which sets forth in detail the circumstances ·of the disclosure and · the. head : cif · the Agency, ...: or his designee, 

determines ·that such disclosure was not made for the purpose of r eirtricting co~petition. : L . ~ - -~ 
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.. ,FERNAN: CORTEZ 
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Phone 505/327-9063 
2328 East 13th Street 

FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO ~7401 

r -, 3L3QLZ~ 19 __ 

NAVAJO LANDS GROUP Garage 2 work shoQ and 
ATTENTION: SUPERINTENDENT PROJECT 

maintenance shop. 
AZTEC RUINS NATIONAL MONUMENT LOCATION 

~iEec Ru1 ns P.O. BOX U National 
AZTEC, NEW MEXICO 87410 OWNER 

L .J ARCHITECT 

WE PROPOSE TO f"UANISH ALL LABOR AND MATERIALS NECESSARY f"DR THE COMPLETION Of" THE 

removal of old roof~ng and install .72 sq. ft. of. tongue and groove 
decki_ng. Re-roof 2,012 sq. ft. with one base, · thre·e sol id mop· .15# layers 
gravel stop, then .flood an~ ·gravel. 

GN THE A80VE NAMED PROJECT ACCORDING TD THE PLAN& AND BPECl,-ICATIDN&. ·araR THE B~M DF': 

Monume 

·++++Seven Hundred Seventy Nine & 20/lOo+++ 779.20 •----------
ALTERNATE& • ExcEPTIDNaa 

ANY CHANGE IN CONSTRUCTION, NECESSITATING EXTRA WDRK, MADE WHILE ·THIS CONTRACT IS IN PRO• 
GRESS, SHALL BE AT YDUA .EXPENSE, f"DR AN AMOUNT AGREED UPON IN ADVANCE. 

THIS PROPOSAL IS LIMITED TO THIRTY DAYS ACCEPTANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE AGREED. 
ND ORAL &TATEM.ENT SHALL BE CONSIDERED A PART OF'. THIS CONTRACT. 
WE ARE NOT LIABLE f"DR DAMAl3E TO ANY BUILDING OR CONTENTS THEREIN RESULTING f"ROM STORMS, 

HAIL, ·TORNADO, F'IRES, STRIKE, LOCKOUTS, CAR DELAYS, EMBARGOES, NOR f"OR ACCIDENTS AND CONDI• 
TIDNS BEYOND OUR CONTROL, NOR f"DR LEAKS DUE To STRUCTUAL CHANGES• NOR ANY DAMAGE TO DUR 
WORK BY OTHERS OCCURRINl3 WHILE WORK IS UNDER WAY DA AFTER WDAI( IS COMPLETED. EVERY REASON• 
AB-LE PRECAUTION TD PREVENT DAMAGE WILL BE EXERCISED av us. 

TERMS: 

Yr11u1 ... CCF.'PTANCE DF" THIS PRDPDBAL CONSTITUTES 
- , .... '' '·~ ,"' ~. -

lV-

-------- ADOIC .. T THI: AltDVIC .... a .. aaAL. 

ConTElz· Ho2EING COMPANY 
_/ // l / ..//_ · .. -··, , ,' _( -0; nv __ _,, -~-!.:. _____ ,, 
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J .... rr I ::> 768 
(Rn. e '64) U.S. DCPAH , u :_ N l 0f Tric ir4 i c " lOR 

NA TIONAL PAR K SERVICE 

INDIVIDUAL BUILDING DATA 

, ·,:, ,'., 1 ·, .'. ; ~ ~dg_. No. 
., f,•,, ... . ,.· . 

....._.. z_ I ---, , , 
I 
I 

are In duplicate. Send original to Regional Office. Retol~ one copy 

In park office. 

Malnta: ,.~d By 

Remodeled By 

2 
Original Cost 
$ 

Water 

Plumbing 

No. Hydrants 

I 

Present Value 

$ 

Heating 

1. 

Constructed By 

3. TYPE 
No. Stories No. Rooms Basemen·t 

rl Gas 
,, ,ck-1 

/ .5 
5. CONSTRUCTION 

7. UTILITlES 

Sewer 

Overall 

I/{) S-.2 

8. MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
Fuel Electric 

Operated By 

Year Orawlng ·No. 

Drawing No. 

4. SIZE (Sq. Footage) 

Basement 1st Floor 2nd Floor 

1/lJ o-;i_ 

Trim 

Other 

Other 

9, EXISTING CONDITION (/ndicote Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor - If New Building Leave Bionic) 

.Structural Mechanical Ge~ral State f Repair 

(f-~o 
Extinguishir,g Equipment · 

Mechanical Hand Other 

11. PHOTOGRAPHS. Furnish 8 x 10~· photographs or smaller photographs mounted on 8 x 10~ sheets. Attach to photograph: 
Name of park, location In park, and name and number of building . · 

12. SKETCH PLAN. Furnl_sh legible sketch on separate sheet including over-oil dimensions, names and sizes of rooms, scale, 
and date drawn. Use double fine to Indicate walls of building. . . · · 

Date Date 

I 1-:?tJ-)t/ 
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Exterior Wallas .. ___,.}&_· ,_I[._, _ sq. · ft. , last date painted -----' 
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Grou.11.ds 

Grounds cartland maintenance is another important-part of ruins 
preservation. Intrusive weeds, bushes, and trees can alter site 
surface and subsurface drainage, affect structural integrity, and 
hide defects. They can also be unsightly, disrupt the scenic view, 
and limit access to some ruin areas. Falling leaves clog drain 
pipes and can accumulate against ruin walls where they can insulate 
snow and ice and. thus help provide soaking moisture which is partic
ularly devastating to ruins. Accumulating snow is devastating by 
itself (see Weather & Biology) and is a safety hazard to visitors. 

Leaves should be raked away from walls, picked from drains, gathered, 
and disposed of. High or noxious weeds should be pulled out by the 
root rather than chopped. Intrusive bushes and trees should be 
removed by the same method. Overgrown but unobtrusive bushes and 
trees should be cut back yearly, enough that they not affect the 
scenic view. Obviously, trash and debris should be picked up and· 
discarded. 

Snow must be kept off trails for visitor safety. Unfortunately, it 
is usually shovelled off the walk and up against ruin walls. This 
and other (drifted) snow causes most of the moisture related damage 
to the ruins (see Ruins Management Plan). Snow must not be shovelled 
against walls! Since it can't remain on the trail either, a compromise 
must be reached. If you must pile trail snow, pile it between the 
trail and the wall. In many areas, with a little effort, the snow can 
be thrown clear of rooms where it will do less harm when melting. The 
walls affected most by unwisely shovelled snow are the interior walls 
of Room 151. 

Snow is also a major problem in drains, on-roofs, and along the exterior 
north wall of the West Ruin. The same applies to ice. At this time 
it is not practical to clear roofs after every snow. However, it takes 
relatively little effort to make sure the snow or ice is not blocking 
drainages. The snow that acc~ulates along the exterior .north wall'of 
the West Ruin is causing extensive damage to the interior. It melts 
slowly and saturates the surface and sub-surface. This snow should be 
either shovelled or blown (AZRU has a snow blower machine) away from 
the wall. 

For the time being, little can be done to snow,accumulating on wall 
tops. However, when capping a wall, you can put a slight slant to 
the cap which will reduce snow accumulation. 

Open areas, such as the land around the ruins and the West Ruins plaza, 
are particularly susceptible to intrusive vegetation because of more 
available sunlight. Kivas, usually being larger, have more intrusive 
vegetation than secular rooms. The secular rooms, however, particularly 
the large, north-south oriented ones, do have this problem. 



The open areas north, south, and west of the West Ruin have zones 
of dense, overgrown brushes, and trees. Black sage is particularly 
thick and overgrown. 

The other ruins within the monument have even denser and taller 
vegetation covers. This vegetation must not be disturbed because 
it provides some erosion protection and it serves as an important 
refuge for various wildlife in the immediate area. 





Tr~11 and Appurtenances 

Introduction 

Trail Appurtenances, West Ruin 

Stairs/steps 
Markers 
Signs 
Doorway sealers 
Electrical 
Miscellaneous 

Electric System Diagram, Great kiva 
(from fact files) 



The Trail and its Appurtenances 

The visitor tral and its appurtenances are, for the purposes 
of maintenance, considered to be part of the cultural resources. 
Therefore, this section has been included in the Preservation Guide. 
You must know the trail and the appurtenances so that you will know 
what you are to maintain. Lists of stairs and steps, trail markers 
and signs; interpretive signs, trail lights, and visitor control 
doorway sealers have been provided for quick and handy reference. 

Stairs and steps should be kept clean and sound. Sweep them 
at least twice a month during the park visitor season. Replace 
eroded or broken stone and reset loose stones in cement. Replace 
rotted, broken, or splintered boards and secure them properly. 

Trail and interpretive markers and signs should be clean and 
legible. Repaint when necessary. Wood rots fairly quickly under
ground so replace signs when they become unstable or unaesthetic. 
Treat new signs with wood preservative. For metal surfaces that 
are dirty, a damp cloth is usually sufficient to remove the dirt. 

Trail lights do burn out. It is a simple, quick task to remove 
protective hardware, replace the bulb, and reinstall the har~ware. 

Doorway sealers are transparent_to partially satisfy the curiosity 
of the visitor. They collect dust, dirt, grime, grease, air pollutants, 
and body oils. Dry, clean paper towels and industrial window cleaner 
should be used to clean them. Replace cracked sealers promptly as 
they are a safety hazard. Check the wood frames for soundness and 
repair where necessary. Replace frames rotted below ground_surface. 



Trail Appurtenances 

Stairs/seeps: 6 rock steps with one wood railing, at interior east wall of 
Room 151 

2 rock steps, southeast exterior of Room 187 

2 rock steps, southwest corner of Room 216 

2 rock steps, northwest corner of Room 216 

2 rock steps, east exterior of kiva W 

1 rock step, southeast exterior of kiva N 

7 rock steps, east wall of Room 205 

9 rock steps, west exterior of Room 205 

7 wood stair steps with the two wood railings and. platform 
with wood railing situated in Rooms 6 & ISA 

2 concrete steps and 4 wood stair steps with one wood railing, 
west interior of Room 197 ~ 

I {.,,v,.ut::/e &it:=p , e<of J u,yt-.>-.1 ~.t /... •• - I~ 7 
2 concrete steps, one in each of east and west doorways, Rm 198 

2 concrete steps, one in each of east and west doorways, Rm 191 

2 concrete.: steps , one in each of east and west doorways, Rm 195 

2 concrete steps, one in each of east and west doorways, Rm 

2 concrete steps in west doorway, 1 in east doorway, Rm 196 

1 concrete step in west doorway, 2 in east doorway, Rm 201 

10 rock steps, southeast corner of Rm 196 

1 rock step, west exterior wall of Room 58 

3 concrete steps in east doorway of Room 160 

13 wood stair steps with two wood railings on north wall ·of 
Great Kiva. 

199 

8 wood stair steps with two wood railings at lower part of south 
exit of the Great Kiva. 

6 rock steps with two wood railings at upper part of south 
exit of the Great Kiva 



Other stairs/steps: 12 wood stair steps down into Room 202 

2 concrete steps, one on ~ither side 
of the north doorway of Room 156 



Trail Appurtenances (WERU) 

r-:a.r:cers. (wood, unless otherwise noted) 

Room 151: Exterior southwest, also interior northwest 

211: Exterior of east wall (steel marker) 

NN4: Exterior of west wall 

205: Ext. of west wall 

202: Ext. of west wall 

197: Ext. of west wall (2 markers), also interior at east wall 

220: Int. of ·west half of room 

238: Marker on west side of trail south of this room 

118: South exterior 

120: South exterior 

196: Northwest corner 

58: W~st exterior 

kiva E: East exterior 

160: by northeast corner of altar 

Great kiva : by northeast exterior of west "foot drum" 

105: north exterior 

107: north side of trail south of this room 

212: south side of trail south of this room 

Wood markers (unless otherwise noted) -

covered rooms on or along visitor trail 

Room 197: northeast corner of room 

191: 
195: 
199: 
196: 

by northeast corner 
on wall on east side of south doorway 
_at bottom center of north wall 
on east wall of south doorway 



,............., 

Trail signs (wood, unless otherwise note~~ 

Room 151: trail sign by exterior of west wall 

NN4: interpretive sign by exterior of west wall 

Kiva N: by exterior of west wall (interpretive) 

197: by exterior of west wall (trail sign) 

Int. sign·: on east side of trail between WERO and Hubbard 

Int. sign: by south exterior of the cobble kiva south of Hubbard 

Kiva 

238: metal trail sign in wouthwest corner 

119: by southeast exterior (metal interpretive sign ) 

L by north exterior 

57: by southwest exterior (metal trail sign) 

160: by east exterior (metal trail sign) 

212: interpretive sign on north side of trail south of the 
southeast exterior corner of this room; int. sign in 
same location but on south side of trail; int. sign 
on south side of trail south of the southwest ext. 
corner of this room. 

East Ruin: warning sign on west side of ruin by foot path up to Room 1. 

Sealers for doorways (leading off trail (WERO) 

Room 197: 3' X 3' glass with metal frame mounted with wall 
screws over so~th doorway 

198: 3' X 5' glass with wood frame sealing s-outh doorway 
exteriorally 

191: same as 198 

195: It It It 

199: " It " 

196: It It It 

201: It It It 

47: It II It 



Trail Appurtenances 

Electrical (WERU) 

Room 197: electrical conduit integral with west wall 

198: trail light in center of north wall 

191: same as above 

195: 

199: 

196: 

" 
II 

" 

II " 
II II 

" " 

160: trail light on east wall south of the doorway; 
music button for kiva music, mounted on wood 
pedestal in southeast corner of the room. 

Great ki va: see diagram 

Miscellaneous (WERU) 

Room 160: 3 chains between pilasters on south end of room. 
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Materials Sources 

Introduction 

Examples of BLM Borrow Permits 

Graywacke - possible source description of graywacke 

Source For Gray - Green Sandstone 



Materials Sources 

As far as color is concerned, the ideal soil for stabilization 
at AZRU comP~ f~om the monument itself. However, and necessarily, 
recent legislation makes borrowing on the monument difficult if not 
impossible. Therefore, you must go elsewhere for soil. The same 
applies to stone acquisition. The easiest and most convenient source 
for soil and stone is local government land. Most of this land is 
administered by the Bureau of Land Management, Farmington Resource 
Area, 900 La Plata Highway, Farmington, NM, 87401. Their telephone 
number is 325-3581. The current person to contact at BLM is Fred 
Anderson. He is familiar with the.needs for stone and soil for 
preservation activities at AZRU. 

Information on soil types and their locations is available from 
the Soil Conservation Service, 424 North Mesa Verde Avenue, Aztec, 
New Mexico, 87410; phone number - 334-9437. 

Free use permits from the BLM require potential borrow areas to 
have archeological clearance in accordance with Section 106 of the 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966. The Navajo Lands Group Ruins 
Preservation Specialist can initiate this process. Contact this 
person when you are looking for potential borrow areas. 

Included in this section are copies of correspondence between NALA 
and the BLM and the resulting permits. 

There is also a source description (from a recent stabilization 
report) for the grayish-green sandstone needed for parts of the Aztec 
ruins. As yet, a source for the dark-green graywacke sandstone has 
no~ been located. The NALA Preservation Specialist will continue the 
search for the graywacke. 

Materials should be stockpiled fairly close to the work and out 
of site as much as possible. Rock is usually stockpiled outside the 
east (north half) wall of the West Ruin. Soil is stockpiled outside 
the north (east half) wall of the West Ruin. Materials to be used on 
the East Ruin can be stockpiled in_ the "boneyard" (but away from Mound F). 
Mixing operations can be set up either at the exterior of the northeast 
corner of the West Ruin or at the ·north exterior of the visitors center 
library. For the East Ruin, set up mixing operation in the boneyard. 

For work near the visitors center, water can be obtained from the 
spigot in the broom closet on the back porch of the visitors center. 
For other work you will have to run either a long hose, or, preferably, 
obtain a surplus water tank trailer (contact NALA Administrative Officer) 
and fill it at the fire hydrant located· just northwest of Building 9 
(Superintendent's Residence). 



IN REPLY REFER TO: 

L3035 

To 

From 

Subject 

United States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

May 9, ] 9 7 7 

Al Park, Bureau of Land Management 

Archeologist, National Park Service, 
Navajo Lands Group 

Borrow Pit 

In response to your correspondence (292-0) dated April 25, 
1977, I checked with your office regarding locations of 
BLM l~nds on the Conger Mesa. According to· your records, 
the NE 1/4 of the SE 1/4 of Section 8 (USGS La Plata Quad
rangle, New Mexice - Colorado, 7.5 Minute Series, Topo
graphic, 1963) is currently under BLM administration. This 
morning, I surveyed the center portion of that area and 
located an ideal borrow pit site which is devoid of arti
facts and cultural features. The site is located at approx
imately UTM 4088580N, 747720E. 

The general area east of the borrow pit site is fairly flat 
mesa top with sparse grass cover and scattered Bl•ck Sage. 
A few Juniper trees are strung along the mesa edge. The 
land west of the site drops gradually int.a Little Barker 
Arroyo. The biotie community in this transition zone con
sists mostly of widely disbursed Black Sage. 

The borrow pit area is .a good s~pply location for reddish, 
sandy loam (28% clay). I would.like to obtain approximately 
30 cubic yards of this material· for the 1977 ruins stabili
zation season at Aztec Ruins National Monument. 

A borrow pit 2_4' x 24' _x L. 5' should supply enough soi 1 for 
the full season. Very little vegetation would be disturbed 
by borrow operation and, as the pit will be a maximum of 18 
inches deep (in order to avoid underlying calcium intrusions), 

Save Energy and You Serve America! 



the landscape will not be substantially altered. ~urther
more, the area would be policed and smoothed after each 
borrow to partially mitigate the impact on the natural en
vironment. 

Should any features or artifacts be encountered during 
borrow operations, work will immediately cease and the pit 
will be cleaned up and closed. 

j < £j 
_4-C-~'//u- C . c..-,r~ 

Stephen E. Adams 

/ 



Form 5510-1 
(! Q72) 

Kind of material 

UNITED ST ATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

FREE USE APPLICATION AND PERMIT 
VEGETATIVE OR MINERAL MATERIAL 

APPLICATION 

Con4tvtOIJ 
Give legal land description 

FORM APPROVED 
0MB NO. 42-R0875 

PPrmit Number 

Expiration Date 

Estimated quantity 
et(-:> . 

TOWNSHIP I RANGE SECTION SUBDIVISION 

31 AJ /3Ul 8 

Materials are to be used for /A.)D/IM) /:J.1.JA/6 S71J81L/-c,47700 

I HEREBY AGREE TO COMPLY WITH the special conditions as set forth b~low. I CERTIFY That the: (a) materials 
removed are to be used for the purpose noted above; (b) none of the materials removed are to be sold or bartered; 
aoval of materials can begin only upon receipt of an approved copy of this permit; and, (d) the authorized officer 

~ is to be notified upon -co~pletion of removal. , 

I CERTIFY That I am twenty-one years of age or older, a citizen of the United States, and resident of the State of 

- . -

I FURTHER CERTIFY That the statements made. by me ~ this application are true, complete, and correct to the best 
of my lmowledge and ~lief and are:~ad~. in _good faith. · 

s :t¢:-/1t I 77 r (Date) (Signature of Applicant) 

Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, makes it a crime for any person knowingly and willfully to make to any department or agency of the 
United States any faise, fictitious, or fraudulent statements or representations as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 

PERMIT 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

This permit is hereby issued for the_ materials applied for but may be canceled if it appears that .tliis permit was 
issued erroneously or the terms or conditions contained herein are -not observed. It sh~l be -subject to the following . 
special conditions: -~· 

/. 

(Special Conditions continued on reverse) 
APPLICANT 



__ , __ . ---------
SPECIAL CONDITIONS .(CON.1 

Conservation practices must be practiced as provided 
by 43 CFR 5511.1-l(b), .2-3(c), and .3-3; 

Equipment, personal property, and improvements must 
be removed within ninety (90) days after expiratio~ 
date (43 CFR 3621.3(c) or 5511.3-5); 

Any use of the surface of the lands involved in this 
permit shall be such as not to interfere with any mining 
claim subject to the provisions of Section 4 of the Act 
of July 23, 1955 (30 U.S.C. 613); 

The permittee shall clean up all work areas and shall 
remove or dispose of all refuse resulting from the 
permittee 's operations; 

This permit is issued under the Act of July 31, 1947, 
as amended, and 43 U .S.C. 2 and 1201. 

~-=· ===(D=a5'===')-=='5=f1=· 7=========Q=(Si=~="~=re=~=t=~~=riz=-d=Of=#=
0

er)=·=== 

._.,. - = 

_-.- ____ -______ . .::. 



Form 5510-l 
(Ma • q72) 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

FREE USE APPLICATION AND PERMIT 
VEGETATIVE OR MINERAL MATERIAL 

APPLICATION 

FORM APPROVED 
0MB NO. 42-ROS75 

Name of applicant _ 
,..,,A,,;cL.11L PAC.-"' .~L1C~ 

Address (include zip code) 
6ot-.... .s?A 

A)ALl~JCJ LAI.:./_)_~ C-4/2.D if FA-fl...flfiAJhTOA..J , M. 
Kind of material 
f:xLJLJ),~;, ~Tl.;IL.C 

Estimated quantity 
S C!u.t3lL A~ 

Give legal land description 
TOWNSHIP I RANGE SECTION SUBDIVISION 

3;:_ ~-, l3iU IS 

Materials are to be used for ew IJ5 

I HEREBY AGREE TO COMPLY WITH the special i=Onditions as set forth below. I CERTIFY That the: (a) materials 
to be removed are to be used for the purpose noted above; (b) none of the materials removed are to be sold or bartered; 
(c:: 1oval of materials can begin only upon receipt of an approved copy of this permit; and, (d) the authorized officer 

~ is to be notified upon completion of removal. 

I CERTIFY That I am twenty-one years of age or older, a citizen of the United States, and resident of the State of 

-
I FURTHER CERTIFY That the statements made by me in this application are true, complete, and correct to the best 
of my lmowledge and belief and are made in good faith. 

(~ of Applicant) 

Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, makes it a crime for any person knowingly and willfully to make to any department or agency of the 
United States any false, fictitious, or fraudulent statements or representations as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 

PERMIT 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

This permit is hereby issued for the materials applied for but may be canceled if it appears that this permit was 
issued erroneously or the terms or conditions contained herein are not observed. It shall be subject to the following 
special conditions: 

7'1-1 E '$ I TE /,µ' J LL /D(: LE P. t /JJ fl- C!L.E'/VJ c;b,C>b fflOAJ ~ olO 

~oWLE:TJt./..J OP Tfll;; «Joe..l( 

(Special Conditions continued on reverse) 
APPLICANT 



SPEC1t"'L CONDITIONS (CON:} 

Conservation practices must be pr~cticed as providtd 
by 43 CFR 5511.1-l(b), .2-3(c), and .3-3; 

Eciuipment, personal property, and improvements must 
be removed \\' ithin ninety (90) days after expiratioi:i 
date (43 CFR 3621.3(c) or 5511.3-5); 

Any use of the surface of the lands involved in this 
permit shall be such as not to interfere with any mining 
claim subject to the provisions of Section 4 of the Act 
of July 23, 1955 (30 U.S.C. 613); 

The permittee sh~lJ ck~r: ur all work are2s c~.~ :c-' ... :1 

remove or dispose of all refuse resultin£, fr0:-:. :la· 

permittee 's operntior.s: 

This permit is issued under the Act of July 31, F-'.7. 
as amended, and 43 U .S.C. 2 and 1201. 

(Signature of Authorized Officer) 



United States Department of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE · 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

L3035 June 30, 1977 

r.reoor and UI!l 

To: M1... Fred Anderson 
Geoloc1ist, B'~rea1.1 of La.rid J.ra;.1a::er.1ent 

From: Archeolocist 
?Jational Park Service 

Subject: Borrow Pit 

The 2~ red clay soil I have obtained from BIJ·1 land is too dark and 
does not match the color of the original mortar in the Aztec Ruins. 
The red soil needs to be toned by adding liehter colored soil. 

I bave located a c:ood borrmt pit area on BIJ.! land IJ£ of Aztec Ruins. 
This area has been ;reatly disti.1rbed by previo1.1s borrow operations 
for soil and rock. It is also currently bein~ used as a soil durep. 
The area is irrmediately accessible b1 Counti Road 44 and is located 
in T31N, RllW, Section 23, I-Mi of Nt-1-4 of SE4 ( Ul'M lto85900N, 236250E, 
Aztec Quadrangle, NM, 15 Minute Series, Topographic, 1959 ) • I would 
like-to obtain approximately 30 cubic yards of light colored soil 
from. this area for use at Aztec Ruins Hational Uonument. 

Thou!}:h previous disturbance has destroyed or :masked any archeolo
cical features and artifacts present, should any such features or 
artifacts be encountered, borrow operation will cease and the area 
will be policed and closed. 

Stephe:!.1 E. Adans 

Save Energy and You Serve America! 



F orn. SS 10- 1 
(M 1972) 

UNITED ST A TES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

FORM APPRO"vi--i, 
0MB NO. 42-R0875 

Permit Number 

FREE USE APPLICATION AND PERMIT 
VEGETATIVE OR MINERAL MATERIAL 

---------------------------------__, District 
APPLICATION 

Name of applicant Nati ona 1 . Park Service 
Navajo Lands Group 

Albu 
Address ( include zip code) 
111 North Behrend Ave. 
Farmin ton NM 87401 

ue 

Kind of material 
Common Borrow 

Estimated quantity 
30 cu. ds. 

Give legal land description 
TOWNSHIP I RANGE SECTION SUBDIVISION 

31N llW 23 

Materials are to be used for 
ruins stabilization 

7 

l HEREBY AGREE TO COMPLY WITH the special conditions as set forth below. I CERTIFY That the: {a) materials 
to be removed are to be used for the purpose noted above; (b) none of the materials removed are to be sold or bartered; 
(c, moval of materials can begin only upon receipt of an approved copy of this permit; and, (d) the authorized officer 

,.-...,, is to be notified upon completion of removal. 

I CERTIFY That I am twenty-one years of age or older, a citizen of the United States, and resident of the State of 

I FURTHER CERTIFY That the statements made by me in this application are true, complete, and correct to the best 
of my lmowledge and belief and are made in good faith. 

(Signature of Applicant) 

Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, makes it a crime for any person knowingly and willfully to make to any department or agency of the 
United States any false, fictitious, or fraudulent statements or representations as to any matter within its jurisdiction. 

PERMIT 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

This permit is hereby issued for the materials applied for but may be canceled if it appears that this permit was 
issued erroneously or the terms or conditions contained herein are not observed. It shall be subject to the following 
special conditions: 

1. The subject site_will be left in a clean and smoothed condition, 
2. Confine all activities to the area covered by the archeological survey. 

(Special Conditions continued on reverse) 

APPLICANT 



-- ------- - ---- ---------.. 
~-~ECI/ .. L CONDITIONS (COt~ .... 

Conser\'ation practices must be practiced as provid{Sd 
by 43 CFR 5511.1- l(b), .2-3(c), and .3-3; 

Equipment, personal property, and improvements must 
be removed within ninety (90) days after ·expiratio~ 
date (43 CFR 3621.3(c) or 5511.3-5); 

Any use of the surface of the lands involved in this 
permit shall be such as not to interfere with any mining 
claim subject to the provisions of Section 4 of the Act 
of July 23, 1955 (30 U.S.C. 613); 

The permittee shall clean up all wcrk areas anj s: __ .:: 
remove or dispose of all refuse resulting fw:-:: : :: · 

permittee 's operations; 

This permit is issued under the Act of July 31, 1 S!: 7. 

as amended, and 43 U .S.C. 2 and 1201. 
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l~}"~ Q! •~.,:";r ~ ;·b .t ,71 11 ,:i!;.j ~il..{)1 f • j ~ ;..-u t i.r, ~ :.. f '. -v l I ;( ST. 
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i;- Cr;r .. p , .31::.rr0:~k , 
Ht .. : Cii' .~z +,,":_"\ c ,.. 1: ~ 11 

~·· 1w .. ;.:ox ic o 
:_ ~~ f'ouwi s ix'+.. o 

c : ;_:- ·i., ;· .. ]·}:.:. s o· .1, :. ,·.; :,~ .. .. i.' f:r: :()·.·u J,., :· S:;i .G'-- / _n ._; ,_. · ,··;i ·~J-: . i ::,.'!T.; U }1 ':: ,;r -~r:.~ v~1:..... . 

&ite ~1 

fv ~h-1 t( t/() 6'l 

Sq nd ~ -I-one rn CA 1 he Uf f ~-v 1-11 en1h-ev o F_ flre .lror-rl.5CJ"1 

a c co r- d (. r..7 +v hr. JI ck S lcr16 n) fr/'+ I t:/~4-- . 

····-··--·-~ 

;'-, ,,--r / (, j t:.' v _ C (J / t t,.:' /,f 

J:&teo lt'uit ~ · ~~~=~~· ... .. -~~,;~··i ',.re;~~- - -.. --..- -· 
:-1-.,,, .... -~ r,• ~~'let~~r·~ticl'i,pt:·~1s •. Il~tw-·r6ll~-hfo~1;1on waa aupplie~ by. J 

.. Toh• !.-i. .97.ker.·. 600 ,:TUl~ ~tt•~;. ,; , 1. Alb~QUei•·qu•, J,, . ..:~ .... ·ffi- iiu'Grillattcm'. 11 tram .. •. :.·. 
~ciok1i .'&Ji4 Jl!niirti1'8,.. b)' t.ouiii v. PirsOn, Pii.ge 261~ . or'i..~Aoke 'ofa)'Wacke is &. i andstOlle-
like rook, generally t;rt:1.y and . sometimes gre .. ·nish . or blt.o' whioh. in !:\ddition to quo.rt£ 

l· . 

and feldspar, conte.inarounded or angular bits or ~her rooks, suoh as fragments of shale, 
slate, chert, quartzite, granite, felsite, and basalt. It is in reality a strongly 
indurated, impure sandstone. By increase in size or some of the compcment particles it grkde1 
injo fine-grained oonglomerate. The oement, as in sandstone, is generally .small in amount 
and ia generally argi~laceoua (olayey), but in ~omegraywaokes it is siliceous or oiloareous. 
Graywaokee, if fine-grained and 'Ccmpact and largely complsed or feldspatio material, may be 
diffiiult to distinguish from sane feldaites in the hard speoimen, but close exo.mination 
with ~a good lens gener~lly shows their detailed nature. 

Graywaolce occurs in the Mariposa 'ronno.tion in the Sierra Nevada and in the 
Francisca formation of the California Coast Range. It fonns a belt 1000 miles long that 
extends along the Alaskan coast from Sitka to Cook Inlet. In the Sitka region the gruywacke 
forms massive beds hundreds of feet thiok and entirely devoid of stratification, so that it 
clo sely resembles an ir:neous rock. In Ontario and Quebeck gro.ywacke is contnon in many 
f0r1n&. t.t one of pre-ColumbiRn a ge. 

Mr. Baker had ~dded the foltowi~ at the end of the above in.formation: ~All 
ki dding aside, it is the opinion of us here in the :skelly Oil Company Office in Albuquerque 
that when the Indians oa.me aorosa the Siberian land bridge into ~orth America, they erought 
this graywacke wi·th them fran the Alaskan coast in order to spruoe up the south wall of 
their Aztec pueblo.~ 

H. H. September, 1954 



:;~ A suitable rock for stabilization at the West Ruin was to,be found 

approximately 4.5 miles north-east of thP Monument, on private 

property reached from a spur road leading off the Cedar Hill Road. 

The property belongs to Mr. Arlo T. Robb, who donated an unlimited 

amount of stone ~or stabilization purposes. Kell~y's Backhoe of 

Farmington was contacted to load, haul and deliver the stone to the 

work area. Enough rock was stockpiled to complete the remainder 

of the four-year stabilization program at West Ruin. According to 

an old report in the Monument fact file, the area quarried is in the 

vicinity of the original prehistoric quarry. 

An area on the northeast corner of the West Ruin, beside the 

service road, was cleared for the work trailer and supply storage. 

The plaster mixer, water tank trailer and sand supply were set up 

directly behind the north exterior wall of the ruin, near the east 
', 

corner. This area was chosen because of its proximity to the main 

room blocks scheduled to be worked on and because it was hidden from 

the view of visitors. 

The water tank trailer was filled·at a fire hydrant in the residential 

area of the Monument. Sand was contracted from and delivered directly 

to the work site by Alcora Materials of Bloomfield, New Mexico. All 

other supplies and materials were purchased in Farmington. (Chambers 

and Trussell, 1974: 3 & 4.) 
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Supply Sources 

Ititroduction 

Miscellaneous Items and Sources 

GSA Items Commonly Used in Stabilization 

Federal Schedule Items 

Items Purchased Through Bid 



~11!'!)ly Sources 

Most of the supplies you order will come form either GSA 
or Federal Schedule. Questions on these two sources should be 
directed to your Procurement Clerk or the NALA Purchasing Agent. 

Some .of the supplies you will need are not on GSA or Federal 
Schedule. Included in this section is a list of such items and 
their sources. You should add items to the list as you encounter 
them. Remember, this document is not only for you but for your 
successor as well, so write it down even if you know the source well. 



Item 

Caulking trowels 

Heavy duty caulking guns 

Sand 

Concrete adhesive 

Calcium Alumnate Cement 

Soil Color Chart 

Ground Fault Circuit 
Interrupter 

Mortar Color 
(not recommended for use -
weakens mortar) 

Source 

Goldblatt Tool Company 
511 Osage 
Kansas City, Kansas 66110 
(913)621-3010 

Goldblatt Tool Company 

By bid, see NALA Purchasing Agent 

Available locally 

Contact Ruins Preservation Spec. 
Southwest Cultural Res. Center 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Munsell Color 
MacBeth Division of Kollmorgen Corp. 
2441 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21218 
(301)243-2171 

Kabo Electronics (FCS) 
Department M 
P.O. Box 477 
Natick, MA 01760 

Tamms Industries Company 
9920 Flora Vista Avenue 
Bellflower, CA 90706 
(213)925-2206 



GSA Items Commonly Used 

Rock hammer 

Cold chisels 

Pointing trowels 

Galvanized metal buckets 

Shovels 

Mortar hoes 

Rakes, garden and road 

-Forks, spading 

Dust masks 

Whisk brooms 

Garden hose 

Electrical extension cords 



Federal Schedule 

Portable electric generators 

Scaffolding 



Mortar boxes 

Plaster mixers 

Items Purchased on Bid or Open Market 





Personnel 

Introduction 

Employee Information Contacts 

Outstanding Personnel 

Position Descriptions 

L 
wft'-7 
WG-8 
WG-5 
WG-3 



Personnel 

Traditionally, Navajo workers have been employed in stabilization 
at AZRU. Most of these live around Chaco Canyon National Monument. 
The worker pool for AZRU has been reduced by the increased maintenance 
activities at Chaco. However, there are usually a few experienced 
Navajos who apply every year at AZRU. 

Your crew will be small for stabilization work and will usually 
consist of one WL-5 masonry worker leader.and several WG-5 masonry 
worker helpers. There have been WG-3 laborer and WG-8 masonry workers 
employed in the past on large rehabilitation projects but they are not 
needed on a small maintenance crew at AZRU. 

Navajo Lands Group is currently attempting to add another position 
to the AZRU staff. It will be a subject-to-furlough, split position: 
WL-5 during the stabilization season, WG-5 during the remainder of the 
year. 

As a WL-5, this person will be responsible for leading the masonry 
worker crew by assigning job tasks, checking work, notifying the 
project supervisor or foreman when supplies are needed, and in general 
ensuring the smooth operation of the annual ruins maintenance. During 
the rest of the year, this person will assist the area maintenance 
worker in his/her duties. 

Position descriptions for WL-5 Masonry Worker Leader, WG-5 
Masonry Helper, and WG-3 Laborer are included in this section to give 
you an idea what workers in these positions are supposed to do. 

Also included in this section is a list of outstanding workers. 
You should add to this list when appropriate. For information on other 
applicants you should contact supervisors who have employed these 
persons in the past. A list of contacts is provided herein. 

For employment procedures, contact the personnel clerk or admin
istrative officer at Navajo Land~ Group in Farmington. 



Employee Informo tion Contacts· 

Stephen E. Adams 
Ruins Preservation Specialist 
Navajo Lands Group 
P.O. Box 539 
Farmington, NM 87401 
325-5036 

Martin T. Mayer 
Supervisor, Ruins Stabilization Unit 
Western Archeological Center 
P.O. Box 49008 
Tucson, AZ 85717 
(602) 792-6501 

Charles B. Voll 
I & RM Specialist 
Navajo Lands Group 
P.O. Box 539 
Farmington, NM 87401 
325-5036 

Archie Werito 
Maintenance·Foreman 
Chaco Canyon National Monument 
Star Route 4, Box 6500 
Bloomfield, NM 87413 
(505)786-5384 

Cecil Werito 
Ruins Maintenance Foreman 
Chaco Canyon National Monument 
Star Route 4, Box 6500 
Bloomfield, NM 87413 
(SOS) 785-5384 



1975: 

1977: 

Outstanding Personnel Ratings 

James D. Brown WG-5 
Daniel Harrison WG-5 
Charles Lanell WG-5 
Willie P. Yazzie WG-8 

James D. Brown WG-5 
Willie P. Yazzie WG-8 
(received 10-year service pin 1977; has worked seasonally in 
stabilization since 1946) 



J)l)Uon.af'Form 8 
July 19.W • 
U S. CIVIL aERVICE COMMIBSlON 
FPM Cb.~5 
~lOC 

1
1. Check ~: i Z. OJDcw heaciql,\U".en: 

. Dept') 0 7ield IIJ I 
L-tec Ruins mt 

, I. neuon for eubmluJao: 6. O. 8. O. certlftcatlon No. 
I (a) U tbla poajtlon replaoee another (L •·ta chmp of datlel 

POSITION DESCRIPTION I In an exlatlni position), ldentU7 such J)Olftlon bJ' title. 
allocation (aemce, eerlea, crade), and J)Oaftlon namber •-.. -Da-te_of_oertffl __ ca_t_loa _____ _. 

L CLASSD'JC.A noN ACTION i, Cb) OtherC~1> Establish new 
;. . . ~ .. posit.ion ·------------~-~---------

~TIONBT a.us 'nTLZ OJ' POSITIOX 

7. Date received from O. 8. O. 

DJ.ft 
Semoe 8erlel . Onde -------l-------------------------1----,--- ---1----1-----1 

•---------J.-----------------------1-----1--- ---1----1-....,.----1 
b. Department, &geDCJ, or 

establishment 

c. Bureau 

Wt-S Gwd '-, l-d.-F-Je-ld_o_ffl_oe _____ , __ ~::....:==---=----'-=:::::;..;::;.::.. ______ ...;::,,,..._~:----;;~---1-----1--- ---i-(..,.._.--,-......--,---1 
t / . / t/ ~ i)) L ~r,.,...~ . , . r - ., A-: 

l========l===v======//=============-~::::::::::==1====1-~-- 0 7 1=--:;.....:·::· ··==· =l===t=::::::=:===1 
e. Recommended b7 inJtlat

J.ni office 
tfL 3603 o~7 

9. Orpnlu.tlonal title of position (If•••} 10. Name of emploJ88 CJ/ IIIIQlneJ, 1ped/J V-1, I,$, o, ,> 

11. Department, agen07, or establlabment c. Third subdlvialon 

L l'lm ,obdlvtakm d. ll'oonh 1Ubdivlalon 

llaticma1 Pan Seryice Aztec Bn1na Rational Hmment 
b. Second aobdlvlaloa e. Fifth aubdiviskm 

(Date) 

(Signature of employee) (Date) 

H .. L.&ioa b~._lorT':' dlY~~ ................... ..,._.a.am. 
'- :,- ..... ~ ...... ,.I _I _. 

..t:::::J.: ":, •.. . . \.... - ..,.. - • .. . • ' -- i' . ") 
\ f'r 1 ' , A \ :• ~ ~ , Y1 "it,/ _,. ' • _,/ 

· · " . - G cs.,:.> .;- 1<Da&e\ • (Btpa&un) . (Date) 

TWe: Personnel Management S ecialist TWe:. 

!damz Datieaa 

· Id.a ~ iawl,,_ t1la ~. npe1r a4 mtoratl• ~ pnJalatod.a atrsctaaa 
.. am:baa IRd.1~ d •tane an4 ~- ';:_ . ~=~•w· , ::_:-~~~- -,:_. Be •h:es ' - : ~ -~ . ·, aoll-ce-nt aar1:ar· alll4 earth 

."llm!'t:.U' (adobe). lie Z:WWWUA •= ge4 port!.c:ma ~ ..u.. part:it:JGDa or other •1wfJar 
·st.zactm:• 1a ~ tar ZIIIPl,1r oE dr 1ge. lie c.-. _zwt:a, ftQliJJa, gzoata, 
'.a zwlnfomea pa.1d.atoric w1J• ao tiult-·tJaa npefn4 p,nlaa eJ,,..~ ~· tiae 
od.giaal, ,.,,n,ga4 portiGa 9'. t:lle at:t8'0bln. ~- :. ~ -, · -- ~ · - ~-.: . · __ 

Be 1oada and nnJoaatt - ~-1 aol1 ud RCD81 · Stacb .a banMu at.aaa bal141D9 
ilartar!ala an4 anaa,u.., ..a Joe+ an4 -,Joa&, tools aJl4 ~ .. uacb ~ 
w, u,t baa one job looatlca t:o anot:Jaer within the am. 

If~ apace la~ ... lite ot._. llide and addltlonal ...- abe I a H~ 



) 

.· ~ 

and pushes wheelbarrows, snovea rock an4 cuta brush. Be also uses hand bannera, 
hnnd saws, chisels and crowbars to remove portions o~ valls ao4 in ~~c:,C"..az!ng 
dz.luaged areas for repair. · · 

Skills and ~crsloaqQ P~ouireda 

~:ae incumbent JDUGt have the skill to closely u.tch or dqpllcate ta!li ± r 1 · •• L wl 

... 

• • _ J f · 11 f I 1 I I r n * 1 1 i f D 2 , the original appearance of the prehistoric 
Gtt~~t urc. To E.cco:.;>Ush this, he must ·have a basic knowle'dge of the principles and 
procedures involved in laying a variety o~ block, stone and adobe. %n a,mpleting 
repairs, he ~t hnva tho skill necessaq to spread mortar, set block1 ae1ect, dre.sa 
and set native stone, and £1nish joints ao that the repaired section closely matches 
~ original portion. 

.-

!1'he incumbent must be skilled .b 1:he ll88 ~ t:ba txowel in spreading IIOrtar, in t:he 
bx:k pointing- tmwel in groutlng, an4 !a the rock bffl'ISMr in dre..s sing . nat iv~ st one • 
l'.n Pixing mortar. he imst insure that the pro.per pro,POrtJ..ona of a I I I i 11 I , 

• :>
6
h"' r an4 water ~ ~ to ~ th~ deaued coasJ.s~ an4 color. 

I • • • - • · • • I • • ~ ~ • ~ , • 

Responsibility1 

General lfOrk uaignmats an4 plau ma p:oridea by . the ~ogbt 1a cbazge ~ •• ~ 
be project. -!he incmbeA=-3· .the WOEI: ~ 4upllcatinq 11&teda1• _-4 febrlca~ 

10asonry or adobe c:lo8el.y tllat 1IN4 Ja t:he original rmstnct.l.aa. · 
. leds · · .· · · · · 

Lea«H !f otberat · 
. . -- . - .. ~ ...... ___ - ~· ; . . . . . . 

, s:· . 
. S IO ·· . 

~ ·izK.+,l-en~ -·1~ le.S• a czw d f'zaalJ//11 toM 91:tJJel ar • 
lbltel • .a l'.llboEen. mg1ag 1n pda 6am ...... to WG->. ... · · ... . .-

. .. 
~·· -·. 

Be la ~slble *- peawfag ea. the ~ -oi t:1. -~ -a4 ~ ea 
e,aaple !a regm:4 m ~ .,.,..t -4 .-U.q ·o~ wom aeo-c,1111hec1. 

lie pz:oridea GD-t:1ae-jcb traJn1Df ia ngad to wmk -tllo&s 11114 pa0etlm•• an4 
~ti.~ ... t:o ddf~l-.al ~ ~,a.I. 
Be 1a ~efble ~ wln9 t:ha .. e11•aari tool.a. .equjpaen~ aD4 .aq;,pU.. an 

• aYa1lal)la to ~ wo.rk caw;. ' : • , • ' • . . , C •••• 

·&I ·•~ hb·: ~ I~,;~~ • .. te.~ l'Eqgzua_~ -~- eDCOUD~. 

Be~~ CDV ocznhea ... ~ -.. ty_-~ anal .,.,.. -~kMJRiag._~•·· 

•hysica]. Effort anc1. wae•s eona1Uau, ·.. .. 
.. . .. .... . . . . .· '• . ;. : . ~ ·, - _.. .~: - ~-.,. ~ .. 

l'hyakal dfort la ~ .:·la ~ laa -~•ion•JJy _lilts cbjeata .. 1pt1HJ ewr- 50 
· poanda. Be la heqalmtly zwp1n4 to abuMI llhf le IIOdtiag aDll wt Ca a 7 '• 

( . . . . . -s,n,,te/;Ma ; .. 

2 



clhlb lad.den ~ •caffolda of •ix ~ )0 toet. 'l'ho work re.~ru bcmd.lnt.t, etoo;J.n9, 
eU.zaW.r.v and vorklA9 .b nkvm:-4 poa1Uoaa. 

u~ i• expo.u~~ to a variety of si')rbg, s~i:r ~,:l fall "-eat..~(!r CO-f'~eit!ons ~ll• 
t.lOrd.ng outc.c.crs. Ile is Bubject to da.l;er o~ f a.11!.n? vhen \:-"Orkin~ fro:~ lad.den a.rad 
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Primary Duties: 

His work involves assisting the Masonry Worker in the maintenance, repair and 
restoration of prehistori·c structures an~ surfaces built of stone and adobe. He 
participates in archeo~ogical excavations incidental to this work. He mixes cement 
mortar, soil-cement mortar and earth mortar (adobe). He removes dam:aged portions 
of walls, partitions or other similar structures in preparation for repair of 
damage. He caps, resets, respalls, grouts, and reinforces prehistoric walls so 
tha~ the repaired portion closely ma.tc}?.es the oi::iginal, llJ'.ld~ged Pc;>rtion of the . 
structure. · His work includes the app_licatio;ri of chemic~ ·compounds _ .as preservative 
treatment on wood, st~ne and adobe • . · 

He 1oads and unloads cement, soi1 and stone; stacks and handles stone building 
materials and supplies; and loads and un1oads tools and equipment on trucks for 
movement -from one job location to another within the area. 

c. .·.·,, ;,;4--0 ..... 7't11 



,,.--
r-- Uses hau~ le · 

·small c.xcaVi.l • 
:,..:1, u.>;, hoe, pick, ~ ... "~'-, e:t·.c.; ~., c:.;.~;·_;i,, ~: . :;:, ·j~i.ng, backfi.:-...i.i~

:iOVeling concrete, eu:.:t;, : .. :.1 ~:..::- ( .... ~:oDc; , .. T,cl. soi~ ce1.1ent. Lo&C:. i 
and pushes w;1 . ·0ws, moves rock Cli1C cut,t; b~"l:..s:~. ~; , also u.:.;e;; h.-,; ....... nc:..a11,lers, 
l1u .. m1 s'1ws, ch.:_ ' . ·. ·· ;,nr. crowbars to re •. 10ve poLtio:-.. s of wa:ls c.lA,d in prepari_ng 
damaged areas ior ;.:!•j_)air. 

Skills and Knowledge Required: 

The incumbent must acquire the skill to closely :-,·,atc:1 o:.· c!uplicate without the· 
use of gauge line, spirit level and plwT.b be;:,.- ~:-.,.~ oris--:...;-.~ll &.i..~·::,c;-lra.-.. ce of the pre
historic structure. To accomplish this he :.-.-.~ . . ·.: : . .:.;c..r:.1 t~1e basic knmdedge of the 
principles and procedures involved in l.:.yi:-.s- ,_ v~~-:...e:.-cy o:2 block, stone and ao.obe. 
In completing reoaa.rs ·, he must acquire t}1e· 5;-~.:..l:! .. :-.1ecess~::.:y to spread mortar; set 
block; select, dress and set native sto~e; &~a finish joints so that the repaired 

.section closely matches the o~iginal por~io~. 

'l'he incumbent must acc;uire skill i:1 t."1e ~;;. -.:.. . .:. .. :c. -~::o·.-;.:!l i:r:. s_?~e~di_::.g mortar, i;. 
the tuck pointi?g trowel in: g::-outi:ng, w,C. ~~ .. ·..:.-.. c ~oc:c hw-ru~·.::::- in dressing native 
stone. In rnixi_ng mortar I he rr.ust .;insure tl.~-~ t.:.e ::;:.:op-:r p:co.::,ortions of sand, lime, 
cement, mortar color and water are used to oDt~in ti".e desi4e~ consistency and 
color. 

The incumbent generally performs ~'le r.-.ost ty?::.c~: -c~s:~s oi a Mason=y ·worker. 
Occasionally he performs more difficult wor~( ~-.oe:.: close s"L.perv±sion. r Responsibili tl'.: 

( 

A supervisor or higher· grade worker assigns the inc~ent to specific work locations, 
and he i~ given specific, · detailed "instructions by the supervisor or higher grade 
worker who closely supervises his work for accuracy and adherence to standards. 
The . incumbent selects the proper tools and_ uses materials called for by instructions. 

He keeps his tools clean and in safe _operati:ng condition. He works in a safe manner 
for protection of self and fellow workers, particularly when working on high stand
ing walls which require the use of six to 30 feet of scaffolding. · 

Physical Ef.fort and Working Conditions: 

Physical ef£ort is moderate in that he occasionally lifts ·objects weighing over 50 
pounds. He 1.-is frequently required to stand while working and must frequently 
climb ladde'rs and scaffolds of ··s ·ix to : 30· feet. The work requires bendi_ng, stooping, 
climbing and work~g in aw~~d -~ _sitions • . . 

He is exposed .to a variety of· spri.ng, ." summer and fall weather -conditions while work
ing outdoors. He is subje.ct --to d~ger of falli?g when worki:ng from iadders and 
scaffolds. He is exposed to dust and dirt while · mixing mortar, removi?g damaged 
portions ~-f wall~, and_ while handli;Ilg various mas~nry mat~rials. 
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Materials Data 

Introduction 

Soil, Soil Cement, and Stone Test Results 
(from Soil Scientist, WAC) 

"Initiatory Report, Adobe Preservation Research, Fort Bowie 
National Historic Site" (from Soil Scientist, WAC) 

"Initial Report, Mud Plaster Preservation Research, Bent's Old 
Fort National Historic Site" (from Soil Scientist, WAC) 

"Second Report, Mud Plaster Preservation Research, Bent's Old 
Fort National Historic Site" (from Soil Scientist, WAC) 

"The Solidification of Cement" (article from Scientific American) 

Latex Modified Mortar 

"Third Annual Report, Chemical Stabilization of Prehistoric 
Structures at Chaco Canyon National Monument" (from 
Regional Chief Scientist, Western Region). 

• 
' t 



Research Data 

This section is included to keep you up to date with the 
findings of various research tests involving stabilization. Most 
of the data will be from Western Archeological Center Soil Scientist's 
test projects. As you receive additional data .. of this kind, forwarded 
to you by the NALA Preservation Specialist, study it and then put it 
in with this section. 

If you have any questions, contact the NALA Preservation Specialist. 



NPS AREA: Aztec Ruins National Monument 

SOIL: Aztec 

LOCATION: Az tee 

I. SOIL TEST RESULTS 

A. Particle Size Characterization 

.. --

1. Total Texture Class: Sandy Loam 

% Sand (2mm-.05rnm) ..•..••.. 
% Silt (.05mm-.002mrn) .•. 
% Clay (less than .002mm) .. 

Total •...•• ,. 

- 2. Sand Sieve Analysis (2mrn-.05rnrn) 

% 1.0mrn-2.0rnrn (very coarse) 
% 1 .• Omm-0. 5mm _(coarse). 

. . . . 

% 0.5mm-0.25mm (medium) .•..••. 
% 0.25mm-0.10mm (fine) .... 
% 0.10mm-0.05mm (very fine) •• 

·Total • -. . 

B. Chemical Characterization 

1. General 

pH of Soil Paste. . . . .. . . . . . 
Calcium Carbonate (Lime) ·Equivalent% .. 
Cat~on Exchang-e Capacity· (me/lOOg). . . . . . 

.. 65. 5 
25.0 
9.5 

100.0% 

1.11 
9.25 

17.46 
30. 73 
41,45 

100.00% 

8.10 
3.48 

14.36 

2. Analysis Of Soil Water Extract (1:5 Soil To Water) 

Electroconductivi.ty (mrnho/cm) .. 
Soluble Salts (parts per mil~ion) 
pH. • • • • • • • • • • • • 

0.22 
323.00 

7.30 



c. 
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,Calcium (milligrams/liter*) . 
Magnesium (milligrams/liter*) 
·Sodium (milligrams/liter*) .• 
Chlorine (milligrams/liter*) .. 
Sulfate (milligrams/liter*) . 
Ricarbonate (milligrams/liter*) 
Carbonate (~illigrams/liter*) 
Nitrate (milligrams/liter*) .. 

20.0 
1. 3 
3.5 

25.0 
216.0 
· 53. 7 

o.o 
3. 45 

*Milligrams/liter is approximately equal to parts per million. 

Clay Minerology 

Clay Type 

Montmorillonite 
Mica (illite) 
Vermiculite 
Chlorite 
Kaolinite 
Interstratified 

Tendency To Crack 

high 
low 

medium 
low 
low 

low to medium 

Re]ative Proportion 
-Present In This Soil 

None· (0) to Dominant (5) 

5 
3 
2 
0 

_2 
0-1 

II. SOIL CEMENT TEST RESULTS 

A. Strength 

Soil-Cement 
Ratio 

. 4: 1 
6:1 

10:1 

Unconfined Compressive 
Strength (psi) 

576 , 
213 
119 

2. Effects Of Sand Additions On A 6:1 Soil-Cement 

Unconfined 
Sand Type % Sand Added Compressive Strength 

Clean silica 0 . 213 
20 214 
40' 195 
60 174 

(psi) 



, B. Capillary Water Rise 

1. Various Soil-Cement Ratios 

Soil-Cement Ratio 

1:0 
· 10: 1 

6:1 
4:1 

Capillary Kise. (Ft) 

8~9 
15.8 
16.6 
19.9 

2. Effects Of Sand Additions On A 6:1 Soil-Cement 

Sand Type 

Clean Silica 

% Sand Added 

0 
20 
40 
60 

Capillary Rise (Ft) 

16. fr 
9.5 
7.5 
7·.0 

III. STONE TEST RESULTS 

A. Source: Aztec Ruins 

B. Description: Coarse grained, friable graywacke 

c. 

D. 

E. 

Compressive Strength (psi): 1130 

EstiTJtated Capillary Rise Potential .(ft.): 33.4 

Co~ments: This stone is a weak, porous stone that readily 
transmits water. 
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IV. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

A. Use Of Soil In Soil-Cement Mixes 

1 .. Compressive Strength Comp~rison (psi) 

2. 

a. Stone sample: 1130 

b. 4: 1 soil-cement: 5 76 

c. 6: 1 soil-cement: 213 

d. 10:1 soil-cement: 119 

e. Comment: Any soil-cement used should be weaker ·than 
.the stone. The soil meets this criteria for all soil 

cement ratios tested. The 6:1 and 10:1 ratios are weak, 
however, and the 4:1 soil-cement should be used. 

·Capillary Rise Comparisons (ft) 

a. Stone sample: 33.4 

b.; 4:1 soil-cement: 19.9. 

c. 6.:1 soil-cement: 16.6 

d~· 10:1 ~oil~cement: 15.8 

e. Comment: ·Any soil-cement used should have a higher· capillary 
p6te~tial than the stone to ensure that destructive moisture 
is drawn out of the stone into the mortar. The soil fails this 
criteria for all soil-cement ratios tested. The moderately 
high capi.llary potential of the stone makes it difficult for 
any soil to meet the· criteria in this case. 

3. Addition Of Sand To 6:1 Soil-Cement 

a. % Sand Added Compressive Strength (psi) 

0 213 
20 214 
40 195 
'60 174 

b. Comments: Sand should not be added to the soil in making 
soil-cement. 



B. 
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Use Of Soil As UnRMended Mud Mortar Or Plaster 

1. Particle Size j)istribution: Optimum soil is a sandy ·1oam 
with a particle size distribution of 20-25% clay, 60-70% sand, 
and 0-10% silt. Silt is not desirable since it does rtot bind 
as well as clay; and does not provide strength as does coarse 
sand. This soil is too high in silt and low in clay. It will 
make a good mortar, but the resulting strength and erosion 
resistence will be low. 

2. Sand Size Distribution: Coarse sand is much sunerior to fine 
sand because fine sand is similar to silt in properties. The 
sand in this soil is over 72% fine and very fine, which is not 
conducive to optimum mortar strength. 

3." Clay Mineral Composition: Some clay types exhibit ·extreme 
shrinking and swelling upon absorption or desorption of water. 
This causes cracking and-the .mortar will deteriorate faster 
than mortars with more stable clay types. Tii.is soil contains: 

Acceptably low level of swelling clays 
-- Moderate level of swelling clays 
-X- Excessive level of swelling clays. 

-4. Soluble Salts: Soils used for unamended mortars should have a 
soluble salt level lower than 1000 narts per millio_n. .Exce·ssive 
salts weaken the mortar, ·attiact hygroscopic ~oisture, and.form 
harmful salt efflorescence and subflorscence. This soil contains: 

X Acceptably low salt content 
~ Excessively high salt content. 

5. Liquid Limit (% Water): 25 %. This is the percent.by weight water 
at which the soil will have the most workable and satisfactory 
consistency. 

6. Summary Comments: This soil has only 9% clay, but most of it is 
of the shrinking·and swelling type that cracks badly upon drying. 
This, coupled with the high silt content, makes this soil unsuit
able for a routine ruins maintenance mud-mortar or plaster. 
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INTRODUCTimi 

The problem of preserving exposed historic and prehistoric adobe walls 

is a complex and difficult one for the National Park Service. Research 

in this area has been large+y ineffective because most projects were 

conducted by interested individuals with little financial support. Often, 

no more than one chemical treatment was studied at a time and no long-term 

followup and monitoring was conducted. This, however, was the best that 

conditions would allow. The result has been that each National Park Service 

unit possess~ng adobe structures has tended to develop its own r:favorite" 

.. 
treatme~t with little scie~tific evidence to support the contention and 

little or no connnunication with other areas with similar concerns. 

The recent emphasis by top-level Park Management on developing an improved 

ruins preservation.program has ~reated an atmosphere conducive to the con

duct of a thorough adobe preservation research project. 

The objectives of this project are to study a selected variety of-potential 

waterproofing chemicals for their effectiveness as spray coatings on adobe 

walls and as integral mix materials for producing stabilized adobe. Factors 

such as durability, effectiveness, color stability, hardness and treatment· 

penetration will be monitored. 

Selection of Chemicals 

Twenty-four chemicals were selected for this first phase of the project. 

Of these 24 products, 12 were tested in a thorough laboratory weathering 



( 
study for the National Park Service by the Natio~al Bureau rif Standards 

in 19_74 (1, 3, 4). The remaining 12 productE ..... .-_L·e selected because of 

their current or former use in the NPS system (5) or because of their 

potentially favorable properties. Each chemical product is listed below. 

National Bureau of Standards Tested Chemicals 

1. Adobe Seal Formula 325. A ~odium methyl siliconate at 31%· solids in 

water solvent, purchased from Research and Development Laboratories, 

P. 0. Box 4561, Tucson, Arizona 85717. Telephone No. 602/795-1092. 

2. Soil Seal Concentrate. A plastic emulsion at 46% solids in water. 
"' 

Purchased from Soil Seal Corporation, 600 S. Harvard, Los Angeles., 

California 90005. 

3. Rhoplex E-330. An acrylic resin emulsion at _47% solids in ~ater. 

Purchased from Rohm and Haas Company, 1930 S. Tubeway, Commerce, 

California 90040. Telephone No. 213/722-5434. 

-
4. Thompson's Water Seal. A copolycarvitol at 10% solids in aniline 

solvent. Purchased from E. A. Thompson Company, Inc., 1333 Gough, 

San Francisco, Californai 94109. Telephone No. 415/346-8610. 

5. Versacryl ';E" No. 90, Transparent Exterior se·aler. A methyl metha

crylate emulsion at 20% solids in water. Purchased from Applied 

Polymers of America, R-210 Delaware Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey, 07014. 

Telephone No. 201/473-4640. 

2 
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6. K & E Penetrating and Hardening Kineral Sealer. An aqueous 

solution of inorganic mineral salts at 30% solids. Purchased from 

~ & E Chemical Company, 16810 Miles Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44128. 

Telephone No. 216/751-9233. 

7. Mo-Clear Natural Clear Coating. A modified acrylic at 15% solids 

in aromatic solvent. Purchased from National Coatings Corp., Ohio 

_and Murray Avenues, Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401. Telephone No. 

609/345-2186. 

8. Acriseal. A methyl methacrylate at 15% solids in Xylol and mineral 

spirits solvent. Purchased from Aztec Sales Associates, P. 0. Box 
-

6608, Bridgewater, New Jersey 08807. Telephone No. ~01/526-8990~ 

9. Linseed Oil. Commercial grade. Purchased at common hardware store. 

10. Raylite D-36. A polyisobutyl methacrylate at 36% solids in aromatic 

solvent.· Purchased from Raylite Company, P. 0. Box 7218, Wilmington, 

Delaware 19803. Telephone No. 302/652-3904. 

11. R-20 Silicone. Sodium Methyl Silonate at 20% solids in water. Pur

chased from Union Carbide Corp., 1 Uniyersity Plaza, Hackensack, New 

Jersey, 07601. Telephone No. 201/646-1111, Ext. 303. 

12. Re-280 Silicone. A methyl silicone emulsion at 40% solids in water. 

(Same source as 11.) 
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Additional Chemicals Selected 

13·. Pencapsula. A polyurethane resin at 90% solids in mineral spirits. 

Purchased from Texas Refinery Corp., 1019 Pampas Drive S.E., 

Albuquerque, New Nexico 8701B. Telephone No. 505/256-0666. 

14. -·Acryl 60. An acrylic emulsion at 28% sol.ids in water. Purchased 

from Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc., Newark, California 94560. 

Telephone No. 415/796-9911. 

. ·15 •. Thero-Clear 777. A silicone at 5% solids in organic solvent. (Same 

source as 14.) 

16, Concrete Hardener and Sealer No. 10. An acrylic at 16% solids in 

aromptic solvent. Purchased fro~ Camp Company, 9300 S. Sangamon Street, 

Chicago, Illinois 60620. Telephone No. 312/779-4900. 

17. Aqua-Pel. A silicone at 5% solids in aromatic solvent. (Source 

·same as 16.) 

18, Daraweld-C. A high polymer resin emulsion at 51% solids in water. 

Purchased from W.R. Grace & Company, Construction Products Division, 

Cambridge 40, Massachusetts. 

19. Okon.Adobe Mix and Waterproofin~. A new experimental acrylic resin 

in water~ Purchased from Okon, Inc., 6000 W. 13th Ave., Lakewood, 

Colorado 80214, Telephone No. ·303/232-3571. 
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20. Okon W-2. An acrylic resin emulsion at 10% solids in water • 

. (Source same as 19.) 

21. Okon S-2. A.blend of waterproofing resins in hydrocarbon solvent at 

10% solids. (Sou~ce same as 19.) 

22. Durak. Basic m~terial is Rhoplex E-330 (product #3) plus additives. 

An aqueous emulsion with 47% solids. Purchased from Masonry Systems 

International, 600 S. Cherry, Denver: Colorado 80222. Telephone No. 

303/320-5800. 

23. Sarabond. A saran la~x emulsion at 47% solids in water. (Source 

same as 22.} 

24. TACSS T-060. A water reactive grout system that can be spray-

applied and will polymerize upon contact with soil water. Purchased 

from Air Frame Manufacturing and Supply Company, Inc., 7407 Fulton 

Avenue, North Hollywood, California 91605. Telephone No. 213/875-2094. 

Treatment Plot Design 

~igure 1 shows the configuration of- the test walls built under the 

supervision of Nr. George Duran of the Fort Bowie maintenance staff and 

the treatment plots assigned to the 24 selected chemicals in this first 

phase of the study. The walls were built on a concrete foundation. All 

adobe blocks were handmade at the site by Hr. Duran and staff. The stabili

zed adobe were made by using the selected chemical at a dilution of 10% 
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solids to mix the mud. Tap water was used in making the untreated 

adobe~ The mortar used to lay up both the ~reatment ·and untreated walls 

was unamended. 

6 
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Eleven of the chemicals were used to make stabilized adobe.: The 

lorP.r1nns of the wall sections built from the stabilized adobe for 

each chemical are 'shown in Figure 1. All 24 chemicals were spray

applied to treatment plots on the walls. Both faces and the top of 

the wall were sprayed. A total of three gallons of chemical at 10% 

solids miximwn (some chemicals are marketed at only 5% solids) was 

spray-applied to each treatment plot. 

Observations 

Amended Adobe 

Earlier.work in Chaco Canyon National Nonument has shown that hydrocarbon . '\,. 

solvent based materials do not form stableJ binding mortar or adobe. (2)~ 

The organic solvent molecules cause the clay particles to flocculate a·nd 

settle out of suspensi9n rather than coating the sand particles and forming 

a stable bond upon drying. Therefore, only the 13 water-based products 

were seiected for making stabilized adobe, with the addition of pencapsula, 

which was also utilized for amended adobe production based upon the manu

facturers' recommendation. 

Three of the products tested failed ~o produce a stable.adobe block, 

namely Union Carbide R-20, which produced a badly-cracked and unstable 

block; K & E Penetrating ao..d Hardening Mineral Sealer_, wh_ich produced a 

very soft, granular, friable block that could be easily crushed; and 

pencapsula, which form~d a badly cracked and unstable block. The r~maining 

11 products produced workable adobe blocks and test plots were constructed 

from each, as outlined in Figure 1 and shown in Figures 2 - 12. 
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" Figure 2: 

Figure 3: 

amended adobe Okon W:-2 

ded adobe Dur~k amen 
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Figure 4: Rhoplex E-330 amended adobe 

Figure· ·5: Sarabond amended adobe 
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Figure 6: Union Carbide Re-280 amended adobe 

' 

( 

Figure 7i Okon adobe mix amended adobe 
( 
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Figure 8: Adobe seal F-325 amended adobe 

( 
·------- ··-·--- ------·- -- - -=--- ··------ ---- -- ·---

Figure .9: Soil ·seal amended adobe 
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Figure 10: Acryl 60 amended adobe 

-- - --- -- . - ----- ·- ·-- ·-·-- ·- · -- - ·-·------------, 

·,':. 

Figure 11: Versacryl "E" No. 90 amended adobe 

' -
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Figure 12: Daraweld amended adobe 

Spray Treatments 

. Most of the chemicals caused a_ darkening ·of the adobe when · 

spray-applied." The degree of darkening varied greatly from 

chemical to chemical. Badly discoloring the adobe were. ~encapsula, 

TACSS, linseed oil, Sarabard_, Soil Seal, Acryl 60, Acriseal, 

Thompson's Water Seal and Raylite D-36. Moderate,asthetically 
. . 

unacceptable darkening oc~urred with Okon W-2, Durak, K & E, 

E-330, Re-280, Adobe Mix, Versacryl "E" 90, Mo-Clear, Daraweld, 

Thora-Clear 777, Okon S-2. Slight discoloration occurred with 

Aqua-pel. No noticeable discoloratio·n occurred with Concrete 

Hardener and Sealer #10. Figures 13 - 15 demonstrate the relative 

degrees of darkening ranging from serious (Fig. 13) to moderate 

(Fig. 14) to no discoloration (Fig. 15). 

14 
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Figure 13: Serious discoloration of adobe by treatment 

. .... - :. ... _ 

Figure 14: Moderate discoloration of adobe by treatment 

15 
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Figure 15: No discoloration of adobe by treatment 

The depth of .penetration of the products was tested after 

the spray plots had dried. It was found that most of the 

products formed -a thin surface film on the adobe blocks. 

Penetration was about 1mm. Figures 16 and 17 graphically 

illustrate this fact. In Figure 16~ the thin surface film 

is clearly shown. Figure 17 shows the surface film pealed 

away and the untreated adobe just b~low the surface. The lack 

of penetration is an indication that these spray treatments will 

have a relatively short effective life. 

Future Work 

Work to be done in the n~ar future includes the installation 

of a complete environmental monitoring station to gather support

ing data for the study. 

16 
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Figure 16: Thin surface film formed by spray treatment 

( 

Untreated adobe just beneath surface film 
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This station, manufactured by Weather Heasure Corporation, will 

·monitor air temperature, rainfall, solar radiation, ' wind velocity, 

wind direction . and relative humidity. 

Forty linear feet of untreated wall remain at the site and will be 

used to expand the study as new products are developed or come to 

our atten~ion. 

The treatment areas will be rr~nitorcdover the corning months for durability . 

and effectiveness. Laboratory research will be conducted at the Western 

Archeological Center to support the field trials. 

" 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bent's Old Fort was totally reconstructed in 1975-76 utilizing local 

soil sources in the manufacture of adobe blocks and surface plaster. The 

local soils contain a high percentage of very fine sand and silt as i.s 

common.throughout the plains region. This fine textured soil is very sus

ceptable to erosion and has a low sheer strength when moist. These proper

ties combined with the frequent.high winds, hard rains, and dust storms that 

strike the Bent's Fort region, produce heavy erosion damage to the Fort 

exterior. 

The high cost of maintenance labor and the speed at whi~h the mud 
... 

plaster deteriorates on the Fort walls made it very important that a ~. 
research project be initiated to find suitable, economical methods of 

' 
reducing the erodibility of the mud plaster. ~A coordinated project 

involving practical adobe experience, field study, and laboratory research 

seemed to be the most promising approach. 

The objectives of this study are to investigate the usefulness of 

selected chemical plaster amendments in reducing surface erosion, to com

pare the effectiveness of surface sprar applications versus integral amend

ment techniques, and to determine the important procedures and methods to 

utilize in successfully applying chemical methods of plaster preservation. 

1 
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Selection of a Soil Source 

Eleven Bent's Fort area soils were sampled and analyzed for particle 

size distribution and sand sieve separates. Tables 1 and 2 list the analysis 

results. An optimum adobe soil should have. about 65-70% sand, 20-25% non

_swelling clay, and 5-15% silt. 

None of the soils tested proved to be satisfactory for use in the field 

study. Sample number 7, the material used in the reconstruction of the Fort, 

contains nearly optimum levels of sand, si~t, and clay, but as Table 2 shows, 

its sand fraction is mostly medium fine to very fine in size. A good adobe 

soil should contain predominately medium to very coarse sized sand particles. 

After studying the analytical results shown in Tables 1 an~ 2, it was 

" decided to manufacture a "soil" for use in this research. Mr. John R. Vincent 
t. 

of the New Mexico Arts.Commission, a well known practical adobe and mud plaster 

artisan, wa~_ Yitally involved in the developm~nt of a suitable soil source for 

this Bent's Fort project. 

The "soil" finally chosen for use in this study was man~factured on site 

by the mixing of washed masonry sand and refined kaolin clay materials. The 

recipe _used was 9.9 pounds·Valley Concrete Company masonry sand, 8.4 pounds 

A. P. Green Refactory Company Apache red No. 9 clay, 8.4 pounds A. P. Green 

Refactory Company fireclay, 4.3 pounds Georgia Kaolin Company kaolnite, 

0.4 pounds Smith No. 1505 brown mortar color, 0.8 pounds wheat straw, and 

0.1 pounds Ivory S~ow soap flakes. 

The "soil" recipe developed for this study was also recommended for use 

in the cyclic maintenance program at Bent's Old Fort and is being used to 

repair erosion damage on the exterior of the Fort. 

2 
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TABLE 1: Particle size analysis of selectej Bent's Fort area soils. 

Sample 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Description % Sand 

Arroyo 5.9 miles east of La Junta 
out 6th Street 42 

Wash east of Pueblo, east of 
fountain, south of highway 1 

East of La Junta, west of Arroyo 
where j was taken 13 

Access road, west side of historic 
area of Bent's Old Fort 

Original adobe material taken from 
wall remnant, Bent's Old Fort 

"' Old river channel; 120 yards south 

39 

64 

of old stone arch, Bent's Old.Port 26 

Sample of adobe soil used on Bent's 
Old Fort walls dur~ng ~ 
reconstruction · 62 

Interior plaster used during recon-
struction of Bent's Old Fort 77 

Strasburg Adobe Block 68 

Reed Adobe Block 44 

Flood plain of Arkansas; River east 
of Bent's Old Fort 100 

% Salt 

33 

49 

37 

33 

25 

34. 

· 18 

8 

15 

21 

0 

% Clay 

25 

50 

50 

28 

11 

40 

20 

15 

17 

35 

0 
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TABLE 2: Sand sieve analysis, selected Bent's Fort area soiis. 

Sample % Of Soil Larger Ti1an Sieve Number 
10 18 20 35 120 140 

1 0 0.2 0.1 1.4 30.8 3.3 

2 0 0 0 0 .8 . 2 

3 0 0.1 0.1 0.3 2.4 0.9 

4 4.4 1.8 0.5 2.4 15.8 2.6 

5 3.0 2.9 1.1 6.0 25.4 5.8 

6 0 0.4 0.2 1.0 7.1 1.8 

7 1.4 1. 2 0.2 4.0 36.8 3.4 

' 8 8.2 13.2 4.0 15.0 - 36 .1 2.1 
'. 

9 2.5 6.1 3.3 17.2 35.4 1.4 
-

10 - 6.6 6.1 2.4 9.3 ... 19.2 1.4 
.-

11 9.7 28.8 9.7 28. 7; 22.8 ·0.1 
. 

Sand size very medium 
class· coarse ·coarse medium medium · fine fine 

C:::::::140 

6.2 

0 

9.2 

11.5 

19.8 

15.5 

15.0 

0 

2.1 

0 

0.2 

very 
fine 

I 
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._ HEMICALS SELECTED 

Thirty-three different chemical products were selected for te~ting in 

this project. Twenty-one products were water·based emulsions, and twelve 

products were organic solvent based resins. Each chemical is listed below. 

1. Petroset SB. Rubber emulsion at 68% solids in water. Phillips Petroleum 
Company, P. 0. Box 3090, Borger, Texas 79007 (Telephone 918/661-6197). 

2. Sonocrete. Polyvinyl Acetate resin emulsion at 50% solids in water. 
Sonneborn-Contech, Inc., 7711 Computer Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
55435 (Telephone 612/835-3434). 

3. Aerosptay 70. Polyvinyl Acetate resin emulsion at 60% solids in water. 
American Cyanamid Company, Indust~ial Chemicals and Plastics Division, 
Wayne, New Jersey 07470 (Telephone 201/831-1234). 

4. Aerospray 52. Alkyde resin emulsion at 48% solids in water. Same 
source as No. 3. 

5. 

6. 

" Versacryl "E'1 No. 90. A methyl methacryla te. emulsion at 20% solids in 
water. Applied Polymers of America, R-210'Delaware Avenue, Clifton, 
New Jersey 07014 (Telephone 20~/473-4640). 

R-20 Silicone. Sodium Methyl Silonate at,20% solids in water. Union 
Carbide Corp., 'I University Plaza, Hackensack, New Jersey 07601 (Telephone 
201/646-1111~ Ext. 303). 

7. Rhoplex E-330. Acrylic resin emulsion at 47% solids in water. Rohm and 
Haas Company, 1930 S. Tubeway, Commerce, California 90040 (Telephone 
213/722-5434). • 

8. Rhoplex AC-61. Acrylic resin emulsion at 4 7% solids in water.~ Same 
source as No. 7. 

9. Rhoplex AC-634. Acrylic resin emulsion at 47% solids in water. Same 
source as No. 1 . 

. 
10. Rhoplex SS-521. Acrylic resin emulsion at 50% solids in water. Same 

source as No. 7. 

11. Rhoplex MC-76. Acrylic resin emulsion at 47% solids in water. Special 
small molecule formulation of E-330 for us·e in spray applications. Same 
as No. 7. 

12. Okon W-2. Acrylic resin emulsion at 10% solids in water. Okon, Inc., 6000 
W. 13th Avenue, Lakewood, Colorado 80214 (Telephone 303/232-3571). 
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13. Okon Adobe Mix and Waterproofing. 
in water. Sarne source as No. 12. 

Experirnental·acrylic resin at ,...,... . ., - . 
OV.L.LU..;, 

14. Acryl 60. Acrylic emulsion at 28% solids in water. Standard Dry Wall 
Products, Inc., ~ewark, California 94560 (Telephon~ 415/796-9911). 

15. Soil Seal Concentrate. Plastic emulsion at 46% solids in water. 
Seal Corporation, 600 S. Harvard, Los Angeles, California 90005. 

Soil 

16. Daraweld-C. A high polymer resin emulsion at 51% solids in water. 
W.R. Grace and Company, Construction Products Division, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02140. 

17. Sarabond. Saran latex emulsion at 47% solids in water. l~sonry Systems. 
International, 600 S. Cherry, Denver, Colorado 80222 (Telephone 
303/320-5800). 

18. Durak. Basic material is Rhoplex E-330 (product 113) plus.additives at 
47% solids in water. Source same as No. 17. 

19. Rhoplex E-1141. Experimental acrylic resin emulsion at 37% solids 
water. Source same as ~o. 7. 

·20. Primal 863. Acrylic resin emulsion at 35,% solids in water. Source 
same as No. 7. 

-
21. Acryloid · A-21. Acrylic ester resin at 30% solids in toluene. Same 

"'" . sou·rce as No. 7 • 

• 
22. Thompson's Water Seal. Copolycarvitol at 10% solids in aniline.

E.· A. Thompson Company, Inc., 1333 Gough, San Francisco, California 
94109 (Telephone 415/346-8610). 

23. Acriseal. Methyl methacrylate at 15% solids in Xylol and mineral 
spirits. Aztec Sales Associates, P.O. Box 6608, Bridgewater, 
.New Jersey 08807 (Telephone 201/526-8990). 

in 

24. K & E Penetrating and Hardening ~ineral Sealer. A solution of inorganic 
mineral salts at 30% solids in water. K & E Chemical Company, 16810 
}~les Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44128 (Telephone 216/751-9233). 

25. Okon S-2. A blend of waterproofing resins at 10% solids in hydrocarbon 
solvent. Source same as No. 12. 

26. Ho-Clear Natural Clear Coating. Modified acrylic at 15% solids in 
aromatic hydrocarbon solvent. National Coatings Corp., Ohio and Murray 
Avenues, Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401 (Telephone 609/345-2186). 
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27. Pencapsula. Polyurethane resin at 90% solids in mineral spirits. Texas 
Refinery Corp., 1019 Pampas Drive S.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87018 
{T~lo2phc:.1e 505/256-0666). 

28. Concrete Hardener and Sealer No. 10. Acrylic resin at 16% solids in 
aromatic hydrocarbon solvent. Camp Company, 9300 S. Sangamon Street, 
Chicago~ Illinois 60620 (Telephone 312/779-4900). 

29. Aqua-Pel. Silicone resin at 5% solids in aromatic hydrocarbon solvent. 
Source same as No. 28. 

30. Thora-Clear 777. Silicone resin at 5% solids hydrocarbon solvent. Source 
same as No. 14. 

31.· Adobe Seal Formula 325. Sodium methyl siliconate at 31% solids in water. 
Research and Development Laboratories, P.O. Box 4561, Tucson, Arizona 
85717 (Telephone 602/795-1092). 

32. Hydrozo Special Clear. · Hydrozite gum at 15% solids in mineral spirits. 
Hydrozo Coatings Company, 855 West Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501 (Tele
phone 402/477-6981). 

33. Linseed Oil. Commercial grade. Purchased at common hardware store. 
t. 

Treatment Plot Design 

The west-facing, exterior wall of the corral at the rear of Bent's Old 

Fort was chosen as the location of the test plots. The six foot high wall 

runs north-south and is 163 feet and 3 inches _in length. The location was 

·chosen because of its ideal size and lack of visibility from on or within 

walls of the Fort. 

Table 3 gives the specific locatton of each treatment plot on the wall. 

All measurements were taken from a standard reference point located at the 

southern most edge of study wall. 

Treatment Plot Establishment 

Figure 1 shows the method used to establish the treatments on 34 of the 

plots. These plots are all chemically amended mortar plots. 
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TABLE 3: Location of treatment plots, measured from ·south end of study .. all. 

Plot No. Treatment, % Solids Plot LOC~tion 

l Control No. 1, 0 3'7" 

2 Petroset SB, 10% 3'7" - 6 1 6 11 

3 Sonocrete, 10% 6 1 6" - 9'7" 

4 Aerospray 52, 10% 9'7" - 12'9" 

5 Aerospray 70, 10% 12'9" - 15'6" 

( 
6 Versacryl E /190, 10% 15'6" - 19'1" 

7 R-20, 10% 19'1" - 22' 

8 Rhoplex E-330, 10% 22' - 25 1 

" ( 9 Rhoplex AC-61, 10% 25 1 27'7" 
\ 

t . 

' 27 1 711 
- 31' 10 Rhoplex AC-634, 10% 

~ 

11 Rhoplex SS-521, 10% ... 31 1 34' 

12 Rhoplex MC-76, 10% • 34' 37' 

13 Okon W-2,. 10% 37' - 39'9" 

14 Okon Adobe Mix, 10% 39'9" - 42'8". 

15 Acryl 60, 10% 42'8" - 46'3" 

16 Soil Seal, 10% 46'3" - 49' 

17 Daraweld-C, 10% 49' - 52' 

18 Sarabond, 10% 52' - 54'8" 

I 

54'8" 58' 19 Durak, 10% 

20 Control No. 2 58' - 60'9" 

21 Rh<:1plex E-1141, 10% 60'9" 63'9" 

22 Primal 863, 10% 63'9" - 67'3" 

~ 23 Spray, Acryloid A-21, 10~{ 67'3" - 70'3" 
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Plot No. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

2-8 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

. 34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

Treatment,% Solids 

Spray, Thompson's Water Seal, 10% 

Spray, Acriseal, 10% 

Spray, K & E Mineral Sealer, 10% 

Spray, Okon S-2, 10% 

Spray, Mo-Clear Natural Clear, 10% 

Spray, Pencapsula, 10% 

Spray, Concrete Hardener and 
Sealer No. 10, 10% 

Spray, A'i_ua-Pel, 5% 

Spray, Thoroclear 777, 5% •· 

Spray, Adobe Seal F-325, 
8:1 dilution 

Spray, Hydrozo Special Clear, 10% 

Spray, Linseed Oil-Turpentine, 
1:2 dilution 

Spray, Acryloid A-21, 2% 

Spray, Rhoplex MC-76, 5% 

Spray, Concrete Hardener and 
Sealer No. 10, 5% 

Control No. 3 

Petroset SB, 5% 

Sonocrete, 5% 

Aerospray 70, 5% 

Aerospray 52, 5% 

Versacryl E #90, 5% 

Plot Location 

70'3" - 73'3" 

73'3" - 76'3" 

76'3" - 79'3" 

79'3" - 82'3" 

82'3" - 85'3" 

85'3" - 88'3" 

88'3" - 91'3" 

91'3" - 94'3" 

94'3" - 97'3" 

.97'3" - 100~3" 

100'3" - 103'3" 

103'3" - 106'3" 

106'3" - 109'3" 

109'3" 112'3" 

112'3" - 115'2" 

115'2" 118'2" 

118'2" - 121'4" 

121'4" - 124'4" 

124'4" - 127'3" 

127'3" - 130'2" 

130'2" - 133'4" 
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TABLE 3 (Continued - Page 3) 

,,,. 

Plot No. Treatment, % Solids Plot Location 

45 Rhoplex E-330, 5% 133'4" - 136'1" 

46 Rhoplex AC-61, 5% 136'1" - 139'1" 

47 Rhoplex SS-521, 5% 139~1" - 142'1" 

48 Rhoplex MC-76, 5% 142'1" - 145'2" 

49 Okon Adobe Mix, 5% 145'2" - 148'2" 

( 50 Acryl 60, ,?% 148' 2." 151'2" 

51 · Soil Seal; 5% 151'2" - 154'1" 

52 Daraweld-C, 5% 154'1" - 157'1" 

' 
( ~53 Durak, 5% 157'1" 160'4" 

9. 

54 Control No. 4 160'4" 163'3" 
,,.-..... 
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FIGURE I: System of applying plaster treatments to 
Plots 2-19, 21-22 and 40-53~ 
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Step 2 of Figure 1 was included l.i, .. he design to test fc;,r ability of a 

chemically amended plaster to adhere to a previously treated plaster. Some 

researchers have reported problems with getting plaster to adhere to an older, 

chemically treated plaster. By splitting the base coat into two parts, one 

plain mud and the _other chemically amended mud, allowing the plot to dry and 

·harden, and then applying the finish coat of Step 3, Figure 1, we can study 

the ability of a chemically amended plaster to adhere to chemically treated 

plaster versus plain mud plaster. 

This information could be very important'in the event that a chemical 

method of ·erosion control is adopted for the entire Fort. A method would 

have serious drawbacks if i~should prove difficult .to repair patches of 

erosion on the treated walls at a later date because of poor adhesion • . . 
Treatment plot numbers 23-38 were established differently than the pre

viously discussed plots. With these sixteen.plots, only plain mud plaster 

was applied utilizing three steps similar toithose shown in Figure 1. After 

the finish coat wa~ applied and allowed to dry, the respective chemical treat

ment for each plot was sprayed onto· the wall. 

Plots 1, 20, 39, and 54 are control plots. The plaster was ~pplied as 

with plots 23-38, but no chemical tr~atments were used. These plots will 

·serve as references for comparing the effectiveness of each chemical treatment 

in slowing plaster erosion. 

Figure 2 shows an overall view of the completed study wall. As can be 

readily seen, each treatment shows a slightly different color, with some 

chemicals imparting an unacceptably dark color to the plaster. 

6 
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Figure 2: Study wall after completion of treatment 
applications. 
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Treatment Observations 

Each of the solvent-based spray treatment plots readily absorb~d 2.5 

gallons of chemical material. No erosion of the plaster was noted with the 

solvent-based spray LL~atments. 

Three water based chemicals were also sprayed onto treatment plot~. 

Rhoplex MC-76 at 5% solids and Adobe Seal F-325 diluted 1:8 parts both caused 

serious erosion of the plot surface and .only 1.25 gallons of each were applied 

to the respective plots. K & E Mineral Sealer caused no erosion and 2.5 

gallons were readily absorbed by the plot. 

The plaster color was affected by most treatments. The majoritr of the 

chemicals caused only slight, unobjectionable color shifts. Several, however, 

" dramatically altered the plaster color. 
~· 

Linseed oil in turpentine, Okon S-2, and Thompson's Water Seal all 

resulted in a ··serious darkening of the plaste~ when sprayed on the wall. 

Hydrozo caused a moderate darkening of its treatment plot. 
-

With the amended plaster treatments, Union Carbide R-20 at 10% solids 

caused a very dark brown color as can be-seen near the right (south) end of 

the wall in Figure 2, and also in the close-up of Figure 3. 

Aerospray 52 at 10% solids caused a moderate brown color. Petroset SB 

at 10% solids dried a yellowish brown ·color. Primal 863 at 10% solids, as 

shown in Figure 4, caused a serious cracking in the plaster upon drying. The 

plo~ was also yellowish in color. 

The 5% solids amended mortar treatments were all lighter in color and 

a closer match to the control plots than the 10% solids treatments. This can 

be seen in the left (north) end of the wall in Figure 2. 

8 
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Future Plans 

The field plots have now been established, and the effects of'weathering 

will now be monitored pver the next year. Any treatments that appear effecti ·Je 

after one year's exposu.re may then be expanded and studied in more detail. 

Treatments that show rapid failure will be eliminated from consideration. 

A thorough laboratory study is being conducted on the effects of the 

treatments on compressive strength, freeze-thaw resistance, capillarity and 

erosion resistance. This data will support the results of the field study. 

t . 

.. 
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3: Union Carbide R-20, 
10% solids, amended 
plaster. 
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·INTRODlV:TION 

This research project wa~ ;~~~~~~ed during the week of June 13, 1977, 

in response to the pressing need for a solution to the serious mud-plaster 

erosion problem that exists. at Bent's Old Fort National Historic Site. 

The objectives of this study are to investigate the usefulness of. 

selected chemical plaster amendments in reducing surface erosion, to 

compare the effectiveness of surface spray appiications versus integral 

. amendment techniques, and to determine the important procedures and methods 

to utilize.in successfully applying chemical methods of mud-plaster 

preservation. 

The research plots we,e revisited on October 1, 1977, and each treat

ment was critically evaluated as to its erosion resistance during the first 

three and one-half months of exposure. 

The - erosive potential that existed during the three and one-half 

months of exposure is demonstrated by the rainfall record for August, 1977. 

·Aug~st s; 0.83 inches; August 10~ 1.23· inches; August 11, 0.24 inches; 

August 16, 0.15 inches; August 17, daylong drizzle; August 8, daylong drizzle; 

August 19, 2.26 inches with ·so-mile per hour winds; and August 20, 0.36 inches, 

totaling 5.13 inches in the first three weeks of August. This amount of 

rainfall is well above the normal for August at Bent's Old Fort and provided 

·a severe test of ·treatment effectiveness. 

- For a complete description of the t!eatment design and information on 

each chemical, please refer to the initial report on -this study (Fenn, 1977). 

1 
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Treatment Observations 

Black and white photographs were taken and visµal observations 

recorded during th~ visit to Bent's Old Fort. For the purposes of, 

qualitative analysis, several terms are used herein to describe the 

erosion status of .the plots. "Very little erosion" and ''little eros'ion" 

refei t~ treatments that are performing satisfactorily after three and 

one-half months exposure. ":Moderate erosion" refers to treatments that 

are showing definite erosion, but are still resisting co~plete ·failure. 

· The terms "serious erosion" and "very serious erosion"· ref.er to badly 

eroded plots where the treatments have failed. Figures 1-5 show ~xamples 

of each erosion status designation. 

The four control plots (Nos. 1, 20, 39, and 54) all show very serious 

' erosion-losses. This is a good indication of the erosive forces that have 

be~n active since the treatment plots were established. These control . 

plots serv~_as·the baseline for determining if any.of the chemical treatments 

have been effective· in rendering mud plas_ter more erosion resistant. 

Table 1 summarizes the observations of each plot.. By noting the erosion 

status of each treatment and comparing that stat~s with the appropriate 

Figure ·(1-5), one can get an idea of the appearance of the treatment plot 

on October 1, 1977. 

In determining treatment effectiveness it is assumed that plots with 

an erosion status of "very serious" or "serious" have performed unsatis-

factorily. Eleven plots (four control ·and seven chemicals) showed this 

result. Plots with an erosion status of ''moderate" have performed 

marginally and will likely fail after a few months of additional exposure. 

Eleven chemicals showed this result. Plots with an erosion status of "little" 

2 
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Figure 2: 

( 

Example of "serious 
erosion." Plot 22, 
Primal 863, 10%. sol.ids. 

3 

Figure 1: Exafllple of "very serio1.1s 
erosion." Plot 39, Contro l 
No.3. 
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Example of ."little 
·erosion.,: Plot 24, 
Thompson's Water 
Seal, 10% solids, 
spray applied. 

4 

Eigure 3: Example of 
. " erosion. 

"moderate 
Plot 6, 

E No. 90, · versacryl 
10% solids. 
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Figure ·5: Example of "very little erosion." · 
·Plot 8, Rhoplex E-330, ·10% solids. 

5 



or "very ],.ittle" have performed satisfactorily ::md !"··' :iin resistant to 

erosive degradation. Thirty-two chemical treatments showed this re~ult. 

These results are listed by treatment plot in Table i. 

Plot Nos. 23-38 are treatments where the walls were plastered with 

unamended mud, allowed to air dry, and then the chemical treatment spray 

applied. Such treatments have not proven too successful on adobe materials 

in past studies. Thus f.ar in this study, howeve·r, only two chemicals 

are showing any significant erosion, namely, Adobe Seal F325 and Concrete 

( Hardener and Sealer No. 10 at 5% solids. The remaining 14 spray chemicals 

are still performing well. The exposure time on these treatments is 

very short, however, and in the past, spray treatments have reportedly 

held up well for several moaths or even a few years before suddenly 

beginning to fail. These plots will be watched with interest over the 

next several months. 

· In Figure 1 of t~e .Initial Report (Fenn, 1977),- we de~cribed the 

design of the treatment.plots to ~est the ability of the chemic~lly 

amended:mud plaster to adhere to an undercoat of. chemically amended 

plaster~ Thus far in this study, there is no evidence of any failure of 

the plaster due to lack of adhesion qf the surface coat· to a chem1cally 

amended base coat. This result is encouraging if it continues to hold 

true. ·If the Fort were treated with chemically amended plaster and 

later required patching and repair, one would desire the assurance that 

the repair plaster would adhere to the oider amended plaster. The 

freeze-thaw effects of the winter months could provide a severe test of 

the interlayer adhesion properties of each amended plaster. This factor 

will also be watched with interest over the next several months. 
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Tnble 1: Observations on the erosion resistance of p]oLs after three and 
one-half months of exposure. 

Plot No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Treatment,-% Solids 

Control No. 1 * 

Petroset SB, 10% ** 
Sonocrete, 10% 

Aerospray 52, 10% 

Aerospray 70, 10% 

Ver~acryl E #90, 10% ** 

U. . C. R-20 , 10%- ** 

R4oplex E-330, 10% 
~ 

Rhoplex ·Ac-61°, 10% 

Rhoplex AC-634, 10% 

Rhoplex SS-521, 10% * 

Rhoplex MC-76, 10% 

Okon W-2, ~0% 

·Okon Adohe Mix, 10% 

Acryl 60_, 10% 

Soil Seal, 10% 

J?araweld-C, 10% · 

Sarabond, 10% * 

Durak,. 10% 

Control.No. 2 * 

Rh1)plex E-1141, _10% * 

7 

Erosion Status 

Very serious erosion 

Moderate erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little.erosion 

Moderate erosion 

Moderate ~rosion, da~k 
color 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Serious.erosion, cracking 

yery little erosion 

Little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Serious erosion 

Little erosion 

Very serious erosion 

Serious erosion 



( Table 1. Continued 

Plot 

24 

25; 

26 

27 

28 

\ .29 

30 

31 

32 

. 33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

No. Treatment,% Solids 

Spray, Thompson's Water Seal, 10% 

Spray, Acriseal, 10% 

Spray, K & E Mineral Sealer, 10% 

Spray, .Okon S-2, 10% 

Spray, Mo~Clear Natural Clear 10% 

Spray, Pencapsula, 10% 

Spray, Concrete Hardener and 
Sealer No. 10, 10% 

Spray, Aqua-,fel, 5% 

Spray, Thoroclear 777, 5% 

_Spray, Adobe Seal F~325,** 
8:1 dilution 

·spray, Hydrozo Special Clear, 10% 

Spray, Linseed Oil-Turpentine, 
1:2 dilution 

Spray, Acryloid A-21, 2% 

Spray, Rhoplex MC-76, 5% 

Spray, Concrete Hardener and* 
Sealer No. 10, 5% 

Control No. 3 * 

Petroset SB, 5% ** 

Sonocrete, 5% 

Aerospray 70, 5% 

8 

Erosion Statµ's 

Little erosion 

Very· little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion, 
dark color 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Very little erosion 

Moderate erosion, dark 
color 1 

Very·_li~tle erosion 

Very little erosion, dark 
color 

Ve!y little e~osion 

Very little erosion! 

Very serious erosion 

Very serious erosion 

Moderate ~rosion 

Little erosion 

Very little erosion 
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Table 1. Continued 

Plot No. Treatment,% Solids 

43 Aerospray 52, 5% ,'c* 

44 Versacryl E /190, 5% ** 
45 Rhoplex E-330, 5% 

46 Rhoplex AC-6. 

47 Rhople~ SS-521, 5% * 

48 Rhoplex MC-76, 5% 

49 Okon Adobe Mix, 5% ** 

50 ' . Aery! 60, 5% ** 
51 Soil Seal, 5% 

52 Daraweld-C, 5% ** 
53 Durak, 5% * 

54 Control No. 4 * 

Erosion Status 

Uoderate erosion, 
cracking 

Moderate erosion 

Little erosion 

Moderate erosion 

·Serious erosion 

Little erosion 

Moderate erosion-

Moderate erosion 

Little erosion. 

Moderate erosion 

Serious erosion 

Very serious erosion 

;.Most of the erosion occurred during spray application treatment on 

June 16, 1977. Some additional 'eros~on has occurred during exposure. 

*Products that did not resist erosion and·are not recommended for use. 

**Products that performed mai::ginally and are not recommended for use .. 
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Conclusions 

The three and one-half months exposure time thus far in this study 

is much too short to a-;-;"'·' final conclusions to be drawn as to which 

chemic~! products, i.f_ any, will satisfactorily improve mud plaster 

·erosion -resistance. Some c·onclusions can be drawn, however, as to which 

c_hemical products definitely do not perform satisfactorily. The . treatment 

failures are marked by an* in Table 1. Those products that had a 

"moderate erosion" status are marginal and are not recommended for use. 

They are marked by a** in Table 1. 

In general, chemicals used at the 5% solids level in water have 
lfi 

performed only marginally well. It can be concluded.from these.tests 

that an amended mud plaster ~ill require the chemical to have a concen

tration of at least 10% solids in ·water if adequate erosion protection 

is to be realiz~d • 
... -

··The- treatment plots will be allowed to weather over the winter 

months and in the spring ·we will once again visit the site ~nd evaluate 

the appearance of each plot. Those.plots that show complete treatment 

failure will be replaced by new chemical trea.tments in a second generation 

effort to solve this difficult p·roblem of mud plaster erosion pro~ection. 

A third report will be prepared at that time. 

10 
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The Solidification. of Ce1nent 
Wh~zt happens after water is added to cement to tr;1nsf9rh1 i~from 

a soft slurry to a rock-hard mass? Chemical.r~actions give rise to 

a system of interlocking particles that knit the material together 

by D. D. Double and A. Hellawell 

In its commonly accepted sense cc- to the added discovGry that lime mixed · 
ment can be described as a finely with reactive sili.ceous material (in the 
powdered. calcareous material that. form of crushed tiles or volcanic ash) 

when it is mixed with water. ·forms a gave a cement that developed superior 
plastic paste that sets and eventually strength and water resistance. "Roman 
hardens to a rocklike co·nsistency. This cement" made in this way enjoyed wide 
much is commonly taken for granted, prestige and retained its popularity with 
but what is perhaps not so well apprcci- · little improvement or development until 
ated is that the development of strength the end of the 18th century. 
is the result of chemical reactions be- A_lthough there is some dispute about 
tween the cement constituents· and the it. the inv·ention of port.land ceme~t as it 
added water. The consolidation process is now known is usually attributed to 

- occurs by the formation of a rigid inter- Joseph Aspdin. a builder from Leeds 
locking matrix of hydration products. who took ·out a patent in 1824 for "a 
which gradually replace the water be- cement of superior quality resembling 
tween the cement grains and finally bind Portland stone." His cement was pre
the composite cement mass together. pared by sintcrihg fixed proportions oL 
The processes involved in hydration arc limestone or chalk (calcium carbonate) 
quite complex. The purpose of this arti- with clay (aluminosilicates) in a kiln at 
cle is .to describe some recently acquired very high temperatures. This is the basis 
knowledge in this field based on our own of the manufacturing method that is still 
studies at the University of Oxford and in ·service today. In the course of firin·g. 
those of workers elsewhere. · the raw materials combine to produce 

To gain perspective one might recall clinkers (small rounded lumps that are 
that the use of cement as ari adhesive subsequently ground to yield the cement 
filler between bricks and stones in the -- powder). which contain reactive calci
construction of buildings and engineer- um silicates. The silicates give the ce
ing works is by no means new. Its origins mcnt its hydraulic character. that is; the 
can be traced back to early Egyptian property of hardening by reaction with 
and Greek times. The use of cement water. Unlik~ the original lime-based 
reached a high level of expertise during cements. Aspdin·s type of cement would 
.the Roman period. harden under water and also be resistant 

These early cements would now be to water for a long time. One of its first 
more accurately described as lime mor- large-scale uses was in the construction 
tars. that is. mixtures of quicklime (cal- of the Thames Tunnel from 1825 to 
cium oxide. or CaO) and sand. They de- l 843 by ~fare Isam bard Brunel and his 
pende.d __ for_ their development of . son Isambard Kingdom Brunel. 
strength and their long-term durability Ordinary portland cement is still by 
not so much on-the initial slaking rc_ac- far the most important cement in terms 
lion-written CaO + H 20 - Ca(OH)il of the quantity used for construction 
to show that on the addition of water, purposes. In its most widespread form it 
calcium hydroxide precipitates out and is mixed with inert filler material (sand 
forms -a colloid. a system in .which fine and graded aggregates) to produce con
particles of the material are dispersed in cretc. A number of variations in type 
the water-as on the subsequent aging have been developed to meet specific re
process by which the colloidal hydrox- q11irements (such as rapid hardening. 
idc was slowly converted to calcium low evolution of heat and resistance to 
carbonate by reaction with atmosphcr- s11lfatcc;). bqt they involve relatively mi
ic carbon dioxide [Ca(Ol 1)2 + CO 2 - nor moditications in compos.ition or 
CaC0 3]. The high quality of Roman method of preparation: 
ccml'nfc: which jc; rvidcrif i !, t'1r n11m - i\ n 0! :1Hr r, <·t•ntinn in thic: '""'"'' j._ 

different in its chemical composit• 
and hydration characteristics. For i: 
reason it provides an interesting n• 
parison with portland cement. High-.i I 
mina cement. which was developed 
France and came on the commcn 
market after World War I. is manuf 
turcd by firing limestone with bau~ 
(hydrated aluminum .oxide). 

Unlike portland cement. which ·· 
arrived at more or less by trial and en 
high-alumina cement was specific, 
designed to resist sulfates. Indeed . 
proved successful in overcoming an, · 
ber of construction problems in en 
ronments where portland cement \' 
unsuitable because of its vulnerahi 1 

to corrosive attack by sulfates. Anot! 
advantage that quickly came to be . 
prcciated was that high-alumina ccm· 
has ·a very rapid rate of hardening. 1 · 
latter quality has made it an attr,i 

. ivc alternative to the slower-harden, 
portland cement _in such application~ 
rapid repair work and the fabrication 
prec~st units, where a higher product i 
rate provides an economic advant .· 
that outweighs a relatively higher co 

Nevertheless. the accumulation of, 
pericncc with concretes made fr1 
high-plumina cement has shown 11 · 
it can be defective in its long-tc , 
strength. As a result the use of this , 
ment in any load -bearing capacity I 
come to be regarded as a highly q11 
tionable practice. Most -countries n1 · 
avoid using high-alumin:i · cement I 

structural purposes. and some of ·1111 
have imposed prohibitions or rest, 
lions to this cfiet:t. Frequently these • 
tions have followed incidents in wh . 
structural members and even c111 

buildings containing high-alumina 
mcnt have collapsed . primarily hec a• 
of the deterioration of the concrete 

In this article the main fc~turo 
the hydration and dcvclorment 

strength of p0rtland (emcnl and Ji , 
alumina cement arc dc~cribcd in h: r 
rf : 1 ,<'m r :1ri ,;nn hrt" ~<"n the- twn , , 



much different in appearance from the 
one .that forms on por.tland cement. Af
ter a short incubation period the coat
;ngs arc broken by ridges that grow rap
idly into faceted crystals with hexagonal 
or acicular (ncedklike) outlines. These 
crystals can be identified with the first 
product.s of hydration; it is by their 
complex interlocking that the ·cement 
achieves its rapid rise in strength. 

Under the contrived aging con<litions · 
the sample undergoes a rapid transfor- · 
mation. and within 14 days it exhibits · 
the stabler form of a hydration product: 
the hexahydratc in a nearly spherical 
form with faceted polyhedrons. Since 
faceted crystals are characteristic of 
growth from solution. the. conclusion is 
that the change to the stable hydrate 
must take place in this way. In other 
words. the change involves a recrystalli
zation from an aqueous solution. Evi
dently. then. free water is present in the 
microstructure of the cement. since it 
would be needed to provide the medium 
in whi~h the stable phase could nucleate 
and grow. This conclusion suggests why 
a high ratio . of water to cement in the 

. original mix can facilitate the loss of 
strength in high-alumina cement. . 

One is tempted to ask what can be 
done-about this problem. Can the trans
formation be inhibited. or could the sta
ble product qe made to form preferen-

;' 

I 

'. 
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t ia lly in the first rhcc? It i~ dinicult to 
sec how the chan r,: could be prc·:··:;l~· rl 
except by the accc pl~d practice of rnah.
ing the mix rclali\·cly dry. so that the 
amount of water il\':\ilable to promote 
the undesirable tr;11tsf ormation would 
be at a minimum . Perhaps if the in ;ti~ ! 
hydration ·were carried out at a s~1ffi
ciently high temperature. the stab!~ !: :,· 
drate might develop more rapidiy. The 
necessary temperatures are probably 
impractically high. however. and in any 
case it is unlikely that a cement matrix 
composed of faceted polyhedrons 
would develop the interpcnetrating net
work that seems to be a requirement for 
high strength. 

ln structural member. such as a beam 
of prestrcssed co·ncrcte. there arc fur
ther .practical problems. Although it is 
accepted that the best approach is to . 
use a minimum of water during mixing 
of the cement.- how uniform can such a 
mixture be in a section from 25 to 30 
centimeters across and from five to 10 
meters in length? It is instructive to 
consider an example. 

A cross section two centimeters thick 
was cut from a six-meter beam of high- · 
alumina cement. The beam had a wood 
insert at the bottom. presumably so that 
objects could be nailed to the beam. The 
cross section wa·s then cut into smaller 
pieces and the relative conversion (from 

. · l 

' \ 

' I 

IMPROVED STRUCTURE lh:al might be "ou~ht £or portland cement is su~gl''-tcd hy the fine 
and dt'nc.cly intf'rwon•n ncl\\ nrl. of t11lmhr fihrilc. , ·io;ihlc in thic. mirrorr:1,,h ("r, "'"' '"'' " h<'r" 

mctas t,lhlc to stable 'compound) was de 
termined for each piece by a thermo 
chemical analysis . 

As one might expect from such an in 
homogeneous structure. the distribution 
was variable . with a f cw regions of lo" 
conv.::rsion near the surfaces and around 
the wood insert. ·where the concrete had 
been locally dried by absorption of the 
water. Inevitably one must assume that 
variations in the other dimension. along 
the l~ngth of the beam. would show a 
larger amplitude. The practical prob
lems of ensuring homogeneity of sue~ a 

material: within precise limits and over 
large dimensions. can be appreciated . 
These variations in the conversion val
ues must also be reflected in variations 
of the mechanical strength of the con 
crete from point to point. Ultimately the 
strength of a given beam will depend on 
its weakest part. 

One of the characteristic features of 
cements (and concretes in genernl l 

is that they can develop a Jarge compres 
sive strength during hydration. whcrca~ 
their tensile strength remains relatively 
very low. ·For this reason it is usually 
necessary to reinforce concrete beams 
or to subject them to prestressing or 
pqststressing in compression by the in 
clusion of stretched steel wires or rods . 
In general the engineering design of a 
building has to be such that the concrete 
is not subject to an unduu ten5ile stress . 

·Clearly any improvement that could be 
achieved in the tensile properties of a 
cement or a concrete would have far 
reaching and universal importance in 
building practice. · 

if the setting and hardening processes 
depend on the interpenetration and in 
terlocking of gelatinous fibrils or facet 
ed crystals. as the recent findings we 
have described suggest. it is reasonable 
to ask whether the tensile strength could 
be improved by somehow emphasiz-ing 
the development of the interlocking fea 
tures. perhaps by causing the growth 
products to inlc.r\\'eave or intcrlod 
more closely. t-.fodification of the mi 
crostructure of metals has been fun
damentally important in metallurgical 
technology and is also well known in the 
solidification of many alloys. but it has 
not been tried with cement. 

With the well-developed crystalline 
hydrates of high-alumina cement the 
prospects for useful modification arc 
uncertain. With the irregular fibers of' 
portland cement. however. some im 
provement might be 

1

expected if. for ex
ample. the fibers could be made less reg 
ular and more intricately woven . It i·, 
instructive to consider the long . thin and 
densely interwoven fibrils that gm ·., 
from crystals of ferrous sulfate . Ckarh 
it would h.e vahtable to find out if some 
thin~ c;imihr c;1n he nchicYerl with rrrt 



fundamental nature of this material can 
be obt:ii ned . 

The hydration prod~1cts of high-alu -
,.,. • =3 cement are more conventional 

.allinc fo~s. As we have indicated. 
the principal anhydrous constituent of 
high-alumina cement is monocalcium 
alu.minate (CaO • Al 20 3• written CA). 
and the development of strength of the 
cement is derived primarily from the 
hydration products of this compound. 
Under normal conditions at room tem
perature the main product is the dcca
hydrate phase CAH 10• which is. usually 
associated with smaller quantities of oc-· 
tahydrate C2AH 8 with alumina gel. 
which eventually ages to crystalline 
gibbsite. AH 3. The relative amounts of 
CAH 10 and C 2AH 8 present in the ce
ment paste are dependent on the tem
perature of hydration and the composi;.. 
lion of the cement itself. These crystal
line hydrates provide the matrix that 
binds the paste together. Their early 
production gives rise to · the rapid in
crease in strength that is characteristic 
of the material. 

Conversion occurs because the initial 
hydrates CAH 10 and C 2AH8 are meta
stable· and tend to ·change spontaneous
ly to the stabler hydrate C3AH6. ·with 
water and further gibbsite as. by-proct
ucts. The process is accompanied by a 
ci...,nC?e in the crystal structure of the 
( : ites (CAH 10 and C 2AH 8 have well
defined hexagonal crystal structures and 
C 3AH6 is cubic) and. because of differ
ences in their densities. by a substantial 
decrease in the ¥olume of solids. The 
change amounts to about 50 percent for 
CAH 10 and some 30 percent for C 2AH 8. 

· These . changes are the basis of the 
problem wi-th the long-term str:ength of 
high-alumina cement. They lead to a 
loss in cohesion · of the microstructure 
and an increase in the po_rosity of the 
hardened cement paste. At room tem
perature- and lower temperatures the 
rate of change is slow, particularly in 
dry conditions. and the cfTects may not 
be evident for years. At higher tempera-

- lures and in a moist environment the 
changes can occur within a few weeks or 
even days. In the end the result is a 
marked reduction in strength and an in
creased susceptibility to corrosive at
tack. High-alumina cement lasts longest 
when it is mixed fairly dry and is in a 

· cold environment. The reverse combi
nations ar~ disastrous for the long-term 
stability of the material. 

The reactions can be followed by ex
amining with the scanning electron ini
C'r0scope samples of cement paste at 

( ous stages of hydration. Our sam-
P"cs. which were made with a high ratio 
of water to cement. were artificiall y 
aged by being stored H1 a humid en\·i
ronmcnt at a fairly high te mperature -W 
degrees Celsius. or 104 degrees Fahrcn-
h,· ·" , ., ;, : , J l ., . • .. . , . ,. 

.. .,,, .. . . 
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LYNCHBURG has some of the oldest hon1es 
in Tennessee. And. ·the oldest registered 
distillery in America.. . 

Its na11.1.e, of course, is Jack Daniel's. Where 
we still 1nake \Vhiskey -the way Mr. Jack 
n1adc it in 1866. And then sn1ooth it out 
vvich his age--old charcoal n1ello\ving process. 
If you're interested in 
old Tennessee ho111es, 
we'd be glad to show 
you around Lyi1chburg. 
If you're curious about 
ol<l Tennessee Whiskey, 
let a sip of Jack Daniel's 
be ·your guide. 

CHARCOAL 
MELLOWED 

6 
DROP 

6 
BY DROP 

Tennessee Wh iskey • 90 Proof • D1si ii:ec and Bott led ti Jack Daniel O;st:1lery 
•• , .. r, . • . ---, 



DEVELOPING l\llCROSTRUCTURE of hydrated hi,:h-alumina ceme11t pa,te is seen in the 
scanning electron rnicro,copc. The p:u,te ,va~ made with a high ratio (60 percent) of ~ all'r to 
cement and ,tored at a hi~h temperature (40 de~ne'i C., or 104 decrees F.) in order to ,hid~ lhe 
conver.ion proces.,; that often ~in·s rise to the failure of load-bearing members made or hi~h
alumina cement. The top micrograph 1-hows the paste after one day; the nec:-dltlikc cry,talc; of 
• .,,,.. : • • ;. · . , , • • • , ••• • • • . , • • •• • ,. , . : •• , , . ••• ,, • • , ....... . ... . . . . ,, . , . f• •••• •• • • • , , 

duce line tubular growlh forms with ., 
radia'ting fibrillar appearance. In spire ol 
certain obvious diff ercnccs between th r 
hydration of portland cement and thl· 
growth of a silica garden (in the scale (II 
growth and the nature of the chemical 
constituents} th~ parallel between thr 
two processes is so close that it. suggest, 
a similar growth mechanism operates in 
both cases. 

'The growth mechanism for the silica 
garden has been shown to depend on 
osmotic pressure. As the salt cryst.1h 
come in contact with the aqueous sili 
cate solution. they begin to .dissolve and 
simultaneously precipitate a gelatinou -. 
silicate-hydrate envelope. This envelope 
is colloidal and acts as a semipermeable 
membrane. Because of the concentra 
tion difference in the solutions· acros'
thc membrane ·(a concentrated solution 
of the metal salt inside and a di'Jute solu 
tio~ of the silica(c outside) water difTw; . 
cs preferentially into the envelope. caus 
ing continue.cl dissolution of the sail 
crystal. The internal pressure slowh· 
builds up. and eventually the envelop~ 
bursts. ejecting jets of salt solution int(, 
the silicate solution. There is a sponta 
neous reactio·n between the two with the 
precipitation of the insoluble silicate 
material as a continuously growing tu 
bular wall. ihe initial membrane acts a~ 
an osmotic pump. the s·alt solution flow 
ing up the tube and precipitating at the 
tip hy an almost steady-state process. 

So far there is little quantitative dat;1 
bearing on this mode of growth. but it j, 

likely that it is relatively common when
ever the initial reaction product between 
two solutions is a. continuous semi
permeable membrane. Both the initial 
envelope and the tubes th.at grow from it 
arc amorphous and gelatinous .. although 
when they arc extracted from solution . 
they prove quite hard and strong. In an~ 
given system the rate of growth is pro 
porticmal to the measured diameter ol 
the tuhc: smaller tubes arc the result of 
slower growth. This finding is in the 
right direction qualitatively to supporl 
the analogy between silica gardens and 
the hydration products of portland ce 
ment. A wide variety of metal-ion sail<. 
show this type of growth. It is rcassurin!'. 
that calcium salts arc among them. sinCl· 
calcium -silicate-hydrate gel is the prin 
cipal hydration pro<luct of portland cc 
mcnt. 

U sing t~,e silica gardc_n as a model it i, 
po~s1ble to explain the essential 

features of the hydration of portland cc 
mcnt and in particular the growth of thl· 
fthrillar calcium-silicate-hydrate gel 
material th;it is such an important factor 
in th e: development of strength. The im 
plicall(ln of lhe <'lnalogy is that o<:mo·., 
provides Ilic dri\ ing force for the ln<lr, 
lion of portland cement. Fu~thc~ dl . :• . ' .. ,. 1 .. .... .. , , . ' .. , . t 



ST AGES IN HYDRATION of portland cement are depicted sche
matically. The process begins (/) with the addition of water, which 
surrounds the individual grains of cement. Soon the coating of gel 
appears around the grains (2), and angular crystals of calcium hy-

droxide that develop as a by-product of the hydration of the silicate~ 
in the mix become evident. Finally the tubular fibrils develop (J). 
The interlocking of these fibrils ns hydration proceeds eventually 
binds the cement and other components of the mix into a bard mass. -

the surface area of the cement powder. 
that is. to how finely the cement powder 
has been ground. Variations in the ratio 
o( water to cement in the range from 30 
to 50 percent (which is typical of ordi
nary practice) do not significantly alter 
the pattern of hydration. 

Although the heat-evolution curves 
I\. give information about the extent 
and rate of hydration . . they tell little 
a::out the structure of the material and 

e not necessarily related in any simple 
.~ ay to the development of strength. It is . 
true that under normal conditions the 
setting period occupies approximately 
tJ-:c interval of time between the dor
mant stage and the second peak and that 
the hardening reaction follows thereaf
ter. but the setting and hardening proc
esses are clearly dependent on the de-
12 iled development of the microstruc
ti;:-e of t,-ie paste. Because of the fine 
scale of the hydrates involved the micro
structure has been most usefully studied 
b:,· electron microscopy. 

The micrographs show that within 
t· ... ·o hou~s the originally angular and 

.• . ~ . . ~ . 

crystalline grains of cement become 
coated with a gelatinous envelope of 
hydrate material. The ··grains are bridged 
at their points of contact by these coat
-~ngs. The network of relatively weak 
bonds thus formed accounts for the loss 
of plasticity of the paste at this time. that 
is. for the setting effect. The structure 
can be broken up easily but will quite 
quickly set again as the cement grains 
recoagulate. 

The irreversible development of 
strength during th~ hardening period, 
which begins after some three to five 
hours. is associated with a distinct 
change in the microstructure of the ce
ment. The injtial gel coatings develop 
fine surface protuberances . . Over a peri
od 9f time they grow into thin. densely 
packed fibrils radiating like porcupine 
quills from the individual grains of ce
ment. This fibrillar development is the 

· calcium-silicate-hydrate gel product of 
the reaction between the cement sili
cates and water. At the same time calci
um hydroxide (portlanditc) precipitates 
as a by-product and forms the large an
gular crystals that . are so prominent m 

SILICA "GARDENS" provide an analogy to thr ~rol'·th of tuhular fibrils in portland umenL 
,\ s,lica garden form5 when wa,ter-soluhle ~alts of cutain metals are put in a solution of sodi-

, l. .., silicate. In this uample, from a cryst21 of coh:ilt nitrntr, the salt crystal b~gins to di.,solvr 
\; I and a shell of insoluble silicate forms around it (2). Since the mrmbrnne is permuhlr to 
~•tu, the crystal continues to dissolve. Finally O!>motic pressure rupturrs the mrmbrane (J), 
nusin,: the a:ro¥t-th of prt'dpitatNI silicate in the form of fine hollo"· tuh~ <iimil:u tn thn"f' 
,.. , ' . . . . . . 

the microstructure. As hydration pro
ceeds the gel fibrils gradually interpenc
frate in the region between the adjacent 
cement grains. The interwoven mesh
work thereby created eventually consol
idates to form a rigid matrix that effec
tively binds the composite mass: the i-e
sid ual grains of unreacted cement. the 
crystalline products of hydration and. in 
a concrete. the sand and the aggregate 
material. 

Although the secondary growth of the 
fibrils of calcium-silicate-hydrate gel is 
clearly of importance in the develop
ment of strength of the cement-water 
paste. its detailed morphology and 
mechanism of growth have hitherto re
mained obscure. Recent studies by our 
research group at Oxford making use of 
transmission electron microscopy have -
provided some new insight into this 
problem. Wh_at these. pictures show is 
that .the fibrils do not resemble the facet
ed regular shapes one might expect from 
the growth of solid crystals from aque
ous solution and that the individual fi
brils are not solid but appear to consist 
of fine hollow tubes. This information 
presents an entirely new aspect of the 
problem. 

In the context of the precipitation of 
solids from aqueous solution the con

cept of a tubular morphology is perhaps 
rather unusual. It turns out. however. 
that such growth forms are commoner 
than might have been expected. A famil
iar example of tubular growth is to be 
found in .the silica "gardens" that devel
op when water-soluble salts of metals. 
which themselves form insoluble sili
cates. are placed in a dilu~e aqueous so
lution of sodium silicate. The growth · 
pattern of a silica garden provides a 
striking visual analogy with what hap. 
pcn'i during the hydration of portland 
cement. A gelatinous silicate-hydrate 
envelope is first precipitated around the 
~alt cr\'stal. After a dormant period the 



o m. ly broken up to expose fresh reactive 
surfaces. a!; . fo r exa mp le: . by co~t:~ ~c:: :
ari •ation of the pa:;te in a balJ mill. can 

, Icte hydration be achieved in a 
reasonable length of time . 

The presence of unreacted clinker 
material can have some interesting ef
fects. For example. if the cement is 
ground up and mixed again with wa ter. 
it will set a second time and develop a 
degree of strength that, ·although it is 
inferior to the strength of the first set
ting. can nonetheless be substantial. lt is 
even possible that if fine microcracks de
velop in a cement structure. they can 
heal themselves by renewed hydration. 

The reaction between cement and wa
ter is exothermic: under typical con

ditions the temperature of a paste may 
rise by tens of degrees. This phenome
non can present quite a problem in lay
ing concrete structures of large section'. 
It is sometimes necessary tq coo) the ma., 
terial during the setting and hardening 
period to prevent cracking through ther
mal expansion ·and contractio~. The 
heat evolved is directly related to the 
degree of hydration of the various con
stituents of ·the cement. Because of the 
physical nature of the .reaction, the heat
evolution rate tails off exponentially at 
)"'lg time intervals. Under normal con-
t Jns. however, some 50 percent of the 
total heat available ( 100 to 150 c~lories 
per gram) is liberated within the first 
three days of mixing and some 30 per
cent is liberated within the first day. · 

If the evolution of heat is plotted as a 
curve. it shows two peaks [see bottom 
illustration on opposite page). One peak 
is sharp, reflecting highly exothermic 
processes. It reaches a maximum within 
10 minutes of mixing and is mainly due 
to the hydra-tion of free lime and the 
dissolution of other impurities that are 
always present in small quantities in 
commercial port land cement. After the 
first peak the rate of reaction drops rap
idly to a low value . where it rema ins for 
an hour or two. This is the "dormant" or 
"induction" period. It is thought to be 
brought about by the inhibition of hy
dration as the cement grains become 
coated with the initial gelatinous prod
ucts. This picture is confirmed by obser
vations with the electron microscope. 

Later the coatings apparently become 
ineffective, because the reaction rate be
gins to increase again and reaches a sec
ond (but much lower).pcak in from eight 
to 10 hours. Thereafter it decreases 
c,radually over a much longer period. 

e form of the peak is largely deter
mined by the hydration of the major 
constituent-of the cement. tricalcium sil
icate. The curve has a form that is char-
acteristic of many phase transforma- HYDRATED PORTLAND CEMENT i, stl'n in micrm.tructurl' in tht tran,mi,,ion clrctron 
tions occurring by a process of nucle- microscopl'. Thl' top micrograph ,hows a ,Ht 5ampll' of ct'ml'nt aftrr some h~·o da}s of h~·dra-
ation .tnd grov,t h :\ c; On <' mi cht cxprc t . ,; ... ,. " '" r·• · • ~-- - •• • 11 ., · • _ , , . •.. , , : •. - :11 . - , - .. ••. , r . · , · .• , . - ·· ' .. , .. . . .. , , , ._ , . .• , . . , .. : .. 



PASTES OF PORTLAND CEMENT 3ppcar in scanning electron 
micrographs made at various stages of hydration, that is, at various 
times after water was mixed with the cement. After two hours (J) ~be 

initial gel co3tings arc visible around the cement grains. After a month 
(2) the fibrils are evident, as are large platelike crystals of ulciu111 
hydroxide. Detail of same sample (J) shows the interlocking fiber'-. 

cement as that given above. it is appro
priate to consider what is known about · 
the products of hydration and their pro- . 
portions in the hardened paste. As might 
be expected, the hardening reaction in a 
cement-water paste is principally associ
ated with the hydration of the two sili
cate compounds. C 3S and C 2S. In the 
anhydrous clinker they occupy about 75 
percent by weight of the total; they final
ly provide the bulk of the hydrated ma
terial. The reaction rates of C 3S and C 2S 
differ appreciably, but the final product 
in both cases is thought to be the same: a 
colloidal calcium-silicate-hydrate gel of 
rather indefinite composition and struc
ture. In a hardened cement this gel. in a 
finely divided and largely amorphous 
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form, occupies about 70 percent by vol
ume of the hydrated material and thus 
forms the main bonding agent between 
the residual grains of unreacted cement 
and the other crystalline products of 
hydration. The major part of the other 

. crystalline products consists of calcium 
hydroxide (portlandite), the rest being· 
composed of various complex alumi
num hydrates and other minor sub
stances. 

' 

Of the two silicates, C 3S is primarily 
associated with the hardening reaction 
that takes place during the early stages 
of hydration. within the first few days 
and weeks. The slower-reacting C 2S is . 
probably responsible for the longer
term and continuous development of 
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strength. which can extend for period · 
_of months or even years. The contrihu 
tion to the ·strength from the aluminatl 
compounds is uncertain, but it is proba 
bly relatively small. · 

In a cement paste under normal con 
ditions the hydration reaction does nC'' 
usually go to completion. Even aftc• 
several years a typical microstructurt 
will show residual grains of unreacted 
cement embedded in a matrix composed 
mainly of calcium-silicate-hydrate gel 
The reason for this state of affairs is that 
during hydration the reaction product · 
form coatings around the cement grain '.
and the coatings progressively inhibit 
the access of water to the anhydrous m.i 
terial. Only if these coatings are continu 
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[VOLlJTION OF HEAT a., portland crmc:nt i•;'c:ts :and bq~ins 1o 
h .uci rn is charted. The: sharp tif'.'it peak represent,; rapid heat-~ener
a1 in,: processes, including thr hydration of free lime and the dic;,;olu
lion of impurities in the cement. The trouJ;h thrnaftrr rc:prrunts Che: 

cc:mrnt ,;rain,. The coatini:;, c:,·l'nlu'ally become inrffl'cth r, brcau~, 
the reaction r;1te soon ri,t"'i to a Sl'cond peak. At a h~ drat ion trn · 
pcrature of 20 dr,:ret'S Cel,ius (68 dr~rers Fahft'nbe:I) thr ratr , , 
reaction is rl'prcsc:ntcd by th• low.._t curve. The broken-line cur,, .. 

.. .. . ~11rr11:1n1·· "r "i11,lnrf,nu•• ,,rrin~ . "·ht,·•, .,f',,,, .• ,,,, r i-• •• u . rrn••• ,,,,. ; ... _ 



aluminum ~Ca0-Si0z--Al 20 3) . Com
mer: :~! c~~ ::nts tend to vary in compo
sition over a small range and also con
• a number of impurities. notably 
•. ., oxides <less than IO percent in port
land cemem, up to 20 percent in high
alumina ce:_ .1ent), and to· a much lesser 
extent free lime and associated oxides. 
The ;;-.~~~;-~~ies do not. hqwever, sub
stantially affect 'the basic properties of 
the c~:nents. · 

Portland cement is basically a calci
um silicate mixture predominantly'con
taining tricalcium and dicakium sili
cates, which can be written in abbreviat
ed form as C 3S and C 2S. (We employ 
here a simplified notation wherein ox
ides of cakium, silicon, aluminum and 
iron are represented resp:cctively by C. 
S. A and F and water is represented by 
H. Whereas dicakium silicate would 
norm.ally be written 2Ca0 • Si02, .for 
example, in the simplified system it is 
C~.) In addition there are also present 
smaller proportions of tricakium alu
minate (C3A) and a calcium alumi
noferrite apP.roximating the , formula 
C 4AF. Typical weight proportions in an 
ordinary portland cemen_t are 50 percent 
C 3S, 25 percent C 2S, 10 percent C 3A, 10 
percent C 4AF and 5 percent other ox
ides. High-alumina cement, as its name 
suggests, contains mainly monocalcium . 

( minate (CaO • Al 20 3• written CA) 
.... d relatively little silicate material. A 
variety of less well specified compounds 
are also present,· but CA is the main 
reactive ingredient. · 

In both cements the principal anhy
drous constituents show hydraulic prop
erties: in _a finely divided form they react · 
with water to yield a paste that sets and 
eventually hardens. Moreover, because 
the cements are chemically dissimilar, 
the way and the rate at which . their 
strengths develop are different. Both ce
ments can achieve about the same ulti
mate strength, but high-alumif!a cement 
initially hardens much faster than port
land cement. In practice high-alumina 
cement can develop in a day about the 
same· strength that a comparable port
land cement would achieve in a month . 
The advantages of high-alumina cement 
in this context are obvious. It is the long
term strength of high-alumina cement 
that is the problem. Depending on the 
ambient temperature and the environ
ment, the cement may deteriorate by a 
process known as conversion in such ·a 
way that the strength shows a sudden 
dramatic decrease. The conditions that 
accentuate this behavior are a high-tcm-

rature environment and too high a 
_,.mtcnt of water in the cement. Al
though these factors would also tend to 
reduce the strength of portland cement 
at all ages. the efTccts arc much less 
marked. and there is no sudden drop in 
strength comr:1r:1hlc to that disrlaycd 

. l\UCROSTRUCTURE OF PORTLAND CEMENT in the early stages of the reaction with 
water is revealed in this scanning electron micrograph at an enlargement of 6,000 diameters. 
Individual grains of cement have begun to develop fibers of the silicate-gel reaction product. 

/ 

r 

~-. \.'• ·. ··, . ..... 
! ; . 

IIIGII-ALU!\IINA CEl\lE~T, which "'·as de!tigncd to rl"ii!>t attack hy sulfates and "hich 
hardens faster than portland cement_, is portrayed at the ~ame magnificition as the micrograph 
:,f 11,,. fnf\ of ft, .. f'.,,.,., Tt,,. rr~rfinn f'r,,rl,,rh .. ,." r r,-,, ,11; .,,. ~,,. .. ,j,,-,f,.c; nitt, :1n intrrJ.,rl<in~ 



Latex Modified Mortar 

The sandy soils in this area do not make good exterior pointing 
mortars because they contain relatively littl~ clay and wash out 
quickly. The addition of latex modifier (concrete adhesive) in 
the basic soil mortar will give sandy soil enough cohesive strength 
to be used in pointing. A small amount of modifier per bucket is 
needed to attain this strength. Therefore, the relatively high 
cost of the modifier is offset by the volume of mortar it will 
strengthen. 

A 32 to 1 ratio has been used successfully at AZRU, that is 8 oz. 
of modifier to 2 gallons of soil. However, it is recommended that 
this ratio be reduced to 10 to 1 (26 oz. modifier to 2 gallons of 
soil) to increase the maintenance cycle interval. 

The best method of mixing is as follows: in a 2~ gallon steel 
bucket, pour 16 oz. (one pint) of water; add 26 oz. of latex modifier 
and stir well; slowly stir in 2 gallons of soil, mix well; add more 
water if needed but add slowly in small amounts - too much water 
weakens the mortar. The mortar should be stiff but workable. 

Use the mortar within 20 - 25 minutes._ If you cannot use a full 
"batch" before it dries out, halve or quarter the "recipe". Once 
the mortar begins drying out, the bonds begin forming. Remixing will 
break the bonds and they won't reform. When the mortar becomes 
unworkable, dispose of it and mix a fresh batch. 

The modified mortar is usually trowelled into joints. It can also 
be used in a heavy duty caulking gun. _ Be sure to clean the gun 
thoroughly _between or after loads. For application of caulking 
mortars, see Masonry Structures section. 

Latex modifiers are generally available at hardware and builders 
supplier stores. 
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DISCLAIM~~ 

This report is inten~ed for intern~l, National Park Service 

distribution only. Written request for the report from other Govern

mental agencies will be considered on an individual basis. The use 

of product names in the report is solely for the in-house transfer of 

information and is not intended to be an endorsement of, nor a criticism 

of, any product by the National Park Service. The application of these 

products to the special problems addressed by this research project is, 

in most cases, outside the manufacturer's recommended use of the products. 

Any formal scientific·publication resulting from this research will, of 

course, delete product brand names. 
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Management Recommendation~ 

Based upon the results of this study, which has been ongoing since 

July 1975, and upon observations of other in-park research that was 

initiated in Chaco Canyon in 1972, several recommendations can be made 

for consideration by the cultural resource manager in designing a cyclical 

ruins maintenance program in Chaco Canyon and other National Park Service 

areas containing stone-mud mortar ruins. 

Negative Recommendations 

1. That chemical products having a hydrocarbon solvent base such as 
toluene, xylene, petroleum distilates, benzene, etc., not be used 
to make amended mud mortar. 

2. That the water-based products Prj.mal 863, Rh_oplex E-1141, Rhople~ 
SS-521, Aerospray 52, Union Carbide RE-280, K & E Mineral Sealer, 
and Okon W-2 not be used to make amended mud mortar. 

3. That spray applications of chemical products not be used, at least at 
today's level of technology, as the sole method for stabilizing 
exposed pithouse walls. 

4. That chemical products ·used to make amended-·mud mortar not be any 
less than 10% chemical solids in the water solution used to make 
the mortar. 

Positive Recommendations 

1. That Rhoplex E-330 be used to make amended mud mortar for capping 
walls and repointing joints. 

2. That Rhoplex E-330 as purchased from the supplier be diluted to one 
part E-330 to two and one-half parts water by volume. This diluted 
E-330 solution will contain approximately 13% chemical solids by 
weight. This diluted solution should then be used to mix the mortar. 

3. That every effort be made to utili~e a soil that contains little 
~r no bentonite clay and therefore, low cracking potential. The 
soil should have about 70~ sand, 20% clay and less than 10% silt 
for hPst results. This texture can vary, however, and still yield 
acceptable mortars. 
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4. That this Chaco Canyon research project continu(· .it a monitoring 
level for five more years. Two purposes will be aerved by contin~
ation: (a) This extra time will be important 1~ lP~r-rmining main
tenance cycles necessary with amended mortars; ·~nd (b) ten products 
in addition to Rhoplex E-330 are showing preliminary positive results. 
This additional monitoring time will allow for a thorough evaluation 
of these products and potentially provide the National Park Service 
with several optional chemical mortar amendments that equal or exceed 
the performance of Rhoplex E-330. 

5. That an economic analyses be conducted to evaluate the hypothesis 
that the cost of Rhoplex E-330 will be recovered several times over 
by the labor costs saved by extending the maintenance cycle from the 
current three to four years to eight or ten years with the amended 
mortars. 

6. That pithouse wall stabilization research be given a high priority 
and that a research project be funded to investigate several promis
ing new techniques in this area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study was initiated in July 1975 at the request of Walter P. 

Herriman, Superintendent of Chaco Canyon National Monument. The objective 

of the study was to investigate the usefulness of organic polymers in 

developing improved, cost-effective, and resource-compatible ruins stabi

lization repainting mortars, stone preservation treatments and ptthouse 

wall erosion prevention treatments. , 

The initial repainting mortar field research plots in this study 

were established on July 31, 1975, at Site Bc-236. This site is located 

on the edge of the still widening and downcutting Chaco Wash and is 

therefore threatened with eventual c~l_lapse due to stream bank under

cutting. Zoro Bradley conducted a salvage archeological operation on 

the site in 1958 (1). Parts or all of the several walls on the northern 

edge of the ruin have collapsed due to stream bank erosion since the 

1958 excavation. Site Bc-236, therefore, was not a part of the Monument 

development and preservation plan and could be ~sed as a research site. 

Three organic polymer products were tested as repainting mortar additives 

in the initial trial. 

The chemically amended test mortars at Site Bc-236, and in all sub

sequent test locations, were made by diluting the test chemicals with 

water or the appropriate organic solvent to produce solutions containing 

10% chemical solids by weight. These diluted solutions were then indi

vidually mixed with soil to produce mud mortars of easily workable con

sistency. The mortars were then applied to the appropriate test plots by 

traditional hand-and-trowel techniques. 
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The lone ~-cception to this procedure wu~ Bakeiite VMCH Vinylite at 

Site Bc-236. With this test product, ~hP ~nrtar joints were repainted 

with untreated mud mortar and allowed tu dry. Then the VMCH was spray

applied to the dried mortar in a steady, low-pressure stream until the 

mortar was saturated. The organic solvent then evaporated leaving behind 

a dry, VMCH-coated mortar. 

On October 9, 1975, the study was expanded to include six additional 

chemical products. Site Bc-236 was not large enough to accomodate re

pointing mortar test plots for the six new chemical products, so Site 

SS-1912, also known as Lizard House, was selected for use as a test ruin. 

Lizard House, like Bc-236, is located on the edge of an arroyo and 

threatened with-eventual undercutting and collapse. J.C. Maxon conducted 

a salvage archeological operation on this ruin in 1960 (2). 

The initial pithouse wall erosion protection studies were estab

lished at Site SS-299 on October 12, 1975. The site, located near the 

northwest base of Fajada Butte, is a Basketmaker III pithouse dating from 

the early 600's A.D. It was excavated in the summer of 1973 by Richard 

Loose of the Chaco Center (Dr. Robert H. Lister, personal communication). 

Nine chemical products were spray-applied to test plots along the north

eastern half of the pithouse. 

It soon became obvious from the experiences gained in initiating 
, 

this project that the limited availability of prehistoric wall area for 

use in stabilization materials research and the variability in directional 

exposure and plot size made it necessary to find a suitable testing 

alternative. 
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lt was decided that the best long-term solutio'n to thi~ problbi, 

w~s to design and build a stone test "ruin" that would allow for uniform 

plot sizes and exposure faces. It was determined, in consultation w~th 

Superintendent Herriman and the Monument staff, that the most convenient 

and suitable location for such a structure was near the sewage lift 

station, 200 yards east of the visitors' center. Construction was started 

on July 13, 1976. Due to a shortage of time, the test "ruin" was only 

75% completed when construction was halted on July 19, 1976. 

Fourteen new chemical products were tested on the newly constructed 

test "ruin" on July 20-21, 1976. For the first time in this study the 

use of chemical products as stone preservation treatments was also tested. 

The chemical assigned t.o each test plot was spray-applied to the stone -

walls. After 24 hours of drying, the chemically-amended, repainting 

mortar was then applied to the wall joints. Hence, eac_h plot was used 

to simultaneously test for stone preservation effectiveness and repainting 

mortar durability. 

On August 11, 1977, construction of the test "ruin" was completed and 

the original design modified by the addition of a one-foot-high stone wall 

around the perimeter of the structu~e. The 18-inch-wide space between the 

perimeter wall and the "ruin" wall was lined with PVC plastic, drip irri

gation hoses installed, and the space backfilled with soil. Water is 

added to this soil through the drip irrigation hoses for four hours each 

week producing a condition where moist soil is continually in contact 

with the ruin wall. This promotes-the movement of capillary moisture 

into the stone and provides a good test of each chemical's effectiveness 
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1n resisting stone decay. This also provides a stringent test :f ea~h 

.. l' t- t".. . . .d .. .:.;~~'mica s po ~n 1.a.i. a~ a. repo1nt1ng morta·r ac: 1 t 1 ve. 

Also on August 11, 1977, Dr. William J. Burke of the Arizona State 

University, Department of Chemistry, utilized the former east facing 

control plot in Room D of the "ruin" (sec Figure 10) to establish 

a field test of his in situ polymerization of methyl methacrylate stone 

preservation method (3). Dr. Burke and his doctoral student, Mr. Richard 

L. Bradshaw, prepared a mixture of methyl methocrylate monomer, reaction 

initiators and catalysts and gently sprinkled this solution onto the stone 

and mortar, attempting to achieve saturation. The polymerization reaction 

then occurred within the stone and mortar (in situ) forming a long chain 

organic polymer that coats the stone and soil particles yielding a water-

proof protective film. This treatment plot will be monitored overtime 

for its protective effectiveness. 

On August 3, 1978, two new chemical products and 5:1 soil-cement by 

volume were placed in test plots at the "ruin." These new tests were 

established in plots where the initial chemical products had failed 

after two years of exposure testing. 

The soil used in this study to niake repointing test mortars and to 

build the test "ruin" was taken from the spoil bank of the sanitary 

landfill in the Monument. Fenn and Chambers (4) report that this soil has 

good texture and adhesive properties, but also has an excessive level of 

bentonitic clays that produce a tendency to crack upon drying. Cracking 

was indeed noted with this soil, but no particular problems were caused 

by it. 
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ThP. r.:-·- earc:h plots established to date in this study were revisited 

~ :s, 1978; photographs were taken, and visual observations made 

of the individual treatraent plots. These observations are presented in 

this report along with an update of the August 3, 1978, work on the test 

"ruin". 
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Chemicals TestPd 

The National Bureau of Standards' Center for Building Technology, 

Materials and Composites Section, conducted a comprehensive laboratory 

stone weathering study for the National Park Service in 1973 and 1974 

(5, 6). They studied more th~n 95 chemical materials marketed for use as 

weatherproofing agents. Thirteen of these products performed satisfac

torily enough in the laboratory to warrant further study in the field. 

The Western Archeological Center, Division of Adobe/Stone Conservation, 

developed a list of 21 additional products that showed sufficient promise 

to also merit field testing. 

The final product selected thus far for testing was Dr. William J. 

Burke's in situ methyl methacrylate system, as described in the introduction. 

Listed below is a complete summary of the 35 chemical products tested 

thus far in this study. Chemical Numbers 1-24 are all water-based emulsions. 

Chemical Numbers 25-35 are hydrocarbon solvent-based resins. 

1. Rhoplex E-330. Acrylic resin emulsion at 47% solids in water. ·Rohm 
and Haas Company, 1930 S. Tubeway, Commerce·, California 90040. Tele
phone 213/722-5434. 

2. Rhoplex AC-61. Acrylic resin emulsion at 47% solids in water. Same 
source as No. 1. 

3. Rhoplex AC-634. Acrylic resin emulsion at 4 7~~ solids in water. Same 
source as No. 1. 

4. Rhoplex SS-521. Acrylic resin emulsion at 50% solids in water. Same 
source as No. 1. 

5. Rhoplex MC-76. Acrylic resin emulsion at 47% solids in water. Special 
small molecule formulation of E-330 for use in spray applications. 
Same source as No. 1. 

6. Rhoplex E-1141. Experimental acrylic resin emulsion at 37% solids 
in water. Same source as No. 1. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Primal 863. Acrylic resin emuisiu.1 at 35% solids in water. Same 
source as No. 1. 

Primal 826. Acrylic resin emulsion at 35% sol id.s 1n water. Same 
source as No. 1. 

Acryl 60. Acrylic emulsion at 28% solids in water. Standard Dry Wall 
Products, Inc., Newark, California 94560. Telephone 415/796-9911. 

Subind. Inorganic sulfur formulation containing a soil stabilizer at 
29% solids in water~ Chevron Chemical Company, Sulfur Products 
Division, 575 Market Street, San Francisco, California 94105. 
Telephone 415/894-0400. 

Suferm. Inorganic sulfur formulation plus laxex polymers at 32% 
solids in water.· Same source as No. 10. 

Soil Seal Concentrate. Plastic emulsion at 46% solids in water. 
Soil Seal Corporation, 600 S. Harvard, Los Angeles, California 90005. 
Telephone 213/487-0251. I 

Daraweld-C. A high polymer resin emulsion at 51% solids in water. 
W. R.-Grace and Company, Construction Products Division, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02140. 

Sarabond. Saran latex emulsion at 47% solids in water. Masonry 
Systems International, 600 S. Cherry, Denver, Colorado 80222. 
Telephone 303/320-5800. 

Durak. Acrylic emulsion at 47% solids in water.- (Basic product 
is Rhoplex E-330 plus additives.) Same source as No. 14. 

Petroset SB. Rubber emulsion at 68% solids in water. Phillips 
Petroleum Company, P.O. Box 3090, Borger, Texas 79007. Telephone 
918/661-6197. 

Sonocrete. Polyvinyl Acetate r~sin emulsion at 50% solids in water. 
Sonneborn-Contech, Inc., 7711 Computer Avenue, ~inneapolis, Minnesota 
55435. Telephone 612/835-3434. 

Aerospray 70. Polyvinyl Acetate resin emulsion at 60% solids in 
water. American Cyanamid Company, Industrial Chemicals and Plastics 
Division, Wayne, New Jersey 07470. Telephone 201/831-1234. 

Versacryl "E" No. 90. A methyl methacrylate emulsion at 20% solids 
in water. Applied Polymers of America, R-210 Delaware Avenue, Clifton, 

- New Jersey 07014. Telephone 201/473-4640. 
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20. R-20 Silic.ono:-- !;odium M~thyl Silonnte at 20% solids in w.:i• !r. Union 
Carbide Corp., 1 University Plaza, Hackensnck, New Jers2y 07601. 
Telepho~= :::!646-1111, Ext. 303. 

21. RE-280 Silicone. Silicone resin emulsion at 40% solids in water. Same 

22. 

23. 

source as No. 20. 

K & E 
ganic 
16810 

Okon 
6000 

Penetrating and Hardening Mineral Sealer. A solution of inor
mineral salts at 30% solids in water. K & E Chemical Company, 
Miles Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44128. Telephone 216/751-9233. 

W-2. Acrylic resin emulsion at 10% solids in water. Okon, Inc., 
W. 13th Avenue, Lakewood, Colorado 80214. Telephone 303/232-3571. 

24. Okon Adobe Mix and Waterproofing. Experimental acrylic resin at 40% 
solids in water. Same source as No. 23. 

25. Okon S-2. A blend of waterproofing resins at 10% solids in hydro
carbon solvent. Source same as No. 23. 

26. Acryloid A-21. Acrylic ester resin at 30% solids in toluene. Same 
source as No. 1. 

27. Hydrozo Special Clear. Hydrozite gum at 15% solids in mineral spirits. 
Hydrozo Coatings Company, 855 West Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501. 
Telephone 402/477-6981. 

28. Thompson's Water Seal. Copolycarvitol at 10% solids in aniline. 
E. A. Thompson Company, Inc., 1333 Gough, San F~ancisco, California 
94109. Telephone 415/346-8610. 

29. Raylite D-36. Butyrate resin at· 36% solids in mineral solvents. 
Raylite Company, P. 0. Box 7218, Wilmington, Delaware 19803. 
Telephone 302/652-3904. 

30. Wendex Silicone Clear Water Repellent (Masury). Silicone resin in 
xylene solvent at 5% solids. Masury Paint Company, Division of 
Conchemco Inc., Baltimore, Maryland 21330. Telephone 301/837-2960. 

31. Unelko Water Repellent. (Chemical nature unknown), 10% solids in 
mineral spirits. Unelko Corp., 727 E. 110th St., Chicago, Illinois 
60628. Telephone 312/468-1700. ' 

32. White Roe Clear Masonry Sealer. (Chemical nature unknown), 6-10% 
solids in xylene solvent •. Mohawk Distributors, 2916 S. 40th St., 
Phoenix, Arizona 85040. Telephone 602/268-8861. 

33. Drylock Silicone. Silicone resin at 5% solids in mineral spirits 
solvent. United Gilsonite Laboratories, Scranton, Pennsylvania 18501. 
Telephone 717/344-1202. 
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34. Bakelite VMCH Vin~lite. Carboxylated vinyl resin at 100% solids. 
To use, dissolve in methyl ~thyl ketone or acetone solvent. Union 
Carbide Cor~c~~~!~n, Coatings Materials, 270 Park Avenue, New York, 
New York 10011. Telephone 212/551-4641. 

35. Methyl Methacrylate, in situ polymerization. Experimental system 
developed by Dr. William J. Burke, Department of Chemistry, Arizona 
State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281. Telephone 602/766-3266. 
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Results and Discussion 

Site Bc-236 

Fjgure 1 shows an outline of Bc-236 and locates those wall areas 

where repainting mortar test plots were established on July 31, 1975. 

An untreated control mortar and three chemically-treated mortars were 

utilized at this site. Each mortar treatment was used in four plots 

yielding exposures facing east, west, north, and south in an attempt to 

ascertain the effects of solar radiation and prevailing wind conditions 

on treatment life. This site was revisited on May 9, 1978, and obser

vations made of the treatment _plots after 33 months of exposure. The 

percentages of erosion loss reported are based on visual estimates only. 

Control Plots 

The mortar joints in the control plots were all repointed with 

untreated mud mortar on July 31, 1975. The control plots provide a base

line measure of the rate at which untreated mortar erodes and allows a 

visual evaluation of the relative effectiveness -of a chemical treatment 

in reducing this erosion rate. 

The four control plots all show~d considerable erosion when viewed 

on May 9, 1978. The capping mortar was almost entirely gone and the re

pointing mortar in the joints was from 60-100 percent eroded away in all 

four plots. Figure 2 shows the appearance of the north facing control 

plot on this date. 
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Figure 2: North Facing Control Plot at Site Bc-236 
after 33 months of exposure. 

Ba;~eli~e \:!CE Vinylite treatment, as reported earlier by Fenn 

Within three months of the treatment ap-

Plic.;.::.::.:::.!I t::e -:::::: be.~ started to turn a dark maroon color due to the 

infl:..:~.::..::.-_- -o= u:::::-~~~cl:t solar radiation~ 

..:- === t:::~ ·-~.=.:-=:: :;,:.:-=s were observed on May 9, 1978, much of the dis-

color...::. - -. 0 --- - _ 

- - · -=-~:: .::2.::. = ~~-==-=- or peeled away and the mortar looked reasonably 

good. 
---== ~~s:::.:-:..:-::-~=:::...:-n that initially occurs is unsatisfactory, however, 

and \r~--==-
.-..=.5 -==:.::.::..:._-=..~ ::-:=.. from further consideration as a mortar treatment. 

Primal 

- -- - - ~~=rs are all showing signs of significant erosion. Up 

to SO P--==-..::-.=-:'"=:: ::::-- :::.::=--== ::f the treated repointing mortar placed in the joints 

has ere.-=-=-:. -=- -... -=. __ 
-~~ material is an improvement over the control plots, 

but doe~ 
~e sufficiently effective to provP economical and 

c,a tisf ac- '.:: -=--· -= 
~ := -=-= a large scale. 
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Rhoplex E-330 Plots 

The Rhoplex E-330 plots are beginning to show somP si.P.ns ·-•~ ,11 ·_nor 

erosion. The capping mortar has eroded smooth and no brush marks are 

showing. The mortar joints are still r~sisting erosion well, however, 

with many surfaces still hear~ng the finishing brush marks from the 

time application 33 months earlier. 

Figure 3 shows the north facing Rhoplex E-330 plot as it appeared on 

May 9, 1978. A close examination of Figure 3 reveals that many of the 

mortar joints still show the finishing brush marks as mentioned earlier. 

The mortar shows considerable cracking·due to the bentonite clay present 

in the soil. This cracking, however, has not affected the durability of 

the test mortars in the E-330 plots. 

Figure 3: North facing Rhoplex E-330 plot at site 
Bc-236 as it appeare9 after 33 months 
of exposure. 

16 



In a SP'.>erP test of erosion resis;:ance, a 2. 5 x 6. 0 foot sect ion of 

intact~~!!~~~~ :.~d fallen over earlier due to basal erosion was repointed 

with E-330 treated mortar on July 31, 1975. The mortar joints in this plot 

have been exposed to direct vertical rainfall for over 33 months. Figure 4 

shows the plot's appearance o~ May 9, 1978. ExcPpt for a small hole that 

has eroded near the right center of the plot, the E-330 mortar is still 

intact. The surface is beginning·to erode, however, and about 1/4" of the 

mortar has been lost. This degree of erosion resistance shows that the 

Rhoplex E-330 has a promising potential as a repointing mortar additive. 

Figure 4: Rhoplex E-330 treated wall (note wall is lying 
horizontal on ground) at Site Bc-236 after 33 
months of exposure. 

17 



Site SJ-1912, Lizard House Ruin 

Figur~ 5 is a schematic diagram of Lizard House· Ruin and shows the 

locations of the treatment plots used in this study. Each treatment con

sisted of capping the top of the wall and repointing all of the joints in 

the face of the wall down to ground level. The wall height varied from 

seven feet in Room 12 down to two feet along the south wall of Room 17. 

Eight Rhom and Haas chemicals are being tested at Lizard House, 

namely: Rhoplex E-330, Rhoplex E-1141, Rhoplex AC-61, Rhoplex AC-634, 

Rhoplex SS-521, Acryloid A-21, Primal 863, and Primal 826. It was not 

possible to get complete cardinal direction exposures for all eight 

chemicals used at Lizard House due to a lack of suitable walls. 

Lizard House was revisited on May 9, 1978, and observations made of 

the treatment plots after 31 months of exposure. The reported percent

ages of erosion loss are visual estimates only. 

Control Plots 

The three control plots are all showing significant erosion. Up to 

75% of the untreated repainting mortar placed in the plots on October 9, 

1975, has been eroded away. 

Acryloid A-21 Plots 

• The -three Acryloid A-21 plots show very little erosion ~xcept for 

a slight smoothing of the capping mortar~ Finishing brush marks are 

still clearly evident on the mortar joints. The results achieved with 

most solvent-based chemicals in this study have been very unsatisfactory. 

The Acryloid A-21 is an exception to this result. It is performing very 
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well after 31 months of exposure. Less th~n 5% of thP tr~ated mortar 

applied in 1975 has thus far been er0d~~ ~:T~v. 

Primal 826 Plots 

The five Primal 826 plots have eroded smooth on the caps and some of 

the joints are also showing a slight erosion of the finishing brush marks. 

This material remains strong and intact overall. Less than 10% of the 

mortar applied in 1975 has been eroded away. 

Primal 863 Plot 

The one Primal 863 plot is beginning to show some minor erosion. The 

finishing brush marks on the mor~ar are beginning to erode smooth -in the 

joints and the capping ~s erodea smooth. Approximately 10% of th~ original· 

test mortar has been eroded. 

Rhoplex E-330 Plots 

The three E-330 plots show a .slight smoothing of the brush marks on 

the capping •. The mortar joints show very little erosion. Less than 5% of 

the original test mortar applied in 1975 has eroded away. 

Rhoplex SS-521 Plots 

The three Rhoplex SS-521 plots are showing slightly more erosion than 

the other Rhoplex products. The capping is very smooth and some of the 

mortar joints have also eroded smooth. It is estimated that 10-15% of the 

original test mortar has eroded away. 

Rhoplex AC-61, AC-634, E-1141 Plots 

The Rhoplex AC-61, Rhoplex AC-634, and Rhoplex E-1141 plots are all 

performing similarly with a smoothing of the capping mortar and very little 
20 



Figure 6: 

( 

Appearance of test adobes at Lizard House Ruin 
after 31 months of exposure. (See Figure 7 for 
identification of chemicals used.) 



erosion of the joints. Less than 5% of the original ·~st mortar has he~~ 

eroded away. 

Test Adobe Blocks 

In a severe test of erosion resistance, each chemically treated mortar 

was also formed into two 1' i 1' x 3.5'' adobe test blocks and set out on 

the ground across the arroyo from Lizard House. Figure 6 shows the 

appearance of these adobe blocks after 31 months of exposure. Figure 7 

shows the identification of the chemical used in each adobe test block. 

As can be seen in Figure 6, several of the products have not with

stood the 31 months of exposure. The two control adobes show considerable 

erosion and are baiely intact. The two Primal 863 adobes and one of the 

Rhoplex SS-521 adobes have completely disintegrated. The two Rhoplex 

E-1141 adobes are intact, but an estimated 50% of the original volume of 

both have eroded away, as is the case with the one Rhoplex SS-521 adobe 

still intact. The Acryloid A-21 adobes show some erosion, but are intact. 

The blocks showing the least damage after 31 months of exposure are 

the Rhoplex E-330, H20ut, Primal 826, Bakelite VMCH Vinylite, Rhoplex 

AC-634, and Rhoplex AC-61 adobes. The Rhoplex E-330 adobes appear overall 

to be the best of the samples tested. 

21 
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Pithouse Site SJ-29S 

The study plots at this site were terminated on·August 13, 1977, 

due to the complete failure of the spray treatments to resist pithouse 

wall erosion. 

Quoting from the Second Annual Chaco Canyon Research Report (R): 

"The results of this study demonstrate that the surface spray application 

of waterproofing chemicals to an exposed soil bank is not an effective 

long-term treatment. The surface soon cracks and moisture and wind get 

in behind the treatment and cause spalling and exfoliation of the sur

face. Erosion then is acc~lerated in the exposed areas of the surface.'' 

"Because of the serious damage occurring to the pithouse due to the 

failure of the treatments, it was decided to terminate this study. The 

pithouse has been backfilled to prevent further damage." 

The plans for digging a test "pithouse" and initiating a new 

series of pithouse wall stabilization tests during the summer of 1978 

·did not materialize. The transfer of the princ~pal investigator to 

the Western Regional Office and the shortage of funds at the Western 

Archeological Center were the principal reasons for the lack of progress 

in this regard. 

This important area of research should be given a high priority 

for Southwest Region research funds in the near future. 
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Moder?'"' Test "Ruin" 

Figure 8 shows a photograph of the modern test '-'ruin" as it 

appeared on May 10, 1978. The perimeter wall is clearly visible as is 

the continuously recording weather station and the sewage lift station. 

Also visible to the right (west) of the ruin are the adobe test blocks 

as shown in more detail in Figures 13 and 15. North is at the bottom of 

the photograph. 
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Figure 8: View of the modern test .,.,ruin" site 

on May 10, 1978. 

Figure 9 shows a schematic outline of the test "ruin" and the chemical 

prod~~t tested in each plot at the time of oiiginal construction in July 

1976. 
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The test plots are 4' long and 3~' high. An ayerage of 11 layers ~f 

Cliff House sandstone (9, 10) were used to construct each wall. Tbe ch£mi

cal products were assigned to each plot by a random~draw procedure and each 

treatment has a plot facing east, west, north, and south. An error in as

signment, however, resulted in Hydrozo having two south exposures and no 

north exposure and AC-61 having two north exposures and no south exposure. 

During construction of the test "ruin," the mortar between the 

layers of stone was intentionally left out of the exterior two inches of 

the wall on both sides. This then provided the space for repainting the 

joints with treated test mortar. 

The treatments were applied to the test plots on July 20 and 21, 1976. 

The chemicals wer~ first ~prayed onto t~e stone in each respective test 

plot and allowed to dry. The organic solvent-based materials were 

absorbed by the stone at a faster rate than the water-based chemicals. 

The one exception to this was the water-based K & E Penetrating Mineral 

Sealer which was absorbed by the stone at the fastest rate of all the 17 · 

chemicals tested at that time. 

Most of the chemicals caused a slight darkening of the stone. This 

effect was most noticeable when adjacent to an untreated control plot. 

The effect was indistinguishable when the entire length of a wall had 

been treated with chemicals. The most serious discoloration occurred 

with Rhoplex SS-521 and Acroloid A-21. Both of these che~icals, rather 

than darkening the stone, however, formed a chalky-white surface. When 

the site was revisited on May 10~ 1978, most of the treatment plot colors 

had faded to closely match the central plots during the 22 months of 

exposure. 
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After the stone tn,atments had been co1111,lctL·d. and allowed Lu dry, 

the repointing mortar treatments were applied·. The same chemical 

sprayed on the stone in a given plot was used to prepare the amended 

repuinting mortar for that plot. This allows for a direct contrast to 

be made between a chemical's effectiveness as a mortar amendment and 

as a stone preservative. 

Figure 10 shows a schematic of the modern test "ruin" as it 

appeared following the completion of the structure and the addition of 

the 18-inch-high perimeter wall on August 11, 1977. 

Figure 11 shows the location of all treatment plots after the 

replacement of several failed treatments with 5:1 soil-cement, Subind 

and Suferm rest plots on August 3, 1978. Figure 11, ~herefore, s~ows 

the current configuration of the modern test "ruin" in Chaco Canyon 

National Monument. The percentage erosion loss figures given are based 

upon visual estimates only. 

Solvent-Based Chemical Plots 

Most .of the hydrocarbon solvent-based chemicals tested on the 

modern "ruin" performed very poorly as mortar additives. The mud 

mortars prepared with organic solvent-based chemicals in almost every 

case were difficult to work with because of a lack of adhesive and 

cohesive properties. Also, when the subject morta~s dried, instead of 

forming hard adobe, they formed loose-grained powders that quickly 

crumbled out of the mortar joints. 
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The cause of this failure is the fact that o~ganic o, lvcnts 

flocculate the clay mineral fraction of a soil, thus ~nterfering with 

the bonding interaction between the sand and clay particles. This then 

prevents the formation of a uniform, bond~d, stable adobe mortar upon 

drying. 

The organic solvent-based chemicals that failed as mortar additives 

in this study were as follows: White Roe Clear Masonry Sealer, Thompson's 

Water Seal, Hydrozo Special Clear, Drylock Silicone (UGL), Okon S-2, 

Wendex Silicone Clear Water Repellent (Masury), and Acryloid A-21. 

The authors are unable to explain why Acryloid A-21 failed quickly 

in tests on the modern "ruin," but is performing very well in tests on 

Lizard House ruin. 

The one exception to this organic solvent chemical failure occured 

with Raylite D-36. This product produced a ·hard, stable mortar that 

still showed good erosion resistance in three out of four test plots 

after 22 months of exposure. The east facing Raylite D-36 plot, however, 

showed considerable erosion with an estimated 75% of the original mortar 

gone on May 10, 1978. 

It is recommended, based upon these results, that organic-based 

solvent chemicals not be used in making chemically amended repainting 

mortars. The properties of these products are simply incompatible in 

most cases with this particular usage. 

Control Plots 

The three control plots established in July 1976 are all showing con

siderable weathering, with 100% of the original mortar eroded away in the 
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( 

south and east fc. : ing plots. Th~ ,,.,rth f 3cing plot, as shown in Figure 

12, has lost appr=ximately 80% of its original test mortar. This shows 

that considerable erosion can occur to an exposed ruin in a relatively 

short time and further demonstrates the ueed for an effective mortar 

amendment. 

Figure 12~ North facing control plot in modern test 
"ruin" after 22 months of exposure. 

The east facing control plot was replaced by a methyl methacrylate 

in situ polymerization test plot o~ August 11, 1977. A new east facing 

control plot was placed in the newly built section of the "ruin" at 

that time, and it shows only minor erosion after nine months of exposure. 

Water-Based Chemical Plots: Failures 

Three water-based chemical products tested on the "ruin" have 

clearly failed to provide adequate protection and stabilization to the 

repainting ·mortar. These products are as follows: Union Carbide R-20, 
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K & E Mineral twaler, ind Rhoplex SS-521. The he products suffered a 

loss of 85-100% of the original repointing test mortar in a period of 

less than 22 months. 

Water-Based Chemical Plots: Moderate Effectiveness .. 
Four water-based chemical products tested on the "ruin" have thus far 

been moderately effective in reducing mortar erosion. These products 

are as follows: Rhoplex AC-61, Versacryr E No. 90, Okon W-2, and Union 

Carbide RE-280. These products are all showing some erosion, but are 

still largely intact and losses have been less than 20% of the original 

mortar applied. 

Water-Based Chemical Plots: Very Effective 

Eleven chemical products have thus far proven to be very effective 

in resisting erosion in amended mortar tests on the. "ruin." These 

products are Rhoplex E-330, Primal 826, Acryl 60, Okon Adobe Mix, Soil 

Seal, Daraweld-C, Petroset SB, .sarabond, Aerospray 70, Sonocrete, and 

Rhoplex MC-76. These products are all showing.little or no erosion in 

their test plots. 

It should be noted herein that. only the Rhoplex E-330 has been 

exposed to weathering for 22 months. The other 10 treatments have only 

been in place for 12 months. Additional time will be needed before any 

definite conclusions can be drawn about the long-range effectiveness of 

these 10 promising products. It could be significant, however, that in 

mud plaster tests at Bent's Old Fort National Historic Site (11, 12, 13), 

Acryl 60, Aerospray 70, Daraweld-C, and Soil Seal have all performed very 

well in resisting erosion. 
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Figure 13: ·Appearance of test adobe blocks at modern 
"ruin" on May 10, 1978 after 22 months of 
exposure (see Figure 14 for identification 
of chemical products used in each adobe 
block). 



In a test similar to that performed at Lizard HousP. adobe blocks 

were made of amended mortar for each chemical product tested on the modern 

"ruin.n These blocks were then placed on the ground just west of the 

"ruin" and allowed to weather. Figures 13 and 15 show the adobe blocks 

as they appeared on May 10, 1978. The adobe blocks in Figure 13 had 

undergone 22 months of weathering, and the blocks in Figure 15 had been 

weathering for nine months at the time the photos were taken on May 10. 

Figures 14 and 16 identify the chemical products· being tested in the 

adobe blocks of Figures 13 and 15 respectively. 

As can be seen in Figure 13, the following products have failed to 

survive the 22 months of exposure: K & E Mineral-Sealer, Okon W-2, White 

Roe, Hydrozo, Thompson's Water Seal, Okon S-2, and UGL Drylock Silicone. 

Several amended adobe blocks are still intact,.but showing consider

able erosion, namely: Union Ca-rbide R-20, Masury Wendex Silicone Clear 

Water Repellent, Versacryl E No. 90, and Rhoplex AC-61. 

The chemical products that appear to be performing well in the 

· adobe block weathering test include Raylite D-36, Union Carbide RE-280, 

Rhoplex E-330, and Unelko. 

The degree of erosion potential existing is demonstrated by the 

amount of erosion that has occured with the untreated control adobe 

block. This block, as seen in Figure 13, is intact but badly eroded. 

Almost 50% of the original volume of the block has been eroded away in 

the 22 months of exposure. 
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Figure 15: Appearance of ~est adobe blocks at modern 
"ruin" on May 10, 1978 after 9 months of 
exposure (see Figure 16 for identification 
of chemical product used in each adobe 
block). 
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Figure 15 shows 12 additional chemically amended adobe i)~Jcks that 

were made on August 13, 1977. They had, therefore, been ~eathering for 

nine months when the photograph was taken on May 10, 1978. The unamended 

control block is beginning to erode badly. 

Only the Sarabond block of the treated adobes is showing much 

erosion. The Primal 826 block is badly cracked and several other adobes 

also show cracks. This cracking, however,· is due to the bentonitic soil 

and to handling during production of the adobes and is therefore not due 

to the chemical treatments themselves. 

Both sets of adobe blocks, those made in 1976 and those made in 1977, 

should be monitored over the next several years. This severe erosion 

resistance test is a very effective method for det~rmining how long a 

chemical product can provide mortar erosion protection. 
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L~boratorv Analvsis 

During the winter and spring of 1978, a thorough laboratory analysis 

of wet and dry unconfined compressive strength and soaking stability of 

the chemically amended mortars was conducted. 

Each of the 23 water-based chemical products tested in this study 

(Primal 863 and Union Carbide RE-280 were deleted) were mixed with Chaco 

test soil to produce mortars with a chemical content of 1%, 2~%, or 5% 

on a weight replacement basis in the final dried mud. These mortars 

were then placed in standard 1.25-inch diameter by 2.5-inch long cylin

drical test molds and compacted to a standard dry density of 100 lbs/ft3. 

After drying for 24 hours, the molds were removed and the samples allowed 

to cure for at least 30 days under laboratory atmospheric conditions. 

After curing, duplicate mortar cylinders for each chemical product· 

were tested to failure on the unconfined compressio~ testing instrument 

in the laboratory. Two additional mortar cylinders were submerged in 

water for one hour and then tested to failure on the unconfined compres

sive testing instrument. A fifth sample for each chemical product was 

submerged in water and soaked for seven days with the physical condition 

of the sample noted every 24 hours. 

Air-Dry Unconfined Compressive Strength 

Table 1 shows the re~ults of the unconfined compressive strength 

analysis for the- air-dried samples following a minimum of 30 days curing 

time. Oven-dried moisture determinations of the failed samples showed 

a percent moisture content of less than I.Si. in all samples tested. 
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Table 1: Results of unconfined compressive strength testing.of chemically 
amended mortar 1.25-inch diameter by 2.5-inch long cylinders 
after a minimum of 30 days curing under laboratory condit~ons.* 

Chemical Product 

Aerospray 52 
Aerospray 70 
Subind 
Suferm 
Rhoplex E-1141 
Rhoplex E-330 
Rhoplex MC-76 
Rhoplex AC-634 
Rhoplex AC-61 
Rhoplex SS-521 
Primal 826 
Sonocrete 
K&E Mineral Sealer 
Acryl 60 
Durak 
Daraweld-C 
Versacryl E No. 90 
Okon W-2 
Okon Adobe Mix 
Union Carbide R-20 
Soil Seal 
Sarabond 
Petroset SB 
Control (100 lbs/ft3) 
Control (105 lbs/ft3) 

% Chemical solids by weight in air-dried mortar 
1% 2~% 5% 

162 
593 
140 

91 
174 
592 
616 
560 
526 
456 
356 
516 

72 
688-
543 
578 
155 
170 
518 
494 
467 
326 
165 

Unconfined Compressive Strength, PSI** 

307*** 
277*** -

200 
957 

76 
100 
230 
898 
854 
551 
522 
363 
268 
720 
130_ 
764 
702 
604 
300 

. 372 
586 
638 
687 
300 
130 

452 
1008 

94 
96 

318 
1075 

882 
722 
569 
205 
727 
953 
as 

862 
1026 

890 

510 
849 
884 
174 

75 

*Cylinders were ground to make ends approximately flat and parallel. No 
capping was used. 

**Average from two cylinders 
***0% Chemical solids 
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Two (..L_ tica ls, namely, APrc.spr2.y 52 ,md Durak, were included in the 

laboratory tests and the resn1 t-~ are shown in Table 1. These two p_roducts, 

however, have not yet been placed in test plots for field testing in Chaco 

Canyon. The Aerospray 52 performed so poorly in the laboratory tests 

that it will not be placed under field testing. 

The 1% chemical solids mortar in Table 1 corresponds roughly to 

using a 3.8% solids by weight solution of chemical to make a mortar of 

workable consistency. .. 

The 2~% chemical solids morcar corresponds closely to the result of 

using an 8.9% solids by weight solution of chemical to make a mortar. 

Therefore, most of the field tests conducted at BC-236, SJ-1912, and the 

''ruin" relate closely to this-val,ue of 2~% chemical solids by-weight in 

the air-dried mortar. 

The 5% chemical solids mortar would be closely approxima~ed by 

using a chemical solution.containing 16% solids by weight to make a 

suitable mortar. 

Examining the 2~% chemical solids column -of Table 1, which cor

responds closely to the mortar mixes placed in field test in Chaco 

Canyon to date, and using a minimu~ compressive strength criteria of 600 

psi, there are nine products that iook promising. These products are: 

Aerospray 70, Rhoplex E-330, Rhoplex MC-76, Sonocrete, Acryl 60, Durak, . 
Daraweld-C, Union ·carbide R-20, and Soil Seal. 

Wet Unconfined Compressive Strength 

Since water is the main erosive agent of concern to the ruins stabilizer, 

and because wet soils (even chemically amended soils) have less erosion 
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resistence and lower shC'ar !=:tr:-·ngth than dry soils, it was necessary to 

evaluate the compressive stength of moist samples as well as dry. Table 

2 shows the results of this study. It is quite obvlous that the performance 

of most of the chemical products is dramatically altered by being submerged 

in water for one hour. As seen in the 2~% chemical solids column, none 

of the products meet the 600 psi criteria. In the 5% chemical solids 

column, only Rhoplex E-330 and Union Carbide R-20 meet the criteria, 

with Acryl 60 and Durak coming very close to meeting it. 

This wet unconfined compressive strength test was performed under 

conditions much more stringent than is li~ely to be encountered under 

normal field conditions. It does, however, give a good indication of 

the limits of the stabilizing potential of organie polymers. 

Seven-Day Soaking Test 

In another severe laboratory test of treatment effectiveness, .one 

tes.t cylinder for each chemical product was placed in a 500 ml. breaker 

full of water. The effect of this submergence on the appearance and 

stability of the test cylinders was monitored periodically over a seven

day period. The cylinders were not agitated or moved during the soaking 

period. The results of·this test are summarized in Table 3. 

The following chemical products failed to withstand the soaking test 

at any of the three percentage chemical solids levels: Subind, Rhoplex 

E-1411, Rho.plex SS-521, Okon Adobe Mix, and Sarabond. 

Several products showed good soaking stability at 5% chemical 

solids but disintegrated at 1% and 2~% chemical solids. These products 
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Table 2: Rc>suj 1 .; of unconfined c'ompressive stn .. n:;th (psi) tl'sting of 
chemL .. 31ly amended mortar 1. 25-inch d.ii ... i.,eter by 2". 5-inch long 
cylinders after a minimum of 30 days curing under laboratory 
cuu<l.iLlons and then soaking in water for one hour, and th~ 
percentage moisture absorbed durine the one~hour submersion.* 

Chemical Product 

Aerospray 52 
Aerospray 70 
Subind 
Suferm 
Rhoplex E-1141 
Rhople·x E-330 
Rhoplex MC-76 
Rhoplex AC-634 
Rhoplex AC-61 
Rhoplex SS-521 
Primal 826 
Sonocrete 
K&E Mineral Sealer 
Acryl 60 
Durak 
Daraweld-C 
Versacryl E No. 90 
Okon W-2 
Okon Adobe Mix 
Union Carbide R-20 
Soil Seal 
Sarabond 
Petroset SB 
Control 

(100 lbs/ft3) 
Control 

(105 lbs/ft3) 

% Chemical solids by weight in air-dried mortar 
1% 2~% 5% 

psi** % HzO** psi** % H20** psi** % H20** 

14 
24 

0 
6 

12 
13 
82 

127 
14 

0 
24 

345 
0 

50 
62 
17 

0 
16 
61 

303 
82 

0 
20 

16.6 
14.7 

*** 
19.8 
17.4 
15.0 
9.9 
7.5 

14.9 
*** 

10.8 
4. 3. -
*** 

12.0 
9.9 

15.1 
19.7 
15.4 

9. 6-. 
2.3 
8.7 
*** 

12.2 

18 
111 

0 
17 

0 
20 
94 
95 
14 

0 
18 

496 
0 

322 
113 

30 
15 

176 
22 

469 
242 

0 
20 

18.6 
9.3 
*** 

17.7 
*** 

12.9 
7.3 
9.5 

17.6 
*** 

19.8 
3.4 
*** 
6.0 
7.9 

11.0 
19.4 
16.0 
13.2 

2.1 
6.9 
*** 

11.4 

50 
290 

20 
23 

0 
696 
366 
177 

16 
0 

25 
444 

11 
564 
558 

28 
*** 
*** 
310 
869 

29 
0 

16 

13.3 
6.8 

15.3 
18.5 

*** 
2.1 
4.1 
7.6 

19.7 
*** 

12.3 
2.1 

17.1 
4.6 
4.2 

14.3 
*** 
*** 
4.5 
2.0 
9.5 
*** 

12.2 

No chemicals used. Cylinders disintegrated within 2 
minutes. Unco~fined compressive strength of zero. No 
% H20 r~adings 'possible. 

*Cylinders were ground to make ends approximately flat and parallel. No 
capping was used. 

**Average from two cylinders 
***Samples disintegrated. No% H20 readings possible. 
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Table 3: ft~-,earance of test cylind~1b after seven days submPrged in water 
ar:·i percent moisture absorb,_ .i by selected sample's during 
submersion. 

i. Chemical % H20 
Chemical Product Solids in Water Soaking Test Results Absorbed 

Aerospray 52 li. Sample disintegrated within 
36 hours of submersion 

2~% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 20. 7% Hi{) 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 17.0% HzO 

Aerospray 70* 1% Sample not tested 
2~% Sample not tested 
5% Sample not tested 

Subind 1% Sample disintegrated within 
2 minutes of submersion 

2~% Sample disintegrated within 
2 minutes of submersion -

5% Sample showed major damage 
after 7 days soaking 

Suferm 1% Sample showed major damage 
after 7 days soaking 

2~% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days soaking 20.0% H20 

5% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days soaking 21.0% H20 

Rhoplex E-1141 1% Sample showed major damage 
after 7 days soaking 23.0% HzO 

2~% Sample disintegrated within 
30 minutes of submersion 

5% Sample disintegrated within 
48 hours of submersion 

Rhoplex E-330 1% Sample disintegrated within 
8 hours of submersion 

2~% Sample disintegrated within 
96 hours of submersion 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 14.0% HzO 
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Table J Con't 

% Chemical % H20 
Chemir.al Products Solid in Water Soaking Tebt Results Absorbed 

Rhoplex MC-76 1% Sample disintegrated within 
4 hours of submersion 

2~% Sample disintegrated within 
7 days of submersion 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 19.0% H20 

Rhoplex AC-634 1% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 

2~% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 

Rhoplex AC-61 1% Sample disintegrated within 
8 hours of submersion 

2~% Sample disintegrated within 
96 hours of submersion 

,.,.-..., 5% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 

Rhoplex SS-521 1% Sample disintegrated within 
2 hours of-submersion 

2~% Sample disintegrated within 
4 hours of submersion 

5% Sample disintegrated within 
24 hours of submersion 

Primal 826 1% Sample showed no damage 
. after 7 days of submersion 23.6% H20 

2~% _Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 22.9% H20 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days -of submersion 24.4% H20 

Sonocrete 1% Sample showed no damage 
aft.er 7 days of submersion 17.9% H20 

2~% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 18.5% H20 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 16.5% H20 

~ 
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Table 3 Con't 

% Chemical 
Chemical Product Solid in Water 

K&E Mineral Sealer 1% 

5% 

Acryl 60 1% 

2~% 

5% 

Durak* 1% 
2~% 
5% 

( ,-..... Daraweld-C 1% 

2~% 

5% 

Versacryl E No. 90 1% 

2~% 

5% 

Okon W-2 1% 

2~% 

5% 

Okon Adobe Mix 1% 

2~% 

5% 

,,,,,....... 

% H20 
Soaking Test Results Absorbed 

Sample disintegrated within 
2 minutes of submersion 

Sample disintegrated within 
24 hours of submersion 

Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 19.0% H20 

Sample disintegrated within 
6 hours of submersion 

Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 20.5% H20 

Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 20.1% H20 

Sample not tested 
Sample not tested 
Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 23.0% H20 

Sample disintegrated after 
5 days of submersion 

Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 

Sample showed no damage 
after ·7 days of submersion 

Sample disintegrated within 
8 hours of submersion 

Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 26.0% H2o 

Sample not tested 

Sample showed major damage 
after 7 days of submersion 23.0% H20 

Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days·of submersion 21.0% H20 

Sample not tested 

Sample disintegrated within 
7 days of submersion 

Sample disintegrated within 
5 days of submersion 

Sample showed major change 
after 7 days of submersion 24.2% H20 
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Table J :on't 

I. Chemical '% H20 
Chemical Product Solids in Water Soaking Test Results Absorbed 

Union Carbide R-20 1% Sample disintegrated within 
7 days of submersion 

2~% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 11.6% H20 

5% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 12.4% H20 

Soil Seal 1% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 21.9% H20 

2~% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 19.8% H20 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 21.4% H20 

Sarabond 1% Sample disintegrated within 
15 minutes of submersion 

2~%. Sample disintegrated within 
15 minutes of submersion 

5% Sample disintegrated within 
15 minutes of submersion 

Petroset SB 1% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 20.8% H20 

2~% Sample showed minor damage 
after 7 days of submersion 19.6% H20 

5% Sample showed no damage 
after 7 days of submersion 19.1% H20 

Control 
(100 lbs/ft3) Sample disintegrated within 

2 minutes of submersion 

Control 
(105 lbs/ft3) Sample disintegrated within 

2 minutes of submersion 

*Aerospray 70 inadvertently overlooked in this study at all three chemical 
solids levels. Durak inadvertently overlooked at 1% and 2~% chemical solids 
level. 
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were: Rhoplex E-330, Rhoplex MC-76, Rhoplex AC-61, and K & E Mineral 

Sealer. 

Aerospray 52, Suferm, Rhoplex AC-634, Acryl 60, Daraweld-C, Versacryl 

E No. 90, Okon W-2, and Union Carbide R-20 all performed very well at 

the 2~% and 5% chemical solids levels, but failed at 1% solids. 

Five products resisted soaking damage at all three percentage chemical 

solids levels t~sted, namely: Rhoplex AC-634, Primal 826, Sonocrete, 

Soil Seal, and Petroset SB. 

It is interesting to note that several of the products that resisted 

disintegration during the submersion still allowed the absorption of more 

than 20% water by oven-dry weight. Of the samples that performed well, 

t~e 5% chemical solids samples of Union Carbide R-20 and Rhoplex E-330 

only absorbed 11.6% and 14% moisture respectively. The remaining intact 

samples absorbed 16-26% moisture while still retaining their cylindrical 

shape. 
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Site Bc-236 

The results of 33 months of Lesting at Site_Bc-236 have shown that 

chemical amendments. can be effective in providing mortar erosion pro

tection and can greatly extend the time between cyclic maintenance 

repairs. The results also show, however, that the decision to use such 

products should be carefully researched. One product, Bakelite VMCH 

Vinylite, quickly suffered .ultraviolet discoloration and another product, 

Primal 863, was not very effective in resisting erosion. Rhoplex E-330 

and Primal 826 are both performing well after this prolonged exposure. 

Site SJ-1912 

The rapidly weathering control plots at Lizard House show the 

erosive forces that work against a ruin. Even so, most of the products 

in test in this ruin are performing well in the mortar joints. However, 

when made into adobe blocks and placed out in direct exposure to weather

ing, several products such as Primal 863, Rhoplex SS-521, Rhoplex E-1141, 

and Acryloid A-21 have not fared so well. Rhoplex E-330, Primal 826, Rhoplex 

AC-634, and Rhoplex AC-61 adobe blo~ks all are in good shape after 31 

months of exposure. 

Pithouse Site SJ-299 

This study evaluated the potential effectiveness of spray applica

tions of various chemical products in providing erosion protection to 

pithouse walls. Rhoplex E-330, E-1141, AC-61, AC-634, and SS-521, as well 

as Primal 826, Primal 863, Bakelite VMCH Vinylite, and Acryloid A-21 were 

tested. 50 



All of the treatment plots failed and began to' ercd·? badly within a few 

months of application. This study was terminated?~~~~~~ pithouse back

filled to prevent further erosion damage. 

This particular aspect of ruins stabilization needs more research 

funding and should be given a high priority for future work. It is 

recommended that a modern test "pithouse" be dug at a suitable location 

for this research. 

Modern Test "Ruin" 

Research efforts at the test "ruin" have shown that hydrocarbon 

solvent~based chemicals should not be used for making amended mortar. 

The organic solvent flocculates the clay particles in the soil and-inter

feres with the clay-sand binding properties. The result is a loose, 

powdery soil rather than a hard mortar upon drying. Therefore, product 

Nos. 25-35 in the "chemicals tested" section of this report should not be 

used for repainting mortar amendments. 

Several water-based chemicals are performing very well thus far at 

the "ruin" in both repainting mortar and adobe block weathering tests. 

These products are Rhoplex E-330, Primal 826, Soil Seal, Daraweld-C, 

Aerospray 70, Acryl 60, Sarabond, Rhoplex MC-76, Okon Adobe Mix, Sono

crete, and Petroset SB. 

Most of the t-ests at the "rui'n'' are still of too short a· duration 

to draw definitive conclusions, however~ and these plots will be moni

tored over the next several years for effective~ess. 
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Laboratory Tests 

A series of wet and dry uncc~f~~ 0 ~ compressive strength and soaking 

tests were conducted in the Western Archeological Center laboratory. 

The products which performed best in these laboratory tests were 

Primal 826, Soil Seal, Rhoplex E-330, Aerospray 70, Durak, Daraweld-C, 

Rhoplex MC-76, Union Carbide R-20, Acryl 60, and Sonocrete. 

Future Studies 

The study plots established thus far in this study should be main

tained and monitored over the next five years. The results thus far 

show that chemical amendments can be-effective in slowing the erosion 

of ~epointing mortar. Th!s monitoring should be carried on in order to 

get a good estimate of the actual length of time amended mortars will 

last. This information will be useful to the manager in estimating 

maintenance cycles needed. 

-
This monitoring time is also needed in order to fully answer the 

concerns about ultraviolet stability of these chemical products. 

As mentioned earlier, studies are also needed on effective means of 

controlling pithouse wall erosion problems. This cultural stage of 
. 

occupation in Chaco Canyon is currently not. interpreted for the -~isitor 

due to the lack of technology to protect the exposed pithouse without 

unduly intruding upon the prehistoric scene. 
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Soils when used as an unamended mortar will develop dry densities 

of 100 to 110 lbs/cu ft. A compaction test (moisture-cl~~~:~'' relation

ship) was done on a sample of the Chaco soil to be used for test cylinder. 

Consistency limits tests for the Chaco soil were run. The liquid 

limit was found to be 22% moisture. The liquid limit is the moisture 

content at which a soil will begin to flow (liquify), and is comparable 

to the consistency that a soil is used at in the field as a mortar. 

Based on the compaction test and the liquid limit, 100 lbs/cu ft was 

chosen as the appropriate dry density for the test cylinders. 

Compressive strength for a given soil will vary.directly with 

density (unit weight). It is therefore.important tha~ the densities for 

all test cylinders remain the same so that changes in compressive strength 

are related only to the additives used. It was found that more uniform 

cylinders were produced by raising the moisture content to 25%, and the 

unit wet weight to 125 lbs/cu ft respectively. A set amount of material 

was put into the cylinder and compacted to .a set volume, thus holding 

density constant. 

The cylinders, after curing as listed in the body of the report, 

were tested for compressive strength on a Soil Test Versa Tester 1000. 

The seven-day soaking test was used as developed by Dr. Hassan A. 

Sultan, College of Engineering, University of Arizona. 

All test procedures at the Materials Laboratory, Western Archeolo

gical Center, are based on ASTM (American Society of Testing and Materials) 
-

- standards as applicable. 
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NPS AREA: Chaco Canyon National Monument 

SOIL: Trash pit soil 

LOCATION: Trash pit 

I. SOIL TEST RESULTS 

A. Particle Size Characterization 

1. Total Texture Class: Sandy loam 

% Sand (2mm-.05mm) .... . 
% Silt (.0Smm-.002mm) ... . 
% Clay (less than .002mm) .. 

Total •....•.. 

2. Sand Sieve Analysis (2mm~.05mm) 

% l.Omm-2.0mrn (very coarse) 
% l.Omm-0.Smm (coarse) .. 
% 0.5mm-0.25mm (medium) •. 
% 0.25mm-0.10mm (fine) .•.• 
% 0.10mm-0.05nun (very fine) • 

Total. 

B. Chemical Characterization 

1. General 

• /II •• 

74.0 
11.0 
15.0 

100.0% 

1. 33 
6.40 

18.45 
62.19 
11.60 

-· 100. 00% 

pH of Soil Paste .. ·:·........... R.1 
CalciuQ Carbonate (Li~e) Equivalent%. 1.78 
Cat~on Exchange Capacity (me/lOOg). . • . . . 9.14 

2. Analysis Of Soil Water Extract (1:5 Soil To Water) 

Electroconductivity (rnmho/cm) ••.••••• 
Soluble Salts. (parts per million) 
pH. • . . . . . • • • • • • . . . • . 
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c. 

- 2-

Calcium (milligrams/liter*) ••••. 
Magnesium (milligrams/liter*) 
Sodium (milligrams/liter*) .•••••. 
Chlorine (milligrams/liter*) •••••. 
Sulfate (milligrams/Ii ter,'c) . . • • . . 
Ricarbonate (milligrams/liter*) ... . 
Carbonate (milligrams/liter*) .... . 
Nitrate (milligrams/liter*) .. 

. . . 
27.0 

~. l 

11.2 
6.0 
6.0 

53.7 
0.0 
2.0 

*Milligrams/liter is approxim~tely equal to parts per million. 

Clay Minerology 

Clay Type 

Montmorillonite 
Hica (illite) 
Vermiculite 
Chlorite 
Kaol_inite 
Interstratif ied· 

Tendencv To Crack 

high 
low 

medium 
low 
low 

low to medium 

Relative Proportion· 
Present In This Soil: 

None (0) to Dominant (5) 

4 
3 
4 
0 
3 
1 

I I. SOIL CEMENT TEST RESULTS 

A. Strength. 

Soil-Cement 
Ratio 

4:1 
n:1 

10:1 

Unconfined Compressive 
Strength (psi) 

380 
281; 
145 

2. Effects Of Sand Additions On A 6:1 Soil-Cement 

Sand Type 

Chaco, Big Wash 

% Sand Acjded 

60 

0 
20 

·40 
60 

Unconfined 
Compressive Strength (psi) 

286 
282 
250 
201 



B. C,1ni 11 :ir, Waler P.i:a· -- ~ -- - ----

1. yar1ous Soil-Cement Ratios 

Soil-Cement Ratio 

1:0 
10:1 

6:1 
4:1 

Capillary Rise (Ft) 

17.4 
16.7 
17.4 

2. Effects Of Sand Additions On A 6:1 Soil-Cement 

Sand Type 

Chaco, Big Wash 

% Sand Added 

0 
20 
40 
60 

Capillary Rise (Ft) 

16.7 
11.4 

7.9 
4.8 

III. STONE TEST RESULTS 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Source: Rock Pit 
Chettro Kettle 
Pueblo Alto 

Description: .Rock Pit: Relatively friable, fine grained sandstone 
Chettro Kettle: Well indurated (cemented) sandstone 
.Pueblo Alto: Friable, fine grained sandstone 

Compressive Strength (psi): 
Rock Pit: 2210 
Che~tro Kettle: 17,790 
Pueblo Alto: 1290 
Esti~ated Capillary Rise Potential (ft.): 
Rock Pit: 63 
Chettro Kettle: 5.4 
Pueblo Alto: Greater than 70 

E. Comments: 
The Chettro Kettle stone is very hard, strong sandston~ that 

resists moisture movement. The Rock Pit and Pueblo Alto stone 
are very similar friable, fine grained sandstone that readily 
transmit water by capillary action. 
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IV. EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

A. Use Of Soil In Soil-Cement Mixes 

1. Compressive Strength Comparison (psi) 

a. Stone sample: Rock Pit, 2210; Chettro Kettle, 17,790; 
Pueblo Alto, 1,290 

b. 4:1 soil-cement: 380 

c. 6:1 soil-cement: 286 

d. 10:1 soil-cement: 145 

e. Comment: Any soil-cement used should .be weaker than 
the stone. This soil meets this criteria at all soil
cement ·ratios tested and for all three stone types. 

2. Cap'illary Rise Comparisons (ft) 

3. 

a. 

b. 

Stone sample: Rock Pit, 63; Chettro Kettle, 5.4; 
Pueblo Alto,~70 
4: 1 soil-cement: 17 4 . 

c. 6:1 soil-cement: 16. 7--

d. 10:1 soil-cement: 15.7 

e. Comment: Any soil-cement used should have a hi~h~r capillary 
potential than the stone to ensure that destructive moisture 
is drawn out of the stone into the mortar. 
This soil meets this criteria for Chettro Kettle at all 
soil-cement levels ·testee. This soil fails to meet the 
criteria for Rock Pit stone and Pueblo Alto. These two 
stones have such a high capillary potential that few soils 

Addition Of Sand To 6:1 Soil-Cement could meet the criteria. 

a. % Sand -Added Compressive Strength (psi) · 

0 286 
20 2R2 
40 250 
60 201 

b. · Comments: This soil contains 74% sand naturally. It is 
recommended that sand.!!£! be added when making a soil-
cement mix. 
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B. Use Of Soil As Unamended Mud Mortar Or Plnstcr 

1. F~.·ticle Size Distribution: Optimum soil i~ a sandy ionm 
with a particle size distribution of 20-25% c]av, fi0-70% sand, 
an6 0-10% silt. Silt is not desirable since it docs riot bind 
a~ well as clay, and does not provide strength as does coarse 
s~nd. · 
This soil is slightly high in silt and low in clay, but is 
close enough to still be suitable. 

2. Sand Size Distribution: Coarse sand is much sunerior to fine 
sand because fine sand is similar to silt in properties. 
The sand in this soil is 74% fine or very fine. This is not 
good for yielding maximum strength. 

3. Cla·y Mineral Composition: Some clay typ~s exhibit extreme 
shrinking and swelling upon absorption or desorption of water. 
This causes cracking and the mortar will deteriorate faster 
than mortars with more stable clay types. This soil contains: 

Acceptably low level of swelling clays 
-- Moderate level of swelling clays 
__x_ Excessive level of swelling clays. 

4. Soluble Salts: Soils used for unamended mortars should have a 
soluble salt level lower than 1000 nnrts per million. Excessive 
salts weaken the mortar, attract hygroscopic moisture, and form 
harmful salt efflorescence and subflorscence. This soil contains 

X Acceptably low salt content 
~- Excessively high salt content. 

5. Liquid Limit (% Water): 20%. This is the percent by weight wate 
at which the soil will have the most workable and satisfactory 
consistency. 

6. Summary Comments: This soil only contains 15% clay, but ~ost of 
the clay is the swelling and shrinking type. This will r .. os t 
likely cause cracking problems which will shorten the lifetime 
of any mortar treatments. A test adobe should be ma~e to test 
for cracking potential. An alternative soil source should be 
found if too much cracki~g occurs. 
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Documentation 

Whenever you repair a wall, backfill a room, remove or install 
a utility or drainage system, or perform any such alteration, it 
is critical that you make photographic, graphi"c (drawings), and 
written records of your work. Documentation of any work affecting 
cultural resources is required by law. Alteration of utility or 
drainage systems that affect cultural resources must be documented 
because of preservation laws and is dictated by the needs of proper 
management. 

Whenever you perform such work, be sure to do the following: 

Make a complete photographic record of the wall or the 
other architectural item or utility, or drainage system, 
or trail before you begin work. 

Compile a complete written record of the item to be 
affected before you begin work (for an example, see the 
Ruins Stabilization Record sheet, this section). 

Make photo and written records of work "in progress" for 
all but routine maintenance stabilization. 

When work is completed, compile complete photo and written 
records or work as it is when finished •. Include drawings 
and written records of systems in this manual. File extra 
photos (see your Park Ranger). 

All your photos, drawings, and written records must be 
contained in a completion report which you will retain 
at the area. 

If you have darkroom expertise, the NALA darkroom at AZRU 
is available for your use. Otherwise, make arrangements 
with the NALA Preservation Specialist. He/she can also 
help you in the planning and construction of your completion 
report. 



Activity Standards 

Working Drawings and Specifications for 
Historic Structures 

Working drawings and specifications for the preservation, 
restoration, or reconstruction of historic structures shall 
be considered satisfactory when, in addition to meeting other 
applicable standards, they: 

1. Record conditions existing prior to preservation, restora
tion, or reconstruction. 

2. Docl.llnent all known proposed changes to the structure. 

3. Specify materials that wili be compatible with the original 
fabric. 

4. Specify craftsmanship as well as material and design to 
assure that surface textures are compatible with the original 
fabric. 

5. Provide for recovery and ownership of artifacts. 

6. Provide for protection of historic resources, including 
grounds and historic setting, during construction. 

7. Provide for changes due to unforeseen structural problems 
or new evidence of historic appearance, and such changes are 
recorded as an addition co the original docmnents. 

8. Provide for the qualifications of contractors when special 
skills are required. 

9. Insure installation of adequate fire detection and suppression 
system. 

10. Provide humidity and temperature control when the historic 
fabric and contents of the building warrant. 

11. Insure that modern utilities and structural reinforcement 
do not intrude on the historic scene. 

December 21, 1971 
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Ruins.Preservation Record 

National Monument Date ------------·------ ---------Structure Room Kiva Other ---------------- ·-- --- -----Repair involves: Wall N S E . W ; Roof Floor ----- _ _;.... __ _ 
La~t prior repair (Report Author# date)·~---------------

Archi tecture: Standing ·stories Smoked - -------- ------------Burne 'd -------------- --------------------· Standing roof Masonry Jacal Other (Specify)'": ---------- --- ---
Roo_ m.~.plan Long axis Foundation ------------ --- --------Room situated -------------------------------

.. ~oom/Kiva N ________ S _________ E_-___ ·.-_:· _----_--_W _____ _ 

Ot~er notes=--------------------------------------

Roof type: ·-··Pueblo (primary. & secondary beams, etc.) ________ _ 
Other Unknown ----------Floor type: · ·Adobe ___ Flagstone ___ Other _____________ _ 
Unknown ---

General .condition of--this::.unit prior'·to this: repair -{critical, very. 
poor, poor, average, good, very good, excellent) ------.....----Preservation llla t er i al s, technique: Fresh·stone · Site stone _____ _ 
Soil mortar;· Fortified soil mortar ______________________ _ 

... Soil pla~tez.: -~ Fortified soil ·plaster ___________ _ 
Soil cement ------------------Other __________________ .;_... _______________________ ~--~ 

-.,.:_. _.... ______________________________________ _ 
· · · ·· Standard masonry techniques ___ Special techniques _________ _ 

_ :Fur~er no~~~-----------------------------------------------

- Work started Finished ------------ -----------------Approximate -work days ---



Defects: North wall: basal stone erosion (extreme, severe, heavy, 
mediwn, moderate, light) _______ ~-------

veneer stone erosion ----------------mortar- erosion ----------------9th er 

South· wall:- -basal stone ~rosion_-·------------
veneer stone erosion ---------------mortar erosion 

other 

East wall: basal stone erosion 
·Veneer stone erosion 

· mortar erosion 
other 

--------------

West wall: basal stone erosion 

Other notes, defects: 

veneer stone erosion 
mortar erosion 

other 

--------------



-.:• . 

North wall: 

.. .. .South wall: 

Architectural Details 
(doorways, ventilators, lintels, etc~) 

_______ .,.__ _______________________ _ 

-. 

--------------------------------



East wall: -------------------------------

- west--wall: 
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Safety 

Safety, for discussivn here, can be broken into 4 major categories: 
Proper use and care of tools and equipment; personal gear, use 
and care; materials; dangerous insects and animals. 

For details, see Supervisor's Safety Manual. 



Proper Use and Care of Tools and Equipment 

OSHA, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, governs the 
use and ~are of tools and equipment used by employees. Following 
is a list of tools and equipment and safety tips for them. These 
are drawn from the book, Supervisors Safety Manual. 



hammers: 

chisels: 

replace brittle, cracked, splintered, or broken handles. Be 
sure head is secure. Inspect often for signs qf potential 
metal splinters. 

repair burred heads by grinding off bu~red areas. Safe-cnci 
tools when possible. 

electric cords: keep away from heat, sharp objects, and petroleum oils. 
Check for exposed or unconnected wires. 

generators: install ground fault interrupter and test weekly. Install. 
proper ground rod. 

mortar mixers: forbid employees to reach into the mixing drum with hands 
or tools until the mixing paddles are disengaged from the 
engine and have completely stopped. 

scaffolding: make sure that braces are on properly, that the system is 
complete (all components in use), that it is level with proper 
feet and leveling jacks, and that guard rails have been 
installed. 

ladders: be sure they are in good repair, select the right length for 
the j~b, and set it up properly with feet firmly planted and 
ladder at about 75 degree angle to wall. 



Ladder Length Required 

Wall Height 

0-9 ft. 

10-13 

14-17 

18-21 

22-25 

26-28 

29-32 

(From Chambers, 1976:33) 

Ladder Length 

16 ft. 

20 

24 

28 

32 

36 

40 



Personal Safety Gear 

OSHA also requires certain safety gear for certain 

jobs. The following list describes applications for 

and care of personal safety gear. Whatever safety 

gear you require, you must provide or pay for. 



goggles: 

footgear: 

hard hats: 

respiratory 
protection: 

use goggles whenever there is the .potential of eye 
damage or irritation - .dusty areas, when working 
with mortar slurries, and especially when hammering 
or chipping. For stabilization work, choose goggles 
that give all-round protection (e .. g. chipper's goggles). 
Clean goggles with mild soap and water. Do not allow 
extra ventilation holes to be cut into goggles. 

stabilization work requires steel toes. Boots are 
preferred because they provide lower leg protection and 
extra support for ankles. 

must be OSHA approved type. Hat shell must be sound, 
without cracks, punches, or breaks. Cradles and head
bands must be kept in good condition. Clean shell and 
cradle at least once per month. Allow no holes to be 
drilled for ventilation. 

use disposable dust masks in areas of low dust. In very 
dusty conditions use filter respirators. 



EnvironmPn~~l Factors 

Two factors are potentially hazardous in ruins maintenance 
work - heat and dust. 

Heat is a problem usually only in the hot summer months of 
June, July, August, and early September. Stabilization work is 
99% outside work and most of this is done in sunlight. Adjust 
the work schedule so that you avoid heavy duty chores. Save them 
for cooler hours of the day. You can also adjust the work 
procedure so that, by working on east and south walls in the 
morning and north and west walls in the afternoon, you can take 
advantage of available shade. When the temperature exceeds 100° 
it is suggested you find some interior work or give your crew : 1. 

administrative leave. 

AZRU does not receive much precipitation and dust is a 
persistent problem. Low dust levels can cause irritation of eyes, 
mouth, nose, throat, and lungs. Continual exposure can lead to 
infection. Moderate and high dust levels are more irritative and 
increase chances of infection. Coccidioidomycosis,commonly 
referred to as "Valley Fever; is a relatively common disease among 
people working in dry, dusty conditions in ruin areas. The effects 
of this disease range from mild irritation to debilitation. Require 
filter respirators for crewmen working in moderate or high dust levels. 



Insects, Arachnids, and Animals 

There are a number of insects, spiders, and animals at AZRU 
that are potentially harmful to humans. The most numerous pest 
is the ant. There are hundreds of ant hills in and around the ruins 
and they contain literally millions of individuals. Reaction to ant 
bites ranges from mild to quite severe. It is difficult to work 
around these insects. Nests at or near workers should be treated 
with an approved insecticide. 

Velvet ants, been, hornets, and, especially wasps are numerous 
in some parts of the ruins. Individually, they are a nuisance. 
Collectively, they are a definite danger. Destroy any nests you find 
(remember to wear proper protective gear while doing this). 

Black Widows are occasionally found in the ruins. They are 
more numerous in the "bone-yard" where there are lumber piles, unused 
machinery and other such hiding places. Use caution around these areas. 
Destroy any Black Widows you find. 

Tarantulas have been sighted at AZRU. A few have been found in 
voids inside ruin walls. They are not poisonous to human~. They can, 
however, inflict painful bites. When_you find a tarantula, capture it, 
transport it somewhere out of the monument away from the ruins and 
release it. Use caution when working around void areas. Use gloves! 

From time to time, bats move into the Great Kiva. Considering the 
number and virility of diseases bats can carry, this poses a serious 
health hazard to individuals. Sick bats are sometimes found on the floor. 
They have become sick from eating insects fran the local orchards that 
have been sprayed with insecticides. Any such bats you find should be 
destroyed and disposed of (buried). 

Skunks are present on the: monument but, for the most part, they 
stay deep in the brush away from areas patrolled by humans. However, 
use caution in the East Ruin where skunks frequently range. 

You should familiarize yourself with Poisonous Dwellers of the Desert 
by Natt N. Dodge. Also, learn first-aid treatments for bites and stings. 

Before you use pesticides or herbicides, check with the Regional 
Safety Officer or the Safety Technician to ensure authorized use. 

A traditional pesticide - wood preservative at AZRU is pentachloro
phenol. Use of this product has been·banned within the Park Service. 
The ideal pesticide - wood preservative would be one which was odorless, 
stainless, effective, easily applied, and safe to use without exotic 
protective gear. Unfortunately, that is an elusive product. Until such 
a product is developed, creosote (lightly brushed on) is recommended. 
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SAFETY RULES FOR USE OF PESTICIDES 

Ih~ad entire J~hPl h!,fnre using product. 
Obsen-e all precautions each time a material is used. 
Store chemicals under lock and key out of reach of children and pets, away 
from food and feed. 
ht'L'P chemicals in their original containers. 
I>i:-p11~e of unused chemicals and empty containers in such a way that they are 
nu longer hazardous. 
Follo,r directions pertaining to residual tolerances on edible plants; allow the 
. ...:Jit·l·ifil'cl time interval between last application and harvest. 
C:-:t· divmirals only on plants specified ancl at tht· conect mte an<l schedule. 
I >o 11ut ~at or smoke while applying pestieides. 
\\'t•,tr protective clothing and masks whe11 dirl·cted on the label. 
BathL~ and change to clean clothing right after spraying or dusting. Wash 
clothing before reuse. 
If chemicals are spilled on the skin or clothing, change clothing immediately 
and wash thoroughly. 
If illness develops during or after a spraying or dusting operation, call a 
phy:-ieian or take patient to hospital immediately. 
A rnitl chemical injury to plants; use separate equipment for herbicides. 
Rate_;; of application have been carefully computed; do not use more than 
reellmmended. 
Du not spray or dust on a windy day; avoid drift that would injure plants on 
adjat·ent property. · 

~;P~J'+t, 
.-oLLOW THE LABEL 

- • - - .. • _,,_r • 

( 

l 
I 
I· 
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PESTICIDE SAFETY 

Pesticides, predominately organic chemicals, are toxic to various pests 
(insects, weeds and causal organisms of plant disease, etc.). Many are toxic 
also to nontarget organisms including man. Safe and proper use depends partly 
on knowledge of toxic properties and a respect for the potential hazards-asso
ciated with their use. Misuse of pesticides may cause or create problems not 
only for the applicator but for others as well. Potential problems include 
poisoning the applicator or others from mishandling and poor storage, drifting 
onto susceptible crops, pesticide residues in excess- of established tolerance, 
carry-over effects, etc. 



~~oper handling, use, storage and disposal; recognition of local environ
mental situation~ and poisoning symptoms· and procedures to follow in the case 
of pesticide poisoning are each essential elements of safe use. 

TLe iu~ortance of the product label as an information source is a key 
element of safe use. Precautionary statements; hazards to man, domestic ani
mal5 an~ the environment; ~eentry statements and storage and disposal infor- · 
mation, all a part of ~he label, are guides to safe use. 

Remember, few safety reconunendations cover all situations. There are, 
however, some general guidelines that, if followed along with the information 
on the product label, are beneficial when using pesticides. Some points worth 
remembering include the following information: 

Chemicals used as pesticides are poisonous and one must exercise care in 
their handling and use to avoid accidental poisoning; damage or irritation to 
the skin or eyes and damage to crops, livestock and the environment. Safe 
pesticide use begins with purchase, continues through proper use and is com
plete with proper disposal of waste and the used container. 

Tiie key to preventing accidental poisoning is an awareness of the route 
by which pesticides may enter the body. Use hazards depend on a product's 
toxicity and degree of exposure. Safety instructions on the label and from 
other sources become more meaningful if one understands the reasons for the 
instructions. 

. ...,......,...,, ___ _,_, 
__., ..... _., _ ____ ._.. 
_.....,.._....., 

a OIIA&.: .. __ ., __ _ _ .,___, __ _ 
------.----.-........ --·-· 

IIOTI: c.e..--· -••• ----.. --.. 

Pesticides may enter 
the body through the 
skin, lungs or mouth. 
Entry through the 
skin is the most 
likely source of 
poisoning during 
handling and use of 
a ·pesticide. Pesti
cides contact the 
skin through spills, 
spray droplets, dust 
or from equipment. 

Mixers, loaders and flaggers are subject to relatively high levels of 
skin exposure. Indoor spraying can be extremely hazardous because of the 
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,ossibility of increased skin exposure: Poisoning from contact with treated 
_t>lant surfaces has occurred. Hand harvesting, thinning: cul t~.vating, irri
gating· and insect scouting can result in sufficient skin expojure to cause 
poisoning. Addi tiortal exposure may result from contact with 1:he contaminated 
surfaces of equipment. 

Skin exposure is minimized by using protective equipment. No safety 
recommendations cover all situations. Check the label for spacific recommen
datiqn~ for protective clothing and equipment. 

As a general rule, use clean clothing daily and cover up before 
exposure, not afterward. Covering contaminated skin increases 
absorption of some pesticides. A long sleeved shirt and full 
length trousers or coverall-type garment made of closely woven 
material are minimum requirements. A wide bri~ed hat, prefer
ably waterproof, offers protection from downward drift for 
face and neck areas. Plastic "hard hats" also are useful. 
Contaminated hatbands can be a source of exposure. Use 
disposable hatbands or hatbands of a material that can be 
cleaned readily. 

Wear l.Ullined,. natural rubber gloves for best_protection. Prevent con
tamination of the inside of the gloves. Loose long sleeves should cover the 
gauntlet of the glove to keep pesticides fTom running down into the glove. 
For some pesticides, such as methyl bromide, gloves.are not to be used. This 
is one more reason to consult the product lab.el before using a pesticide. 

If exposure to the lower trunk and legs is anticipated, such as in mixing 
and loading, a waterproof apron is essential~ Waterproof shoes or boots are 
preferred. Leather shoes crack after a few wettings and, thus, are penetrated 



easily. Canvas shoes offer little protection. Contamin~ted shoes or boots are 
another source of exposure. Wear trouser legs over boots;to keep pesticides 
from running down the trousers into the boots. 

Shield the eyes to avoid exposure, particularly if 
splashing may occur, such as in-mixing and.loading. 
Goggles or a face shield provide protection. 

If clothes become wet with spray or if pesticide is splashed onto clothing 
or the skin, remove the clothing and wash immediately. Decontamination of the 
skin is more efficient if done promptly. Destroy heavily contaminated clothing. 
Do not store or wash contaminated clothing with the family laundry. 

Proper care of protective clothing is essential. Test gloves for leaks. 
Wash gloves, boots, hat, goggles and face shield following each.day's use and 
more often if necessary due to excessive contamination. 

Pesticides also may enter the body through the lungs. The mouth is 
another point of entry followed by absorption through the gastrointestinal 
tract. While exposure through these routes generally is less likely than skin 
exposure,· the pesticide is absorbed much more efficiently through these routes. 

Various types of respirators can provide respirat-ory protection. Most 
respirators are air purifying and remove contaminants from air by filtering or 
chemical action. 

Filters remove particles by physical trapping as air is inhaled. Mechani
cal filters do not provide protection against gases, vapors or oxygen deficiency. 

A respirator is characterized by·a cartridge or canister which contains 
a chemical that removes gases ·or vapors. 

Read the label. If a respirator is required, the information will appear 
on the label. In fumigation or applying highly toxic pesticides in confined 
spaces, a respirator with a special compressed air supply tank is sugges~ed. 

No matter how well a respiratory device is designed and made, unless it 
is maintained properly, it may fail to provide protection. The most common 
problems are failure to occasionally wash the face piece with soap and water 
and neglecting to change the filter cartridges. Check the face piece for 
cracks, hardening and elasticity of straps. A good seal is essential. 

Change filters twice a day and whenever breathing becomes difficult. 
Change cartridges after 8 hours of actual use and whenever any pesticide 
odor is detected. 

Remove .filters and cartridges and wash the face piece with soap and 
water after use. Rinse thoroughly to remove traces of soap. Dry with a clean 
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loth that is not contaminated with the pesticide and place ·the face piece in 
~ a well-ventilated area to dry. Store i.~.e respirator, fi'lters anµ cartridges 

in a clean,. dry place, preferably a tig\tly closed paper or plastic bag. 

Accidental splashing or transfer ot pesticides to the mouth through w1p1ng 
one's face on the sleeve, cuff or hand are likely ways pesticides can enter the 
mouth. Other possibilities include food handled with contaminated hands; food 
exposed to pesticide spray, dust or spills; contaminated drinking utensils and 
attempting to clear nozzles by blowing through them. 

Check the label for special instructions or warnings regarding exposure. 
Never eat, drink or smoke while spraying or dusting. Wash thoroughly with soap 
and water before eating or drinking. Do not touch lips to contaminated objects 
or surfaces. 

Do not wipe the mouth with hands, forearm or clothing. Do not expose 
lunch, lunch container, beverage or drinking vessel to pesticides. If involved 
in operations that may resul~ in splashing pesticides, wear a full-face shield. 

Information regarding signs and symptoms of poisoning often is a part of 
the pesticide label. Signs and symptoms of organophosphorus .poisoning may 
include fatigue, headache, dizziness, .blurred vision, excessive sweating, nausea 
and vomiting, ·stomach cramps and diarrhea. Repeated exposures over a brief 
period of time may result in·poisoning, all the more reason .for minimizing 
exposure. 

Signs and symptoms of moderate organophosphorus poisoning include ina
bility to walk, weakness, chest discom~ort, muscle twitches and constriction of 
the pupils of the eye. 

Severe organophosphorus-poisoning results in unconsciousness, severe 
pupil constriction, muscle twitches, secretions and breathing difficulty. 

Signs and symptoms of carbamate poisoning are slmilar to those of organo
phosphorus poisoning. These include feelings of discomfort, excessive sweating, 
light-headedness, nausea, blurred vision and excessive salivation and vomiting. 

Toxicity of organophosphorus and carbamate pesticides relate primarily to 
their function as cholinesterase inhibitors. Acetycholinesterase is an enzyme 
involved in the normal function of certain nerves. Regulation of vital body 
processes such as breathing, pulse rate and function of the gastrointestinal 
tract, for example, are controlled by nerves. Following a nerve impulse, the 
nerve or junction is returned to the normal state in the presence of an enzyme 
(acetylcholinesterase) and is again capable of carrying an impulse. The enzyme 
(acetylcholinesterase) prevents persistent "activation" of the nerve or junction. 
Certain chemicals including organophosphorus and many carbamate pesticides 
block the enzyme action (acetylcholinesterase) causing a nerve malfunction. 

Failure of the affected nerves to function properly causes: 

Constriction of the pupil of the eye (miosis) 
. Tightness of the chest 
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. Increased bronchial (respiratory tract) secretions 

. Sweating 
Tearing (lacrimation) 
Rapid pulse rate initially followed by a decrease in the pulse rate 
Nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain and diarrhea 

• Involuntary urination 
Muscle twitching • 
Cramps 

• Increased salivation 

A lethal dose of a cholinesterase-inhibiting organophosphorus compound is 
reported to produce death from respiratory failure (asphyxia). 

Clinically, poisoning from cholinesterase-inhibiting organophosphorus or 
carbamate pesticides is confirmed by measuring the cholinesterase a~tivity of 
the blood plasma or red blood cells (erythrocytes). Persons working with 
organophosphorus or carbamate pesticides which interfere with normal nerve 
functions (inhibitors of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase) should consult a 
physician.concerning the possibility of measuring blood cholinesterase activity 
as an estimate of exposure. Specific antidotes, available to the medical pro
fession, are effective in countering organophosphorus and carbamate pesticides. 

Although the symptom-producing effect of organophosphorus poisoning results 
from blocked activity of the enzyme at the nerve or nerve ending, the enzyme 
also exists in tissues and blood. Thi~ enzyme serves as a buffer or reserve 
"tying up" much of the toxic material even though some affects the enzyme at 
the nerve or nerve ending. Thus, reduction of blood and tissue enzyme by 

/""".. repeated exposure to the poison reduces the reserve, and the critical enzyme at 
the nerve and nerve junctions is affected more readily. 

Exposure of a si_gnificant · nature is likely to produce less severe poisoning 
if the reserve is not depleted. 1bus, even in the absence of noticable effects, 
always attempt to minimize exposure. 

Toxicity to man and other warm-blooded animals varies greatly within a 
given group or class of compounds, particularly those used as insecticides. For 
example, some organophosphorus insecticides are direct inhibitors of acetyl
cholinesterase, while others are inactive per se but are changed in the body of 
man and other organisms to one or more to;icants that are inhibitors of acetyl
cholinesterase. The net toxic effect depends on a combination of factors in
cluding the rates of activation and/or detoxification, penetration to the site 
of action and the affinity of the toxicant for acetylcholinesterase. 

Signs and symptoms of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticide poisoning vary but 
may include nausea, mental confusion or semiconsciousness, jerking of the legs 
and arms, dizziness, drowsiness, weakness and_ loss of appetite. 

Signs and symptoms of fumigant and solvent poisoning include poor coordina
tion, slurred speech, confusion ~nd sleepiness. Become familiar with the signs 
and symptoms of poisoning produced by the products you use and with the "statement 
of practical treatment" or first aid on the pesticide products you use. This 
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i- &ormation may save your life or the lives of others.. A statement of practical 
t . .,atment, fir~t aid or other appropriate practical treatment is a part of most 
pesticide labe:. s. Befc!·e using a pesticide, become familiar with specific first 
aid informatioo on the product label. 

Some pest~cide labels will include information regarding signs and symptoms 
of.poisoning. Pesticide poisoning signs may appear like brain hemorrhage, heat 
stroke, heat e:-:haustion, low blood sugar, gastroenteritis, asthma and pneumonia. 
If you should become ill or experience any signs or symptoms, seek medical help 
immediately • 

• 
Criteria for cataloging pesticide products by toxicity established by 

federal regula~ion include the following categories based on the acute oral 
Lo50 of the product: 

Highly toxic 

Moderately toxic 

Low order toxicity 

Comparatively free 
from danger 

Lo50 - 50 mg/kg or less 

Lo50 - Between 50-500 mg/kg 

Lo50 - 500-5000 mg/kg 

Lo
50 

- 5000+ mg/kg 

A product with an acu~e dermal LOSO of ·200 milligrams or less per kilogram 
r- body weight when administered by continuous contact for 24 hours to the bare 

,,,-..., ::t ..... n of rabbi ts is considered highly toxic to man. 

LC is ~he term used to identify a product's concentration in air that is 
fatal t~0so percent of the test animals when administered by continuous inhala
tion for 1 hour to both male and female r.ats or in some cases other species. 
A pesticide that exhibits an acute Leso value of 2,000 micrograms or less of 
dust or mist per liter of air or 200 parts per million or less by volume of· 
gas or vapor is considered highly toxic to man. · · · 

In each case, the acute oral L050, dermal L0
50 

and LC50 is evaluated on 
the basis of death produced in 50 percent of the test animals within 14 days 
of the challenge. 

LO values have become a universally.accepted means of expressing tox
icity. 5Rcute oral LOSO values provide a means of comparing one chemical to 
another and thus a means of .evaluating the relative toxicity of chemicals 
when administered orally. Many people are tempted to use the values in an ab
solute sense, i.e._, direct extrapolation of L050 to man even to the point of 
calculating the LO dose for man. Relevance ~f these animal values to man is 
questionable. Fur~Rer assumption could lead to serious consequences. One 
should assume in the absence of information tQ the contrary, that the chemical 
is at least as toxic to man as it is to the most sensitive test animal. Effects 
of pesticides on the eye and skin also are considered criteria in cataloging 
pesticide products by toxicity. 

,,,......._ Of the various work activities associated with pesticide use, the loading 
operation is considered one of the more hazardous parts of the spraying or 
dusting cycle. Obviously, many factors are involved that determine the degree 



of hazard of any operation. Mixing and loading pesticides generally r~!sults in 
exposur.e to higher concentrations and greater quantities (i.e., spills,. splashes, 
etc.). Although not minimizing the importance of protective measures.during all 
work activities, the mixing and loading operation warrants special at7·mtion and 
care. 

Consider the following general safety instructions during 
loading: 

• Never work alone when handling hazardous pesticides • 

,.,,-t --- -u,.&.J\.._.!.••& 

. Mix chemicals outside where there is adequate ventilation • 

.:-.nd 

• Following the label carry out calculations for required dilution and 
obtain proper equipment, including protective clothing, proper respira
tor, if required, and first aid equipment. A waterproof apron is 
especially useful in protecting the lower trunk and legs . 

. Check all figures and calculations for each load • 

. Have clean measuring and transfer containers available. Transfer con
tainers must have a spout for pouring the concentrate and separate 
openings for fill and venting. All measuring and transfer containers 
should be galvanizea or of stainless steel for safety unless plastic or 
other containers are specified on the product label. Many pesticides 
are corrosive or react with other chemicals, water or some metals. Paint 
all mixing and loading containers a bright orange and label "Danger -
Poison" to prevent their use for other purposes • 

. Carefully open original concentrate containers. Open sacks with a knife 
rather than-tearing. Always stand upwind when mixing or loading 
pesticides • 

• Pour concentrate into the measuring container. Touch the spout of the 
concentrate container to the edge of the measuring container before 
pouring the liquid. Replace the lid on the concentrate container • 

• Pour the concentrate f4om the measuring container into the tra.~sfer con
tainer. Touch the spout of the measuring container to the edge of the 
opening of the transfer container before pouring the- liquid. Repeat the 
two preceding steps for each load using a separate transfer container 
for each load • 

• Replace the lids tightly on the transfer containers • 
• Rinse measuring containers. Return concentrates, empty containers.and 

clean measuring containers to the chemical storage room • 
• With the transfer containers in position for emptying into the spray 

tank, remove the spout lid, loos~n the outer lid so it will function as 
a vent and carefully pour the co~centrated pesticide into the tank with
out splashing. If the spray tank is elevated, do not allow others in 
the immediate vicinity at ground level. • 

• As concentrate containers are emptied in the process of measuring, allow 
them to drain in a vertical position for 30 seconds • 

. As concentrate containers are emptied and drained, use water or other 
diluting material to rinse the container. Rinse three times allowing 
30 seconds for cleaning after each rinse. (Use 1 quart for each rinse 
of a I-gallon· can or jug, a gallon for each 5-gallon can and 5 gallons 
for either 30- or 55-gallon drums.) 

• Tighten both lids (spout and vent) of transfer containers before re
turning the container to ground level. Thoroughly rinse transfer·con
tainers before they are returned to the locked chemical storage room. 
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Always mix outside in open air. 
Handle carefully to minimize splashing . 

. Remove the screen on the spray tank before adding the concentrate • 

. Slurry wettable powders before adding to the spray tank. 
Do not mix chemicals unless specified by label directions. 

Back-siphoning, w~ich occurs through pumps commonly used to deliver liq
uids, results in water contamination. In this manner pesticides can be back
siphoned from the spray or mixing tank to the nurse tank, ponds, streams, wells 
a~d other water systems. 

When delivering water to spray or mixing tanks, use an air gap and a check 
valve to prevent back-siphoning. The distance between the hose and the top of 
the tank should be two times the diameter of the hose.' 

Always store pesticides in original containers with a legible label. Keep 
storage unit away from food, feed or clothing; away from living quarters and in 
an area not subjected to temperature extremes or high moisture conditions. 

Proper storage protects the health and well-being of people, pets and live
stock; protects against environmental contamination and often extends a chemi
cal's shelf life. Take special care to handle and store pesticides to prevent 
fire hazards and explosi.on. Fires involving pesticides present uncommon haz
ards, for example, highly ·toxic and phytotoxic fumes, toxic runoff and toxic 
~sh or other residues. 

When storing pesticides place in a well-ventilated area preferably in a 
separate building. Do not locate storage near food, feed or seed •. Post signs 
at each entry and on all sides of the storage building. Keep the storage.area 
locked when not in use; keep a log of pesticides and the amount of each in 
storage. Fireproof the .area to the extent possible; check containers periodi
cally for corrosion, leaks, breaks and tears and store "empty" containers in 
the storage area pending proper disposal. 

Use the rinse and drain procedure to decontaminate "empty" pesticide con
tainers and to minimize waste. For a pesticide costing $70 a gallon, the dol
lar loss from unremoved material amounts to $3.50 per 5-gallon can and up to 
$17.50 per 55-gallon drum. An empty pesticide container that has not been 
rinsed is far from being empty. This results in increased hazards to the en
virorunent, humans and animals, plus additional material cost and less effi
cient pest control. 

When following label directions for disposal such as burning paper or 
cardboard containers where permitted, stay out of smoke. Do not allow smoke 
to drift onto crops or onto areas occupied by·humans or animals. _Suggested 
safety procedures are not intended as a substitute for specific information 
appearing on each pesticide product label. Few safety recommendations cover 
all situations so always read the label. 

Using pesticides in ways other than directed on the label can: 

• Injure plants and animals 
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• Leave illegal residues 
Create greater pest problems 

• Damage wildlife and fish 

Insure that pesticide use does not create environmental problems·. 

Pesticides become problems when ·they move off targi.~t. This may mean 
drifting out of the target area as a mist or dust; moving through runoff and 
erosion; leaching through the soil; being carried out as residues in crops, 
livestock or livestock products or evaporating and moving with air currents. 

. . 
To minimize drift, use the largest droplet spray consistent with effective 

pest control, and avoid spraying upwind from sensitive crops. or pastures. 
Avoid spraying during high wind or air stagnations. Conditions that hold smoke 
close to the ground (a wann air ceiling near ground level) allows drifting 
small droplets to remain close to the ground; slowly settling droplets may con-
centrate on nearby crops. · 

Most fish and other aquatic organisms can survive only slight environ-· 
mental changes. Very small amounts of many pesticides harm them or destroy 
the food they eat. 'Ibey may die immediately or change effects may exist which 
make t~em more susceptible to prey o·r interfere with normal reproduction. 

Pesticides may reach water directly through application, drift, spills or 
incorrect disposal methods and indirectly through runoff, leaching and air 
cleansing rains. -

Proper pesticide selection, handling, use and disposal minimizes pesticide 
problems in the environment. 

• 



Accidents 

Theoretically, you should report and fill out paperwork for 
any accident you or your workers have, whether very minor or -not. 
Contact the NALA Personnel Clerk for information and details. 

For your own records, you should keep details of accidents so 
that you will be able to detect trends or particular problem areas. 
When you know where and what the problem is, you can begin corrective 
measures or procedures. For ideas on this aspect of safety, see 
Chapter 2, Supervisors Safety Manual. 

As a supervisor, you should be thoroughly attuned to safety and 
thoroughly familiar with safety requirements that apply to ruins 
preservation. In as much as ruins preservation is a type of construction 
work, practically all safety aspects applying to construction are 
applicable to ruins work. If you have no safety training, contact the 
Regional Safety Officer and discuss training opportunities. 
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Suggested Maintenance for Various Tools and Equipment 

End of Season Activities 



Tool and Equipment Maintenance 

Tools and equipment are expensive to purchase and usually 
more expensive to replace. A little care goes a long way and 
ultimately is a time saver because it helps avoid delays caused 
by broken or poorly functioning equipment. 

Included in this section are a few tips that will help you 
keep your tools and equipment in operating condition. 

For maintenance of safety gear, see Safety section, this 
manual. 



Rock hanuners and other hannners: 

Keep them as clean and dry as possible - don't leave them 
in water. Replace handles when cracked or broken; fiberglass 
handles last long~r and are harder to break than wood ones, if 
you use fiberglass, the head will slip off more often than on 
a wood handle, coat the tip of your fiberglass handle with 
epoxy glue, set the hammer head on and let it dry for at least 
24 hours; wood handles tend to dry out and become brittle, when 
they scart to dry out, rub (don't soak) in a generous amount of 
pure, boiled linseed oil, wipe off excess and replace head; keep 
a few extra handles around and also (spare) complete hammers to 
replace those you have to repair or treat. 

Cold chisels: 

Keep them clean and dry as possible, never put them in water. 
Keep them blunt-sharp with ~ grinder or file and they will cut 
well. Remove rust with metal sandpaper. Keep the head dressed to 
provide a strong, uniform striking surface. 

Trowels: 

Keep them clean and dry. Crewman tend to leave them in water 
buckets and the wood swells and breaks, and the steel rusts. 
Keep rust off with metal sandpaper. Treat dry handles with rubbed
in linseed oil. 

Buckets: 

This is the favorite throw-around-0£ maintenance crews. They can 
be bent and dented fairly easily and the -more battered they are, 
the harder they are to clean. You will occasionally have to 
admonish your crew not to drop, throw or kick the buckets. When 
using cement or any sort of modified mortar, the bucket should be 
thoroughly rinsed between mor:tar loads. A 55-gallon drum filled 
with water and a stiff brush will_ make this task quite easy. When 
soil mortar is used, the buckets should be thoroughly cleaned at the 
end of the work day, as should all other tools. 

Mortar boxes: 

These boxes are designed for hand mixing with a mortar hoe. They 
can also be used to store different soils at the plaster mixer 
when you must mix soils to obtain the proper color. If you mix 
mortar in the boxes, the same cleaning suggestions for buckets 
apply. Dry the boxes at the end of the mixing by leaving them up -
they rust easily. 



Scaffolding: 

This equipment is a major investment and should be treated 
accordingly. Require that it be set up properly - bent parts 
do not straighten easily. The common problem for scaffolding 
is mud, especially on open leg bottoms. Mud blocks or makes 
difficult the insertion of scaffold feet and screw jack leveler 
are difficult to turn when dirty or when rusty. Clear your 
plugged ends and once a week check all your scaffolding. A 
wire brush will quickly clean off dirt and rust from your 
scaffold feet and leveler. Keep your leveler threads well 
greased for rust protection and easy operation. A~" caulking 
trowel works well for clearing plugged ends. A natural fiber 
brush will.usually remove most of the dirt and mud from the 
scaffold pieces, braces and guard rails. Keep your safety locks 
clean for easy assembly or disassembly of the scaffolding. 

Plaster mixer: 

This piece of equipment is faster, more thorough, and produces 
a larger volume than hand mixing. Consequently, it sees some 
fairly extended use. It is a relatively simple machine and there
fore is easily maintainable, with proper servicing. When using 
cement, clean the mixing drum, paddles, and hardware thoroughly 
after each mix, otherwise plan to spend a lot of time with a 
hammer and cold chisel chipping out the dried remnants. If you 
are using soil mortar, give the drum and hardware a good rinse 
after each mix and clean it thoroughly at the end of the day. 
Dried soil will come off fairly easily if you don't clean between 
mixes. However, this makes the machine work harder and increases 
the chance for breakdown. Do not use concrete adhesive in the 
plaster mixer. At the end of each work week when your machine 
has seen heavy or moderate use, change the engine oil, clean the 
air filter, check for and secure loose nuts, bolts, screws, parts, 
etc., and check the mixing drum gear and all belts. Repair when 
necessary. Do this early enough on the last work day of the week 
so that you can order or purchase any parts you might need. This 
will save delay in the work at the beginning of the next work week. 

Shovels, hoes, rakes forks: 

Keep them out of water except for cleaning. Remove rust with 
steel brush. Treat drying handles with' ·rubbed-in linseed oil. 
Replace brittle or cracked handles. 

Water hose: 

Keep- coiled when not in use. Drain before coiling at. ,end of day. 
Repair kits are available for bent, broken or otherwise unuseable 
hardware. Avoid kinks and don't run machinery over hose. 



At the End of the Season 

Clean all tools and equipment thoroughly. Be sure to remove dust. 

Repair everything that needs it. 

Give all wood parts a thorough rubbing with linseed oil. Wipe 
off excess. 

Give all exposed metal parts on tools a light coat of linseed oil. 

Empty all water hoses, allow-them to dry as much as possible before 
recoiling. 

Motorized equipment: clean all parts including air filter, change the 
oil, top-off the gas tank, check and adjust tire pressures. 

Store all tools and equipment neatly in a clean and dryr covered and 
enclosed area; in this case, the maintenance stabilization tool shed 
on the concrete pad in the "boneyard". 





Graphics 

Introdu•::tion 

Map References 

Base Map: East Ruin 
(also shows roofed rooms) 

Base Map: West Ruin 
(also shows roofed rooms) 

Base Map: West Ruin 
(also shows how ruin is divided into "wings") 

Base Map: Aztec Ruins National Monument 

Base Map: Hubbard Site 

Sketch Map: Great Kiva Electrical System 

Metric Conversion Card 

Photographs and Caption Sheet 



Map References 

Photogrammetric panel layout, AZRU 
Gordon Herkenhoff & Associates, Inc. 
Drawn by "B.M. 11

, dated 4-27-78, on 
file at AZRU and NALA. 

Aerial photogrammetric imagery, AZRU 
Thomas R. Mann & Associates, Inc. 
Dated 2-15-78 
On file at AZRU and NALA 



Graphics 

This section is for maps, drawings, and phptographs. 

There have been several different archeological base maps of the 
ruins and this becomes confusing when you look through some of the 
old documents. For the purposes of standardization, the maps were 
included in this section to show which ones have been used recently 
as references. These, too, will change somewhat when the photogrammetri
cal studies of AZRU are completed in FY 1978. For the present, use 
these maps for reference and for your work records. Copies of the 
maps drawn from aerial photos will be forwarded to you, when complete, 
by NALA. They should be entered in this section. 

The maps provide other valuable information~ where the drainage 
systems are, and, for the purposes of description, what part of (wing) 
the ruin rooms are located in. 

Drawings of utilities in the ruins should be included here so that 
you and your successors will know what existing systems are and any 
changes or alteration that are made. 

Also include any photographs you believe will be of special interest 
or provide important visual information. Anything else that will help 
you, such as mathematical tables, metric conversion, etc., should be 
included, too. 
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Photograph Captions 

l. Shows high amount of water on walls from slowly melting snow. 

2. Shows mixed leaves and snow against ruin wall. Leaves insulate 
+he snow, allow slower melting, and increase wall moisture 
retention. 

3. Shows heavy mortar erosion. There is an extensive formation of 
voids behind the veneer. These voids must be filled prior to 
surface pointing. 

4. Shows medium erosion of veneer stone and honeycomb effect of 
cement mortar. 

5. Shoes older type of drainage. This type should be replaced, as 
allowable, with a more contemporary system. 

6. Shows heavy basal stone erosion. 

7. Shows overgrowth of vegetation obscuring the interpretive view. 
Vegetation should be periodically trimmed. 

8. Shows snow removed from trail for visitor safety. 

11""'. 9 & 10. Show differences in masonry styles and point· out the need to 
match the original when repairs are made. 

11. Shows decorative band of whitish stone. 

12. Shows decorative bands of dark green graywacke stone. 

13. Shows split-tile drain a~er removal of dirt,_ leaves, and snow. 

14. Shows weed buildup. This is unsightly and helps insulate snow. 

15. Shows mortar erosion from slowly melting snow. The constant 
freeze-thaw cycle hastens deterioration. 





Fact File 

Use this section to record unusual events, important new 

information, obscure but relevant facts, special projects, etc. 

In other words, anything which you think will be of use now on 

at any future date. Examples are included in this section. 



Shiner, 1959 - 1960:71 

Room 106 

Room 107 

Room 117 

Facts File 

"Entire west partition wall torn down 
and rebuilt using cement instead of mud." 

:73 

"Southwest corner of room (mainly exterior) 
was taken down and relaid in cement mortar." 

:77 

"North exterior of room ••• wall was plastered 
with cement containing "hydropel" ••• (and) 
given a coat of tar." 

Fiscal year 1977: root cellar on northeast edge of Mound F removed by 
Adams, et al., because the cellar was obtrusive to 
the resource (part of the hole extended into the 
mound). Hole to be filled in and graded to mound 
slope during FY 1978 - after aerial photogrammetry 
completed. 
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United States 
Department of the Interior 

National Park Service 
Aztec Ruins National Monument 

Completion Report 
Day Labor Prbject 

Construction Package Number 110 

Title: Stabilize West Ruin 

Prepared by: Stephen E. Adams 
Ruins Preservation.Specialist 

Date: December 12, 1977 



' ,,rm H:-114 
(June 1962) 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

FACE SHEET FOR COMPLETION REPORT 

.tit 
Aztec Ruins National Monument 
Location in Pork 

West Ruin 

Q Contract and/or 

Work Order Title 

Stabilize West Ruin 

/:Jj' Day Labor 

DESCRIPTION OF FIXED ASSETS 

Region 

Southwest 
State(s) 

New Mexico 

County or Counties 

San Juan 

(For completion by employee in charge ol project) 

305 Ruins Stabilization 

1. Ruin Structural Fabric: Replacement of eroded 
stone, capping of loose wall tops, repointing of 
eroded mortar joints. This stabilized ruin walls. 

Units stabilized: Forty-four rooms and kivas 
representing approximately 45,000 square feet of 

~ masonry. 

TOTAL 

Work()rcler No. 

Fund Symbol 

Year Programmed 

PCP No. 

Package No. 110 
Master plan No. 

Master Plan Corrected Sy 

As Built Drawings By 

Date Started 

May , 1977 
Date Completed 

September , 1977 

TOTAL COSTS 
(For completion &y FFO) 

$29,91L 75 

$29,911.75 

DISTRIBUTJON THE FIXED ASSET DESCRIBED ABOVE HAS BEEN COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPROVED 
No To DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND AUTHORIZED CHANGES 

__________ ..,.Submitted 
_______ ... By: Stephen E.. Adams 

Appr~Ji'frles B. Voll 
_.,_ _____ --1By: ________________ _ 

COSTS VERIFIED 

Title: 
Ruins Stabilization Spec, 
Title: 

Acting Gen'l. Supt. 

Title: 

Date: 

12/12/77 
Date: 

12/12/77 

Date: 



Form 10-174A 
(June 1962) 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE IMTEqlOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERV!CE 

COMPOSITION OF COST FOR COMPLETION REPORT Fund Sym o 

t'ar Roglon 

SW 
Year Progran'lm!9 

Aztec Ruins National Monument 

Location in Park 
West Ruin 

Work Order Title 

Stabilize West Ruin 

COMPOSITION OF COST 

COSTS CHARGED TO FUNDS ALLOTTED TO FIELD FINANCE OFFICE 

( 1) Personal Services.................................................................... $25,225.23 

(2) Travel ..•.....•.•.•••.•...•••••••••.•••.••••.•.••.•.•.••••...••.••••••• ~ .............. .. 

( 3) Contract Work •.•.••••.••••..•••.••.••.•••••••..•.•••.••..•.•••••.•.••...•.•.•.•...... 

( 4) Supplies and Materials •. ~m1..f~P.tt91 .. ~gm1i.~.tt;j..9.I}..~ .........•...... 

( 5) Other Direct Expenses •. P.J::i-.I).t}.ml •• ~ .• R~.PJ:P.9.\1-.<ttiQ» ................. . 

( 6) Operation of Equipment ••••••••••.•••••.•...••.•••••••..•.••..••.•••••••.•....•.... 

( 7) Depreciation of Equipment ..•.••........••.•.••••••.•..•..•.•••...•.....•••....... 

, 8) Purchase of Construction Equipment .••..•••.••••••. ··-······················ .. 

( 9) Purchase of Other Accountable Equipment .••••••••..•.•••••••••••....••••..• 

( 10) Other Costs: GSA ----------------------
(11) TOTAL COST CHARGED TO FFO FUNDs .......................... . 

0TH ER COSTS: 

(12) Ps&S, AP, and/or Facilitating Services @ %................. $ 

4,166.44 

51.32 

468.76 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

---- -------
(13) Inventory and Other Non-Fund Costs .•••••••••••..••.... ~ •••..•••••.•••.••••.• 

(14) GROSS WORK ORDER COSTS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LESS: 

(15) Residual Value of Construction Equipment on Line 8 ••••••••••••••••...•• $ 

(16) Other Credits •••••••••••••••.•••.••.•••••••.••••.•••••.•••••••.•••••••••••.•••....... 

(17) NET COST OF FIXED ASSETS ••••••.•••••••••..••••••••••••••••.....••• 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxx 

$29,911.75 

$ . 

$ 29,91L 75 

.. ntify other costs and other crecfits by line item entry, on an attached schedule, or explain in narrative. 

l l -'c i 



Narrative To Accompany Project Completion Report, 
Package Number 110, Stabilize West Ruin 

Aztec Ruins National Monument 

Although Aztec Ruins National Monument has been in the Park Service 
system since 1923, preservation has been unable to keep abreast of ruins 
deterioration. Therefore, the goal of bringing the Aztec Ruins to 
maintenance status has not yet been realized. 

By far, the prevalent problem at Aztec is erosion caused by ground 
and surface moisture which reaches its most damaging form in capillary 
action on ruin walls. 

Standard preservation techniques have been mostly ineffective. 
Special techniques, though they have helped, have not been adequate 
because of the massive sizes of the resources. 

Ruins stabilization in the past here has been dependent on a large 
scale cyclical maintenance projects. This is a result of a misdirected 
preservation thrust and a lack of adequate funding and staffing for a 
maintenance program. Beginning in 1973, a six-year rehabilitation 
project was implemented, the goal being maintenance status for the West 
Ruin by the end of the sixth year. Definite progress has been made but 
even by this, the 5th year, we are still far short of maintenance status. 

The 1977 project was directed and supervised by Stephen E. Adams, 
NALA Ruins Preservation special~st. Crewmen were: Masonry Worker 
Willie P. Yazzie; and Masonry Helpers James D. Brown, Kato Tsosie, and 
Steve E. Wilson. Masonry Helper Clifford Werito was on the project for 
a short time during May and June, 1977. 

Work began May 9 with an authorized plan of $30,000.00 under Account 
Number 7371-1001-305. Work under this plan was completed September 30. 
The field season continued through November 18 on a new account number 
(new fiscal year). Details for the October 1 through November 18 activ
ities will be included in the 1978 fiscal year complet~on report. 

Forty-four rooms (including 4 kivas) were worked on and approximately 
3200 square feet of wall surface was stabilized. Three hundred sixteen 
(316) work days were spent on actual stabilization, 7~18 per room. Seventy 
two (72) work days were used in supp<;>rt activities such as soil and stone 
acquisition and mortar mixing. The.total project work day expenditure 
was 398. · 

This season's activities were concentrated on repairing basal erosion, 
the prominent defect this year. Standard masonry techniques were used to 
replace eroded stone and mortar with freshly dressed, dry stone and forti
fied mortar. The soil .mortar was fortified with a latex base modifier, 
"Wilhold" concrete adhesive. The stone and soil used were acquired from 
BLM land through contact with the Farmington District'. Office. This was 
done to avoid further digging in the monument around archeological 
resources. Supplies and materials were purchased from GSA and a local 
builders supplier, Construction Supply Company (Farmington). 



Other standard work performed consisted mostly of repointing of 
eroded mortar j._,ints with fortified soil mortar. Where possible, loose, 
purple cement ,.r .. Ls removed and replaced with fortified soil mortar. 

There were two special projects, both dealing with kivas. A bulge 
in the upp~.:. S!'Y quadrant of Kiva L had developed into an emergency 
status defect over the previous winter. An attempt was made to remove 
enough rock to clean out the material settled in the bottom of the bulge 
and then push the wall back into place and stabilize it there. However, 
during the cleaning process, the bulge collapsed. Standard techniques 
were used to replace the fallen stone flush with the rest of the wall. 
The second project was the installation of a double drainage system to 
intercept moisture that was causing severe damage, through capillary 
action, to Kiva N walls. Details on this project will be available in 
the report to be written by Larry Nordby of the Southwest Cultural Resources 
Center. 

A photogranunetry ·project for Aztec was initiated by Adams and planned 
by Dr. Lyons of the Chaco Research Center Remote Sensing Laboratory. It 
is to be implemented this winter and details will be supplied in the Field 
Season 1978 completion report. 

Because Southwest Region has acquired its own stabilization expertise, 
the Western Archeological Center stabilization equipment, though purchased 
largely with SWR project funds, is no-longer available for use in the 
Southwest Region. Therefore, the crew had to be completely outfitted with 
new equipment. Small hand tools, miscellaneous tools, supplies, and equip
ment, a large storage building, a plaster mixer, and scaffolding were 
purchased from project funds already severely affected by inflation and 
high labor costs. 

As far as visitation is concerned, this year's work had a positive effect. 
Because the crew was small and unobtrusive, the interpretive scene was 
not-affected to any significant degree. Furthermore, the crew activities 
generated a lot of visitor interest in the form of questions about the 
techniques, theory, and history of stabilization at Aztec. This well·poin~s 
out the need for interpreting preservation projects that are visible to a 
curious public. 

Stephen E. Adams 
Ruins Preservation Specialist 

(2) 



Hubbard Site 

FY 1978 Ruins Stabilization 

Scope of Work Statement 

, ••• f - •••• , 

The Hubbard Mound was excavated in 1953 and stabilization was begun in 
October of that year. Most walls were capped with freshly dressed stone 
to help hold up the eroded and somewhat loose wall tops. The wall tops 
and upper sides were then plastered with a tinted, 2 to 1 soil cement. 
Minor repairs, such as patching eroded wall holes, were also performed. 
An unsuccessful attempt was made to preserve plaster, in place, with the 
use of an ethyl silicate solution. Some drainage work was done to protect 
the site from water from irrigated fields close by. A trench 2 - 2~ feet 
deep was dug around the north half of the exterior part of the wall and 
filled with gravel. 

In 1960, the soil cement and the remaining original plaster was removed, 
eroded areas were patched, and all wall tops and surfaces were replastered 
with tinted cement laid over chicken wire nailed onto the walls. Some 

-repair work was done on the interior wall of kiva 1. The space between the 
kiva wall and the room walls around·the kiva was levelled and then graded 
to direct water to a drainage tile which channels the water into a dry 
barrel installed in Room 4. "Urea-bor", a weed killer., was spread in all 
rooms and kivas. Also, at this time, the cobble wall structures and features 
adjacent to the _tri-wall were reset in tinted cement. 

Cyclic mainten~ce of a minor nature was performed in 1965. Most of this 
work invo.lved patching of caps and small, eroded areas on walls. 

The major preservation problem is the cement plaster. It is providing 
an ideal medium for capillary action and furnishes no real moisture pro
tection to ruin walls. It masks interior defects and· is unpleasantly textured 
and colored. Another significant problem is drainage,·particularly in 
kiva 1 below surface level. Much of the moisture in this kiva comes from 
snow which, when melted, has no place·to drain. 

All rooms and the kiva require preser:vative treatment and all wall surfaces 
will be worked on. The project is planned to proceed as follows: 

a. remove wooden steps in Room 6. 

b. strip all wall surfaces and wall tops of cement plaster. 

c. repair all structural defects -·eroded or loose scone, eroded 
mortar joints, etc. 

d. -rebuild north wall of Room 15A, including filled-in 41oorway 
(most of the wall was removed to-.provide access to the wooden 
steps placed in Room 6 for interpretive display of the ruin). 

\ 



. .., .. ···" 1 •• "· ,,, 

e. replaster Rooms 6, 15, 15A, and 16 • 

. f. space between kiva 1 outer wall and wall formed by 
rooms surrounding the kiva: fill top with water-proof or 
water repellent material graded to drain into Room 4~ 
.b~u;rcl. 

remove Room 4 dry-barrel, clean out, and re~install. 

h. install dry-barrel in floor of kiva 1. 

i. line east walls of Rooms 7 and 17, and west walls of Rooms 5 
and 15 with waterproof materials, ~o li~e ~ e11Cl-c,,-lo,, ~ 
of:. Ct&l\..f-...J kiw. (l:.iJA. I). 

j. backfill; Rooms 1-5, 7-14, and 17-21; all cobble wall features 
and structures (including kiva 2); and backfill, to graded 
slope, around ruin to recreate a mounded site. Visqueen to be 
laid out under graded sl<;>pe, with small ·drai-n holes through 
walls where necessary to drain toward·exterior. 

All stone work will be done with freshly dressed, dry stone. Walls will 
be capped with a tinted soil cement strong enough to stand up reasonably 
well to foot traffic. All other mortar will be an unmodified soil mortar. 
Plaster work will be done with a soil mortar fortified with concrete ad
hesive (latex modifier). 

rNA. . 
~ flo.or surfacerwill be sloped t~ward dry-barrel,- Dry-barrel/ will 
be filled with coarse gravel on the bottom 2/3,· smaller-graded toward the 
top (to slow dirt fill-in). The barrel; should be·2 - 2\ feet wide. and 
3 - 4 feet deep. · 

Some original fabric and unexcavated deposits will be affected by stabili
zation when eroded sections are removed and rebuilt.with fresh materials 
and when the dry-barrel is installed in kiva 1. There will be no major 
structural changes or fabric removal. Minor changes will be small drain 
holes through walls at graded surface level. 

The waterproofing activities· in Roo1llS 5, 7, 14, and 17 will not affect 
cultural deposits and will not affect wall fabrics because matarials will 
be so placed as to be independent of (i.e. not applied to) wall fabric. 

Backfilling, of course,·will preserve rather than impact any features or 
structures. 
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The history of the protective roofs in the West Ruin is rather 
confusing. Many of the older records and files have been thrown away 
or transferred. However, there is enough information tn stabi I ization 
records to give a general idea of what kinds of roofs have been used, 
the problems associated with these roofs, and what kJ-nds of attempts 
were made to solve the problems. 

Phase I of the roofing history begins with Dr. Earl Morris. 
Morris attempted the protection of ceilings and room interiors by 
pouring cqncrete slabs over the original roofs. In addition to 
failing to protect ( the cement bein9 porous to water), the slabs 
caused further damage by adding tremendous weight to already weak 
and unstable roofs. Use of concrete· slabs continued at least until 
1934. In the 1933-34 season, Hamilton installed reinforced concrete 
slabs over Rooms 202 and 196. The concrete was turned up on the 
wal I at the edges to create evaporative pans. These pans had no 
drain outlets. 

Apparently, the winter of 1936-37 was·quite severe and damaged 
the ruins extensively. Thus began Phase I I of the history. In 
1937, Custodian T.C. Mi Iler installed protective roofs over seven 
rooms. Mi Iler recognized the ineffectiveness of concrete protective 
roofs ~nd decided to use tar paper with tin flashing. He also recom
mended ~hat concrete roofs no longer be bui It in the ruins. 

From 1938 to 1941, Gordon Vivian made repairs to some protective 
roofs. On Rooms 156,178, 134., and 179 a two inch plating of bitudobe 
was I aid over the -cement s I abs i nsta 11 ed during Phase I. A large 
drainage ti le to drain the_ four rooms was installed in the west wal I 
of Room 156. This ti le drained into a six inch ti le that ran to 28 
feet west of the pueblo and ended and surfaced at that point. In 
1939, Vivian applied a wood and tar paper roof over tne concrete 
s I ab of Room 132 C record is contradictory: the room sheet indicates 
that the new roof was app I i ed over the s I ab; a photo capt I on says the 
s I ab was refJK)ved and rep I aced -with b itumu I us p I ati ng ) • In September, 
1938, a drain tile was set in the north wal I of·Room 113 and the con
crete slab was cleaned off and given a plating of soil-bitumen. In 
August of that year, the slab of Room 137 was cleaned and plated with 
soi 1--b i tumen. The same repair was accomp I i shed on the roof of Room 
112. In 1939, the concrete slab over the roof of Room 121 was covered 
with a wood and tar paper roof. It .received a thin top layer of bitu-
mulus and drainage was made through the east wall. Also, the slab of 
the roof of Room 61 was sealed and covered with a thin plating of 
stabilized fJK)rtar C probably bituminized ). 

Richert, et a I., were concerned with roof protection during the 
1953 season. Although he was aware of the damage caused by concrete 
roofs, Richert was reluctant to remove them, fearing that this would 
cause even more damage C the concrete would have to be sledge-hammered 
and picked-out ). Therefore, he rerroved the overburden from the slabs, 
patched gaps, cracks, and breaks, instalred cant strips, and applied 
three layers of #30 asph~lt felt mopped with 190 degree melt tar. 
Asphalt impregnate·d, 9" wide cotton fabric was flashed onto felt/cant 
joints and rropped with hot tar. The roof was given a final coat of tar 
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and chat gravel was ro!led on, The roofs were sloped toward large, 
galvanized metal drain troughs. Sixteen rooms received this treatment: 
59; 61; 112; 113; 143; 198; 197; 196; 201; 121; 132; 134; 146; 156; 178; 
and 179. Also, a partial prn+Prtive roof was bui It over Room 117. 
This roof was bui It of asphalt paper over wood. · 

In 1956, Richert gave the roofs of Rooms 140, 195, 191, and 199 
new coats of tar and new impreg1.ated fabric flashings. He also re
surfaced the protective roof over Room 117. The new,·surface was 
mineral surfaced asphaJt .. felt which was painted to blend with the 
surrounding masonry. The overlaps were sealed with tar, and galvanized 
tin was placed along the east edge of the roof. 

Shiner treated two roofs in. 1960. The tar and aspha It roofs of 
Rooms 156 and 178 were removed. The 'vertical·tile on the west wall of 
156 was plugged ·and aD 8" wide galvanized tin drain box was installed 
over it. An identical d·rain outlet waa installed in the· west wal I of 
Room 178. On both roofs, Shiner laid a Hydrope·1 treated concrete 
layer over the old concrete s I abs. The cement was covered with as
phalt, felt, tar, and flashlng via the "Richert·· method". In Room 
191, Shiner "Chopped hole through wal I on north side and installed 
galvanized drain 8" square ••• ". The roof was finished with the 
Richert method. . 

In 1965, Vol I and Mayer repai·red roofs in Rooms 132, 146, 156, 197, 
198, 141 (195), 199, 196,201, 113, 112, 61, and 59. Repair involved· 
ref lashing and filling cracks and gaps C Vol I, personal communication). 

A contract was let in 1976 for reroofing of Rooms 197, 198, 191, 
195, 199, 196, and 201. Roofs were stripped to the decking, some 
decking was replaced, and the roofs then relaid by the Richert method. 

There are severa I disadvantages to the tar and aspha It roofs. 
There is inadequate airspace and ventilation; the maintenance cycle 
is relatively short; and the roofing process is messy and has an 
immediate adverse Impact on the masonry around the roof edges. In 
~ome rooms, tar Is splattered halfway up the walls. The roofs are 
prone to slow leakage and have failed to provide enough protection. 
Some have been built directly over the old Morris era cement slabs. 
and have thus increased the weight on the original roofs. 

In 1978, we are approaching Phqse I I I, in which an attempt wil I 
be .made to solve several problems involved with protective roofs. The 
ideal roof is one which: Cl) will have little or no adverse effect on 
the resource; (2) is I ight but strong and durable; (3) is desi"gned to 
support itself; (4) is designed to al low pr.:oper ventilation; (5) is 
easily removeable for maintenance; and (6) is designed to be relatively 
maintenaace-free. 

Newly designed protective roofs are to be installed in Rooms 
178, 179, 197, 198, 191, 195, 199, 196, and 201. 

Expected installation- procedure is as fol lows C per room): re
move protective roof; remove old decking, cant strips, and concrete 
s I abs C where poss i b I e ) ; po Ii ce· the area, i nsta 11 4"x4" I atti ce 
decking, bottom of decking to be at least 6" above surface of original 
roff; on this decking., lay sections of 1.8" urethane combination 
board .glued together with epoxy glue and edges custom fitted to wal I 
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rock contours; between the urethane edges and the wal Is, polyethylene 
fi Im wi 11 be placed; aA 9>f8eelt wi 11 be iR&ta'tled n8ar tf.:te ~iddle ef the 
SAoetifl~, ~:i+h 1/411 steel 19la+e!,Oli eilliet side of Ille sl.ee+ fer roiA
toreomont.; a 4" bi tumi n i zed fiber vent w 111 ~ be i nsta 11 ed near center 
to ventilate the airspace C in Rooms 178 and 179, access hatches will 
be installed at this poi~t ); over the urethane wi 11 be placed a 1/~" 
layer of epoxy grout; a thin layer of dirt wi II be applied to the grout 
surface while curing to give the grout a natural dirt finish; the 
po I yethy I ene f i Im w i I I be cut off from around the edges; white, p I i ab I e · 
latex sealer wi 11 be applied around·t~e roof edges; dirt wi 11 be thrown 
on the sealer in a thin layer to nafural ize it; and excess di rt wi 11 
be a I I owed to b I ow off. 

Impact on the resources wi I I be minor: a few stones wi II ha~e to 
be removed for· p I a cement of the '#." x4" decking; p I i ab I e I atex sea I er w i I I 
be applied on rock around the edges of the new roof. Many of the 
stones around the roof edges have either cement or tar smeared on them. 
Reroc>val .of some of these stones and application of the sealer is not 
expected to significantly affect the archeoLogical or architectural 
integrity of the ruin. 

, Because of al I previous stabl lization activities on· the roofs, 
disturbance of the original roof surface wi 11_ not be adverse. Of 
course, care wi I I be taken throughout the installation process to 
ensure that no undue stress is created on either the wal Is or original 
roofs. Mitigation of 4"x4" i nsta I I at ion w i I I consist of thorough 
photo and written documentation of wal Is affected. 

Two rooms, 178 and 179, may require more extensive mitigative 
actiions. At ·this tcrme, there are no lateral entranceways into these 
rooms. According to the stabilization records, it seems no one has 
entered· these rooms since 1953 and, possibly, since the early 1920 1s. 
It is not known whether or not there are roof accesses. If not, they 
should be established so that the rooms can be inspected and worked 
on, when nee_ded. _ This wou Id necees i tate the remova I of a section of 
the original roof~ This section would have to be at least 2 1/2' x 
2 1/2', and wou Id be wood Ii ned. The wood Ii n i ng wou Id extend up
wards one to two inches above the roof level C see fourth drawing) 
and would be covered with a hinged,;lockable hatch. Mitigation would 
consist of overburden excavation an~ photo and written recording of 
excavation and hatch installation activities. Installation of the 
hatches would ha~e immediate and adverse impact on the resources. 
However, this seems minor considering the alternative of allowing 
the rooms to col lapse due.,to lack of maintenance. 
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Bibliography 

Use this section as a reference guide for the history of 

stabilization at AZRU and as reference for other subjects in this 

manual. 

When you find a new reference source, list it under "new 

entries" with the date of entry and your name. Include any references 

which you think will be helpful in the preservation of the ruins. 
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COMPLETED MAJOR RUINS STABILIZATION 

Reports of major stabilization work carried on at Aztec Ruins 
National Monument are on file in the monument library. 

The stabilization reports for the West Ruin are: 

1938 - 1946: 

1939 - 1941: 

1950: 

1951: 

1959, 1959 - 1960 and 1961: 

1965: 

1967: 

Steen, Charlie R., et. al. 

Vivian, R. Gordon 

Vivian, R. Gordon, and Raymond Rixey 

Rechert, Roland 

Shiner, Joel 

Voll, Charles B., and Martin T. Mayer 

Mayer, Martin T. 

The stabilization reports for the East Ruin are: 

1949: 

1953 and 

1957: 

1960: 

1965: 

1967: 

1956: 

Vivian, R .. Gordon 

Richert, Roland 

Vivian, R. Gordon, and Roland Richert 

Shiner, Joel L. 

Voll,.Charles B., and Martin T. Mayer 

Mayer, Martin T. 

The stabilization reports for the Hubbard Mound are: 

1954: 

1960: 

1965: 

1978: 

Vivian, R. Gordon, and Tom Mathews 

Shiner, Joel 

Voll, .Charles B., and Martin T. Mayer 

Schart, William L. 



Rehabilitation Projects, West Ruin 

1973 Sudderth, W.E. and Peter Laudeman 

1974 Chambers, G. and M. Trussell 

1975 Chambers, G. and Stephen E. Adams 

1977 Adams,. Stephen E. 

1978 Schart, William L. 
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